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Preface
These proceedings collect the presentations given at the first three meetings of the “Work-
shop on Monte Carlo’s, Physics and Simulations at the LHC”, held on February 27-28,
May 22-24 and October 23-25 2006 in Frascati (Italy). The purpose of the workshop,
sponsored by the INFN, was to bring together all the complementary Italian scientific
communities interested into high pT physics at the LHC. The workshop was thus attended
by LHC experimental physicists, theoretical physicists dedicated to the calculation of ma-
trix elements for collider processes and to the implementation of Monte Carlo programs,
and theoretical physicists interested into model building and physics beyond the Standard
Model. Theoretical Standard Model prediction, as well as physics signals from new mod-
els, are made available to the experimental community as Monte Carlo generators, that
thus constitute the meeting points of the three communities mentioned above. The aim
of the workshop was essentially to start to talk to each other, and to begin to understand
the methods, the problems, and the language of the complementary communities.
Many of the presentations held at the first three workshop meetings were basic intro-
ductions to important theoretical and experimental topics relevant to LHC physics, and
the speakers were requested to use a language suitable for people with no expertise in
their field. The collection of these presentations constitutes thus an introduction to a few
basic aspects of high pT LHC physics. It was decided to put them in the form of proceed-
ings, maintaining the requirements of a language suitable for the complementary physics
communities. In order to achieve this goal, the contributions were refereed internally, and
have gone through several revisions. The second part of these proceedings collects more
specialised presentations held at the workshop.
Although the very ambitious plan for these proceedings was not totally fulfilled (for
instance, a few chapters were never completed), we feel that, at least for some of the chap-
ters, we have met our goal. In particular, the first chapter constitute a very condensed
presentation of the basics about LHC high pT physics, that can be used as a first intro-
ductory reading for the subject. The last chapter summarizes the basic features of the
most important component of the ATLAS and CMS experiments, written in a way that
should be easily understandable also by theorists. Many chapters of these proceedings1
can be used for an introductory class on LHC high pT physics for graduate students in
experimental and theoretical physics.
Although LHC physics is evolving rapidly, we believe that the basic argument treated
in this volume will remain valid for an introduction, and that this effort will remain useful
for the years to come.
Paolo Nason
Workshop’s Organizing Committee:
V. Del Duca, B. Mele, P. Nason, G. Polesello (ATLAS), R. Tenchini (CMS).
Workshop’s Conveners:
Shower Monte Carlo: S. Frixione, L. Fano´ (CMS) S. Rolli (ATLAS);
Exact calculations at fixed order: F. Piccinini, P. Azzi (CMS);
SM and BSM Physics at LHC: B. Mele, M. Cobal (ATLAS), F. Fabbri (CMS);
Experimental Studies: F. Tartarelli (ATLAS), C. Mariotti, E. Migliore (CMS).
1together with the original slides of the presentations, available at http://moby.mib.infn.it/∼nason/
mcws/scientific programme.htm.
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Introduction
Authors: Chiara Mariotti, Ernesto Migliore and Paolo Nason
Revisors: Sara Bolognesi
1.1 Physics at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
1.1.1 Introduction and basic references
In this chapter we give a very condensed summary of LHC physics. We assume that
the reader has a basic familiarity with the Standard Model of electroweak and strong
interactions. We summarize here some easily accessible basic references to introductory
material. In ref. [1] an introduction to the Standard Electroweak theory can be found,
together with a summary of precision tests, and hints on physics bejond the Standard
Model. A very basic introduction to the theory of strong interaction can be found in
refs. [2]. Summaries on the Electroweak and strong interaction, as well as on experimental
methods, can be found in the reviews of the Particle Data Group, available at the URL
http://pdg.lbl.gov.
1.1.2 Why LHC?
The Standard Model (SM) of electroweak interactions has been established experimentally
by the observation of neutral current interactions in 1973 [3] and of the W and Z bosons in
1983 [4, 6]. From 1989 to 2000, the LEP and SLC experiments measured with a better than
per-mill precision the properties of the W and Z bosons: their masses, their widths, their
couplings with fermions and among themselves. These measurements were complemented
by the Tevatron observation of the top quark. The piece of the SM which is still missing
is the Higgs boson, which is a remnant of the scalars that provide masses to the particles.
Actually, the same precision measurements of the electroweak observables hint to a light
Higgs boson. In fact the accuracy reached requires that, when relating them among each
other, genuine electroweak quantum corrections ∆r should be included, namely:
m2W =
piαem
GF
√
2
1
sin2θW (1−∆r) (1.1)
(see ref. [1]) where the quantum corrections have a quadratic dependence on the mass
of the top quark mtop and a logarithmic dependence on the mass of the Higgs: ∆r =
f(m2top, lnmH). With mW , mtop and sin
2 θW being measured, mH can be extracted from
a global fit of the electroweak observables.
On the other hand the lower limit on the Higgs mass from direct searches is currently
114.4 GeV at 95% confidence level. An upper limit on mH around 1.2 TeV is derived
within the SM requiring that the amplitude for the scattering of longitudinally polarized
vector bosons VLVL → VLVL does not violate unitarity.
The discovery of the mechanism which gives origin to the masses requires the investigation
of the energy range from 100 GeV to 1 TeV, and actually LHC has been designed as a
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discovery machine for processes with cross-sections down to some tens of fb and in the
energy range from 100 GeV to 1-2 TeV. This physics goal influenced the main design
parameters of the machine:
• It is a hadron collider: the fundamental constituents entering in the scattering are
the partons which carry a variable fraction x of the beam four-momentum. Therefore
the centre-of-mass energy of the hard scattering process
√
sˆ can span different orders
of magnitude.
• The centre-of-mass energy will be √s=14 TeV. In this way, incoming partons car-
rying momentum fractions x1, x2 ≈ 0.15 − 0.20 of the incoming hadrons momenta,
yield a partonic CM energy sˆ = x1x2s ≈ 1− 2 TeV, the energy range one wants to
explore.
• It is a proton-proton collider since it is difficult to accumulate high intensity beam
of anti-protons. Furthermore, the Higgs production process is dominated by gluon
fusion, and therefore its cross section is nearly the same in proton-antiproton and
proton-collision.
• The time interval between consecutive bunch crossing will be 25 ns, as the luminosity
depends linearly on the bunch crossing frequency. The very short bunch crossing
interval and the high number of bunches accelerated by the machine (2808 per beam)
will allow to reach the peak luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1.
With respect to an electron-positron machine, it is easier to accelerate protons to high
energy since the energy lost for synchrotron radiation, proportional to γ4 (where γ = E/m)
is much lower than for the electrons. On the contrary precision measurements are more
difficult. Since the kinematics of the initial state of the hard process can change from
event to event, it is possible to have more than one fundamental interaction per bunch
crossing, with the fragments of the protons mixing with the products of the hard process
in the final state.
The luminosity delivered by LHC during the first 3 years will be of Lint = 20 fb−1 per
year or L = 2× 1033 cm−2s−1, and later Lint = 100 fb−1 per year or L = 1034 cm−2s−1.
Two general-purpose experiments are in construction: ATLAS (A Toroidal Lhc Appara-
tuS) and CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid). A B-physics dedicated experiment (LHCb) is
also in preparation, and is dedicated to the study of b-hadrons produced at small angle in
p-p collisions at low luminosity. Finally, the LHC will also provide Pb-Pb collision with√
s = 1312 TeV and a luminosity of L = 1029 cm−2s−1. The ALICE experiment will be
devoted to study these collisions.
1.1.3 The ATLAS and CMS physics program
The main goals of the two general purpose experiments are:
• study the mechanism that breaks the symmetry of the SM Lagrangian giving rise to
the particle masses.
Whitin the SM this means to search for the SM Higgs boson from mH=100 GeV to
mH=1 TeV. If the Higgs is found, understand if it is a SM Higgs or a SUSY Higgs;
if the Higgs is not found, look for alternative models.
• search for new physics, especially if the Higgs is not found.
Concerning supersimmetry, all the s-particles with mass ms˜ ≤ 3 TeV will be accessi-
ble. For exotic models (lepto-quark, technicolor, new strong interaction, new lepton
families, additional bosons, extra-dimensions . . . ) the mass reach is 5 TeV.
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• perform precision measurements in the electroweak sector (mW , mtop, triple gauge
couplings, sin2 θW ), in QCD, and in the CP violation and B physics sector.
Concerning the precision electroweak measurements, it should be noted that, in order
to have a comparable impact in the determination of the Higgs mass from the fit of
the electroweak observables, the top mass and the W mass should be measured with
a relative precision given by:
∆mW = 0.7× 10−2∆mtop
Therefore the target precision on these quantities will be ∆mW ≤ 15 MeV and
∆mtop ≤ 2 GeV. These precisions will not be trivial to achieve, since at a hadron
collider the initial state of the parton-parton collision is not well known, and the
final state is complicated by the presence of many other produced particles.
In figure 1.1 are shown some of the cross-sections (as a function of the centre-of-mass
energy and the rate of production) of interesting processes. In table 1.1 we report the
cross-section and the number of events produced per experiment for a given process, for
low luminosity (L = 2× 1033 cm−2s−1).
 
Figure 1.1: Cross-section as a function of the centre-of-mass energy for interesting pro-
cesses, and the rate of events at LHC.
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Process σ Events/sec Events/year Other machine
W → eν 20 nb 15 108 104 LEP / 107 Tevatron
Z → ee 2 nb 1.5 107 107 LEP
tt¯ 1 nb 0.8 107 105 Tevatron
bb¯ 0.8 mb 105 1012 108 Belle/BaBar
g˜g˜ (m = 1 TeV) 1 pb 0.001 104
H (m = 0.8 TeV) 1 pb 0.001 104
H (m = 0.2 TeV) 20 pb 0.01 105
Table 1.1: Expected cross-sections and number of events per second and 1 year for one of
the experiments at LHC
1.2 The theory of Hadronic collisions
1.2.1 Hadron collider kinematics
A convenient set of kinematic variables for particles produced in hadronic collisions is the
transverse momentum pT , the rapidity y and the azymuthal angle φ. Assuming that the
collision axis is the third axis, in the CM frame of the collision, for a particle with energy
E and three momentum ~p = {p1, p2, p3} we write
pT =
√
p21 + p
2
2 , y =
1
2
ln
E + p3
E − p3 , p1 = pT cosφ , p2 = pT sinφ . (1.2)
These variables have simple transformation properties under longitudinal boosts (i.e.
boosts along the beam line direction), pT and φ being invariant, and
y =⇒ y + 1
2
ln
1 + β
1− β , (1.3)
where β is the boost velocity along the third direction. The energy and the longitudinal
component of the momentum of a particle have the expression
E = mT cosh y , p3 = mT sinh y , (1.4)
where m is the mass of the particle, and mT =
√
m2 + p2T is called the transverse mass.
2
One usually refers to the regions y  0, y  0 and y ≈ 0 as to the forward, backward and
central region.
Observe that the single particle invariant phase space is written in terms of rapidity
and transverse momentum as
d3p
2E(2pi)3
=
1
2(2pi)3
d2pT dy , (1.5)
and is thus flat in rapidity. Furthermore, the cross section for the production of an object
of mass M , for not too extreme values of the mass and rapidity, is typically flat in rapidity.
This can be seen as follows. The production cross section is proportional to
dx1dx2f(x1)f(x2)δ(sx1x2 −M2), (1.6)
where f are the parton densities and x1, x2 are the momentum fraction of the incoming
partons. The rapidity of the produced particle is given by y = 12 log(x1/x2). Defining
τ = x1x2 one can easily show that
dx1dx2 = dτ dy . (1.7)
2 In W mass measurements at hadronic colliders the term “W transverse mass” is used to denote the
observable mTW =
p
2pνT p
l
T (1− cos ∆φ), and has a totally different meaning from the one introduced here.
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Assuming3 that f(x) ≈ 1/x1+δ, we see that formula (1.6) yields a flat rapidity distribution.
This of course holds as long as the rapidity is not close to its maximum value ln ECMM .
Thus the typical rapidity distribution has a bell shape with a central plateau, the plateau
becoming wider as M becomes small.
The use of boost invariant variables facilitates the description of particle production in
hadronic collisions, since these phenomena are approximately boost invariant for not too
extreme values of rapidity. This fact is particularly simple to understand for high energy
scattering phenomena, where the incoming hadrons behave as beams of quark and gluons,
with a given distribution in longitudinal momenta and limited transverse momentum. It
is clear that, depending upon the energy of the incoming constituents, the same hard
scattering phenomenon can take place with an effective center of mass (i.e. with a center
of mass for the incoming constituents) that is moving along the collision direction.
Experimentally, it is more convenient to use the pseudorapidity, rather than the ra-
pidity. It is defined as
η =
1
2
ln
|~p|+ p3
|~p| − p3 = − ln tan
θ
2
, (1.8)
where θ is the angle of ~p with respect to the positive 3 direction. Being only a function of
the angle, pseudorapidity is much easier to measure than rapidity, and for ultrarelativistic
particles it coincides with rapidity. The analogue of eqs. (1.4) for pseudorapidity are
|~p| = pT cosh η , p3 = pT sinh η . (1.9)
The particles distribution in hadronic collisions are often represented as a 3-dimensional
histogram on a rectangle in the η, φ plane (the range in η being dependent upon the de-
tector’s capability) obtained by cutting the η, φ cylinder surrounding the colliding beams,
and centered at the collision point, along the φ = pi line. On this plane, one also defines
a distance ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2.
1.2.2 Orders of magnitude
The total cross section for proton-proton collisions is in the range of few tens of millibarns
(1 mb = 10−31 m2). This is consistent with a transverse size of a hadron of the order of a
femtometer (1 fm = 10−15 m), a fm2 being equal to 10 mb. The cross section grows slowly
with energy, so that projected values at LHC energies are around 100 mb, as one can see
from fig. 1.2.
The total inelastic cross section is mainly made up of events with low pT hadrons in
the final state.4 These events are sometimes classified according to the distributions of the
produced particles in the available rapidity (or pseudorapidity) interval. If there are empty
gaps, inelastic events are classified as diffractive events, as shown in fig. 1.3. The value
of their measured cross section at Tevatron energy, and their extrapolated cross section
al LHC energy is also shown in the figure. Most of the total cross section is composed
by events with no evident gaps. They are characterized by transverse momenta of the
produced particles of the order of few hundred MeV, and particle multiplicity (that is to
say, number of produced particles) of order of a few per unit of rapidity, with fluctuations
of the order of 100%. A more detailed description of typical inelastic events will be given
in chapter 4.19.2.
An extrapolation of the average number of charged particles per unit of pseudorapidity
to LHC energy is shown in fig. 1.4. Observe that the distributions in fig. 1.4 have a dip at
3This is the typical small-x behaviour of parton densities, with δ ≈ 0.1÷ 0.5.
4 These events are often called minimum bias events. The term originates from the so called minimum
bias trigger selection, that was the trigger using the less stringent criteria, thus yielding the least biased
event sample. In older experiments, these events had typically some particles in the central region. Today,
more detailed definitions are used, and we refer the reader to sec. 4.19.2 for further discussion.
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Figure 1.2: Total cross section for pp and pp¯ collisions, from ref. [7].
η = 0. This is a kinematical effect, due to the use of pseudorapidity instead of rapidity.
Rapidity distributions would instead be flat in the small rapidity region, thus showing the
boost invariant feature of particle production in hadronic collisions.5
The main purpose of high energy colliders is to study scattering phenomena with very
large momentum transfer, or production processes of very massive, pointlike particles.
These processes are collectively called “hard scattering” phenomena. In these cases, in-
coming hadrons can be regarded as beams of pointlike constituents. The cross sections for
constituents hard scattering are much smaller than the total hadronic cross section. They
are of the order of the squared inverse of the typical energy scale entering the process,
sometimes called the hardness of the process, times a dimensionless coupling constant.
Thus, for example, the cross section for tt¯ production is of order6 α2S(M
2
t )/M
2
t , corre-
sponding to about 10−7 GeV−2 or 10−7 mb. This is to be compared with the 100 mb cross
section for a typical low transverse momentum reaction, the ratio being 109. We notice
that an estimate of the cross section for jet production is given by α2S(p
2
T )/p
2
T , where pT is
the transverse momentum of the jet. For pT of the order of few hundreds MeV, the strong
coupling becomes of order one, and thus this cross section becomes of the same order of
the typical low transverse momentum reactions.
1.3 QCD description of hadronic collisions
1.3.1 Hard production processes
Inclusive cross sections for hard production processes are calculable in terms of the so
called QCD-improved parton model formula
σH1H2(p1, p2) =
∑
ij
∫
dx1dx2 f
H1
i (x1, µF ) f
H2
j (x1, µF ) σˆij(µF , µR)(x1p1, x2p2) . (1.10)
5From eqs. (1.4,1.9), we have sinh η = sinh ymT/pT , showing that, when mass effects are not negligible,
for small η, y pseudorapidity intervals are wider than the corresponding rapidity intervals.
6The notation αS(t) stands for the running QCD coupling constant at the scale t.
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Here σ represents the cross section for some hard phenomenon to take place (for example,
the production of some heavy particle, eventually with some kinematics constraints, the
production of jets with a large transverse momentum, etc.). The labels i and j run
over all quarks, antiquarks, and the gluon. The parton densities fHi (x, µF ) represent
the probability to find the constituent i inside the hadron H, carrying a fraction x of
its momentum. The scale µF must be chosen to be of the order of the typical hard scale
entering the process (like, for example, the mass of the W in W production, the transverse
momentum of the jet in jet production, etc.). The so called “short distance” or “partonic”
cross section σˆij is calculable in perturbation theory as an espansion in powers of the
strong coupling constant αS, evaluated at a scale µR also of the order of the typical hard
scale entering the process.
Formula (1.10) cannot be used to predict the detailed distribution of all final state
particles. It must instead refer to a sum of final states, that is to say it must be inclusive to
some degree. First of all, the formula does not say anything about the fate of the remnants
of the incoming hadrons after the collisions. Beside this, certain characteristics of infrared
insensitivity should be requested to the cross section in order for it to be calculable in
QCD. In other words, our cross section should not depend upon the infrared cutoffs that
we use in our calculation. In general, the differential production cross sections for heavy
particles satisfy these requirements. Not so for massless coloured particle production. High
transverse momenta coloured partons in the final state materialize as jets, that is to say as
sprays of relatively collimated particles. Rather than the kinematical distribution of final
state particles, it is the jet kinematics that is calculable. Thus, the cross section must be
inclusive also in the composition of a jet, in that it must include all final states that have
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the same jet structure. Finally, one cannot forbid QCD radiation in any angular region of
phase space, in order for the cross section to be calculable, that is to say, as in QED, one
must require a minimal energy resolution of the measuring apparatus in order to obtain
sensible results. This last point is basically related to the requirement of cancellation of
soft divergences.
To better clarify the meaning of formula (1.10) and the origin of its limitations, we will
now consider the example of W production in hadronic collisions, depicted in fig. 1.5. The
Figure 1.5: W production in hadronic collisions.
diagram (a) represents the Born level cross sections, while (b) and (c) are next-to-leading
order (NLO from now on) contributions. The Born result represents the cross section for
the production of a W with given kinematic properties, plus anything else. The next-to-
leading contributions (b) and (c) represent corrections to (a) that are formally of order
αS, but receive large contributions in particular regions of phase space. In particular, if
the outgoing gluon momentum is parallel to one of the incoming quarks.
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1.3.2 Collinear singularities
Let us briefly review what happens when a gluon is emitted collinearly by an initial state
parton (like the incoming quark in our example). In lowest order perturbation theory, the
emission cross section factorizes as
dσqq¯→W+g(pq, pq¯, pW , l)
lT→0−→ αS(l
2
T )
2pi
Pgq(z) dz
dl2T
l2T
dσqq¯→W ((1− z)pq, pq¯, pW ) , (1.11)
where l is the gluon momentum, and we have assumed~l = z~pq+~lT , i.e. we have decomposed
the gluon momentum into a component parallel to the initial state parton z~pq, and a
component orthogonal to it, ~lT . The collinear limit is reached when lT → 0, so that the
direction of the incoming quark and of the emitted gluon coincide. The cross section
becomes the product of the W production cross section with a reduced momentum for the
incoming quark, times a splitting probability, proportional to the strong coupling constant
evaluated at the characteristic transverse momentum of the splitting process. Pgq(z) is
the Altarelli-Parisi splitting function for finding a gluon in a quark with a fraction z of its
momentum
Pgq(z) = CF
1 + (1− z)2
z
, (1.12)
and it describes the distribution of the splitting probability as a function of the fraction
of longitudinal momentum. Of course, formula (1.11) makes no sense for lT too near ΛQCD
(αS becomes too large and perturbation theory can no longer be applied), and for lT of
order MW (factorization only works for small lT ). We can however use it to estimate the
order of magnitude of the probability for the emission of an extra gluon. Using the one
loop formula for the strong coupling constant
αS(l2T ) =
1
b0 ln
l2T
Λ2QCD
, b0 =
33− 2nf
12pi
, nf = number of light flavours, (1.13)
we can estimate the size of the contribution of one extra collinear emission in formula
(1.11) by performing the dl2T integration∫ lmaxT
lminT
αS(l2T )
dl2T
l2T
=
1
b0
ln
ln l
max
T
ΛQCD
ln l
min
T
ΛQCD
(1.14)
Assuming that lminT & ΛQCD and lmaxT of the order of the transverse mass of the W , we see
that the right hand side of eq. (1.14) is not small, i.e. is not suppressed by a power of
the strong coupling at the hard scale. However, most of the contribution to the integral
take place at low lT , as can be seen from fig. 1.6, so that the probability to emit a hard
gluon is indeed of order αS(lmaxT ). This reasoning can be extended for the emission for any
number of gluons, with lmaxT  lT 1  lT 2 . . .  lminT . We would find that also multiple
emissions have probability of order 1. The presence of these large contributions due to
collinear parton emissions are among the reasons why the detailed final state structure is
not described by formula (1.10). In fact, the sum of all these large corrections (and of the
associated large corrections present in the virtual contribution of fig 1.5 (c)) is already
included in eq. (1.10), since the scale dependent parton densities fi(x, µF ) include the
effect of all emissions with lT up to µF . Thus, if µF ≈MW , the only left over corrections
in eq. (1.10) are genuine strong radiative corrections, suppressed by powers of αS(MW ).
We must however assume that we sum over all final state configurations that have any
number of collinear partons in the direction of the incoming quark or antiquark.
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Figure 1.6: Relative probability for the emission of a gluon with transverse momentum
below a given cut, according to eq. (1.14).
In processes with a massless parton with large transverse momentum in the final state,
one also expects large corrections due to radiation collinear to it. The factorization for-
mula is similar to eq. (1.11). Consider the example of diagram (b) in fig 1.5, under the
assumption that the final state gluon has large transverse momentum. The gluon can split
into a pair of collinear gluons, with cross section
dσqq¯→W+g+g(pq, pq¯, pW , pg, l)
lT→0−→ αS(l
2
T )
2pi
Pgg(z) dz
dl2T
l2T
dσqq¯→W+g(pq, pq¯, pW , pg) , (1.15)
where now ~l = z~pg +~lT , and ~lT is transverse with respect to the direction of the outgoing
gluon. One noticeable difference between eq. (1.15) and eq. (1.11) is that in the former case
gluon radiation reduces the momentum entering in the hard cross section. For final state
splitting, instead, the momenta flowing through the hard scattering process are unchanged.
These large final state radiation corrections, in fact, cancel out when virtual corrections
are included. Virtual corrections do not change the structure of the final state, since they
correspond to the emission and reabsorption of a virtual parton. Thus, the cancellation
works only if one is allowed to sum contributions with different final state structure. In
other words, rather than requiring a given light parton in the final state, we should require
the presence of a jet, that is to say of a bunch of collimated particles.
1.3.3 Soft singularities
Soft gluon emission also gives rise to divergencies of the form dl0/l0, where l0 is the
gluon energy. These divergences are present whenever coloured particles are involved in a
reaction, and are analogous to the soft divergences in electrodynamics. In electrodynamics,
soft singularities are a basic consequence of quantization. In fact, the brehmmstralung
frequency spectrum dE/dν is known to approach a constant for small frequencies. Because
of quantization, dE = hν dn, so that, if dE/dν is a constant, dn/dν ∝ 1/ν, that is to say
it diverges at low frequencies. Because of this fact, QED radiative corrections have always
infrared divergences related to (both real and virtual) emission of soft photons. It turns
out, however, that if one assumes that there is a finite energy resolution for soft photons
(i.e., that one cannot detect photons with energy below a given cut Esoft), soft divergences
between real and virtual corrections cancel out, yielding a finite result. The same thing
happens in QCD. Because of this virtual-real infrared cancellation, it also turns out that
we cannot totally veto radiation in any angular region of the phase space. This veto
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would affect the soft gluon emission contribution to the cross section, but would leave the
corresponding virtual correction unchanged, thus spoiling the cancellation.
If massless coloured particles are present in a reaction, collinear and soft singularities
are present at the same time. In particular, in formula (1.11), since Pgq(z) = CF (1 + (1−
z)2)/z, we see that the z integration yields a dz/z integral, that corresponds (when lT is
already small) to the gluon energy becoming small. The region where a gluon becomes
both collinear and soft is sometimes referred to as the double logarithmic region, because
of the presence of two factorized logarithmic singularities.
1.3.4 Jet definitions
We have seen that we cannot predict the distribution of individual massless partons in
the final state, but we should instead talk about jets. There is much freedom in the way
jets are defined. In order for a jet cross section to be calculable in perturbation theory,
it should be insensitive to the splitting of a massless particle into two collinear partons,
in such a way that the cancellation between real and virtual contributions to the cross
section can take place. A typical jet definition may deal with the total amount of energy
flowing from the interaction vertex into a cone of fixed aperture. A jet definition must be
collinear insensitive in order to be calculable in perturbation theory. This is however not
enough. We cannot characterize the final state by requiring that all final state particles lie
inside cones of given aperture. In fact, because of soft divergences, we cannot require that
there are regions in solid angle where there are no particles at all. This requirement would
spoil the cancellation of infrared divergences. We should thus allow a limited fraction
of the total energy to be present in arbitrary directions outside the cones (the so called
Sterman-Weinberg jet definition), or we should instead deal with inclusive jet cross section,
meaning of a given number of jets above a given energy plus an arbitrary number of jets
of smaller energy.
1.3.5 Fixed order calculations
The QCD improved parton model formula, eq (1.10), applied at any given finite order in
the strong coupling constant, can be used to compute certain cross sections, i.e. inclusive
cross section for the production of heavy particles and/or jets. For these quantities, soft
singularities cancel (and so do the collinear final state singularities) between real and
virtual contributions. Initial state collinear singularities survive, but are subtracted and
absorbed into the scale dependent parton densities. At the Born level, one only considers
the cross section for the production of a given number of heavy particles, and of well
separated massless partons. At this level, one associates a jet to each massless parton.
At the NLO level, corrections due to the virtual exchange of a massless parton, or to
its emission, are included. At this level, it is possible to have jets containing more than
one massless parton, since the radiated particle can be collinear to any other massless
parton in the process. The emitted parton can be soft, and their emission cross section
diverges in the soft limit. These divergences cancel among real and virtual graphs. Fixed
order calculations are the backbone of our theoretical ability to predict hard scattering
cross sections. Automatic algorithms exist that allow one to compute arbitrary Born level
cross sections, the only limitation being the computer time for very complex processes.
For many processes of interest, the NLO corrections have also been computed, within a
framework to deal with collinear and soft singularities in a consistent way. Since a few
years, some results at NNLO level have also become available.
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1.3.6 Shower Monte Carlo
From the discussion carried out so far, it is clear that the QCD parton model formula
alone does not fully describe the final state in hadronic collisions. First of all, we lack a
practical way of computing QCD at low energy, and thus we are incapable to describe the
formation of a final state made up of hadrons. But, even if we put aside this problem,
we have seen that the formation of a specific final state involves an arbitrary number of
collinear (and soft) emissions, all of them contributing corrections of order one. These
corrections cancel for inclusive observables. Sadly, a specific final state is not inclusive
by definition, and so fixed order calculations cannot predict its probability. There are,
however, algorithms that are capable to resum to all order in perturbation theory all most
important real and virtual emission corrections (namely the corrections that are collinear
divergent), the so called shower algorithms. These algorithms are thus capable to associate
with a given hard event an arbitrary number of accompaning partons. In order to yield a
finite result, they must contain an explicit cut-off on the transverse momentum of emitted
partons, and on their energy. The final state they generate is still unphysical, since it
is made up by quarks and gluons, rather than hadrons. In order to generate a physical
final state, phenomenological models of hadron formation are used. These models are
not soundly motivated from a theoretical viewpoint. However, it is also true that the
same models should be applicable to any hard collision, since the part of the collision that
involves distances below the typical hadronic scale is well described by the perturbative
QCD formalism embodied in the computation of the short distance cross section and of the
shower development. Shower Monte Carlo programs are thus event generators that can
model the full final state. They have been successfully employed in several experimental
frameworks, like electron-positron, lepton-hadron, and hadron-hadron collisions, at several
different energies. We expect that they should work with some tuning also for LHC.
Underlying event
The QCD picture of an event, as represented by a shower Monte Carlo and a hadronization
model, still misses one ingredient for the description of the full final state. In fact, at the
end of the shower, the system is represented by two incoming partons and a number of
final state partons. Given that the fragmentation process turns final state partons into
real hadrons, we still have to specify how to treat the remnant of the two initial hadrons
that have provided the initial state partons. These remnants carry energy, momentum,
flavour and colour, so their treatment is indispensable for a realistic description of the
event. We are unable, at present, to describe this aspect of the process within QCD, and
thus we have to resort to a model, the so called “Underlying event model”. One very
crude model would be to include the hadron remnant in the final state (for example, if the
incoming parton is a quark, the hadron remnant is a di-quark), and provide a mechanism
for the hadronization of the remnant (that will be typically correlated in colour to some
final state partons) in the fragmentation stage of the shower.
The name “Underlying event” is somewhat unfortunate, since it gives the false impres-
sion that there is some uncorrelated activity accompaning any hard scattering process.
It is also used with some ambiguity in the literature. In fact, there is no precise way to
separate the underlying event from the hard process. In the framework of the Event Gen-
erators, the underlying event model (in general made up of several components) describes
the physics of the hadronic remnants. When fitting the parameters of these components,
one typically looks at regions of phase space where the influence of the hard process is
as small as possible, like for example angular regions in the azimuth φ that are as far
as possible from the jets in jet pair production. In case of production of colour neutral
particles, like the W or the Z, after the removal of the W or Z decay products from the
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final state, the distribution of all remaining particles should be strongly dependent upon
the “Underlying event” model.
Multiple parton interactions
The physics of the hadron remnants may influence in several ways the formation of the
final state, and not only in the very forward direction. First of all, the remnants are
coloured, and thus can radiate soft gluons. They can also give rise to secondary parton
interactions. Thus, for example, in our W production process, another pair of constituents
from the incoming hadron can collide, and generate two balanced jets that accompany the
W , or they can even produce another W . The probability for a secondary interaction
Figure 1.7: Pictorial representation of multiple interactions.
can be easily estimated. Since a hard scattering has taken place, this means that the two
hadrons have overlapped in the transverse plane, with an overlapping area of the order of
1 fm2. An estimate of the probability for another hard cross section is given by the ratio of
the hard cross section divided by the transverse area of the overlapping region. In the case
of the production of an extra pair of jets with transverse momentum pT , the probability is
α2S(p
2
T )
p2T × (1 fm)2
≈ Λ
2
QCDα
2
S(p
2
T )
p2T
. (1.16)
It is thus a power suppressed effect. The perturbative description of the collision we have
introduced so far deals with effects that are at most suppressed by powers of the coupling
constant, not by powers of the strong interaction scale. Nevertheless, for relatively small
pT , multiparton interactions can be important for a full description of the event. Modern
underlying event models do include secondary interactions, as discussed in 4.19.2.
1.4 The detectors
This section is meant to be an introduction to the experimental aspects of the investigation
of high energy proton-proton events. The outline of the section is the following:
• review the basic physics processes involved in the detection of particles in the energy
regime typical of LHC;
• describe how different detection systems can be gathered into general purpose appa-
ratus to provide the most exhaustive picture of each proton-proton collision;
• a short description of how these different components have been implemented in the
ATLAS and in the CMS experiments.
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Deeper discussion of physics objects, trigger, simulation will be done to Chapter/Session
4.
1.4.1 Basics of particle detection
Experimentally the measurement of a particle is the determination of its four-momentum
and the identification of its type, namely mass and charge. Modern particle detectors
are based on the conversion of an absorbed energy into an electrical signal. The processes
leading to the formation of the signal depend on the particle type and energy. Considering
only the energy range typical of particles produced in high energy collisions, i.e. from
several hundreds MeV to several hundreds GeV, and the particles whose lifetimes are long
enough to reach the detectors, i.e. cτ & 2.5 cm, the main processes are:
• electrons/positrons: the energy loss is determined by ionization and bremsstrahlung
processes the latter being dominant from the energy at which they are produced
down to a critical energy Ec whose typical value is of the order of ten(s) MeV.
• muons: the energy loss is determined by ionization and bremsstrahlung processes.
As the dependence of the bremsstrahlung energy loss per unit length on the particle
energy E and mass m goes as E/m2, the bremsstrahlung process for the muons
starts to be relevant at hundreds GeV. As they do not interact strongly and as the
probability of showering 7 is small, they can penetrate deeply in the material, as
Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP).
• charged hadrons (essentially pi± and protons): the energy loss is determined by
ionization and strong interactions with the nuclei of the material.
• neutral hadrons (essentially pi0 and neutrons): the energy loss is determined by
strong interactions with the nuclei of the material. It should be noted that neutral
pions quickly decay electromagnetically pi0 → γγ (cτ=25 nm) before having a chance
of re-interacting hadronically.
• photons: the energy loss is determined essentially by pair production for energies
above some MeV. The electron and positron produced behave as described above.
As the main interaction mechanisms of high energy electrons (i.e. Coulomb scattering and
bremsstrahlung) and of high energy photons (i.e. pair production) are described by closely
related diagrams they all can be characterized by the same parameter: the radiation length
X0, which expresses the mean distance over which a high-energy electron loses all but 1/e
of its energy by bremsstrahlung or equivalently 79 of the mean free path for pair production
by a high-energy photon.
All the charged particles interacts by elastic Coulomb scattering at low momentum
transfer off the nuclei of the medium thus resulting in a change of direction which affects
the direction of ~p (Multiple Scattering). The distribution of initially collimated unit charge
particles emerging from a slab of material of thickness X and radiation length X0 has a
Gaussian core with a spread projected into a plane σθ = 13.6MeVβpc
√
X
X0
with non-gaussian
tails generated by the collisions at large momentum transfer.8
7See below for a description of a shower process.
8A very rough explanation of this formula is as follows. Coulomb scattering and bremsstrahlung effects
are related, since Coulomb scattering is the cause of bremsstrahlung. Thus the number and intensity of
random transverse kicks is proportional to X/X0, and the variance in the total transverse kick goes likep
X/X0. The 1/β accounts for the fact that slower particles spend more time in traversing the atoms they
collide with, and the kick in momentum is proportional to the product of force and time. The 1/p factor
translates a transverse momentum kick into an angle.
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1.4.2 Measurement of the four-momentum: spectrometers and calorime-
ters
B
L
s
B
L
s
L’
Figure 1.8: Deflection of a charged particle in a magnetic field: measurament of the
trajectory performed in a homogeneous medium (left) or in an air-gap spectrometer (right).
Spectrometers. Spectrometers determine the three-momentum of a charged particle
from observing how it bends in a magnetic field. A unit charge particle crossing a uniform
magnetic field ~B with momentum pT in the plane perpendicular to the ~B direction for a
region of length L deflects from the straight line of a sagitta s (see figure 1.8):
s ≈ 0.3
8
BL2
pT
(1.17)
with B in T, L in m and pT in GeV.
From pT and from the knowledge of the trajectory (i.e. the angle θ between the track
and the field directions) the three-momentum is determined as p = |~p| = pT / sin θ. If no
particle identification is available, the energy of the particle is then computed assuming
the mass of the charged pion which is the most abundant charged particle in the event.
The resolution on pT is related to the geometric accuracy on the measurement of the
sagitta σs by
σpT
pT
∣∣∣∣
geom
=
σs
s
=
8
0.3BL2
pT σs (1.18)
To achieve observable bendings, in collider experiments magnetic fields of several Teslas
are used (2 T in the ATLAS and 4 T in the CMS solenoids respectively). For example
the sagitta of a particle with pT=1 TeV crossing a 1 m long region with a 4 T B field is
about 150 µm. Thus a 10% measurement of the momentum requires an accuracy on the
sagitta of 15 µm. As the geometrical accuracy on the sagitta σs does not depend on pT ,
σpT
pT
∣∣∣
geom
decreases for increasing BL2 values.
Multiple scattering mimics the magnetic field deflection thus affecting the resolution
by a factor which does not depend on p. The actual effect on the resolution depends on
whether the measurament of the trajectory is performed in a homogeneous volume (figure
1.8 left), as in the case of Time Projection Chambers, or in an air-gap spectrometer with
the track measured by discrete tracking planes (figure 1.8 right), as in the case of silicon
strip tracking detectors.
In the case of the homogeneous volume the determination of the sagitta is mainly affected
by the lateral dispersion, σs|ms = 1√3σθL, leading to:
σpT
pT
∣∣∣∣
ms
≈ 0.21
βB
√
LX0 sin θ
(1.19)
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In case of air-gap spectrometer the dominant contribution is the kink σθ experienced by
the particle when crossing a measurement plane of thickness L′:
σpT
pT
∣∣∣∣
ms
≈ 0.045
βBL
√
L′
X0 sin θ
(1.20)
The trajectory of the charged particle is measured by tracking detectors (cf. Sect. 1.4.3)
which determine the points where the particle crossed their sensitive volume. Because of
the multiple scattering, tracking detectors ideally should be massless and with no passive
material in front. The multiple scattering dominates at low values of pT , while at high
values the geometrical term dominates.
Calorimeters Calorimeters are detectors which measure the energy of a particle by
means of total absorption of its energy. The process at the basis of the degradation of the
energy of the incoming particle is the development of a shower. Two kinds of showers can
be distinguished according to the nature of the incoming particle:
• electromagnetic showers.
The interaction of photons and electrons above 10 MeV is dominated by the pro-
cesses:
– pair-production γ → e+e−
– bremsstrahlung e± → e±γ
both characterized by the radiation length X0. On average after 1 X0 a γ produces
an e+e− pair while an e± radiates a bremsstrahlung photon, with the produced par-
ticles sharing the energy of the initial one. The cascade of these processes produces a
so-called electromagnetic shower which evolves with the number of particles increas-
ing at each step while their energy is decreasing. Below a certain threshold Ethr the
process stops with a number of particles in the shower related to the energy of the
initial particle. The depth at which the shower stops grows logarithmically with the
initial energy E0 of the incoming particle. 9 The typical depth of an electromagnetic
calorimeters in a high energy physics experiment is about 27 X0. The energy of an
electron/photon is then obtained from counting the charged particles which are in
the shower, actually measuring the energy deposited by them, and applying some
calibration function which has been determined previously in conditions where the
energy of the incoming particle was known, as in test-beam or in-situ, i.e. in the
experiment itself using events where the energy is well known for example by kine-
matic constraints of the event. The determination of the energy with a calorimeter
is a stochastic process (the measured quantity is the signal released by N particles
with N ≈ E0/Ethr) and therefore its resolution improves with increasing energy 10
σE
E
=
a
E
⊕ b√
E
⊕ c (1.21)
The first term is referred to as the noise term (signal fluctuations independent from
the shower energy, typically electronics read-out noise), the second as the stochastic
9 Assuming that at each branching the energy equally splits among the decay products, the length L
for a full containment of a shower developed by an incoming particle of energy E0 is
L = X0
lnE0/Ethr
ln 2
10The notation ⊕ indicates the sum in quadrature.
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term (statistics fluctuations in the various processes from the shower development
up to the signal formation), the last as the constant term (typically due to detector
inhomogeneities).
Multiple scattering of e± produces a broadening of the shower also in the transverse
direction which is characterized by the Moliere radius RM : 95% of the energy of the
shower is contained within a cylinder of radius 2RM .
• Hadronic showers: if the incoming particle is a hadron, the showering process is dom-
inated by a sequence of inelastic hadronic interactions. At high energy, these are
characterized by multi-particle production and particle emission originating from nu-
clear decay of excited nuclei. The principle of the energy measurement is the same as
for the electromagnetic case: counting the number of charged particles in the shower
and converting it into an energy value by means of a known calibration function.
Similar considerations for the energy resolution holds as for the case of electromag-
netic calorimeters, but the energy resolution is worse than that of electromagnetic
calorimeters essentially because of three effects:
1. part of the energy goes into excitation of break-up nuclei without being de-
tected;
2. on average 1/3 of the pions produced (i.e. the lightest hadron) are pi0 which
immediately decays electromagnetically giving a larger signal than a charged
pion of the same energy;
3. hadrons can decay in final state with a neutrino (undetected) or a muon (small
signal).
The typical scale of the process is the nuclear interaction length λI which for ma-
terials heavier than iron is one order of magnitude larger than the electromagnetic
interaction length X0. For this reason hadronic calorimeters are longer and placed
besides electromagnetic calorimeters.
Technically two types of calorimeters exists: homogeneous calorimeters where the same
material acts as the medium where shower develops (absorber) and signal is produced
(detector) and sampling calorimeters (absorber material different from detector material).
Typical examples of homogeneous calorimeters are high-Z material crystals while for sam-
pling calorimeters are sandwiches of high-Z materials and gas or liquid detectors or plastic
scintillators. In the detector material the produced ionization or the scintillation light
emitted in the de-excitation of the crystal lattice for inorganic scintillators (or of vibra-
tional modes for organic ones) is collected. Hadronic calorimeters are usually sampling
calorimeters.
The determination of the direction of the incoming particle with a calorimeter is
achieved by means of a segmentation of calorimeter into cells read-out separately. In
case of an electromagnetic shower the three-momentum is then just computed assuming
a massless kinematics, i.e. the measured energy as the absolute value of the momentum
and the same direction for ~p and the shower.
1.4.3 Measurement of the topology of the event: vertex and tracking
detectors
Because of their fast response, the LHC tracking systems are mainly based on finely
segmented solid-state detectors: two or three shells of 2D pixel detectors close to the
interaction point at r ≈ 10 cm with a typical pixel size of 150x150 µm2, followed by
4 shells of 1D strip detectors at 20< r <50 cm with a typical pitch distance between
neighboring strips of about 100 µm. This layout is dictated by the requirement of keeping
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the fraction of hit channels of the detectors per LHC bunch crossing, called occupancy,
at a level of 1-2% thus keeping at an affordable level the combinatorics that the track
finding algorithms have to deal with.11 The position of the measured point is provided by
the channel fired by the passing charged particle. Therefore the resolution (for a single
η, φ coordinate) is basically the width of the read-out cell divided by
√
12 that for the
geometry described above is typically of about 30 µm (a 3D point is reconstructed by the
pixel detectors while a 2D point is typically reconstructed by the strip detectors: the extra
coordinate is given by the r position of the detector itself.) Accurate measurements of the
particle tracks close to their production point can be exploited for:
• reconstruct the primary vertex of the event. At high luminosity there will be on
average 20 inelastic proton-proton collisions at each bunch-crossing: grouping all
particles coming from the same primary vertex is an essential simplification for the
analysis of the LHC events;
• identify long-lived particles (typically hadrons containing a heavy quark) which travel
up to few mm before decaying. They can be identified as their decay (secondary)
vertex is displaced by their production (primary) vertex. This identification (tagging)
is based on the fact that the impact parameter of the daughter particles produced at
the decay vertex, i.e. the distance of minimum approach of daughter tracks to the
primary vertex, is significantly different from zero. The impact parameter is larger
than the one of particles coming from the interaction vertex, because of the large
mass of the long living hadron (thus the relatively high pT of the decay products
with respect to the hadron flight direction) and because the tracks come from a
secondary vertex that is produced few millimeters away from the primary one.
The resolution on the impact parameter depends on the geometrical resolution of the
detector and on the multiple scattering:
σIP = σgeom ⊕ σms (1.22)
The geometrical resolution depends on the layout of the detector, namely the intrinsic
resolution σint of the sensing element (i.e. the pitch of the strips or the dimension of the
pixels, typically σint ≈ 30µm), the distance r from the primary vertex of the layer of the
detector that gives the first measurement of the track, and on the total lever arm l of the
vertex-detector:
σgeom = σint ×
(
r
l
⊕ r + l
l
)
= σint ×
√
1 + 2
r
l
+ 2
r2
l2
(1.23)
The multiple scattering term is due to the presence of material along the particle trajectory
and it depends on the momentum p of the particle, on the amount of material crossed
(which in turn, assuming a detector with cylindrical geometry, depends on the angle θ at
which the particle is emitted, θ being the angle with respect to the beam direction):
σms = a⊕ b
p sin3/2 θ
(1.24)
Thus a performant detector must have the first layer as close as possible to the interaction
region (i.e. r as small as possible), limited by the dimension of the beam pipe, the lever
arm l as large as possible and the material as thin as possible in unit of X0. Moreover
the detector should maximize the number of layers, in order to minimize the error and
ambiguities in the pattern recognition during the reconstruction of the trajectory.
11At
√
s=14 TeV and at L = 1034 cm−2s−1 there are about 1000 tracks per bunch crossing which,
in absence of magnetic field, would be distributed as 1/r2. The magnetic field actually confines charged
particle and the actual distribution is more (less) pronounced than the 1/r2 at lower (higher) radii.
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1.4.4 General purpose detectors
General purpose detectors are designed to measure as many as possible of the particles
produced in each proton-proton collision to get the most precise picture of each event.
This is achieved basically by:
• organizing the detector in a “onion-like” structure (i.e. cylindric shells concentric
with the beams direction) where each layer/subsystem measures the particles un-
measured by the previous layer;
• embedding the tracking detectors in a magnetic field in order to determine the mo-
mentum of charged particles from the deflection of their tracks.
Figure 1.9: Slice through CMS showing particles incident on the different sub-detectors.
Following the drawing of figure 1.9, first the trajectory of all the stable charged parti-
cles are measured by the tracking detector.
The electron and the photon are then stopped and their energy measured by the electro-
magnetic calorimeter. When an electromagnetic shower is associated with a track it can
be identified as an electron. If no track corresponds to the shower, then this last one is
produced by a photon. Electron-photon identification is thus reached.
Then all the hadrons are stopped by the hadronic calorimeter and their energy measured.
Their momenta were already measured in the tracker, from the curvature of their trajec-
tory due to the magnetic field. For this, it is assumed that all the hadrons have a pion
mass.
The only particles that can travel through the full detector as MIP are the muons. Their
tracks are detected in the muon detector thus also identifying the presence of a muon.
The momentum of the muon is measured by both the tracker and the muon chambers.
Depending on the strength of the magnetic field only muons above a certain pT could reach
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the muon chambers (3 GeV for CMS, as an example). The number of high pT muons in a
LHC event is not very high, since most of the muons coming from the semileptonic decay
of B (D) hadrons have a small pT (typically of the order of MB(MD)/2) a large fraction of
the muons reaching the muon chambers are those from W and Z decay. This means that
muons are a very clean and powerful signature of interesting events at LHC.
1.4.5 ATLAS and CMS
ATLAS and CMS implement this general purpose structure in a different way because
of the different configuration of the magnetic field. The chosen magnetic field intend to
maximize the BL2 term determining the resolution on the measurement of the momentum
of the muon. Good resolution for muons from few GeV up to 1 TeV are mandatory to
fulfill the physics program.
The size of both the experiments are determined mainly by the fact that they are
designed to identify and measure the energy and momentum of most of the very energetic
particles emerging from the proton-proton collision. The interesting particles are produced
over a wide range of energy (from few hundreds of MeV to a few TeV) and over the full
solid angle. No particle of interest should escape unseen (except neutrinos that are instead
identified by inbalance in the energy-momentum conservation).This means that the two
experiments should avoid any cracks in the acceptance.
The configurations of the magnetic fields are the following:
• ATLAS has adopted a toroidal configuration where the relative lower magnetic field,
B=0.6 T, is balanced by a large lever arm L= 11 m. The toroid is then complemented
by an inner solenoid of reduced dimensions R=1.2 m and relatively high value of the
field B=2 T. The calorimeters are placed in the field-free region.
• CMS has adopted a compact layout with a solenoid with a very intense field B=4 T
and moderate dimensions R=3 m. The calorimeters are inside the field.
The main technological challenge for ATLAS is the mechanical precision at which the
tracking elements should be positioned over such a large lever arm, while for CMS is to
reach this high and uniform value of the B field over such a large volume.
The ATLAS tracker is made by an inner part of silicon pixels and strips and an outer
part made of TRD (Transition Radiation Detectors) in order to identify particles, and in
particular the electrons. It is embedded in the 2 T magnetic field. The resolution on the
charged particle momentum is σpT /pT ≈ 5 · 10−4pT ⊕ 0.01. The CMS tracker is inside
the 4 T magetic field and it is made entirely of silicon sensors (pixels and strips). The
resolution on the charged particle momentum is σpT /pT ≈ 1.5 · 10−4pT ⊕ 0.005. The outer
radius of the tracking detectors of the two experiments is similar (≈ 110 cm).
The other important difference between ATLAS and CMS concerns the choice of the
electromagnetic calorimeter:
• ATLAS has a Pb-LAr sampling calorimeter;
• CMS has an homogeneous calorimeter made of PbWO4 crystals.
The sampling structure of the ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter allows the measurement
of the shower developement at different depths, thus allowing a better determination of
the shower axis and consequently of the electron/photon direction.
Being homogeneous, the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter has instead an intrinsically
better energy resolution for electrons and photons.
The hadronic calorimeters of ATLAS is made by Fe-scintillator (in the barrel) and
Cu-liquid argon (end caps) for a total of 10 λI . It has a relatively good energy resolution
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σE/E ≈ 50%/
√
E/GeV⊕ 0.03. The CMS hadronic calorimeter is made of Cu-scintillator
with an energy resolution of σE/E ≈ 100%/
√
E/GeV ⊕ 0.05. Due to the constraint of
beeing inside the magnet the calorimeter is not long enough to contain the full hadronic
shower, being only ≈ 10λI . Thus an additional tail catcher (the HO detector) has been
placed after the calorimeter in order to limit the punch through into the muon system.
Finally muons are very robust, clean and unambiguous signature of much of the physics
that ATLAS and CMS were designed to study. The ability to trigger and reconstruct
muons at the highest luminosities of the LHC was incorporated into the design of the two
detectors. The choice of the magnet, as already said, was motivated by the necessity to
measure TeV muons. The ATLAS muon detector is placed in the air and the resolution
on the muon transverse momentum is σpT /pT ≈ 7% at 1 TeV. It provides an independent
and high-accuracy measurement of muons over the full η coverage required by physics.
In CMS the muon chambers are placed in the iron of the magnet yoke and the muon
transverse momentum is σpT /pT ≈ 5% at 1 TeV.
Both the system can trigger muons from 3-5 GeV of momentum. Moreover they are
able to distinguish bewtween successive beam crossing (spaced 25 ns in time).
1.4.6 Physics objects
The objects measured in collider experiments are: muons, electrons, photons, tau-jets, jets
of hadrons (as signature of colored partons) and missing transverse energy (as signature
of neutrinos and particles which have little or no interaction with ordinary matter).
Out of the elementary particles, only muons, electrons and photons are directly de-
tected. From the processes listed in Section 1.4.1, those relevant for ATLAS and CMS
detectors are: the ionization for muons, electrons and charged hadrons, and the detection
of the low energy charged particles produced in the electromagnetic cascade for electrons
and photons, or in the hadronic cascades for hadrons. The latter occurs collecting either
the produced ionization or the scintillation light emitted in the de-excitation of the crystal
lattice or of vibrational modes for inorganic and organic scintillators respectively.
Tau leptons are usually identified by their decay into a lighter charged lepton plus two
neutrinos or in their decay into 1, 3 or 5 charged tracks, thus in collimated jets with a low
number of particles.
The constituents of the hadronic matter (quarks and gluons) are revealed only in the
form of jets of hadrons.
The presence of particles which have little or no interaction with ordinary matter,
as neutrinos or neutral SUSY LSP, can be inferred only by the so-called missing trans-
verse energy. In a hadron collider, because of the beam remnants carrying part of the
longitudinal momentum of the incoming beams, kinematics constraints can be applied
in the transverse plane only and the presence of such particles can be inferred from the
component of the missing energy in the transverse plane.
More details about the physics objects can be found in session 9.42.2.
1.4.7 Trigger for experiment at hadronic collider
Compared to electron-positron collider where all the inelastic cross section can be consid-
ered as a signal, in hadronic colliders the cross section for interesting processes is a very
small fraction of the inelastic cross section.
At LHC, the inelastic, non single diffractive, proton-proton cross-section σinel is ex-
pected to be σinel ∼ 80 mb; this corresponds to an interaction rate at the LHC nominal
luminosity of the order of 1 GHz. As the raw event has a typical size of ∼1 MB, the
resulting amount of data would be way too prohibitive to record and process for a later
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oﬄine analysis. Such rate has therefore to be reduced online to the order of 100 Hz, which
is the upper limit for storing and processing data.
However the rate is dominated by low pT processes and most of the events available in
this reaction is of no interest. The reduction corresponds therefore to selecting the events
which have actually some physics interest, events which are a low fraction of the total
(see Fig. 1.1). As an example, the rate of the SM Higgs boson decaying to the 2-photon
final state is expected to be 1 Hz for mH=100 GeV/c2. Fitting the selection of high-pT
processes within the allowed output rate is anyway difficult because processes like W→`ν`
and Z→`+`− already saturate the output rate if no selection is applied. In figure 1.10 the
rates of single muons and two muons generated by different processes as a function of the
threshold on their transverse momentum are shown.
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Figure 1.10: The rates of muons as a function of threshold on their transverse momentum:
single muons (top), double muons (bottom).
The online selection of collisions potentially containing physics of interest, is accom-
plished by the trigger system. In order to provide huge rejection factors (∼107) and to
keep at the same time the efficiency for interesting events as high as possible, the online
selection has a level of complexity comparable to that of oﬄine reconstruction. In addi-
tion, the trigger algorithms must be fast. In fact, the time available to perform the online
selection is the interval between two bunch crossings, that at LHC is 25 ns: this time is
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too small even to read out all the raw data from the detector. Hence the final decision
must be divided into subsequent steps of increasing refinement and length. Each step
(level) accesses and uses only a part of the available data in order to take its accept/reject
decision within the required time constraints. The following levels have a lower rate of
events to process and more time available for the decision, so they can use larger sets of
data and more refined algorithms.
The first level (L1 ) is hardware implemented, due to the strict timing constraints. It
accesses data from the calorimeters and from the muon detectors with coarse granularity
and performs low level analysis in custom trigger processors. On the basis of this limited
information, it has to reduce the data rate to ∼100 kHz, which is the maximum input
accepted by the Data Acquisition system (DAQ) at high luminosity.
All further levels are referred to as High Level Trigger (HLT ). The HLT is fully im-
plemented on software running on a farm of commercial processors: this ensures more
flexibility and the possibility to improve the selection algorithms. The HLT performs the
final selection and achieves the output rate of the order of 100 Hz. Only data accepted by
the HLT are recorded for oﬄine physics analysis.
Finally the selection efficiencies of the different trigger levels should be precisely known
in order not to introduce biases that affect physics results.
For a detailed description of the ATLAS and CMS trigger see chapter 9.42.2, section
10.49.
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2.5 Introduction
In modern experimental particle physics, Shower Monte Carlo programs have become an
indispensable tool for data analysis. From a user perspective, these programs provide an
approximate but extremely detailed description of the final state in a high energy reaction
involving hadrons. They provide an exclusive description of the reaction, as opposite to
typical QCD calculations, that are only suitable to compute inclusive quantities.
Shower Monte Carlo programs are a mixture of several heterogeneous components,
that are all needed to give a realistic description of the formation of the final state:
1. A large library of Standard Model and Beyond the Standard Model cross sections. The
user can choose the hard scattering process within this library.
2. An algorithm for the generation of dominant perturbative QCD effects, called the
shower algorithm. The shower algorithm adds to a given hard scattering a number of
enhanced coloured parton emission processes. The enhancement is given by collinear
and soft singularities, that can contribute large logarithms of the hard scale of the
process over some typical strong interaction scale cutoff. These large log are of the
order of the inverse of a strong coupling constant, and can thus give contributions of
order 1 to the hard process.
3. They implement some model of hadron formation, given the state of high energy partons
that arises from steps 1 and 2.
4. They implement some model for the underlying event.
5. They include libraries for the decay of weakly unstable hadrons.
The name “Shower” is from item 2, that can be considered the kernel of a Shower Monte
Carlo program. The shower generation algorithm is in essence a method for the computa-
tion of a potentially infinite number of Feynman graphs (i.e. all those that are enhanced
by infrared logarithms, so that their contribution to the cross section can be considered
of order one). Besides being useful for simulation of physical processes, the shower algo-
rithms also provide a remarkably simple mental model of the most important QCD effects
in high energy processes, providing insights into jet structure, fragmentation functions,
structure functions and their Altarelli-Parisi evolution.
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2.6 Shower basics
2.6.1 Collinear Factorization
QCD emission processes are enhanced in the collinear limit, that is to say, when an emitted
parton (gluon or quark) is collinear to an incoming or outgoing parton in the scattering
process. In this limit, the cross section is dominated by a subprocess in which a parent
parton with small virtuality is produced that decays into the two collinear partons. There
are three possible decay processes: q → qg, g → gg and g → qq¯. The cross section
factorizes into the product of a cross section for the production of the parent parton times
a splitting factor. This factorization is depicted schematically in the following graphical
formula, for the case of the q → qg splitting process
, (2.25)
that has the following meaning: given a tree level amplitude with n+1 final state particles,
assuming that a final state quark becomes collinear to a final state gluon (i.e. their relative
angle goes to zero), we have:
|Mn+1|2dΦn+1 ⇒ |Mn|2dΦn αS2pi
dt
t
Pq,qg(z) dz
dφ
2pi
. (2.26)
where Mn+1 and Mn are the amplitudes for the n+ 1 and n body processes, represented
by the black blobs in fig. 2.25. The n and particle phase space is defined as usual
dΦn = (2pi)4δ4
(
n∑
i=1
ki − q
)
n∏
i=1
d3ki
2k0i (2pi)3
, (2.27)
where q is the total incoming momentum. The parameters t, z and φ describe the kine-
matics of the splitting process: t is a parameter with the dimension of a mass, vanishing in
the collinear limit, z a variable that, in the collinear limit, yields the momentum fraction
of the outgoing quark relative to the momentum of the quark that has split
k → z(k + l) for t→ 0, (2.28)
and φ is the azimuth of the ~k,~l plane around to the
−−→
k + l direction. Pq,qg(z) is the Altarelli-
Parisi splitting function
Pq,qg(z) = CF
1 + z2
1− z . (2.29)
Observe that there is some arbitrariness in the definition of t and z, since dt/t is invariant
if we change t by some (possibly z dependent) scale factor, and for z we only require that
eq. (2.28) is satisfied in the collinear limit. We can, for example, define
z =
k0
k0 + l0
, (2.30)
or more generally define
z =
k · η
k · η + l · η , (2.31)
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that reduces to the definition (2.30) for η = (1,~0), and is perfectly acceptable as long as
η does not coincide with the collinear direction. For t we can use, for example
virtuality : t = (k + l)2 ≈ E2θ2z(1− z), (2.32)
transverse momentum : t = k2⊥ = l
2
⊥ ≈ E2θ2z2(1− z)2, (2.33)
angular variable : t = E2θ2, (2.34)
where the kinematic is illustrated in the following figure
(2.35)
where E ≈ (k + l)0, θ is the angle between ~k and ~l and the ≈ relations hold for small θ.
Assuming that there is nothing special about the z → 0 and z → 1 points, alternative
choices in the definition of t and z make a difference in subleading terms in eq. (2.26), that
is to say, for terms that are non-singular when t→ 0. Unfortunately, the z → 1 and z → 0
points are special: in fact, eq. (2.29) yields a divergent integration when z → 1. This is
an infrared divergence in QCD, since when z → 1 the energy of the radiated gluon goes
to zero. We will forget for the moment about this complication, and deal with collinear
divergences only. The treatment of the soft region will be discussed later on.
The factorization of eq. (2.26) holds as long as the angle (or, more generally, the t
variable) between the collinear partons is the smallest in the whole amplitude. This is, in
some sense, natural: factorization holds if the intermediate quark with momentum k + l
can be considered, to all effects, as if it was on shell, that is to say, its virtuality must
be negligible compared to all other energy scales entering the amplitude. It follows then
that factorization can be applied recursively to an amplitude, to obtain its most singular
contribution. This is shown pictorially in the following graphical formula
, (2.36)
where we have two angles becoming small, maintaining a strong ordering relation, θ′ 
θ → 0.
Factorization formulae, similar to the one for a qg collinear configuration (illustrated in
eq. (2.25) and eq. (2.26)), also hold for the case of a gg, and qq¯ collinear configuration, the
only difference being in the form of the splitting functions. We thus have three possibilities
Pq,qg(z) = CF
1 + z2
1− z ,
Pg,gg(z) = CA
(
z
1− z +
1− z
z
+ z(1− z)
)
Pg,qq¯(z) = tf
(
z2 + (1− x)2) (2.37)
Some of the Pi,jl(z) functions are singular for z → 1 or z → 0. These singularities have
an infrared origin. In the following, we tacitly assume that they are regularized by a tiny
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parameter η
1
1− z =⇒
1
1− z + η ,
1
z
=⇒ 1
z + η
. (2.38)
Notice that the Pi,jl functions in eqs. (2.37) are related to the standard12 Altarelli-Parisi
splitting functions [1], that are given by
Pgg(z) = 2Pg,gg(z),
Pqq(z) = Pq,qg(z),
Pqg(z) = Pq,qg(1− z),
Pgq(z) = Pg,qq¯(z). (2.39)
The difference lies in the fact that the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions tag one of the
final state partons. Thus, in the g → gg case there is an extra factor of 2, because we
can tag either gluons. Similarly, the q → qg splitting process is associated to two different
Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions, since one can tag the final quark or the final gluon.
Strictly speaking, in the case of the g → gg and g → qq¯ a complication arises: an
azimuthal dependent term, that has zero azimuthal average should be added to eq. (2.26).
This term is a consequence of the fact that, at fixed helicities of the final state gg or
qq¯ partons, the intermediate gluon can have two helicities, and they can interfere. We
will ignore this complication in the following, reminding the reader that in some shower
algorithms this angular correlation effects are dealt with to some extent.
2.6.2 Fixed order calculations
The factorization formula, eq. (2.26), reminds us immediately that real radiative correc-
tions to any inclusive quantity are divergent. This is better seen in the simple example of
e+e− → qq¯. The real radiative corrections to this process are given by the e+e− → qq¯g
emission process. When the gluon becomes collinear to the quark or to the antiquark,
eq. (2.26) implies that there is a divergent dt/t integration. This divergence is, of course,
limited by some physical cutoff, like the quark masses, or by confinement effects. But, even
if we can reassure ourselves that no real infinity arises, the divergence implies that the real
cross section is sensitive to low energy phenomena, that we cannot control or understand
within perturbative QCD. Furthermore, the divergence yields a factor αS(Q) logQ/λ,
where Q is the annihilation scale, and λ some typical hadronic scale, that acts as a cut-off.
This factor is of order 1, since αS(Q) is of order 1/ logQ/λ. Fortunately, one can show
that, if virtual corrections are included, these divergences cancel, thanks to a mechanism
known as the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauemberg theorem. In the case at hand, the order αS virtual
correction to the e+e− → qq¯ process contains a negative term behaving as αS(Q) logQ/λ,
that cancels the divergence in the real emission term. Thus, the inclusive cross section,
(that, being inclusive, requires that we sum over both the qq¯ and the qq¯g final states) does
not depend upon the cutoff λ, and gives rise to the well-known 1 + α/pi correction factor
to the total hadronic cross section in e+e− annihilation. At the same time, however, it
becomes clear that it is impossible, at fixed order in QCD, to give a realistic description
of the final state.
Similarities with QED
The reader familiar with the infrared problem in QED will find there some similarities
with the problems discussed above. Also in QED, in order to get finite cross sections
at any finite order in perturbation theory, one has to sum virtual contributions to real
12In fact, the unregularized Altarelli-Parisi splitting function. The difference with the standard, regu-
larized splitting function will be clarified later.
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photon emission contributions, where photons with energy below a given resolution must
be included. Thus, also in QED, at fixed order in the coupling constant, we cannot
compute fully exclusive cross sections: we must always sum inclusively over soft photons
below the resolution parameter.
While soft divergences are normally treated in textbooks on QED, collinear divergences
are seldom considered. In fact, in electrodynamics, the mass of the electron screens the
collinear divergences. This is easily understood: a massive, on shell electron cannot decay
into an electron plus a photon, unless the photon has zero energy. At very high energy,
however, the electron mass becomes negligible, and one should also consider the collinear
singularities in QED. Charge particles, as well as photons, produced at ultra-high energy,
will give rise to true electromagnetic jets. Even at more moderate energies, when consid-
ering, for example, the electron produced in the decay of a heavy object, for the purpose of
mass measurements, it is better to measure the energy of the associated electromagnetic
jet (as measured, for example, by an electromagnetic calorimeter) rather than that of the
electron (as measured by a tracker), in order not to become sensitive to photon collinear
emissions.
2.6.3 Exclusive final states
In order to describe the exclusive, detailed final state, we must thus sum the perturbative
expansion to all orders in αS . This is in fact possible if we limit ourselves to the most
singular terms of the perturbative expansion, that is to say, all terms that carry the
collinear singularities dt/t, in strongly ordered sequences of angles. Sticking to our e+e−
example, we consider configurations where the final state q and q¯ split into a qg (q¯g) pair
at small angle. Each final state parton is allowed to split in turn into a pair of partons
with even smaller angle. Thanks to the factorization properties of the amplitude, one can
easily estimate the corresponding cross section. If one allows for n splitting processes, the
cross section goes as
σ0α
n
S
∫
dt1
t1
dt2
t2
. . .
dtn
tn
× θ(Q2 > t1 > t2 > . . . > tn > λ2) = σ0 1
n!
αnS log
n Q
2
λ2
, (2.40)
where Q is the annihilation energy (that provides an upper cut-off to the virtualities in the
splitting processes) and λ is an infrared cut-off. The θ function here is defined to be equal
to 1 if its argument is true, zero otherwise. It is because of eq. (2.40) that the collinear
approximation is sometimes called leading log approximation. As discussed previously,
virtual corrections to all orders in perturbation theory yield a comparable term. Their
leading logarithmic contribution should then be included in order to get sensible results.
2.6.4 Counting logs
The leading logarithmic approximation requires some more explanation. Let us look at a
simplified factorization formula
M1dΦ1 ≈M0dt
t
, (2.41)
that holds when t Q2, Q being the typical scales in the amplitude M1. We have∫
M1dΦ1 = M0
∫
dt
t
θ(Q2 > t > λ2) +O(1) = log Q
2
λ2
+O(1). (2.42)
which follows from the fact that in the difference∫
M1dΦ1 −M0
∫
dt
t
(2.43)
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the singularity for small t cancels. Thus the difference must be of order 1. So, even if
we have said that the factorization formula holds for t  Q2, in order to get the leading
logarithm, we can integrate it for t up to Q2. And furthermore, if we instead integrate it,
for example, up to Q2/2 instead of Q2, the difference is log 2, and thus is of order 1, and
the leading logarithm remains the same.
2.6.5 Leading log calculation of multiparticle production
I will now just give the recipe for the calculation of our multiparticle cross section, with
the inclusion of the virtual corrections at the leading log level. The outcome of the recipe
is the cross section associated to each given final state. We assume that we start from
some hard process, like, for example, the production of a qq¯ pair in e+e− annihilation.
The cross section for the hard process is computed by usual means. The recipe tells us
how to compute a weight for the evolution of each coloured parton in the hard process
into an arbitrary number of coloured partons.
We begin by specifying how to construct all possible event structures:
i. We choose a Born kinematics, specifying the hard interaction.
ii. For each primary coloured parton produced in the hard interaction, we consider all
possible tree-level graphs that can arise from it, obtained by letting the quark split
into a qg pair, the gluon split into a gg or qq¯ pair for any quark flavour, as many times
as one wishes.
iii. With each splitting vertex in the graph, one associates a t, z, and φ value.
iv. One imposes that the t are ordered: the t for splitting near the hard process must be
less than the hard process scale Q2, and all subsequent t’s are in decreasing order as
we go toward the branches of the tree-graph.
v. Given the initial hard parton momenta, and the t, z and ϕ variables at each splitting
vertex, one reconstructs all the momenta in the tree graph.
We now specify the weight to be assigned to the given configuration:
a) The hard process has weight equal to its differential (Born level) cross section.
b) Each vertex has the weight
θ(t− t0) αS(t)2pi
dt
t
Pi,jl(z) dz
dφ
2pi
(2.44)
where αS(t) is the QCD running coupling
αS(t) =
1
b0 log tΛ2QCD
. (2.45)
In order not to reach unphysical values of the running coupling constant, we must
introduce an infrared cutoff t0 > Λ2QCD. The θ function in eq. (2.44) sets the lower
bound on t. The upper bound is determined by the t ordering of point (iv).
c) Each line in the graph has weight ∆i(t′, t′′), where t′ is the t value associated with the
upstream vertex, t′′ with the downstream vertex, and
∆i(t′, t′′) = exp
−∑
(jl)
∫ t′
t′′
dt
t
∫ 1
0
dz
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
 (2.46)
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In case the line is a final one, t′′ is replaced by an infrared cutoff t0. The weights
∆i(t′, t′′) are called Sudakov form factors. They represent all the dominant virtual
corrections to our tree graph.
At the end of this procedure, some hadronization model will be invoked, in order to
convert the showered final state partons into hadrons. For now, in order to better clarify
the shower mechanisms, we will just neglect the hadronization stage, and consider the
final states (and the initial states) as made of partons.
The form of the weight at (b) is simply a consequence of a recursive application of
the factorization formula. The prescription for the argument of αS and the Sudakov form
factors (c) are slightly more subtle: they arise from the inclusion of all leading-log virtual
corrections to the process.
Momentum reshuﬄing
The final momentum assignment of step v is affected by some ambiguities, due to the
fact that a parton line, when followed by a splitting process, acquires a positive virtuality
larger than its mass. Because of these virtualities, the momenta of the parton must
be adjusted, in order to conserve energy and momentum. For example, in the process
e+e− → qq¯, the initial quarks have energy Q/2, and (neglecting masses) momenta equal
to their energy and opposite. If the quark undergoes a splitting process, it can no longer
be considered an on-shell parton, and thus its momentum must be adjusted according
to the standard formulae for two body decays, including the effect of the masses of the
decay products. This procedure (referred to as momentum reshuﬄing) does not affect the
leading logarithmic structure of the result.
2.6.6 Typical structure of a shower
According to the recipe (i-v) and (a-c), the shower will be characterized by a tree of
splittings with decreasing angles, as depicted in figure 2.11. At a given splitting vertex,
Figure 2.11: Typical shower development.
the splitting angle will be typically smaller by a factor αS than its upstream angle. As
the angles become small, they will reach a point where the scale t is of the order of ΛQCD,
so that αS ≈ 1, angles are no longer ordered and the whole picture breaks down. At this
stage the shower stops, and some model of hadronization is needed in order to complete
the description of the formation of the final state. Notice also the role of the Sudakov
form factors of eq. (2.46). They suppress the configurations containing lines with very
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large differences between upstream and downstream angles. In fact, using eq. (2.45) we
estimate
∆i(t′, t′′) ≈ exp
−C ∫ t′
t′′
dt
t
1
log t
Λ2QCD
 =
 log t′′Λ2QCD
log t′
Λ2QCD
C , (2.47)
which becomes very small if t′  t′′. The behaviour of ∆ as a function of t is shown in
fig. 2.12. As can be seen from eq. (2.46) and from figure 2.12, the Sudakov form factor
t′
∆(t′, t′′)
t′′
1
0
Figure 2.12: Typical behaviour of the Sudakov form factor.
suppresses the configurations that have no radiation down to very small scales.
2.6.7 Formal representation of a shower
In the following we will introduce some graphical notation for the representation of a
shower. We use the symbol
Si(t, E) = , (2.48)
to represent the ensemble of all possible showers originating from parton i at a scale t.
The dependence of the shower upon the parton direction is not explicitly shown, since
we will not need it in the following. We can think of Si(t, E) as a function defined on
the set Fof all final states (by final state we mean here a set of partons with specific
momentum assignments), yielding the weight of the shower for that particular final state.
When writing ∑
F
Si(t, E), (2.49)
we mean sum over all final states F , i.e. the total weight of the shower attached to parton
i. Of course, F is not a discrete set, so, rather than a sum we should have a sum over the
number and type of final state particles and an integral over their momenta. Alternatively
we may imagine to divide the phase space into small cells, so that F can be imagined as
a discrete set, and the sum notation is appropriate.
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2.6.8 Shower equation
We can easily convince ourselves that the rules given in items (i-v) imply a recursive
equation, that is illustrated in the following graphical equation
(2.50)
The meaning of the figure is quite intuitive: the ensemble of all possible shower histories
is obtained by adding the case in which no branching takes place13, to the case where
one branching occurs, followed recursively by two showers starting at smaller energies and
scales. The small blobs along the parton lines represent the Sudakov form factors, and
the blob connecting the i, j, l partons is the splitting probability. Notice that the phase
spaces of the two independent showers, after the splitting, do not overlap in our collinear
approximation, because the angle at the vertex t′ is larger than all subsequent angles.
The mathematical translation of eq. (2.50) is given by the equation
Si(t, E) = ∆i(t, t0)Si(t0, E)+∑
(jl)
∫ t
t0
dt′
t′
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
2pi
αS(t′)
2pi
Pi,jl(z) ∆i(t, t′)Sj(t′, zE)Sl(t′, (1− z)E), (2.51)
where the two terms correspond to the terms in the figure: no branching, plus one branch-
ing followed by two showers. Si(t0, E) represents the final state consisting of the incoming
particle i alone, that has undergone no branching (since no branching is possible below
t0). Notice that the shower diagram for Si(t0, E) consist of a single line with the Sudakov
form factor ∆i(t0, t0) = 1, i.e. the shower assigns probability 1 for particle i to remain the
same (i.e. to undergo no branchings).
We can easily see that S satisfies the differential equation
t
∂Si(t, E)
∂t
=
∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
2pi
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z) Sj(t, zE)Sl(t, (1− z)E)
+
−∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
dz
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
Si(t, E), (2.52)
that arises because the derivative with respect to t can act on the upper limit of the
integral in the second term of eq. (2.51), giving rise to the first term of eq. (2.52), or on
the Sudakov form factors in both terms of eq. (2.51), giving rise to the square bracket
term in eq. (2.52). Eq. (2.52) is particularly instructive. It has the following meaning:
if we raise the scale of the process by an infinitesimal amount, the shower has a larger
probability to split into two subshowers (the first term on the right hand side), and a
smaller probability to remain the same (the second term). By summing eq. (2.52) over
all possible final state, and defining
S inci (t, E) =
∑
final states
Si(t, E), (2.53)
13In this case the shower terminates with the given final state parton. The hadronization model will
take over when all showers are terminated, building up the hadrons from the given set of coloured partons.
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we see that S inci (t, E) obeys the equation
t
∂Sinci (t, E)
∂t
=
∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
dz
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)Sincj (t, zE)S
inc
l (t, (1− z)E)
+
−∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
dz
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
Sinci (t, E). (2.54)
We immediately see that Sinci (t, E) = 1 satisfies the above equation, and is also consistent
with the obvious initial condition Sinci (t0, E) = 1. We thus state the shower unitarity
property
S inci (t, E) =
∑
F
Si(t, E) = 1. (2.55)
This property is at the basis of the formulation of the shower Monte Carlo algorithms.
It has the following important consequence: the total cross section computed at the Born
level is equal to the total multiparticle cross section. Of course, this statement holds in the
approximation we are working with. Since we are only considering collinear-enhanced cor-
rections, we should state more precisely that the net effect of collinear-enhanced processes
is one, when we sum over all processes. We also remind the reader that this result also
holds in QED. As known from textbooks QED, large soft effects cancel in inclusive cross
sections, leaving only small (i.e. O(α)) corrections to the Born cross section. The same
is true also for collinear divergences, a fact that (as already remarked in 2.6.2) should be
kept in mind when considering final stated with electrons at the LHC.
It is also instructive to check unitarity by expanding the shower order by order in αS .
At order αS , for example, we may have at most a single splitting, since each splitting
cost a factor αS . When we sum over all final states reached by parton i, we should thus
consider only the one and two parton final state. The weight of the one parton final state,
at order αS is just the Taylor expansion of the Sudakov form factor at order αS
∆i(Q, t0) = 1−
∑
(jl)
∫ Q
t0
dt
t
∫ 1
0
dz
αS
2pi
Pi,jl(z) +O(α2S), (2.56)
while the total weight for a two parton final state is∫ Q
t0
dt
t
∆i(Q, t)
∑
(jl)
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
2pi
∫ 1
0
dz
αS
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
∆j(t, t0)∆l(t, t0)
=
∫ Q
t0
dt
t
∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
dz
αS
2pi
Pi,jl(z) +O(α2S), (2.57)
that summed to eq (2.56) yields 1. At this point, one can see that the form of the Sudakov
form factor is dictated by the fact that collinear singularities, according to the Kinoshita-
Lee-Nauenberg theorem, must cancel.
Shower unitarity makes it possible to write the branching process as a sequence of
independent branching processes (i.e. as a Markov chain). In fact, after a branching, the
total weight of the two newly initiated subshowers is one, i.e. they do not influence that
branching process we are considering.
2.6.9 Shower algorithm for final state showers
It is apparent now that the development of the shower can be computed numerically using
a simple probabilistic algorithm. We interpret
αS(t′)
2pi
dt′
t′
Pi,jl(z) dz
dφ
2pi
(2.58)
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as the elementary branching probability in the phase space element dt′, dz, dφ. So
αS(t′)
2pi
dt′
t′
∫ 1
0
dzPi,jl(z) (2.59)
is the branching probability in the dt′ interval. Now we notice that, dividing the [t, t′]
interval into N small subintervals of width δt, calling ti the center of each subinterval, we
have
∆i(t, t′) =
N∏
i=1
(
1− αS(ti)
2pi
δt
ti
∫
Pi,jl(z) dz
dφ
2pi
)
, (2.60)
that is to say, the Sudakov form factor corresponds to the non-emission probability in the
given [t, t′] interval. The probability that, starting at the scale t, the first branching is in
the phase space element dt′, dz, dφ, is then
∆i(t, t′)
αS(t′)
2pi
dt′
t′
Pi,jl(z) dz
dφ
2pi
, (2.61)
i.e. is the product of the no-branching probability from the scale t down to t′ times the
branching probability in the interval dt′, dz, dφ. This is precisely equivalent to our shower
recipe, if we remember that, because of unitarity, the total weight associated to further
branchings of partons i and j is 1.
One can easily set up an algorithm for the generation of the process:
a) Generate a hard process configuration with a probability proportional to its parton level
cross section (for example, for the e+e− → hadrons case the configuration consists of
two back-to-back quarks, with energy Q/2, distributed as (1 + cos2 θ)d cos θdφ,). Q is
in this case the typical scale of the process.
b) For each final state coloured parton, generate a shower in the following way:
i. Set t = Q
ii. Generate a random number 0 < r < 1.
iii. Solve the equation r = ∆i(t, t′) for t′.
iv. If t′ < t0 then no further branching is generated, and the shower stops.
v. If t′ > t0 then generate jl and z with a distribution proportional to Pi,jl(z), and
a value for the azimuth φ with uniform probability in the interval [0, 2pi]. Assign
energies Ej = zEi and El = (1− z)Ei to partons j and l. The angle between their
momenta is fixed by the value of t′. Given the angle and the azimuth φ (together
with the fact that the sum of their momenta must equal to the momentum of i)
the directions of j and l are fully reconstructed
vi. For each of the branched partons j and l, set t = t′ and go back to step bii.
2.6.10 A very simple example
The branching algorithm in a Shower Monte Carlo resembles closely the problem of the
generation of decay events from a radioactive source. We call pdt the elementary radiation
probability in the time interval dt. The probability ∆(t′) of having no radiation from time
0 up to time t′ is given by the product of no-radiation probability in each time subinterval
from 0 to t′
∆(t) = (1− pdt) t
′
dt = exp[−pt′] (2.62)
and the probability distribution for the first emission is
exp[−pt′]pdt′ = −d∆(t′). (2.63)
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Thus, the probability distribution for the first emission is uniform in ∆(t′); in order to
generate the first emission at time t′, 0 < t′ < t, we generate a random number 0 < r < 1
and solve for r = ∆(t′)/∆(t).
2.6.11 The inclusive cross section for single hadron production
We will now compute the inclusive cross section for single hadron production, and show
that it obeys the Altarelli-Parisi equation for fragmentation function. We begin by defining
the fragmentation function
Dmi (t, x) =
1
δx
∑
F(m,x,δx)
Si(t, E) = , (2.64)
where F(m,x, δx) stands here for all final states having a parton of type m with energy
between xE and (x+δx)E. Notice that Dmi (t, x) does not depend upon the absolute value
of the energy, since the shower recipe only involves energy fractions. It is easy to see that
the fragmentation function must obey the equation represented below
(2.65)
The meaning of the equation is quite simple. If we want to keep a final state particle of
type m and energy xE, the no-radiation term can contribute only if i = m and x = 1. In
case a splitting takes place, particle m can be found in either of the two following showers.
The graphical equation in eq. (2.65) can be written more precisely as follows
Dmi (t, x) = ∆i(t, t0)δimδ(1− x) +
∑
(jl)
∫ t
t0
dt′
t′
∫ 1
x
dz
z
αS(t′)
2pi
Pi,jl(z) ∆i(t, t′)Dmj (t
′, x/z)
+
∑
(jl)
∫ t
t0
dt′
t′
∫ 1−x
0
dz
1− z
αS(t′)
2pi
dt′
t′
Pi,jl(z) ∆i(t, t′)Dml (t
′, x/(1− z)). (2.66)
The presence of the 1/z and 1/(1−z) on the middle member of eq. (2.66) is better under-
stood if we imagine to multiply everything by δx; we see then that D(t, x) is multiplied
by δx, and D(t′, x/z), D(t′, x/(1− z)) are multiplied by δx/z and δx/(1− z) respectively,
as the definition of D suggests. As a consequence of eq. (2.52), Di(t, x) must also satisfy
the equation
t
∂Di(t, x)
∂t
=
∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
dz
z
Dj(t, x/z)
+
∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
dz
z
Dl(t, x/(1− z))
+
−∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
dz
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
Di(t, x), (2.67)
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Eq. (2.67) is just another way of writing the Altarelli-Parisi equations for fragmentation
functions. Let us see in details how this works. We replace z → 1− z in the second term
on the right hand side of eq. (2.67), and then use eqs. (2.39) to combine it with the first
term. We get
t
∂Dmi (t, x)
∂t
=
αS(t)
2pi
∑
j
∫ 1
x
dz
z
Pij(z) Dmj (t, x/z)
+
−∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
dz
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
Di(t, x)
=
αS(t)
2pi
∫ 1
0
dz
1
z
∑
j
Pij(z) Dmj (t, x/z)θ(z − x)−Dmi (t, x)
∑
(jl)
Pi,jl(z)

=
αS(t)
2pi
∑
j
∫ 1
x
dz
z
P̂ij(z) Dmj (t
′, x/z). (2.68)
In the last equality we have introduced the regularized Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions
Pˆij . They are defined as follows
P̂qg(z) = Pqg(z),
P̂gq(z) = Pgq(z),
P̂qq(z) = Pqq(z)− δ(1− z)
∫ 1
0
Pq,qg(z)dz,
P̂gg(z) = Pgg(z)− δ(1− z)
∫ 1
0
[Pg,gg(z) + Pg,qq¯(z)] dz. (2.69)
It is easy to verify that the above definitions are equivalent to the usual regularized
Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions, defined in terms of the so called “+” distributions
P̂qq(z) = CF
[
1 + z2
(1− z)+ +
3
2
δ(1− z)
]
,
P̂gg(z) = 2CA
[
z
(1− z)+ +
1− z
z
+ z(1− z) +
(
11
12
− nfTf
3CA
)
δ(1− z)
]
, (2.70)
by using the property
1
1− z + η − log
1
η
δ(1− z) =⇒ 1
(1− z)+ . (2.71)
2.6.12 Initial state radiation
Until now, we have considered the problem of collinear splitting affecting final state par-
tons. The phenomenon of collinear splitting of initial state partons is also relevant for
hadronic collisions, and is commonly called initial state radiation (ISR from now on). The
reader familiar with LEP physics will certainly remember the importance of QED ISR in
e+e− collisions near the Z peak. QCD ISR is fully analogous, from a formal point of
view, to QED ISR. There are, however, a few important differences:
• The QCD coupling is much larger: thus QCD ISR is even more important.
• The QCD coupling grows for small momentum transfer. Thus we can never neglect
ISR in QCD.
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Because of these differences, while for QED initial state radiation at LEP it was enough to
work at one or two orders in the electromagnetic coupling, in QCD one has to resort to an
all order treatment. In other words, in QCD initial state quarks and gluons always gives
rise to an initial state showers, in the same way as final state quarks and gluons always
manifest themselves as jets (i.e. as final state showers).
The treatment of initial state radiation in a shower Monte Carlo is very similar to
the case of final state radiation. In this case, the basic factorization formula refers to the
radiation from initial state particles that give rise to some hard collision. In this case, after
radiation, the initial state acquires a spacelike virtuality, that is limited in magnitude by
the scale of the hard process. The factorization formula, however, has essentially the same
form
dσISRj (p, . . .) =
αS
2pi
dt
t
dzPij(z)dσi(zp, . . .), (2.72)
where now we consider a production process with a parton j entering the graph. The
process is represented in the graph below
(2.73)
In this case the initial parton is on shell, and the parton with reduced momentum zp
acquires a negative virtuality. This is unlike the case of final state radiation, where the
virtuality is positive. Multiple initial state radiation takes place with the virtuality ordered
from small (absolute) values (near the initial state parton) to large values (near the hard
scattering), limited by the hardness of the scattering process. In fact, factorization holds
as long as the virtuality of the parton entering the hard scattering is negligible with
respect to all the other scales entering the hard scattering amplitude. On the other hand,
the radiated partons (like the gluon in (2.73)) can undergo further splitting with positive
virtualities. This yields the following picture for a shower arising from an initial state
parton in the collinear approximation
. (2.74)
We have t1 < t2 < Q, and t1 > t′, t2 > t′′ > t′′′. The intermediate lines between t1
and t2 and between t2 and the hard scattering are spacelike. All other intermediate lines
are timelike. The splitting functions and Sudakov form factors for initial state radiation
splittings are the same that enter in the final state radiation process (differences arise only
at the Next-to-Leading level). We now introduce a notation for the initial state shower
Si(m,x, t, E) = . (2.75)
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The meaning of the notation is as follows: δxSi(m,x, t, E) is a function on all possible
states (yielding the weight of the shower for such states) having a spacelike parton of type
m with energy between xE and (x+ δx)E, and scale t.
The shower equation for the initial state (i.e., the spacelike shower) can be represented
with the following graphical equation
(2.76)
The blobs marked with S represent spacelike showers, while the solid blob represents
the timelike showers discussed in the previous subsections. Solving this equation would
correspond to the so called forward evolution solution of the evolution equation. In modern
Monte Carlo programs, it is preferred to solve the evolution equation in the opposite
direction, i.e. according to the backward evolution method. The shower equation is then
represented in an equivalent way, but with a recursive procedure that starts at the high
scale instead of the low scale, as follows
(2.77)
The blob marked with I at the splitting vertex is given by the inclusive splitting kernel
Pjm, instead of the exclusive one Pj,ml (this is because either branched parton can be
spacelike). It is easy to convince ourselves that the pictures in fig. 2.76 and 2.77 represent
the same object, with a different recursion rule.
The probability for the first branching is obtained by summing over all final states in
the graphical equation of fig. 2.77. This sums yields 1 for the timelike blobs, as shown
previously. Not so for the spacelike blob, that yields∑
F
Si(m,x, t, E) = f (i)m (x, t), (2.78)
the (scale dependent) parton density function14, and the graphical equation of fig. 2.77
yields
f (i)m (x, t) = δmiδ(1−x)∆m(t, t0)+
∫ t
t0
dt′
t′
dz
z
∑
j
f
(i)
j (z, t
′)
αS(t′)
2pi
Pˆjm
(x
z
)
∆m(t, t′), (2.79)
and taking the derivative of both sides with respect to t yields
t
∂f
(i)
m (x, t)
∂t
=
αS(t)
2pi
∑
j
∫ 1
x
dz
z
Pˆjm(x/z) f
(i)
j (z, t)
+
−∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
dz
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
 f (i)m (x, t), (2.80)
14Since we are not yet considering hadrons, our parton density is now the probability to find a parton
in a parton.
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which is equivalent to the ordinary Altarelli-Parisi equation for the parton densities. From
fig. 2.77 and eq. (2.78) we find the probability distribution for the first backward branching
dPfirst =
∑
j
f
(i)
j (z, t
′)
αS(t′)
2pi
Pmj(x/z)∆m(t, t′)
dt
t
dz
z
dφ
2pi
. (2.81)
In order to generate the first branching, we must express eq. (2.81) as a differential in t′.
Using the Altarelli Parisi equation, from eq. (2.81) we obtain
dPfirst
dt′
=
∂f
(i)
m (t′, x)
∂t
∆m(t′, t) +
∑
(jl)
∫ 1
0
dz
αS(t)
2pi
Pi,jl(z)
 f (i)m (t′, x)∆m(t, t′)
=
∂
∂t′
[
f (i)m (t
′, x)∆m(t, t′)
]
. (2.82)
Thus, the probability distribution for the first branching is uniform in f (i)m (t′, x)∆m(t, t′).
We just generate a random number 0 < r < 1, and then solve the equation
r =
f
(i)
m (t′, x)∆m(t, t′)
f
(i)
m (t, x)
(2.83)
for t′. Observe that the factor f (i)m (t, x) in the denominator is introduced to normalize the
right hand side to 1 when t′ = t. The Sudakov form factor ∆m(t′, t) becomes very small
when t′ become small. Thus, the right hand side of eq. (2.83) can become very small, its
smallest value being reached when t′ = t0. If r is below the smallest possible value, no
branching takes place. Sometimes the equivalent formula
exp
−∑
j
∫ t
t′
dt′′
t′′
αS(t′′)
2pi
∫ 1
x
dz
z
Pmj(z)
f
(i)
j (t
′′, x/z)
f
(i)
m (t′′, x)
 = f (i)m (t′, x)∆m(t, t′)
f
(i)
m (t, x)
(2.84)
is used.
We notice that, as in final state radiation, the Sudakov form factor suppresses the
dt/t singularity for small values of t, thus yielding a finite expression for the first emission
probability.
2.6.13 Shower algorithm for processes with incoming hadrons
We can now formulate the full recipe for the generation of a process with incoming
hadrons.One can easily set up an algorithm for the generation of the process:
a) Generate a hard process configuration with a probability proportional to its parton level
cross section. This cross section includes now the parton density functions evaluated
at the typical scale Q of the process
b) For each final state coloured parton, generate a shower in the following way:
i. Set t = Q
ii. Generate a random number 0 < r < 1.
iii. Solve the equation r = ∆i(t, t′) for t′.
iv. If t′ < t0 then no further branching is generated, and the shower stops.
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v. If t′ > t0 then generate jl and z with a distribution proportional to Pi,jl(z), and
a value for the azimuth φ, with uniform probability in the interval [0, 2pi]. Assign
energies Ej = zEi and El = (1− z)Ei to partons j and l. The angle between their
momenta is fixed by the value of t′. Given the angle and the azimuth φ (together
with the fact that the sum of their momenta must equal to the momentum of i)
the directions of j and l are fully reconstructed
vi. For each of the branched partons j and l, set t = t′ and go back to step bii.
c) For each initial state coloured parton, generate a shower in the following way
i. Set t = Q
ii. Generate a random number 0 < r < 1.
iii. Solve the equation r = ∆i(t, t′) for t′.
r =
f
(h)
i (t
′, x)∆i(t, t′)
f
(h)
i (t, x)
,
where f (h) is the parton density for the hadron where parton i is found, and
x = Ei/Eh is the momentum fraction of the parton.
iv. If t′ < t0 then no further branching is generated, and the shower stops.
v. If t′ > t0 then generate j and z with a distribution proportional to Pij(z), and a
value for the azimuth φ, with uniform probability in the interval [0, 2pi]. Call l the
radiated parton, and assign energies Ej = zEi and El = (1−z)Ei to partons j and
l. The angle between their momenta is fixed by the value of t′. Given the angle
and the azimuth φ (together with the fact that the sum of their momenta must
equal to the momentum of i) the directions of j and l are fully reconstructed
vi. For parton j, set t = t′ and go back to step c, cii. For parton l, set t = t′ and go
back to step b, bii.
2.6.14 Soft divergences
Besides having collinear divergences, QCD cross sections are also affected by soft diver-
gences, that are associated to gluons with small energy, even in the case when the angles
are not small. Soft and collinear divergences can take place at the same time, giving rise to
the so-called double-log singularities. In the previous discussion we have only considered
collinear singularities. We have assumed that there is nothing special about the z → 1 and
z → 0 limits in the branching, that is to say, we have reasoned under the false assumption
that the splitting functions are all finite in these limits. In particular, we have neglected
the kinematic constraints that arise in these regions. Let us assume, for example, that
our t variable is the virtuality, and let us focus upon a single splitting at a scale t and a
given value of z, that we assume to be the energy fraction. The two splitting partons have
energies zE and (1− z)E, so they form a system with virtuality given by (neglecting their
masses)
2z(1− z)E2(1− cos θ), (2.85)
where θ is the angle between the two partons. Thus, we must have
z(1− z)E2 ≥ t/4, (2.86)
in order for the splitting to be possible. Thus, the z integration is (roughly) limited by
t
4E2
≤ z ≤ 1− t
4E2
. (2.87)
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If there are no soft singularities, this complication can be neglected, because, under our
assumptions, t E2 at any stage of the branching. In fact, at the beginning of the shower
E ≈ √Q, and after each branching E is reduced by a factor of order 1, while√t is reduced
by a factor of order αS . Thus the ratio
√
t/E is of subleading logarithmic magnitude with
respect to 1. On the other hand, since we do have soft singularities (i.e. the splitting
functions are divergent for z → 0 and z → 1) these region of subleading logarithmic size
can give contributions of order 1. Furthermore, splittings with small (or large) values of z
are enhanced, and one can no longer conclude that the energy of the partons are reduced
by a factor of order 1 for each branching. In other words, in order to achieve logarithmic
accuracy, soft divergences should be accounted for in a proper way.
Since soft emission is associated with the production of low energy particles, we expect
them to have an important impact on the multiplicity of hadrons in the final state, and a
smaller impact on the energy flow in the event. It is thus obvious that a correct treatment
of soft singularities (especially in the double logarithmic region) is important in order to
have a realistic description of the final state.
As discussed earlier, the choice of the hardness parameter t affects the treatment of
soft divergences. Let us estimate the difference in the exponent of the Sudakov form
factor when we adopt the three different definitions of the ordering parameter given in
eqs. (2.32), (2.33) and eq. (2.34). If t is to be interpreted as the virtuality of the incoming
line, then we must have E2z(1− z) & t, in order for eq. (2.32) to hold15 for some value of
θ. This yields a double logarithmic integral of the form∫
dt
t
∫ 1−t/E2
t/E2
dz
1− z ≈
1
2
log2
t
E2
, (2.88)
the 1/(1− z) factor arising from the splitting functions. If instead t is interpreted as the
transverse momentum, then E2z2(1− z)2 & t, and we get∫
dt
t
∫ 1−√t/E
√
t/E
dz
1− z ≈
1
4
log2
t
E2
. (2.89)
If t is interpreted as the angle, we get yet another result∫
dt
t
∫ 1
0
dz
1− z ≈ log t log
E
Λ
. (2.90)
In fact, if the ordering variable is proportional to the square of the angle, the value of z is
not constrained by it, and we must impose a cutoff on z in such a way that the energy of
the final state particles cannot become smaller than some typical hadronic scale Λ.
It turns out that, in order to treat correctly the double logarithmic region, one should
use as ordering parameter the angular variable θ. This is a profound result in perturbative
QCD. It has also an intuitive explanation. Suppose that we order the emission in virtual-
ity. Soft emissions always yield small virtuality. Thus, at the end of the shower, one has a
large number of soft emissions, essentially unrestricted in angle. But soft gluons emitted
at large angles from final state partons add up coherently. The soft gluons emitted from
a bunch of partons with angular separation that is smaller then the soft gluon emission
angle sees all the emitting partons as a single entity (see fig. 2.13). In other words it is
just as if the gluon was emitted from the parton that has originated the rest of the cas-
cade. Summarizing: if a parton is emitted at large angle, and its energy is not small, then
ordering in virtuality and ordering in angle does not make any difference. If the parton
energy is small, the parton should be reordered by angle. Thus, ordering in angle from the
beginning gives the correct answer. Observe that angular ordering also emerges naturally
15We are interested here into small values of θ, so it is fair to assume θ < 1.
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Figure 2.13: Soft emissions at large angle add coherently, i.e. they behave as if the emitter
was the parton that originates the rest of the shower.
in case one has jets originating from the decay of a fast moving neutral object, like, for
example a relativistic Z. Angular ordering tells us that radiation at angles larger than the
angle of the two primary partons in the decay of the Z should be suppressed. But this
must be the case, since the radiation pattern from the Z decay should be obtainable by
considering the Z decaying in its own rest frame, and then boosting all decay products
with the Z velocity. The effect of the boost is precisely to squeeze all shower products
towards the Z direction, with the emission at large angle from both primary partons being
highly suppressed.
2.6.15 Ordering variables: HERWIG and PYTHIA
In HERWIG, the ordering variable is defined as t = E2θ2/2, where E is the energy of the
incoming parton, and θ is the angle of the two branched partons, carrying energies zE
and (1− z)E. The Sudakov form factor is defined as follows
∆i(t′, t′′) = exp
−∑
(jl)
∫ t′
t′′
dt
t
∫ 1
0
dzθ(tz2(1− z)2 − t0)
αS
(
tz2(1− z)2)
2pi
Pi,jl(z) dz
 .
(2.91)
The argument of αS is of the order of the transverse momentum. The integral in dz is
always infrared divergent. An infrared cut-off is needed, and is in fact provided by the θ
function, that also avoids the region where the argument of αS becomes smaller than a
given scale t0, of the order of ΛQCD. If a parton of energy E branches at a scale t into
two partons of energies zE and (1− z)E, angular ordering is achieved by choosing as the
initial condition for subsequent branchings the scales t/z and t/(1− z).
The PYTHIA program has never adopted the angular ordering scheme. In PYTHIA,
virtualities are strictly ordered in the shower. This yields a more natural kinematics,
since virtuality is kinematically ordered in a branching process. The lack of coherence,
however, causes an unphysical increase in the number of soft partons, so that the particle
multiplicity in e+e− annihilation processes does not have the correct growth with energy.
The remedy in PYTHIA is to veto branchings that violate angular ordering. This scheme
(virtuality ordering with angular ordering imposed by veto) yields the correct multiplicity
distributions. It can be understood as follows. Configuration soft radiation at a large
angle θ sum up coherently, their sum being equivalent to a soft emission from the first
parent parton that comes from a branching at angles larger than θ. Thus, many emissions
become equivalent to a single emission, which can be approximated to zero, as far as the
multiplicity is concerned. This is what PYTHIA does. It turns out that PYTHIA, with
the angular order constraint, reproduces well the energy dependence of the multiplicity.
On the other hand, the author is not aware of any relevant output differences between
PYTHIA and HERWIG due to the remaining differences in the treatment of soft radiation.
Recently, new showering schemes have become available. In HERWIG++, new show-
ering variable have been introduce, that should be better from the point of view of boost
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invariance properties of the shower. The new versions of PYTHIA also offer an alternative
showering scheme, ordered in transverse momentum, that implements a variant of the so
called dipole shower approach, first implemented in the ARIADNE Monte Carlo.
2.6.16 Flavour, colour and hadronization.
The flavour flow in the collinear approximation is well defined. At the end of a shower
we find quarks and antiquarks with a given flavour. The flavour content of the generated
hadrons will depend to some extent upon the flavour content of the partons at the end of
the shower, in a way that depends strictly upon the model of hadron formation.
The colour flow is not followed in the collinear approximation. In fact, the factorization
formula deals with colour averaged cross sections. On the other hand, we know that final
state hadrons are colour singlet. Whether or not we need to take colour into consideration
depends only upon the hadronization model.
Independent fragmentation
The simplest hadronization model is the so called independent fragmentation model. This
model converts each final state quark q of flavour f into hadrons. Each final state particle
is treated independently from all the others. One operates typically in the centre of mass
of the parton system. One picks up a random antiflavour f ′, to be associated with the
flavour f to form a hadron with flavour ff ′. The momentum of the hadron is taken to be a
fraction z of the momentum of the quark q, with a probability dictated by a fragmentation
function Ff ′(z), plus a transverse momentum, of the order of a typical hadronic scale,
typically distributed according to a negative exponential. In order to conserve flavour and
momentum, a quark with flavour f ′ is also generated, with momentum equal to a fraction
(1 − z) of the initial quark momentum, and an appropriate transverse momentum. The
procedure is then continued with the left-over quark, and it is stopped when the left
over quark has momentum below a certain threshold. Flavour is not conserved with this
procedure, unless one deals in some way with the left-over slow quarks. Also, the treatment
of gluons is to some extent arbitrary. One possible approach is to always force a gluon
splitting g → qq¯ at the end of the shower. In order to deal with baryon production, quark
flavours, also diquarks are introduced. One assumes that a colour singlet baryon can be
formed combining a quark and a diquark.
Independent fragmentation ignores colour, and thus does not need any colour infor-
mation about the showered partons. On the other hand it has some clear drawbacks,
related to the arbitrarity in the choice of the hadronization frame. Consider in fact the
simple example of a virtual photon with a relatively low invariant mass, decaying into a
qq¯ pair. We assume that, because of the low mass, no parton is radiated by showering.
It is clear that the multiplicity of this event, in the independent fragmentation scheme,
depends upon the frame of reference in which we look at the event, the minimum multi-
plicity being obtained in the photon CM frame. Of course, in this case we may then decide
to fragment the photon decay product in the photon rest frame, i.e. in the frame of the
colour singlet system formed by the qq¯ pair. But, in order to be consistent, every colour
singlet system formed by final state partons should be decayed in its own reference frame,
and this requirement is in conflict with the setup of independent fragmentation, where a
quark is decayed ignoring the kinematics of all other partons.
Large Nc colour approximation
In order to deal more realistically with colour at the hadronization stage, Shower Monte
Carlo’s adopt the so called large Nc limit (also called planar limit), Nc being the number
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of colours (i.e. Nc = 3 in QCD). We should thus think that the number of colour is large,
and keep only the dominant contribution in this sense.
The colour rules for the Feynman diagrams also become extremely simple in the large
Nc limit. Colour and anticolour indices range from 1 to Nc. Each oriented quark line
is assigned a colour index and an antiquark line is assigned an anticolour index (ranging
from 1 to Nc). An oriented gluon is assigned a pair of indices, corresponding to a colour
and an anticolour. This gives rise to N2c gluons. We know that, in fact, there are N
2
c − 1
gluons, since the combination
∑
c cc¯ (with c running over all colours) is colour neutral
(i.e. is a colour singlet). However, in the limit when Nc is considered to be large, one can
replace (N2c − 1) → N2c . Graphically, we may represent an oriented colour index with an
arrow, and an anticolour is represented by an arrow in the opposite direction. The colour
structure of a q → qg, g → gg and g → qq¯ splitting is shown in the following figure:
(2.92)
Notice that the two colour configurations associated to the gluon splitting vertex turn into
each other by exchanging the two final state gluons.
An illustration of the large Nc limit of a contribution to the e+e− → hadrons cross
section is given in fig. 2.14. The colour factor of the squared amplitude is obtained by
Figure 2.14: Colour structure of the square of an amplitude in the large Nc limit.
summing over the colour indices, i.e. there is a factor of Nc for each colour index. Notice
that, when squaring the amplitude, interference terms are suppressed by powers of 1/Nc.
In fact, in order to have interference, two colour indices must be the same, so that one
looses a factor of Nc.
When assigning a planar colour configuration to a set of showered partons, one begins
by computing the Born level cross section in the large Nc limit, for each independent
colour structure that is allowed, and chooses the initial colour structure with a probability
proportional to the corresponding contribution. In our e+e− → qq¯ example, there is only
one such colour structure, that assigns opposite colours to the quark and the antiquark.
Starting from the colour connections of the partons at the Born amplitude, one recon-
structs the colour connections of all partons in the shower, according to the rules given
in eq. (2.92). From the figure, we can see that there is only one way to assign colour
connections in a q → qg or a g → qq¯ vertex. On the other hand, there are two possible
assignments in the g → gg splitting, corresponding to the exchange of two final state
gluons. In this case, one chooses one of the two assignments with a 50% probability. At
the end of the procedure, one obtains the colour connections of all partons in the showered
system.
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Notice that, in the large Nc limit, it is enough to know that the quark and the antiquark
are colour connected . One does not need to know which specific colour is assigned to them.
In fact, in the limit of large Nc, the probability that two colour connected pairs of quarks
have the same colour index is suppressed by a 1/Nc factor, and thus can be neglected.
Cluster and string based fragmentation models
The cluster and string fragmentation models are both based upon the assignments of
colour connections illustrated in section 2.6.16.
In the cluster model, final state gluons are forced to split into quark-antiquark pairs.
Then one decays each colour connected quark-antiquark pair independently. If the invari-
ant mass of the colour connected pair is low enough, one matches mass and flavour with
a corresponding hadronic two-body system (or with a resonance) with the same flavour.
In angular ordered shower, one can show that configurations with colour connected pairs
with large invariant mass are Sudakov suppressed (an effect known as preconfinement).
In the string fragmentation model, colour connected partons are collected in a system
consisting of a quark, several intermediate gluons, and an antiquark. For example, in
figure 2.14 there are two colour connected system, one formed by the quark with colour c1
and the antiquark with colour c¯1, and the other one starting with the quark with colour
c2, including the two final state gluons with colour [c¯2, c3] and [c¯3, c4] and ending with the
antiquark c¯4. One then imagines that a colour flux tube (i.e. a string) is stretched from the
quark to the antiquark of the colour connected system, going through each intermediate
gluon.
In the simplest case, the string is stretched between a quark and an antiquark. The
hadronic system is generated by pair creation by quantum tunneling inside the string. In
practice, at this stage the fragmentation algorithm is similar to the independent fragmen-
tation case. One goes to a frame where the two string ends have opposite momenta, and,
starting from each string end, one has a fragmentation function to describe the probability
to generate a hadron carrying away a given fraction of the longitudinal momentum of the
string. To be more specific, let us assume that the string end has flavour f . A hadron
will be generated with flavour ff ′, and the left over string will have a flavour f ′ at his
end. Unlike the case of independent fragmentation, besides having a more reasonable
description of the role of colour in fragmentation, also flavour is treated consistently.
In the general case, with intermediate gluons in the colour connected system, a similar
procedure is adopted, with some care for the treatment of the kinks in the string associated
to the intermediate gluons.
It should be made clear that fragmentation models end up being one of the most
complex aspects of Shower Monte Carlo. The underlying theory (i.e. QCD) is only used
as a reasonable suggestions on certain features that the models should have. The models
have unavoidably a large number of parameters, that are needed in order to represent
faithfully the many final state features that are observed in strong interactions.
2.6.17 Dipole approach to Shower Monte Carlo
The historical development of shower algorithms has privileged the treatment of collinear
radiation. One first deals with collinear shower, and then fixes the soft radiation. A
different approach has also been pursued: one generates first a soft shower, and then fixes
the collinear region. In this approach one begins with a formula for soft emission from
the primary partons. Unlike collinear singularities, soft singularities do not factorize in
a simple way in QCD. In order to illustrate this fact we begin by first considering QED,
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where soft singularities do indeed factorize according to the formula
|Mn+1γ |2 ⇒ |Mn|2(4piα)
n∑
i,j=1
QiQj
pi · pj
(pi · k)(pj · k) , (2.93)
where pi are the momenta of the outgoing particles, and Qi their electric charge in positron
charge units, and k is the momentum of the emitted photon. Formula (2.93) holds as long
as k is much smaller than all the amplitude momenta pi. Thus, in QED, the emission
of a soft photon factorizes in terms of the original squared amplitude times the sum of
so called eikonal factors, associated to photon emission from a pair of final state partons.
This formula is also independent upon the spin of the emitting particles; only their electric
charge counts. When i 6= j each eikonal term comes from the interference of the photon
emission amplitude from partons i and j, as represented graphically in fig. 2.15. In QCD,
Figure 2.15: The contribution of a single eikonal factor in QED. The above figure is a
common way to represent the interference of two amplitudes: the amplitude on the left,
times the complex conjugate of the amplitude on the right of the dashed line.
soft emission still involves the same eikonal factors that operate in QED. But the charges
are replaced by colour matrices. So, while in QED the contribution of a single eikonal
factor (like the one involving partons i and j in the figure) is always proportional to the
Born squared matrix element, in QCD it is proportional to a square of the Born matrix
elements where the colours of partons i and j have been scrambled. These colour scrambled
Born contributions are potentially different among each other, so that simple, QED like
factorization no longer holds. In order to recover some manageable simplicity, one takes
the large Nc limits of QCD. Planar soft emissions from a planar squared amplitude always
amounts to add one colour loop (i.e. to an extra factor of Nc). Thus, a planar factorization
formula holds in large Nc QCD
|Mn+1g(p1, . . . , pn, k)|2 ⇒
[
|Mn(p1, . . . , pn)|2(4piαNc)
∑
conn .
pi · pj
(pi · k)(pj · k)
]Symm
, (2.94)
where the sum extends over all colour connected final state partons, and “Symm” stands
for symmetrization in the momenta of identical particles (the planar squared amplitude
not being symmetric). Thus, even in the planar limit, soft factorization is not the same
as in QED. It is however easily tractable, since symmetrization is unnecessary (as long as
one computes symmetric observables).
In the dipole approach, one associates Sudakov form factors to dipoles, rather than to
partons, computes a no-radiation probability, and generates the emission with a procedure
similar to the one used in the single parton shower approach. One generates a t for each
dipole, and then picks the hardest t to decide which dipole is emitting. In the limit when
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the emitted gluon is parallel to a final state parton, one adjusts the eikonal factors in such
a way that they become correct even if the energy of the emitted parton is not small, in
order to reproduce the Altarelli Parisi splitting probability. If the emitting parton is a
gluon, two dipoles can contribute to its emission, and this has to be accounted for properly.
2.7 Underlying event
The hadronization model deals with final state partons, turning them into hadrons. Also
initial state partons require some treatment, in order to give a realistic description of the
physics of the hadronic remnants. First of all, what we have introduced as the parton
density to find a parton in a parton (eq. (2.78)) should be immediately interpreted as the
probability to find a parton in the incoming hadron. In the forward evolution scheme,
this would require to introduce an initial parton density at the scale t0. In the backward
evolution scheme this is unnecessary: one compute the cross section with the full pdf at the
scale of the process, using standard pdf parametrization. However, when the backward
shower stops (i.e. a scale t < t0 is generated in the backward evolution formalism),
we should provide some model for the structure of the remaining part of the incoming
hadron. This is a subtle problem, that cannot be treated in a rigorous way in QCD.
The crudest approach one can think of, is to force initial state gluons at the end of the
shower to arise from a quark in backward evolution, then let the remaining diquark in
the incoming proton, carrying the left over momentum of the initial hadron, hadronize
with the remaining particles in the event. In other approaches, if the backward shower
stops with a gluon, the remaining quarks in the incoming hadron are put into a colour
octet state, and this system is broken up with various rules, to yield objects that the
hadronization mechanism can handle. There is some evidence 4.19.2 that, in order to
represent the activity of the underlying event in a reasonable way, the effect of multiparton
interactions must also be included. In other words, one must assume that the remnants
of the incoming hadrons can undergo relatively hard collisions. Even this phenomenon
is implemented with phenomenological models in Shower Monte Carlo programs. Among
the ingredients entering these models, one assumes that partons have a given transverse
distribution in a hadron. The cross section for secondary interactions is assumed to be
given by the partonic cross section with an appropriate cutoff in transverse momentum.
This cutoff has to be carefully tuned, since the partonic cross section diverges as the
cutoff goes to zero. The momentum of the spectator partons has to be properly rescaled,
to account for the momentum taken away by the parton that initiates the spacelike shower.
Flavour and colour of the spectators has to be properly adjusted.
2.8 Shower Monte Carlo resources
Here I collect useful references to Shower Monte Carlo physics. First of all, the pedagogic
introductions in refs. [7], [3] and [5] offer an alternative introduction to the one presented
here.
In ref. [2] a primer on the main available Monte Carlo codes and methods is given.
The PYTHIA manual [6] is a valuable source of information on several aspects of
Shower Monte Carlo physics. In the original HERWIG paper [4], more thorough discussion
of the problem of soft radiation can be found.
In the web page http://www.hepforge.org/, links to various Monte Carlo programs,
as well as to tools typically used in this framework (like jet algorithms and the like) can
be found.
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3.9 Introduction
As discussed at length in the previous chapters, final states with many hard jets will play
an essential role for LHC physics. These events will hide or strongly modify all possible
signals of new physics, which involve the chain decay of heavy coloured particles, such as
squarks, gluinos or the heavier partners of the top, which appear in little-Higgs models.
Being able to predict their features is therefore essential. To this end it is crucial to
describe as accurately as possible both the full matrix elements (ME) for the underlying
hard processes, as well as the subsequent development of the hard partons into jets of
hadrons.
It is therefore very important to design a strategy to take advantage of the strength
(and avoid the drawbacks) of both fixed order calculations and of Parton Shower-like
evolution with subsequent hadronization of the partonic event. A given (n+ 1)-jet event
can be obtained in two ways: from the collinear/soft-radiation evolution of an appropriate
(n + 1)-parton final state, or from an n-parton configuration where hard, large-angle
emission during its evolution leads to the extra jet. A factorization prescription (in this
context this is often called a “matching scheme” or “merging scheme”) defines, on an
event-by-event basis, which of the two paths should be followed. The primary goal of a
merging scheme is therefore to avoid double counting (by preventing some events to appear
twice, once for each path), as well as dead regions (by ensuring that each configuration
is generated by at least one of the allowed paths). Furthermore, a good merging scheme
will optimize the choice of the path, using the one which guarantees the best possible
approximation to a given kinematics.
Here we shall briefly review two such merging approaches: the CKKW scheme [1,
2], and the MLM scheme [3]. These two approaches are implemented in currently used
matrix element event generators, combined with parton showers tools, like SHERPA [4, 5],
ALPGEN [6], MADGRAPH [7] and HELAC [8].
Any merging algorithm is based on one or more resolution parameters which split the
phase space into two regions one of soft/collinear emissions to be described by Parton
Shower (PS) evolution and the other one of hard and large angle emission to be described
by fixed order calculations. These resolution parameters play the role of soft/collinear
cut-off for fixed order calculations and it is therefore crucial to assess the (in)dependence
of the algorithm on these parameters. Notice that if both PS and ME descriptions would
provide a perfect description of QCD the final result would be independent of the resolution
parameters.
For the CKKW scheme, in the context of e+e− → jets, it has been shown [1] that the
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dependence on the resolution parameter is shifted beyond the Next to Leading Log (NLL)
accuracy.
Such a proof in the context of ep and pp collisions is missing and thus for both CKKW
(adapted to hadronic collision [2]) and for MLM scheme we don’t have any avaliable
extimate of the dependence of the final result on the resolution parameters. Ultimately,
at present, such an extimate is possible only empirically: one has to study the effect of
varying the resolution parameters on the widest possible range.
A first series of studies to address both dependence on the resolution parameters and
the comparison of the two schemes has been presented in [10].
The internal consistency of CKKW (as implemented in the SHERPA [9] event genera-
tor) inspired approach for hadronic collisions has been studied in [11, 12, 13] for Drell-Yan
processes at the TEVATRON and at the LHC.
The internal consistency for the MLM approach, as implemented in the ALPGEN [6]
event generator, has been addressed in [14] for the process tt¯ plus jets.
Monte Carlo event samples for associate productions of jets and W and Z bosons and
for jets productions at the TEVATRON colliders have been compared with data [15, 16, 17]
finding an overall satisfactory agreement both for the shapes of the distributions and for
relative jets multiplicities.
Finally an extensive set of comparisons among various codes and matching prescrip-
tions has been presented in [19, 20] where, in addition to a wide range of tests of internal
consistency for the variuos codes, a first attempt to assess some of the systematic uncer-
tainties associated to these approaches (αS and PS scales) is presented. In [19, 20] results
are presented also for the event generator ARIADNE [21] and for the Lo¨nnblad matching
prescription [22, 23] (a variant to CKKW adapted to the dipole emission approximation
which is the root of ARIADNE PS).
3.10 Matching
Let’s first try a sort of “pedagogical” introduction to the matching issue. Our goal is to
use the capability to compute fairly complex leading order (LO) matrix elements (ME)
to describe hard QCD radiation and to complement this description with showering, to
include soft and collinear corrections, and hadronization, allowing a realistic description
of the event.
The most simple approach is:
• Use the ME to compute the WEIGHT of a given event.
• Use the ME computation as a “seed” for the Parton Shower (PS) evolution: the PS
needs as inputs the ME weight, the event kinematic, the colour flow associated to
the event. (As well as the factorization and renormalization scales chosen for the
ME calculation)
This approach, however, leads to double counting: the same final state can arise in
many different ways just swapping ME element generated partons and shower generated
partons as shown in fig. 3.16.
This effect is formally NLO (indeed any PS emission implies an additional power of αs)
and therefore beyond the accuracy of our computation. However it opens the possibility
to particularly harmful events: soft and/or collinear ME partons toghether with hard
shower emission to replace the missing hard jets, as shown in figg. 3.16 and 3.17. The
ME weight is divergent for soft/collinear emissions and those events comes without the
Sudakov suppression supplied by the showering algorithms and therefore leads to infrared
and collinear sensitivity (it’s worth recalling that the PS algorithm doesn’t modify the ME
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WEIGHT, it simply dresses the event with soft and collinear radiation). Notice that, as
thoroughly discussed in the previous chapters of these proceedings, soft/collinear emissions
described by the PS don’t exibit the same unphysical behaviour: Sudakov form factors
ensure that virtual effects are accounted for (in the NLL approximation) and thus enforce
the appropriate dumping of the singularities.
Matches Doesn’t match
Doesn’t match
Figure 3.16: Hadron production in e+e− collisions via γ∗, Z∗ exchange. Example
of double counting in ME PS combination. Wiggly line: γ∗, Z∗; solid lines: ME
(coloured ) partons; dashed lines: PS emissions. The same events obtained in three
different ways. Left: hard emissions from ME and soft/collinear ones from PS,
Center: one soft emission from ME and one hard emission from PS, Right: one
collinear emission from ME and one hard emission from PS.
The second and the third one lack the appropriate Sudakov suppression and lead to
a divergent cross section. The first one is the one we would like to retain.
Small arcs denote clusters used in MLM matching prescription.
Doesn’t match Doesn’t match Matches
Figure 3.17: Same symbols (and process) as in fig. 3.16. The same events obtained
in three different ways. Left: one collinear emission from ME and soft/collinear
emissions from PS, number of jets smaller than number of ME partons; Center: one
soft emission from ME and soft/collinear emissions from PS, number of jets smaller
than number of ME partons; Right: hard emissions from ME and soft/collinear
emissions from PS. The first and the second one lack the appropriate Sudakov
suppression and lead to a divergent cross section. The third one is the one we would
like to retain.
We are therefore forced to find a way to avoid double counting or at least to push
its impact below the accuracy of our prediction. The final goal is to split the phase
space in two regions: one, of soft and/or collinear emissions, to be covered from the PS
algorithm and the other one, of hard and large angle emissions, to be described by the
matrix element. The separation among these two regions is achieved introducing one or
more “resolution parameters” which discriminate among “resolved” jets (to be described
by the ME) and “non resolved” jets to be described by the PS. Notice that the solution
has to fulfill three main requirements
• It should avoid (minimize) double counting and ensure full phase space coverage
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• It should ensure a smooth (as much as possible) transition among the PS and ME
description
• It should ensure that the ME weight is reweighted with the appropriate Sudakov
form factor, where by appropriate we mean that it should reabsorb the divergencies
of the ME weight. 16
3.11 Matching ME and PS: a practical perspective
Let’s now have a look at the practical implications of the double countig problem. One
has in mind an event generator which combines the benefit of (fixed-order) ME calculation
and showering (+ hadronization).
Let’s first attempt the more naive approach:
• Use the ME to compute the WEIGHT of a given event.
• Use the ME computation as input for the PS
One immediately faces the problem to determine the appropriate parton level cuts
required to build up the event sample. Notice that this is mandatory if one has final state
coloured partons (emitted by coulored partons): in the absence of cuts the ME diverges.
A first attempt is to use, as parton level cuts, the same cuts used to define a jet in the
analysis.
Let’s have a look at the consequences. We analyze the answer of our event generator
(after ME computation and showering) looking at jets observables.
To reconstruct jets out of final state partons (namely those found after the showering
stage) we shall use a simplified cone algorithm as provided by the GETJET package [24],
which represents a simplified jet cone algorithm a la UA1. Jets are defined requiring that
jet pT has to be at least 20 Gev, the cone size is R = 0.4 and the calorimeter coverage is
|η| < 2.5.
Ultimately we shall study the signal pp¯ → e+e− + 2 jets with at least two jets with
pT > 40 GeV and with ∆R > 0.7 at the LHC COLLIDER.
We start by generating pp¯→ e+ + e− + 2 partons (parton ≡ g, u, d, c, s) with pT > 40
Gev, |η| < 2.5 and ∆Rpjpk < 0.7. After ME computation the event is showered with
PITHYA PS and the jets are reconstructed according to the chosen jet algorithm.
In fig. 3.18 we display the pT of the second leading jet (jets ordered according to pT ) for
the events that, at parton level (ME), have the second highest pT parton with a pT between
40 and 50 GeV and with a pT between 50 and 60 GeV. The effect of the shower is to smear
the parton pT : some of the partons have their energy degraded by radiating energy, other
partons actually originate a harder jet collecting soft energy (mostly originated by initial
state radiation). We are now facing a problem: by imposing generation cuts equal to
the jet resolution parameters we are loosing the contribution of ME partons with a pT
just below threshold which after showering would anyhow make up a jet with a pT larger
16 If we denote with R(n)ME the real radiative correction to the n−jets squared matrix element XnME with
l and L the soft and collinear logarithms respectively and with ξ an infrared/collinear finite quantity we
shall have
R(n)ME = XMEαS(c1Ll + c2L+ c3l) + αSξ
and the corresponding “Sudakov form factor” (to be used to reweight XME) ∆ has to be
∆ = exp[−αS(c1Ll + c2L+ c3l)]
Notice that with a wrong choice of ∆ (different cj) one still obtains infrared/collinear finitness (for the
reweighted XME), the result however will exhibit a strong dependence on the chosen soft/collinear cut-off.
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than that chosen in the analysis. A similar “edge effect” occur for “close” (R ' 0.7), see
fig. 3.18 or large rapidity partons (η ' 2.5), see fig. 3.18.
An obvious solution to this problem is to soften the generation cuts. In this way
we loose efficency since many of the soft/collinear partons don’t originate resolved jets,
however we recover the event which we were missing in the previous analysis. We however
face another problem: our prediction is not stable against generation level cuts. To see
the effect we study the subsample of events that, after showering have at least two jets
with pT > 40GeV and ∆R > 0.7. As it is seen in fig. 3.19 the cross section increases as
parton level generation cuts are softened and also distributions are affected. Notice that
resolution parameters for jets, as well as the event selection criteria, are unchanged and
therefore the results, after showering should remain unchanged.
The reason of this behaviour can be traced back to the problem of double counting
associated with soft/collinear ME emission. In the soft/collinear limit the ME weight
diverge, the PS can supply a hard and large angle emission:17 this is suppressed by a
factor of αS but enhanced by soft/collinear logarithms which (as opposite to soft/collinear
PS emission) are not dumped by Sudakov suppression.
3.12 Catani, Krauss, Kuhn and Webber algorithm
A solution has been proposed in [1] in the context of e+e− collisions. The dependence on
the resolution parameter is shifted beyond NLL. In [2] an extension of the procedure to ep
and pp environments has been proposed, without however a proof that the dependence on
the resolution parameter is below NLL. This algorithm is implemented [5] in the SHERPA
MC [4] and has been studied in [10] for HERWIG and PITHYA showers.
3.12.1 PS and ME phase space boundaries
The first ingredient of the algorithm is the measure of parton-parton separation. To this
pourpose the k⊥ jet algorithm [25, 26, 27] is used: the distance among two final state
partons is defined as
yij =
2 min{E2i , E2j }(1− cos θi,j)
s
(3.95)
s being the center of mass squared energy, Ei,j the parton energies and θi,j their relative
angles. The “distance” between a parton and the incoming partons (the beam) is defined
as
yi =
p2⊥i
s
(3.96)
The separation among ME partons and PS partons is achieved introducing a resolution
parameter Ysep and
• requiring that ME partons are resolved:
yi,j , yi > Ysep
• vetoing PS emissions at a scale harder than Ysep
This ensures that a given phase space configuration is covered only once
Notice that in the region described by the PS dead zones are still present and thus one
has to choose Ysep in such a way to minimize these effects in the regions relevant for the
analysis of interest.
17Notice that, if one or more ME parton are “soft”, there must be a corresponding number of “hard”
PS emissions in order to preserve the number of “observed” hard jets
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Figure 3.18: Upper-left panel: pj2T of the next to leading jet (jets ordered in pT ) for
showered events initiated by partonic event Z∗/γ∗ + 2 partons, subject to the constraint
40 < pT2 < 50 GeV, pT2 being the pT of the next to leading parton (partons ordered in
pT ). Upper-right panel: Same as Upper-left panel but 50 < pT2 < 60 GeV Lower-left
panel: distance ∆R12 among the two leading jets for showered events initiated by partonic
events Z∗/γ∗ + 2 partons, subject to the constraint 0.7 < ∆Rpartonic12 < 1. Lower-right
panel: rapidity |ηj1 | of the leading jet for showered events initiated by partonic event
Z∗/γ∗ + 2 partons, subject to the constraint 2.5 > |η1| > 2.0, η1 being the rapidity of the
leading parton. All plots are for the LHC, and the normalizations are arbitrary
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Figure 3.19: Upper-left panel: Cross section in pb for pp → e+e− + 2 jets at the
LHC as a function of the partonic pT at the generation level. Both jets, after showering
are required to have pT > 40 GeV, |ηj | < 2.5 and ∆Rj1j2 > 0.7. Upper-right panel:
transverse momentum pj1T of the leading jet as a function of parton level cuts. Continuos:
ppartT > 10 GeV; dots: p
part
T > 20 GeV; dot-dash: p
part
T > 40 GeV; Lower-left panel:
transverse momentum pj2T of the next to leading jet as a function of parton level cuts.
Lower-right panel: invariant mass mj1j2 of the two leading jets as a function of parton
level cuts.
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One could also use a different measure of the parton-parton distance, it is however
necessary that it preserve the properties of k⊥ algorithm if one wishes to retain NLL
accuracy.
3.12.2 Matching ME and PS weight
The second key ingredient is ME reweighting. The ME weight is infrared and collinear
divergent and thus will diverge as Ysep becomes small. On the other hand the PS is well
behaved in this limit due to soft and collinear emission resummation. The ME is thus
reweighted in order to ensure a smooth transition among ME and PS description:
• for a given ME phase space point a branching tree is reconstructed by clustering
toghether the two closest partons (according to y measure given in eqns. (3.95,3.96))
and iterating the procedure until when the ”leading order” process is reached: for
pp→W + n− jets we proceed until qq′ →W is reached, for pp→ tt¯+ n− jets until
pp→ tt¯ is reached18
• for each branching reweight the squared ME by αS(k⊥)/αS(QME)
αS reweighting
Figure 3.20: Same symbols (and process) as in fig. 3.16. ME final state partons
(originating from small dots) are clustered toghether to reduce the process to the
leading order 2 → 2 process. Small dots represents would be branchings in a PS-
like picture of the event. The k⊥ separation among the clustered partons is the
appropriate PS scale for αS evaluation at the given branching.
• to each internal and external line of the branching tree associate the proper combi-
nation of Sudakov19 form factor: defining
Ysep =
Q21
Q2
yj =
q2j
Q2
where Q2 is the hard process scale, to each internal line, connecting a branching at
a scale qj and a branching at a scale qk, associate a reweighting factor
∆(Q1, qk)
∆(Q1, qj)
where ∆(Q1, qj) is the appropriate Sudakov Form Factor. To each external line,
originating from a branching at a scale qj associate a reweighting factor
∆(Q1, qj)
18some qualification is actually required: if the scale of some QCD emission is larger than the typical
scale for the LO process the clustering is done in a different way. We refer to [2] for a more thorough
discussion.
19for a thorough discussion of Sudakov form factors meaning and definitions refer to the previous chapters
of this proceedings.
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• also the PS needs to be modified:
1. the scale for the PS evolution is given, for each parton, by the scale at which
the parton was produced (the hard process scale for initial state partons)
2. resolved PS emissions (y > Ysep) are inhibited. Notice that this is done simply
rejecting those emissions without affecting the event weight
3.12.3 Building the event sample
• Finally one has to build event samples with up to ∞ ME partons (each normalized
to the same luminosity, at least in principle) and sum them up toghether.
• One obviously has to stop to some finite number of ME partons. The highest mul-
tiplicity sample needs to be treated separately: for a given ME the smallest k⊥
separation is computed and the PS is allowed to produce branching up to this scale.
In this way the higher parton multiplicities are supplied by the shower emissions.
In [1] it is shown that, with the above prescriptions, the NLL resummed exclusive
e+e− → n jets is reproduced.
A few remarks are in order
• the proof of NLL accuracy holds only for e+e− collisions;
• even in the e+e− framework, to achieve NLL accuracy, it is crucial that the employed
PS correctly describes the soft sructure of the ME, including interferences: this is
the case for PS incorporating coherent branching like HERWIG or based on dipole
emission like ARIADNE but not for virtuality ordered PS like PITHYA. Notice that
APACIC (SHERPA) provides both options: virtuality ordered and angular ordered
PS20 and thus it provides the opportunity to study the numerical impact of the two
approaches.
• ultimately the smoothness of the interpolation must be judged inspecting the stabil-
ity of the relevant (for the analysis) ditribution over at least a sizable range for the
resolution parameter.
• the sample with the highest multiplicity of ME emissions is also the one with the
larger systematics. One should care to minimize its weight on the inclusive sample
and anyway to check “indipendence” of the predictions from the maximum number
of ME partons used to build up the sample.
Let’s finally add a few words of caution
• NLL accuracy is already ensured by the PS standalone (if coherent effects are in-
cluded).
• the ultimate goal of ME-PS merging is to correctly describe hard and large angle
emissions toghether with soft/collinear resummation. This class of events is sup-
pressed by at least two powers of log and thus the proof of ([1]) doesn’t ensure that
they are dealt with correctly.
• in particular if the Sudakov reweighting of hard and large angle emissions is not
correct the hard tail of the distributions will suffer of LL dependence on the resolution
parameter and thus of artificial enhancement/dumping.
20actually the first emission is not described by coherent branching
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Figure 3.21: Upper-left panel: Jet multiplicity in inclusive Z production Upper-right
panel: pj1T of the leading jet (jets ordered in pT ) in Z + jets production Lower-left
panel: pj1T of the leading jet (jets ordered in pT ) in Z + jets production Lower-right
panel:pj2T of the next to leading jet (jets ordered in pT ) in Z + jets production All plots
are for the Tevatron and the normalization of SHERPA prediction is fitted to the data.
Both absolute values and SHERPA to DATA ratio are shown. Figures from [15]
3.12.4 Implementation and comparison with TEVATRON data
The CKKW algorithm for pp collisions, according to the proposal in ([2]), is implemented
in SHERPA [9] and has been studied in [11, 12, 13]. The overall consistency looks good:
• the overall rate is stable against sizable changes of the resolution parameters.
• the distributions doesn’t show large discontinuities around the resolution parameters.
• stability is achieved with a moderately small number of ME partons.
• there is a nice agreement with MC@NLO ([28])
There is ongoing experimental activity in testing SHERPA predictions expecially for
jet related quantities. D0 collaboration has studied Z + jets production. A thorough
account can be found in [15], the overall agreement looks pretty good. In fig. 3.21 we show
the comparison of SHERPA prediction and data for the pT of the Z boson and of the two
leading jets and for the jet multiplicity.
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Figure 3.22: Angular separation ∆Φ in the transverse plane among the two leading jets
(jets ordered in pT ) in inclusive two jets sample. D0 data versus SHERPA prediction are
shown. Figure from [16].
D0 collaboration has also studied [16] dijet azimutal correlation in pure jet sample
and compared DATA to SHERPA predictions, again finding good agreement as shown in
fig. 3.22.
3.13 Michelangelo Mangano matching prescritpion
An alternative prescription has been proposed by M. Mangano in [3].
The pourpose is to build up an inclusive event sample summing up ”exclusive” event
samples with different m-clusters multiplicities. Clusters are just partons clustered toghether
according to some arbitrary jet finding algorithm and doesn’t need to be identified with
experimental jets, once the event sample is built the user can apply any kind of analysys
to the resulting events.
To produce an event sample with m-clusters
• produce a sample of unweighted partonic events with
PT > PTgen ∆Rj1j2 > Rgen |η| < ηgen
Notice that, in principle, pTgen, Rgen and ηgen are not parameters of the matching
prescription. One should generate completely inclusive (no cuts at the generation
level) and, once the matching step is performed, unwanted kinematics configuration
will be rejected. However this is not possible since it will lead to null unweighting
efficency and therefore one has to find a satisfactory balance: generation cuts should
be soft enough to avoid edge effects and hard enough to obtain a good unweigthing
efficency.
• for the given kinematic configuration a PS-like branching tree is obtained clustering
(see fig. 3.20) the final partons according to k⊥ [25, 26, 27] algorithm until when the
LO process is obtained. Namely for pp → tt¯ + m-jets cluster until when pp → tt¯ is
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reached, for pp → W + m-jets cluster until when pp → W is reached, ... Then at
each “branching” assign the proper αS(k⊥) factor. In this way the ME is reweighted
to mimic more closely the PS weight. This step is the same as in CKKW algorithm.
• perform the shower and merge toghether the obtained partons (ME + PS) to re-
construct cluster of partons according to a jet finding algorithm, see figg. 3.16 and
3.17 where small arcs denote clusters. In ALPGEN Paige’s GETJET algorithm is used.
The minimum jet transverse momentum pTmin, and separation Rmin toghether with
maximum rapidity ηmax are the genuine matching parameters. Notice that, to avoid
edge effects due to the smearing of jet momenta induced by the shower, matching
parameters should be harder than generation cuts
pTmin > pTgen Rmin > Rgen ηmax < ηgen
The larger the difference the smaller the edge effects and the unweighting efficency.
Actually for ηmax there is an additional subtlety to be discussed later.
• now reject the event if the number of clusters is not equal to the number of ME
generated partons. These events will be generated in other event samples with
different parton multiplicities and this prescription avoids double counting. Notice
that by performing the PS till the very end and applying the rejection criteria to
the final PS generated partons we achieve, at least in the limit of no cuts at the
generation level, a net separation among PS and ME generated events, indeed there
is no chance that the same event can be generated by ME with different multiplicities.
• if the number of cluster is equal to the number of ME generated partons define the
matching of a parton and a cluster as follows. A parton matches a cluster is the
relative separation is smaller than Rmin, namely if the parton is inside the jet cone.
If more than one parton matches the same cluster (collinear ME partons) or if a
parton doesn’t match to any cluster (soft ME partons), reject the event. With this
prescription we avoid double counting and we reweight the ME with the appropriate
Sudakov form factor 21. Indeed (with this prescription toghether with the require-
ment imposed at the previous step) a ME “event” will be accepted according to
the probability that the PS doesn’t emit any “hard” (above the chosen resolution)
radiation 22. An important point has to be noticed here regarding ηgen and ηmax.
We have already noticed that to avoid edge effects we should have ηgen > ηmax.
There is an additional subtlety here. If one is not inclusive in ηmax we don’t obtain
the proper Sudakov form factor. This is due to the fact that, not being inclusive
in ηmax we reweight the ME with the probability that the PS doesn’t produce any
hard emission inside the given rapidity range. This probability, with shrinking ra-
pidity range, obviously approaches one rather than the Sudakov form factor which
we wish. Therefore strictly speaking both ηgen and ηmax should go to ∞. Taking
smaller values increases the unweighting efficency and again the actual choice is a
matter of balance among the increasing efficency and the increasing systematic ef-
fects. Notice that whereas for pTgen and Rgen we are indeed forced to choose non
21Actually a residual infrared sensitivity is left: a soft partons might accidentally fall inside the cone of
a cluster originated from a hard PS emission. This is suppressed by the small avaliable phase space and
in the studies performed insofar we havn’t found any appreciable effect even pushing the generation cuts
close the soft/colliner PS cut-off.
22Actually the prescription overestimate the Sudakov form factors: two “soft” partons can be clustered
even if they can’t be traced back to a single splitting. If the resulting cluster is hard enough the event is
vetoed. The lower multiplicity sample will not return this PS history it will simply return the contribution
of the production and subsequent splitting of the hard parton. This is again a phase space suppressed Log
term.
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zero values to avoid null unweighting efficency, for ηgen there is actually a natural
maximum allowed value once pTgen is chosen and therefore, at least in principle, it’s
possible to avoid completely this problem.
• the cross section of the event sample is simply the input, parton level, cross section
times the ratio between the number of accepted events and the total number of
processed events.
• we repeat the above steps for ME with 0 up to ∞ light quarks and jets and we sum
up the various event samples
• actually, since it is impossibile to compute ME with an arbitrary number of legs, we
shall stop at a definite number nmax of light quarks or gluons (nmax = nlight quarks+
ngluons). For the corresponding matrix element the matching procedure has to be
modified, to define an inclusive event sample (see fig. 3.23), as follows
Figure 3.23: Same symbols (and process) as in fig. 3.16. Hard emissions from
ME and one hard emission from PS, the number of reconstructed clusters will be
greater than the number of ME partons. This event will be retained only in inclusive
samples, namely events initiated by ME with the highest particle multiplicity.
1. events with a number of reconstructed clusters equal or larger than nmax are
accepted.
2. events are accepted only if nmax-ME partons match the hardest m-clusters
(ordinated by pT ).
The major advantage of the above prescription is to be independent from the PS
algorithm which is employed and to require minimal interaction with the PS code itself:
it is enough to have access to the final partonic configuration after the shower.
From a theoretical poin of view it has the disadvantage that a clean classification
of the Logarithmic structure accounted for or missed is very hard. It’s hard to work
out a closed analytical form for the “Sudakov” reweighting imposed by the algorithm
and ultimately it rests on the empirical evidence provided by the smooth behaviour of
the distributions and their (in)dependence from the matching parameters. On the other
hand it has the advantage that the “Sudakov” reweighting is borrowed from the PS:
assuming that indeed this is done exactly (a strong and undemonstrated assumption),
this would be the best possible recipe. In fact if, for the given kinematical configuration,
the PS reproduces correctly the divergent structure of the ME the two descriptions will
merge correctly, otherwise it will be anyway impossible to achieve simultaneously a correct
infrared/collinear damping and a smooth interpolation among PS and ME description.
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3.13.1 Implementation and comparisons with Tevatron data
The algorithm described in the previous section is implemented into the ME event gener-
ators ALPGEN [6], HELAC [8] and MADGRAPH [7].
A fairly extensive exploration of the matching prescription, for the case of tt¯+jets
production is reported in [14]. The overall consistency looks good, the prediction is stable
against sizable variations of the matching parameters and also the comparison with MC@NLO
description is good, once the appropriate K-factor rescaling is imposed.
The prescrition has also been tested against Tevatron data mostly looking at jets
productions.
CDF has looked at jets production [17] in Drell-Yan processes finding a satisfactory
agreement between data and ALPGEN +PITHYA predictions, once MC predictions are nor-
malized to the data. Preliminary results are shown in fig. 3.24 (left panel, from [17]).
Once the overall normalization is fitted to data also jet multiplicities are well reproduced
as shown in fig. 3.24 (right panel from [18]).
D0 collaboration has studied [16] dijet azimutal correlation in pure jet sample and com-
pared DATA to ALPGEN+PITHYA predictions predictions, again finding good agreement
as shown in fig. 3.25.
3.14 Comparison among matching prescriptions
We refer to [10, 20] for a more complete account of a detailed series of comparisons.
These comparisons have been performed for the Drell-Yan process both at the Tevatron
and at the LHC.
The overall agreement is relatively good as shown in fig. 3.26 (from [20]) and the
differencies are compatible with the effect of the factorization scale variation for a LO
calculation. ARIADNE exhibits larger variation mostly due to the different approach to
the shower evolution.
In [20] it is also provided an extimate of (at least some of) the systematic uncertainties
associated to the approach varying αS scale and, for SHERPA and ARIADNE, also the
PS scale. In fig. 3.27, from [20], we show an example of this exploration for MADEVENT.
We address to [10, 20] for a more thorough discussion. Here we want just make a few
remarks
• As step zero, to gain confidence on an event sample, one should first investigate the
dependence on the resolution parameters looking at the impact of moving away from
the various codes default setting. We emphasize once again that this is the only way
to extimate this dependence since we lack an analitical extimate.
• Some of the differencies among the various recipes can be minimized adjusting the
resolution parameters and/or αS scale. This doesn’t make much sence in the absence
of data. However once data are avaliable all these parameters provide an handle to
improve the description of data.
• Having performed step zero one should also move to step one: investigating the
impact of scale variation on the prediction (expecially to assess the impact on the
shapes of the various observables).
• As a final remark let’s outline that if one is interested in a fairly exclusive region of
phase space one should repeat the above steps for the region of interest: an overall
stable and satisfactory picture for l+l− production doesn’t gurantee that the same
holds in the hard mass tail, say ml+l− > 1 TeV.
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Figure 3.26: (a) and (b) p⊥ spectrum of W+ bosons at the LHC (pb/GeV). (c) η
spectrum of the leading jet, for pjet1⊥ > 100 GeV; absolute normalization (pb). (d)
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Figure 3.27: MADEVENT systematics at the LHC. (a) and (b) show the p⊥
spectrum of the W , (c) shows the pseudo-rapidity distribution of the leading jet,
(d) shows the ∆R separation between the two leading jets, and (e)–(g) show the di
(i = 1, 2, 3) spectra, where di is the scale in a parton-level event where i jets are
clustered into i− 1 jets using the k⊥-algorithm. The full line is the default settings
of MADEVENT, the shaded area is the range between MEscL and MEscH, while
the points represent MEkt30 and MEkt40. MEscL, MEscH, MEkt30 and MEkt40
are different MADEVENT settings properly defined in [20]
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Jets at LHC
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tocchia, Iacopo Vivarelli
This chapter deals with several aspects of jet physics at the LHC. It is mostly based
upon the study of ref. [2], and thus many results that appear here are bound to become ob-
solete with time. Nevertheless, we believe that this chapter condenses the main theoretical
and experimental problems that one encounters when studying jets at hadron colliders.
In section 4.15, we formulate the basic concepts of jets, as the manifestation of energetic
coloured particles in high energy reaction. The concept of infrared-safe jet observables is
discussed there. In sec. 4.16 the most popular jet finding algorithms are introduced.
In section 4.17 the study of [2] on the optimization of the jet finding algorithm is
reported. Different algorithms are compared according to their ability to relate jets to
primary partons in the hard interaction. No detector effects are considered in this section.
Jets are reconstructed from the output of a Shower Monte Carlo program. The goal of the
optimization is to find the optimal jet parameters (like, for example, the jet cone radius)
to be used. The quality criteria to use for the optimization are defined as the goodness of
the matching between jets and hard partons emerging from the primary interaction, as can
be inferred from the Monte Carlo program. Although this connection is only approximate,
and, to some extent, Monte Carlo dependent, it is certainly adequate to perform this task.
In section 4.18 we discuss the problem of jet calibration. The methods adopted for the
definition of calorimeter jets are briefly outlined, and the results of the calibration studies
of ref. [2] are reported. The concepts of calibration to the particle jet, and calibration to
the parton level are illustrated and discussed.
In sec. 4.19, the particle flow method for the reconstruction of jets is discussed. The
term particle flow (or energy flow) refers to the use of other relevant information for jet
reconstruction, other than calorimetry, i.e. tracker and partiocle identification informa-
tion. These information can considerably improve the energy resolution, in view of the
fact that a large fraction of the energy of the jet is carried by charged particles.
4.15 Introduction
In high energy reactions, quarks and gluons manifest themselves as jets of particles. This
fact has been discussed in many places in these proceedings, and is due to the fact that
collinear and soft QCD radiation is a dominant process at high energy. A quark or a
gluon produced at a primary interaction will very often radiate soft and collinear partons.
Furthermore, only color neutral hadrons can appear in the final state: quarks and gluons
must undergo strong non-perturbative interactions that lead to the formation of hadrons.
Thus, the concept of jet must be carefully defined in order to simplify the interpretation
of high energy events. It should represent the footprint of a hard coloured parton. Ideally,
a jet should be in a one-to-one correspondence with a coloured parton. In practice, this
is possible only in an approximate sense. A minimal requirement that we should make on
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the jet concept is that it should at least be possible to use it to define and compute cross
sections.
4.15.1 Infrared safe jet definitions
Theoretical physicists have always advocated the use of jet definitions that are calculable in
perturbative QCD as a power expansion in the strong coupling constant, with an accuracy
that is ultimatly limited by power suppressed corrections (i.e. by terms of the order of
a power of Λ/Q, where Λ is a typical hadronic scale and Q is the scale involved in the
jet definition). This requirement is met by jet definitions that allow for the cancellation
of infrared divergences in the cross section, the so called IR-safe (for Infrared-Safe) jet
definitions. It turns out that, in order for the cancellation of infrared divergences to take
place, a QCD observable must have the following properties:
• It should be collinear safe: this means that if the momenta p1, p2 of two light final
state particles form a small angle, and we substitute the two final state particle with
a pseudoparticle with momentum p1 +p2, the change in the observable becomes tiny
as the angle goes to zero.
• It should be soft-safe: if the momentum of a light particle becomes small, if we
remove that particle from the final state the change in the observable should become
tiny as the small momentum goes to zero.
In the above definitions, the terms “light” refer to particles with masses of the order of
typical hadron masses. When we say that the change in the observable should be “tiny”,
we mean that it should be suppressed by a power of the mass of the particle divided by the
hard scale of the process23. The corresponding QCD calculation of the given observable
is performed in terms of quarks and gluons, rather than hadrons, where gluons and light
quarks are taken to be strictly massless (i.e. the light quark masses are neglected), so that
the terms “light” and “tiny” in the above definitions should be replaced by “massless”
and “zero”.
Notice that if an observable is IR-safe, it should not make much difference whether
we define it in terms of particles energies and directions, or in terms of energy deposition
in calorimeter cells and the associated direction, at least if we assume that we have ideal
calorimetric energy measurement. In fact, the particles entering a calorimetric cell are at
relative small angle, and so, if we merge them into a pseudoparticle, with energy equal
to the total energy deposited in the calorimeter, the observable should not change much.
Furthermore, particles with very small energy, if removed, cause only a small change in
the energy deposited in the calorimeter cells.
In practice, an infrared safe definition of jets yields results that are less affected by QCD
effects, the conditions listed above precisely requiring small sensitivity to dominant QCD
effects. In order to be able to compare a measured cross section with a QCD calculation,
infrared-safeness is a mandatory requirement. We should stress, however, that there are
measurements where extracting a cross section is not so important, like, for example, in
the reconstruction of a mass peak or shoulder. One may argue that in these cases, the
sharpness of the peak should be pursued, even at the price of giving up IR-safety.
23When heavy quarks like charm and bottom are involved, depending upon the value of the hard scale,
they may or may not be considered light
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4.16 Jet finding algorithms
The iterative cone algorithm had its origin in ref. [39], where an accord24 was reached for
a jet algorithm that was satisfactory to both experimentalists and theoreticians. A cone
algorithm is characterized by a cone radius R in the η, φ plane. A stable cone is such that∑
i∈cone
E
(i)
T ∆η
(i) = 0 ,
∑
i∈cone
E
(i)
T ∆φ
(i) = 0 , (4.97)
where E(i)T is the transverse energy of the i
th particle or calorimetric tower, and ∆η(i),∆φ(i)
are its distances in η and φ from the cone center. Stable cones can be found by starting with
any cone, compute the “center-of-weight” of its transverse energy distribution, and then
iterating the procedure with a new cone around its center of weight, untill the procedure
stabilizes. The set of all stable cones is obviously an infrared safe concept. However,
it would seem that, in order to find all stable cones, one should start the stabilization
procedure with cones centered in all possible η, φ points, which seemed unfeasible at that
time. In the Snowmass accord, a compromise procedure is adopted, where one takes all
particles or towers with energy above a certain threshold (i.e. seeds) as cone center from
where one starts the iteration procedure. Unfortunately, in this way IR-safety is lost.
Various attempts were maid in order to restore IR-safety, but apparently, as long as we
use seeds, all fixes are bound to fail at some level, thus leading to an increasing complexity
in the jet definition. Very recently, a fast algorithm for the computation of stable cones in
a seedless approach has been found [36], the so called SISCone algorithm. It is concievable
that LHC experiments will move soon to this approach.
In the iterative cone algorithm (ICA from now on), an ET -ordered list of input
objects (particles or calorimeter towers) is created. A cone of size R in η, φ space is
cast around the input object having the largest transverse energy above a specified seed
threshold. The objects inside the cone are used to calculate a proto-jet direction and
energy. The computed direction is used to seed a new proto-jet. The procedure is repeated
until stability is reached (i.e. the energy of the proto-jet changes by less than 1% between
two consecutive iterations and the direction of the proto-jet changes by ∆R < 0.01).
When a stable proto-jet is found, all objects in the proto-jet are removed from the list of
input objects and the stable proto-jet is added to the list of jets. The whole procedure
is repeated until the list contains no more objects with an ET above the seed threshold.
The cone size and the seed threshold are tunable parameters of the algorithm.
An improvement over the ICA was introduced in CDF, in order not to privilege too
much the hardest seeds in the construction of the jet. With this procedure, no particles
were removed from the list. So, at the end of the procedure there are overlapping jets. The
following merging-splitting procedure was adopted: if two jets share more than a given
fraction of the energy, they are merged into a single jet. Otherwise, the energy is assigned
to the closest (in η, φ) jet.
The midpoint-cone algorithm (MCA from now on) was designed to improve over
the iterative cone algorithm, by increasing the number of cone directions from where stable
coned are searched, thus moving closer to a seedless approach. It also uses an iterative
procedure to find stable cones (proto-jets) starting from the cones around objects with
an ET above a seed threshold. No object is removed from the input list. Then, a second
iteration of the list of stable jets is done. For every pair of proto-jets with distance less than
the cone diameter, a midpoint is calculated as the direction of the combined momentum.
All these midpoints are then used as additional seeds to find more proto-jets. When all
proto-jets are found, a splitting and merging procedure is applied, starting with the highest
ET proto-jet. If a proto-jet does not share objects with other proto-jets, it is defined as
24The so called Snowmass accord on jet definitions.
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a jet and removed from the proto-jet list. Otherwise, the transverse energy shared with
the highest ET neighbouring proto-jet is compared to the total transverse energy of this
neighbour proto-jet. If the fraction is greater than a given threshold f (typically 50%) the
proto-jets are merged, otherwise the shared objects are individually assigned to the closest
proto-jet. The procedure is iterated, always starting from the highest ET proto-jet, until
no proto-jets are left. The parameters of the algorithm include a seed threshold, a cone
radius, the threshold f mentioned above, and also a maximum number of proto-jets that
are used to calculate midpoints.
The inclusive kT jet algorithm is a cluster-based jet algorithm. The cluster pro-
cedure starts with a list of input objects, stable particles or calorimeter cells. For each
object i and each pair (i, j) the following distances are calculated:
di = (ET,i)2R2
di,j = min(E2T,i, E
2
T,j)∆R
2
i.j with ∆R
2
i.j = (ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2
where R2 is a dimensionless arbitrary parameter.25 The algorithm searches for the
smallest di or dij . If a value of type dij is the smallest, the corresponding objects i and j
are removed from the list of input objects. They are merged using one of the recombination
schemes and filled as one new object into the list of input objects. If a distance of type di
is the smallest, then the corresponding object i is removed from the list of input objects
and filled into the list of final jets. The procedure is repeated until all objects are included
in jets. The algorithm successively merges objects which have a distance Rij < R. It
follows that Rij > R for all final jets i and j.
The cluster jet definition is IR-safe, and does not suffer from the jet overlapping prob-
lem typical of the cone algorithms.
The kT algorithm has found limited applications in hadron collider physics, mostly due
to algorithmic speed limitations, and partly due to the fact that (unlike to cone algorithm)
it is harder to define a jet area, in order to subtract the effects of the underlying event.
This situation has recently changed. In ref. [37] a fast algorithm has been constructed. A
viable method for the subtraction of the underlying event has also been suggested in [38].
Thus, today it become feasible to use fully infrared safe algorithms, which is in fact the
current tendency. In fig. 4.28 a comparison of the performance of different algorithms is
displayed.
In ref. [36], a more thorough discussion of how the ICA and midpoint algorithms fail
the IR-safety criteria is also given.
The code for SISCone and FastJet can be found in
http://projects.hepforge.org/siscone/
http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/~salam/fastjet/
4.17 Optimization of the jet finding algorithms
This section summarizes the studies of Ref. [2] on the optimization of the jet finding
algorithm. This optimization is defined in terms of quality criteria or quality markers,
related to the reconstruction efficiency of the complete kinematics of the primary quark
event topology. Physics effects like QCD radiation, underlying event and pile up enlarge
the error of the reconstruction procedure. This study has been performed with simulated
particle information as input to the jet finding algorithms, and deals with algorithmic and
physics effects, independently of detector specificities.
25 Sometimes, instead of transverse energy and pseudorapidity, transverse momentum and rapidity are
used. This makes a small difference at the first iteration step, but can make a substantial difference after
a few steps, when the original input objetcts have been replaced by massive clusters. In particular, the
use of rapidity makes the algorithm invariant under longitudinal boosts.
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Figure 4.28: Performance comparison for various jet algorithms.
The scope of this study is to find the most efficient jet finding setup in the presence of
these effects, in order to maximise the fraction of events for which all quarks are matched
to reconstructed jets, according to some predefined criteria. Hence, events suffering from
a large amount of hard gluon radiation will be rejected.
It has to be kept in mind that instrumental effects can, in principle, alter significantly
the conclusions of this study. Work is currently in progress in CMS for an analogous study
with the full detector simulation and reconstruction chain.
In the studies performed in the present work, only the following jet reconstruction
algorithms have been considered: the iterative cone algorithm (IC), the inclusive kT al-
gorithm (kT ) and the MidPoint Cone algorithm (MC) [5]. For all jet finding algorithms,
generated and stable final state particles are used as input.
Particle Jets
We call “particle jets” those that can be reconstructed from particles if one had a perfect
detector (i.e. if one new the momentum of all final state particles). In simulated data,
they are obtained by applying the jet clustering algorithms to all stable particles (charged
and neutral) as obtained at the generator level after the hadronization step, without
considering any of the detector effects (like calorimeter resolution or the sweeping from
the magnetic field26). A particle jet includes all particles. Thus, in simulated data, any
particle emerging from the hard scattering process or from the underlying event should be
included. Some authors exclude the neutrinos from the list of input particles, since they
cannot give a signal in the detector, not even in principle. In the present study, muons and
neutrinos are excluded, and the effects of the magnetic field are not taken into account.
All particles are assumed to emerge from the primary vertex.
26The minimum transverse momenta required to reach the calorimeter inner surface is about 350 MeV
for the ATLAS system and about 700 MeV for the CMS system.
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4.17.1 The parton-jet connection
Within the Shower Monte Carlo model of hard collisions, one has access to the kinematics
of partons arising in the hard process, before the shower takes place. One can therefore
study the connection of the jet kinematics to the parton kinematics, setup a method to
reconstruct the parton kinematics given the jet kinematics, and associate an error with
this procedure.
It is important to stress that the parton-jet connection is not simply rooted in the
physics of hard processes. It may very well depend upon the particular Shower Monte
Carlo one is using. This is even more apparent if one notices that in the dipole showering
schemes (like in ARIADNE, or in PYTHIA 6.4), radiated partons arise from dipoles, i.e.
from pairs of partons, rather than from a single one. Furthermore, even in the framework
of traditional single-parton showers, the momentum reshuﬄing stage in the shower (see
chapter 1.4.7) differs in different implementation. This yields an explicitly different kine-
matic relation between the four-momentum of a shower and the four-momentum of the
initial parton.
However, since the most important QCD processes are small angle or soft emissions,
at least as a first approximation the parton-jet connection is universal. Thus, parton-jet
matching can be used to device simple quality criteria to compare different jet finding
algorithms.
4.17.2 Event generation
For this study, processes with two, four, six and eight primary quarks in the final state
(dileptonic and single-leptonic top decays in tt¯ events, single-leptonic and fully hadronic
top decays in tt¯H) have been considered.
Proton collisions at 14 TeV have been generated at a luminosity of 2 × 1033 cm−2s−1.
The tt¯ events were generated using PYTHIA version 6.2 [3] and the tt¯H events were gen-
erated with compHEP version 41.10 [4], interfaced to PYTHIA version 6.215 for showering
and hadronization. For the leptonic decays, only electrons and muons are considered.
4.17.3 Event selection and jet-quark matching
A realistic event selection (inspired by tt¯ and tt¯H analyses) is applied. The reconstructed
jets are required to have a transverse energy larger than 20 GeV, and to be within the
tracker acceptance required for a proper b-tagging performance (in modern experiment the
tracker generally reach |η| ∼ 2.5). Isolated signal leptons from the W-decay are removed
from the jet finding input. Only if the number of jets passing these criteria is larger than
or equal to the number of primary partons the event is considered for the analysis.
An iterative procedure is used to match the reconstructed jets to the generated quarks
based on the ∆R distance in the (η,φ) plane. For each possible jet-quark couple the ∆R-
value is calculated, and the smallest value is considered as a correct jet-quark matching
and is removed from the list for the next iteration. When more jets have a minimal ∆R-
value with the same quark, the couple with the lowest ∆R-value is taken. This procedure
is iterated until all jets have their respective quark match.
4.17.4 Description of the quality markers
In order to obtain an efficient reconstruction of the kinematics of the primary partons, the
selected jets should match both in energy and direction the primary partons. Variables
called quality markers are defined to quantify the goodness of the event reconstruction
from that perspective. Although physics effects of pile-up, gluon radiation and underlying
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event will degrade the overall event reconstruction efficiency, it has to be reminded that
in principle they can affect differently the considered jet definitions.
Event selection efficiency “s”
This efficiency is defined as the fraction of events that pass the event selection, i.e. the
events with a number of jets with ET > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5, greater or equal to the
number of partons. When the selection is applied on quark level (i.e. before the shower),
the efficiency is equal to 80% for the two quarks final state, 62% for the four quarks final
state, 61% for the six quarks final state and 52% for the eight quarks final state.
Angular distance between jet and parton “Frac αmaxjp ”
A jet is considered to be well reconstructed, if the ∆R distance between its direction and
its best matched quark direction, αjp, is sufficiently small. For each event, this results in
a list of increasing αijp-values, {α1jp, ..., αnjp = αmaxjp }, where n is the amount of primary
quarks in the considered event topology. Hence, αmaxjp is defined as the maximum α
i
jp-
value of all i jet-quark pairs in the event. The αijp distributions for a four quarks final
state are shown in Fig. 4.29. The last of these plots represents the αmaxjp variable. To
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Figure 4.29: Distributions of αijp in increasing order for the IC algorithm with a cone
radius of 0.4 in the case of a final state with four quarks. The 0.3 rad cut as discussed in
the text is indicated.
quantify the angular reconstruction performance of a particular jet definition, a quality
marker is defined as the fraction of events with a αmaxjp value lower than 0.3 and denoted
as “Frac αmaxjp ”.
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Energy difference “Frac βmaxjp ”
The reconstructed energy of the primary parton is usually biased (i.e. the reconstructed
energy of the parton does not equal in the average the energy of the jet) and has a broad
resolution. Figure 4.30 (left) shows the average fraction of the quark energy that is recon-
structed for a specific algorithm as a function of the reconstructed transverse jet energy.
Such a calibration curve can be interpreted as an estimator for the expected reconstructed
energy 27 It is the aim of jet calibration studies to determine the average corrections to
be applied on the reconstructed jet energies. The remaining important component is the
energy resolution: after the reconstructed parton energy has been corrected for the bias,
its difference from the jet energy, in units of standard deviation, characterizes the quality
of the reconstruction procedure fot the given event.
The βijp values are defined for each primary quark i as the distance from the expected
energy fraction (deduced from the fitted function in Fig. 4.30 left) in units of standard
deviations. For each selected event, the primary quark with the highest βijp value, called
βmaxjp is considered to be the one with the worst reconstruction performance from the
energy point of view. An example for the βmaxjp distribution is shown in Fig. 4.30 (on the
right). An energy related quality marker is defined as the fraction of events with a βmaxjp
lower than 2 standard deviations, and denoted as “Frac βmaxjp ”.
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Figure 4.30: Left: example of a E
jet
Eparton vs. E
jet
T curve for the IC algorithm with a cone
radius of 0.4, applied on a final state with four primary quarks. The vertical bars illustrate
the resolution. Right: distribution of βmaxjp for the IC algorithm with a cone radius of 0.4,
applied on a final state with four primary quarks.
Combined variable “Frac(αmaxjp +β
max
jp )”
This combined variable is defined as the fraction of events in which both the direction and
the energy of the n primary quarks are well reconstructed following the definitions de-
scribed above. The correlation between αmaxjp and β
max
jp is shown in Fig. 4.31 (left), where
both quality criteria define a rectangular area in which the kinematics of the primary
quarks are sufficiently well reconstructed from the analysis performance point of view. As
an illustration of the separation power of this combined variable, the reconstructed spec-
trum of the hadronic top quark mass in the semileptonic tt¯ final state is shown in Fig. 4.31
(right). The black histogram refers to the events in which the jets are reconstructed with
αmaxjp < 0.3 and β
max
jp < 2 (events inside the box of Fig. 4.31 left). The grey histogram
27For this plot only well matched (αjp <0.3), non-overlapping jets were taken into account. For the
iterative cone algorithm, a jet is considered to be non-overlapping, if its ∆R distance to any other jet is
larger than twice the value of the cone radius parameter of the algorithm
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refers to the events in which the kinematics of the primary quarks are badly reconstructed
based on the combined variable (events outside the box of Fig. 4.31 left).
Figure 4.31: Left: box plot of βmaxjp vs. α
max
jp for the IC algorithm with a cone radius of
0.4, applied on a final state with four primary quarks. Right: distribution of the hadronic
top quark mass, using jets clustered with the IC algorithm with a cone radius of 0.4,
applied on a final state with four primary quarks.
Overall quality marker ”FracGood”
The fraction of selected and well reconstructed events, i.e. the selection efficiency s,
multiplied by the combined variable Frac(αmaxjp +β
max
jp ) is defined as “FracGood”.
This last quality marker is interpreted as an estimate for the reconstruction efficiency of
the kinematics of the primary quarks of the complete event, and therefore used to compare
different algorithms and setups. Fig. 4.32 shows the “FracGood” variable as a function
of the cone radius or the R-parameter for the three jet finding algorithms considered. It
has to be remarked that a stronger dependence as well as a larger optimal cone radius
(or R-parameter) is however expected when the jet input is changed from simulated to
reconstructed particles and when the effects of the magnetic field are taken into account.
Although this variable gives a powerful overall indication of a reasonable jet definition,
it is sometimes useful to consider the partial information of the individual quality markers.
Depending on the priorities of a specific physics analysis, one would be interested in the
average number of reconstructed jets, or the energy resolution for non-overlapping jets,
or the efficiency of the angular matching between primary quark and jet. The average
number of jets gives an idea of the sensitivity to pile-up, underlying event, and the rate
of fake jets, while the energy resolution can be linked to the issue of jet calibration.
4.17.5 Results
Table 4.2 summarizes the optimal parameter values for the three jet clustering algorithms,
and for each of the considered event topologies. For each optimal jet configuration, the
respective estimate of the fraction of well reconstructed events is given.
Robustness of the method against hard radiation
The sensitivity of the overall observations to the radiation of gluons with a large trans-
verse momentum relative to their mother quark, or from the initial state proton system,
is investigated in the following. The distributions of the αijp-values ordered by their mag-
nitude within an event are shown in Fig. 4.33 for a sample without initial and final state
radiation28.
28PYTHIA parameters MSTP 61 and 71 were switched off.
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Figure 4.32: Top: Fraction of well clustered and selected events versus the cone radius (IC
algorithm on the left and MC algorithm on the right). Bottom: Fraction of well clustered
and selected events versus the R-parameter (kT algorithm)
IC kT MC
jet radius R-parameter jet radius
V alue FracGood V alue FracGood V alue FracGood
2 quarks 0.5 53.9 0.6 54.9 0.5 42.4
4 quarks 0.5 22.3 0.5 23.8 0.3 22.8
6 quarks 0.3 11.2 0.4 12.9 0.2 12.1
8 quarks 0.3 4.85 0.3 5.93 0.2 5.72
Table 4.2: Overview of the optimal parameter values with their respective estimate of the
fraction of well reconstructed events.
This has to be compared directly to Fig. 4.29 which shows the same plots including
final state radiation. Obviously, the long tails are not present in the case without radiation
which indicates that the ∆R cut of 0.3 for the worst jet is not expected to have an effect
in this case. The observation is indeed, that the Frac(αmaxjp +β
max
jp ) quality marker has
a flat distribution, but not the selection efficiency and therefore the “FracGood” quality
marker.
Fig. 4.34 (left) shows the fraction of selected, well clustered semileptonic tt¯ events
with and without initial and final state radiation for the Iterative Cone algorithm. The
addition of radiation results in an overall lower efficiency, but the optimal cone radius and
the shape of the curve are robust. A similar observation was obtained for the inclusive kT
algorithm in Fig. 4.34 (right).
In order to quantify the effect of radiation on the resolutions, Fig. 4.35 shows the
energy and angular resolution are plotted together for the Iterative Cone and the inclusive
kT algorithm, for the case with four partons in the final state. The curves are obtained by
varying the parameter of the jet algorithm. The energy resolution is defined as the RMS
divided by the mean value of the Ejet/Equark distribution, and the angular resolution is
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Figure 4.33: Distributions of αijp in increasing order of magnitude for the IC algorithm in
the case of a final state with four primary quarks which do not radiate hard gluons.
Figure 4.34: Left: influence of hard gluon radiation on the fraction of selected, well
clustered events, as a function of the IC cone radius in the case with four primary quarks
in the final state. Right: influence of hard gluon radiation on the fraction of selected, well
clustered events, as a function of the kT R-parameter in the case with four primary quarks
in the final state.
defined by the width of a gaussian fit to the symmetrized ∆R distribution. As expected,
the overall resolutions are better in the case without radiation, but the shape of the curves
remains invariant.
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Figure 4.35: Energy resolution versus angular resolution (∆R distance between jet and
quark) for the IC algorithm (left) and kT algorithm (right) in the case of four jets in the
final state. The curve are obtained by varying the parameter of the jet algorithm.
4.18 Jet Calibration
4.18.1 Calorimeter Jets
The calorimeter jets, or reconstructed jets29 (see Sec. 4.19.), are obtained by applying
the jet clustering algorithm to the calorimeter signals. Calorimeter signals are defined by
grouping the calorimeter cells to obtain a granularity best suited to the scale of hadronic
showers.
A considerable problem in the construction of calorimetric jets is noise. In essence
the output signal of a calorimeter cell, in the absence of any energy deposition, has a
continuous component superimposed to electronic noise. The continuum component is
subtracted from the signal. A symmetric noise remains. Typical size of noise fluctuations
fake a signal of few hundred MeV.
The most common clusterization consists in assembling calorimeters cells into towers in
(η, φ) space. CMS builds towers of dimension (∆η×∆φ) = 0.087×0.087 (the granularity of
the hadronic section) in the central region, gradually increasing in the end-cap and forward
region, for a total of 4167 towers. The noise suppression algorithm consists in building
the towers using only those cells whose signals is higher than a predefine energy threshold,
whose value depends on the cell position in the calorimeters, i.e. on the pseudorapidity
and on the longitudinal position (where longitudinal refers to the direction pointing to the
interaction region). Various threshold schemes have been considered, and the most used
so far in the analyses uses 0.7 GeV and 0.85 GeV thresholds for the Hadronic calorimeter
barrel and outer section respectively. In this scheme the noise contribution for a ∆R = 0.5
cone jet is equal to 1.4 GeV with a negligible loss of signal.
In ATLAS 6400 towers are built with a fixed dimension of (∆η×∆φ) = 0.1×0.1, corre-
sponding to the granularity of the central hadronic section. There is no noise suppression
applied by the tower builder algorithm.
A second and more evolved clusterization scheme has been developed to obtain a good
noise suppression while avoiding large biases in the energy measurement. This scheme
consists of building three-dimensional clusters associating neighboring cells which belong
to any calorimeter section[1], with three minimum cell thresholds: If a cell has energy
higher than Tseed, it starts a cluster, and all cells confining with it and having transverse
energy higher than Tneigh are added to it. Finally, all contour cells (i.e. cells confining
with any of the cells included with the two steps above) with transverse energy greater
29Although it has to be reminded that jets can be formed from other inputs, e.g., the Particle Flow objects
(until very recent times, the slightly confusing term “Energy Flow” was instead used in the literature).
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than Tcont are added to the cluster. The defaults threshold values, applied to the absolute
cell energy, are Tseed = 4σnoise, Tneigh = 2σnoise, Tcont = 0σnoise. The last condition
means that all contour cells are added to the cluster.
The resulting clusters may contain one or more local maxima. Eventually, the local
maxima are interpreted as contributions from multiple particles and a splitting procedure
is applied to separate superimposed or connected clusters. A large reduction of noise is
obtained if three-dimensional clusters are used instead of the towers.
4.18.2 Calibration
The goal of jet calibration is to correct for various effects that degrade the measurement
of the jet energy in the calorimeter. These effects may be divided in two classes: detec-
tor driven effects (noise, non-compensation, cracks, dead-material, magnetic field effects,
pile-up) and physics driven effects (underlying event, showering effects, clustering). Many
different strategies may be chosen to implement the jet calibration and to check its per-
formance and systematics. In the next subsections the baseline strategies for the two
experiments are discussed.
Figure 4.36: CMS Jet linearity after applying calibration (left) as a function of the
particle jet pseudo-rapidity and in various particle jet energy ranges. Jet energy resolution
resolution (right) as a function of particle jet energy in three ranges of pseudo-rapidity.
Jets have been reconstructed with the IC algorithm with ∆R = 0.5 [7].
4.18.3 Calibration to the Particle Jet
The degradation of the jet measurement performance caused by the detector effects may
be corrected by applying weights that calibrate the reconstructed jet to the particle jet.
The idea to separate detector and physics effect corrections is based on the fact that these
two classes of effects have different correlation to the jet kinematics.
In order to obtain the calibration parameters, both ATLAS and CMS use QCD di-jet
events generated with PYTHIA [3] and simulated with the full detector descriptions.
Calorimeter and particle jets are matched on the base of their distance in the (η, φ) space.
In CMS the pseudo-rapidity range |η| < 4.8 is divided into 16 regions. For each region
the mean ratio of reconstructed jet transverse energy (EcaloT ) to particle jet transverse
energy (EptclT ), Rjet = E
calo
T /E
ptcl
T , as a function of E
ptcl
T , is approximated by a set
of functions [15]. Thus, let us stress that EcaloT is the jet ET obtained by applying the
jet finding algorithm to the calorimeter energy deposition, which in turn is obtained by
grouping valorimeter cells and applying the noise reduction procedure (as outlined in
sec. 4.18.1) to the output of the full simulation, with the magnetic field included. With
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Figure 4.37: ATLAS jet linearity (left) and resolution (right) after applying calibration as
a function of the particle jet energy and in various pseudo-rapidity ranges (|η| < 0.7 (black
circles), 0.7 < |η| < 1.5 (red squares), 1.5 < |η| < 2.5 (green triangles), 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
(blue triangles)). Jets have been reconstructed with the ∆R = 0.7 cone algorithm.
EptclT (where ptcl stands for “particles”) we denote the transverse energy obtained by
applying the jet finding algorithm to the particles generated by the Monte Carlo. The
values of Rjet obtained are then used to correct the transverse jet energy. Since Rjet is a
function of EptclT , which is unknown in real data, an iterative procedure is used to obtain for
each calorimeter jet energy the best estimate of the calibration parameter [7]. The linearity
and the resolution obtained by applying this calibration to a statistical independent sample
of QCD di-jet events are shown in Figure 4.36. The maximum deviation from linearity for
the ET range [20 GeV - 4 TeV] is ∼ 5%. The energy resolution in the region |η| < 1.4 is :
σ(ET )
ET
=
1.25√
ET (GeV )
⊕ 5.6
ET (GeV )
⊕ 0.03 (4.98)
.
In ATLAS the calibrated jet energy is obtained by applying the weights (wi) to the cell
energies (Ecell) that compose the jets:
Ecalib =
∑
i
wiEi (4.99)
The weights, which depend on the position and energy density of the cells, are extracted
by minimizing a χ2 defined as :
χ2 =
∑
j
(
Ecalibj
Eptclj
− 1
)2
(4.100)
where the index j runs on the ensemble of jets of all the events. The dependence of the
weight wi on the cell energy density is parameterized with a polynomial. The basic idea
behind this kind of calibration, which exploits the shower shapes, is that hadronic showers
are diffuse while electromagnetic ones are dense. Therefore wi is typically larger than 1 for
low cell energy densities and is around 1 for high cell energy densities. This is a consequence
of the fact that the ATLAS calorimeter (as the CMS one) is non–compensating (i.e. it
has different efficiency in the measurement of the electromagnetic and hadronic part of
the shower), and thus the calorimeter response to hadrons is non–linear with the energy.
To understand the lower (and non–linear) response of non–compensating calorimeters to
hadrons, consider the following three facts:
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• Part of the shower produced by hadrons in the calorimeter is electromagnetic. This
is because of the decay of pi0 produced in the shower.
• In non–compensating calorimeters, the efficiency of the measurement of the electro-
magnetic and hadronic part of the shower are different (e/h 6= 1). This is mainly
because part of the hadronic energy is lost in nuclear reactions to break the nuclei.
• The electromagnetic fraction, i.e. the fraction of the shower energy carried by pho-
tons, depends on the energy of the impinging hadron. This can be understood with
the following, simplified model [16]. Suppose a charged pion is impinging on the
calorimeter: on the first hadronic interaction, mainly charged and neutral pions will
be produced. On average, 1/3 of the energy will be carried by neutral pions. On the
second stage, the fraction of the energy carried by pi0 will be fem = 1/3+2/3·1/3. On
the n–th stage, fem = 1− (1−1/3)n, where n, the maximum number of interactions,
is energy dependent.
This three facts together make the calorimeter response to hadrons non–linear. Fur-
thermore, since the fraction of produced neutral pions undergoes large fluctuation, non-
compensation also induces a worse resolution in the jet energy measurement.
The linearity and resolution, as a function of the particle jet energy, obtained on a
sample of QCD di-jet events for various pseudo-rapidity regions are shown on figure 4.37.
The maximum deviation from linearity is within 2% in the jet energy range [40 GeV -
2 TeV] and the resolution in the pseudo-rapidity region |η| < 0.7 is equal to :
σ(E)
E
=
0.67√
E(GeV )
⊕ 4.3
E(GeV )
⊕ 0.02 (4.101)
The jet linearity, as estimated using a sample of events with different parton composition
and topology, generated by HERWIG [17], is also well within ±2%.
4.18.4 Parton-level calibration
Calibration to the parton jet can be implemented as a second step in addition to particle
jet calibration or as a single step which corrects for both detector and physics effect.
ATLAS is presently considering the first strategy, while CMS has implemented both [18].
The definition of the parton jet energy is somehow artificial, since partons cannot be
defined as isolated objects (not even in the short time scales of the hard interactions).
Furthermore, as previously, discussed, the association of a primary parton to a jet is
unavoidably dependent upon the Monte Carlo one is using. It has been however widely
used by previous experiments [19]. It is fair to say that, with this method one can use
the kinematics of the reconstructed partons to look for mass peaks; however, the method
cannot yield an accurate mass measurement.
A first difference between particle and parton jet is caused by the smearing produced
during final state radiation and fragmentation. Both phenomena generate particles which
may not be clustered into the particle jet. This results in a fraction of the parton jet
energy not attributed to the particle jet. In the case of cone clustering algorithms these
losses are indicated as out-of-cone losses. Second, some of the particles generated in the
underlying event may fall in the jet region and be attributed to the particle jet although
this contribution is not related to the parent parton jet. In this section some possible
strategies to correct for these effects are discussed.
A first possibility, exploited by CMS, to obtain the parton jet energy scale is to use
simulated events and obtain a calibration constant kptcl = E
ptcl
T /E
parton
T as a function of
the transverse energy of the parton. In figure 4.38 (left) the values of kptcl are shown for
generic QCD jets and for gluon and quark generated jets separately. The scale uncertainty
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Figure 4.38: Left: distributions of the mean value of kptcl as a function of transverse
parton energy for QCD di-jets (green square), for quark jets (open triangle) and for gluon
jets (open crosses). Right: distributions of calibration coefficient obtained from γ+jets
events (open circles) and their true value for generic QCD jet (full green squares) and
quark jets (red triangles). Jets are reconstructed with ∆R = 0.5 cone algorithm in the
pseudo-rapidity region |η| < 1.5 [7].
due to the different fragmentation of gluon and quark generated jets is estimated by com-
paring the kptcl values obtained in the two cases. If ∆R = 0.5 cone jets are considered the
calibration coefficients differ by 5% for ET = 40 GeV [20].
A second possibility to obtain calibration is to exploit kinematic constraints from real
data such as the W mass in W → jj decays or the pT balance in events where the jet is
generated back-to-back with a well measured particle, either a Z decaying to leptons or a
γ. In this note studies using γ+jet events are discussed.
ATLAS and CMS plan to use these events in different ways. CMS exploits the pT balance
constraint to obtain the calibration from calorimeter jet to parton jet while ATLAS plans
to apply first the calibration to particle jet and than use the pT balance constraint as a
further step to correct to the parton jet energy scale. In the first phase of data taking the
primary role of these events will be to help in understanding particle jet level calibration
by comparing the data and Monte Carlo pT balance distributions.
The selection of events in CMS requires a well isolated photon having a φ opening angle
with the jet ∆φ > 172o [7, 20]. Events containing more than one jet with ET > 20 GeV
are rejected. The main background is given by QCD di-jet events where one jet is misiden-
tified as a photon. Background is suppressed well below the signal for EγT > 150 GeV.
The ratio kjet = pcaloT /p
γ
T is calculated as a function of p
γ
T and defines the calibration
coefficients. The complication given by the presence of initial state radiation that spoils
the pT balance constraint is partially overcome by defining, for each p
γ
T , the calibration
coefficient to correspond to the most probable value of the pcaloT /p
γ
T spectrum. The pre-
dicted values for the calibration coefficients and their true values (ktrue = pcaloT /p
parton
T )
for quark jets and for jets from QCD background are shown in figure 4.39. At a transverse
energy of 100 GeV a difference of about 10% is observed between QCD jets and quark
jets. It should be noticed that this difference may be originated both by the different
fragmentation spectrum of particles inside the jet and by the different out-of-cone losses.
The pT coverage of this channel after analysis cuts, indicates that, from a purely statistics
evaluation, with 10fb−1 a 1% statistical error is obtained up to a transverse energy of
800 GeV in the central region.
The event selection of ATLAS also starts with the requirement of a well isolated photons
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Figure 4.39: Distribution of pTBalance = (pjetT − pγT )/pγT as a function of (pjetT + pγT )/2
obtained by ATLAS on a sample of γ+jets events. The pTBalance distribution is shown
for calibrated calorimeter jets (full red circles), particle jets (blue triangles) and partons
(black squares) [21]. Jet have been reconstructed with ∆R = 0.7 cone algorithm.
with EγT > 30 GeV having an opening angle with respect to the highest pT jet in the event
of ∆φ > 168o [10, 21]. In order not to introduce a bias in the definition of the calibration
coefficient due to the initial state radiation, the binning is done in bins of (pγT + p
jet
T )/2.
The calibration coefficient in each bin, as for CMS, is defined as the most probable value
of the pT balance spectrum. Distributions of the pT balance, defined as (p
jet
T − pγT )/pγT , as
a function of (pjetT +p
γ
T )/2 are shown in figure 4.39. The three curves correspond to the pT
balance obtained using the jet calibrated to the particle jet (as described in the previous
section), the particle jet, and the parent parton. The balance obtained from particle jets
and from calibrated jets agree within ±2% indicating that the particle level calibration,
obtained on QCD di-jet events, may be applied also to different event topologies and dif-
ferent mixtures of partons. This result is somehow in disagreement with what is obtained
by CMS (figure 4.38) where a large difference between quark and gluon jets is observed.
It should be noticed, however, that the different cone size and the different correction
for energy inside the cone makes it difficult to better understand the significance of this
discrepancy. We also notice that γ+jet at LHC is dominated by quark jets, while the
typical QCD jets are gluon jets. The particle level and parton level balance agree within
±1% indicating that underlying event contribution and the out-of-cone losses compensate
each other to this level. Studies are ongoing to disentangle the two effects.
4.19 Energy Flow
Although the conceptual simplicity of calorimetric jets is a great asset for very early
calorimeter understanding and calibration, an integration of the informations coming from
the other detector components can provide a substantial improvement in both the mea-
surement biases and the jet resolution.
In order to estimate the potential for improvement, one has to consider that 65% of the
energy in an event is carried by charged particles (including the decays of unstable neutral
particles into charged ones, the so called V 0’s, like K0S → pi+pi− and Λ0 → ppi), 25% by
photons (including pi0 decays) and only 10% by long-lived neutral hadrons. This means
that ideally, if all the photons were identified and corrected with specific calibrations and
all the charged particles were measured by the tracking system, 90% of the energy could
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be better known. Additional improvement comes from particle identifications: not only
electrons and muons would benefit from specific calibrations (since electrons loose most of
their energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter and the muons deposit much less energy
than hadrons in the calorimetric systems) but also V 0 recognition (since the measured
invariant mass of the decay products can be replaced by the known mass of the “mother”)
and eventually the identification of the charged hadron as pion, kaon or proton (since all
the particles, in jet, in first approximation are usually treated as pions, or even as massless
particles, but at momenta of the same order of the particle mass this affects the energy
measurement).
This ideal goal is made difficult by the unavoidable detector inefficiencies (e.g., the least
energetic charged particles never reach the calorimeters due to the magnetic bending,
so this part of the jet energy is unrecoverable) and by the identification ambiguities.
Moreover, since the most important source of improvement is the replacement of the
calorimetric measurement with the tracking information for charged hadrons, a critical
factor is the ability of 1-to-1 association between tracks and calorimetric clusters, and this
is limited by the coarseness of the calorimeter.
4.19.1 Energy Flow Algorithms in ATLAS
Inside the ATLAS collaboration, two different approaches to the use of the energy flow have
been been studied. The first one [30] (approach A in the following) builds EnergyFlow
objects from calorimeter towers and tracks and uses them as input objects for the jet
reconstruction algorithm, while the second [31] (approach B) applies energy flow techniques
on reconstructed jets. Both of them are at present somewhat limited by the ad interim
solutions used inside ATLAS for the clustering. While at present the standard clustering
for jets is done only in the η–φ space, the final clustering, which is under development, will
make use of the complete η–φ-r segmentation of the ATLAS calorimetry, thus allowing
for 3D clusters, more efficient in recognizing energy deposits belonging to a jet and less
sensitive to noise.
The aim of the approach A is to define consistently topologically connected EnergyFlow
objects. Each charged track seeds an EnergyFlow object. The tracks are then associated
to calorimeter clusters both in the EM and in the HAD calorimeter extrapolating the track
trajectory (assumed to be helicoidal) and making a matching in the η–φ space. The energy
deposit expected for the particle (given its identification and its momentum measured by
the tracker) is then subctracted from the calorimeter clusters. If the remaining energy in
the cluster is within 1.28 σnoise from zero, the cluster is removed from the cluster list. The
remaining non–zero EM clusters seed EnergyFlow objects, the η–φ association is repeated
and the expected energy deposits in the HAD clusters is subctracted. The remaining HAD
clusters seed EnergyFlow objects.
Finally, EnergyFlow objects that are topologically connected (an EM cluster can be
associated to more than one HAD cluster because of the bending of the magnetic field,
for example) are grouped together in only one EnergyFlow object.
Approach B considers as input for the Energy Flow algorithm the already reconstructed
jets. The idea is to identify (within a jet) clusters generated from charged hadrons, pho-
tons, electrons and finally neutral hadrons. To do this, a first iteration is performed on
EM clusters. The central cell of those clusters that do not have a charged track pointing
to them is chosen as a seed, and all the cells within ∆R = 0.0375 are labelled as EMCL.
Then an iteration over the tracks is performed, and all the cells within ∆R = 0.0375 from
the track are labelled as CHRG. Finally, unassigned cells are labelled as NEUH. Ideally,
EMCL should take into account photons, CHRG should account for charged pions, while
NEUH should inlcude neutrons.
It has been already pointed out that the Energy Flow algorithms work at best with
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Figure 4.40: The ratio between the reconstructed and reference energy is considered for events
with 3 particles in the final state (γ, n, pi±). The shape of the distribution is degraded as they get
close (on the left: ∆R > 0.1, on the right: ∆R = 0.05).
high granularity calorimeters and low multiplicity enviroment. If the subtraction of the
expected energy is performed on an isolated cluster, one can expect an improvement
on the resolution. But as soon as the clusters are not well separated, the subtraction
of the expected value does not lead to an improvement of the resolution. This can be
seen for example in fig. 4.40, where a “jet” composed by only three particles (γ, n, pi±)
is considered. If the particles are far away in the η–φ space (left plot), the distribution
of the measured energy is well shaped, but as soon as the particles become close (right
figure), the Energy Flow response loose its regularity. Therefore, a refined 3D clustering
algorithm is mandatory to improve the performances of the Energy Flow algorithms in
ATLAS.
Fig. 4.41 shows the results of both the approaches discussed. Noise and pile–up are not
included in the simulation. The left figure shows the current performances of approach
A for 50 GeV jets. Two different contributions can be seen. The core of the distribution
(whose σ(E)/E is 7%) shows the performances where the track subtraction has worked,
while in the broad peak, it did not work. The right figures shows the performances of
approach B on jets with energy between 20 and 60 GeV. While the distribution is much
more regular, the peak is broader (σ(E)/E ' 12 − 13%) with respect to the core of the
left plot. For comparison, the resolution quoted in the TDR for 50 GeV jets (from the
standard calotimeter measurement) is 8%. The improvement of the clustering strategy
could give an important improvement to the Energy Flow performances.
4.19.2 Energy Flow Algorithms in CMS
The improvement coming from the use of an Energy Flow technique is expected to be
even more important for CMS than for ATLAS, due to their different detector designs:
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Figure 4.41: On the left: the ratio between the reconstructed and the reference energy for the
approach A on 50 GeV jets. The σ(E)/E on the core of the distribution is 7%. On the right: The
same for approach B for jets with energy between 20 and 60 GeV. The σ(E)/E is 12–13%. As a
reference, the TDR resolution for jets at 50 GeV is 8–9 %.
CMS has a more precise tracking system (thanks to the higher magnetic field and to the
choice of using only pixel and microstrip silicon modules, while part of the ATLAS tracking
system is constituted by the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT), with coarser resolution),
while the requirement of compactness makes its hadronic calorimeter less precise than the
ATLAS counterpart. For this reason, a big effort is currently under way in CMS for the
development of an optimal Energy Flow algorithm (actually called “Particle Flow”, since
particle identification plays a big role in it), with a large dedicated development group.
This section presents only the first partial results towards this goal. Although these will
be soon out of date and superseded by the complete algorithm, they show how much can
be gained in CMS from the technique.
The simplest version [32] corrects the jet energy and direction after its reconstruction
by the jet-finding algorithm (that uses the calorimetric deposits only).
The integration between Calorimeter and Tracking system measurements is performed
by the EF algorithm through the following steps:
• Jets in the event are reconstructed by the calorimeter using an iterative cone algo-
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Figure 4.42: Jet transverse energy resolution (left) and reconstructed jet transverse energy (right)
as a function of the generated jet transverse energy. Jets with 0 < |η| < 1.4 (barrel) from a
sample with low luminosity pile-up; reconstruction with calorimeter only (close circles), subtraction
procedure of expected responses using library of responses and out-of-cone tracks (close squares).
rithm. The jet object is defined by the collected energy and the direction.
• In the event all tracks with PT > 0.9 GeV and |η| < 2.4 are reconstructed and
selected at the vertex in a cone ∆R around jet direction. The cone is the same of
the jet-finding algorithm.
• For each track the impact point on the ECAL inner surface is extracted and extrap-
olated to the HCAL one.
• The expected response of the calorimeter to each charged track is subtracted from
the calorimetric cluster and track momentum is added.
• Other low PT charged tracks, swept out of the jet cone definition by the magnetic
field, are added to jet energy.
The algorithm performance has been tested comparing Montecarlo30 and reconstructed
jets, with and without EF applied. Di-jet events with PT between 80 and 120 GeV/c were
generated with PYTHIA and fully simulated and reconstructed inside the CMS software
framework [35] [34]. Effects due to low luminosity (L = 2 × 1033cm−2s−1) pile-up have
been included. The resolution and the reconstructed jet energy fraction are shown for jets
generated with |η| < 1.4 in fig. 4.42. When the EF algorithm is applied, the reconstructed
jet energy fraction for 40 GeV generated jets increases form 0.80 to 0.99 and the same
fraction for 100 GeV jets increases from 0.85 to 1.00. The resolution improves by about
20-25% as a result of adding the out-of-cone tracks.
In the endcap region (figs. 4.43), jets with the same ET as in the barrel are more
energetic and, in addition, the tracking efficiency is smaller in the endcap than in the
barrel. Therefore, the tracker information is not relevant in the endcap above 80-90 GeV
and is less rewarding for lower ET jets than in the barrel. Besides jets in the endcap are
more affected by pile-up than in the barrel.
30Montecarlo jets are reconstructed implementing the same jet-finding algorithm than for reconstructed
jet with tracks information from the MC truth
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Figure 4.43: Jet transverse energy resolution (left) and reconstructed jet transverse energy (right)
as a function of the generated jet transverse energy. Jets with 1.4 < |η| < 2.0 (endcap) from a
sample with low luminosity pile-up; reconstruction with calorimeter only (close circles), subtraction
procedure of expected responses using library of responses and out-of-cone tracks (close squares).
The performance of the EF algorithm has been tested also on events with a 120 GeV/c2
X object decaying into light quarks with initial and final state radiation switched on. The
X mass is reconstructed from the two leading jets that are within R = 0.5 of the direction
of the primary partons. The ratio of the X mass reconstructed to the X mass generated for
calorimetry jets and calorimeter-plus-tracker jets is shown in Fig. 4.44. The di-jet mass is
restored with a systematic shift of about 1% and the resolution is improved by 10%. The
ratio of the reconstructed to the generated X mass is 0.88 before corrections with tracks
and 1.01 after corrections.
An improvement of the simple algorithm described above makes use of two cones with
different size [33]: a smaller one for the jet-finding step and a larger one for the out-of-
cone charged tracks recovery step. The idea of two different cones is suggested by the fact
that neutral tracks release their energy basically along the jet direction , since they are
not deflected by the magnetic field. Therefore a small cone is sufficient to recover most
of the neutral deposits in the calorimeter; the charged contribution to the jet energy is
subsequently recovered by the tracker using a larger size cone. In this way, for the same
amount of charged and neutral jet fragments recovered, the contamination by neutral
deposit which do not belong to the jet (pile-up, underlying event, etc.) can be reduced.
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Figure 4.44: Ratio of the reconstructed to the generated X mass with calorimeters only (empty
histogram) and with calorimeter + tracks corrections (hatched histogram).
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5.20 Introduction
This chapter is sub-divided in four sections. The next section gives the definition of “min-
bias” and “underlying event”. A brief review of the current status of the phenomenological
studies and theoretical models is given in section 5.22. The measurement plan at the LHC
is described in section 5.23, where the relevant observables sensitive to the examined
processes are introduced by comparing different tunings of the most popular Monte Carlo
models.
5.21 Definition of the physics processes
Events collected with a trigger that is not very restrictive are referred to as minimum
bias events (MB). The total proton-proton cross section is the sum of the elastic cross
section and the inelastic cross section. The inelastic cross section receives contributions
from single and double diffraction. The remainder of the inelastic cross section is referred
to as the “hard core” component. Minimum bias events typically contain some single
and double diffraction as well as most of the “hard core” component of the inelastic cross
section. The “hard core” component does not always correspond to a “hard scattering”.
Quite often the beam and target hadrons ooze through each other and fall apart without
any “hard” collisions occurring in the event. At the Tevatron about 1% of min-bias events
contain a jet with 10 GeV transverse energy. At the LHC we expect the fraction of MB
events with a 10 GeV jet to increase by more than a factor of 10 from the Tevatron to
about 12%. We expect about 1% of MB events at the LHC to contain a 20 GeV jet.
Understanding and modeling the jet structure of MB events is crucial at the LHC because
of the large amount of pile-up expected.
From an experimental point of view, in a hadron-hadron interaction with jets in the
final state, the “underlying event” is all the activity accompanying the 2 hard scattered
outgoing jets. It is impossible to separate these two components due to the lack of knowl-
edge in modeling the underlying jet structure. Anyway one can use the topological struc-
ture of hadron-hadron collisions to define physics observables that are mostly sensitive to
the underlying activity. The typical approach is to rely on particle and energy densities
in η-φ regions that are well separated with respect to the high PT objects (for example
jets). In shower Monte Carlo model, the “underlying event” is a component of the process
simulation that acts at the end of the showering and before the hadronization, in order to
complete the process description taking into account soft components (hadronic remnants
and multiple interaction).
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Huge progress in the phenomenological study of the underlying event in jet events has
been achieved by the CDF experiment at the Tevatron [18, 19], using the multiplicity
and transverse momentum spectra of charged tracks in different regions of the azimuth-
pseudorapidity space, defined with respect to the direction of the leading jet. Regions that
receive energy flow contributions mostly by the underlying event have been identified. The
CDF UE analysis showed that the density of particles in the UE in jet events is about
a factor of two larger than the density of particles in a typical Minimum Bias (MB)
collision. This effect, referred to as ”pedestal effect”, is well reproduced only by varying
impact parameters models with correlated parton-parton interactions. Simpler models
seem to be ruled out. In general the most successful models predict an even more relevant
difference between the MB and the UE activities at the LHC, with deep consequences on
lepton and photon isolation, jet energy calibrations, etc.
5.22 The QCD models and the Multiple Parton Interaction
concept
In the years ’80, the evidence for Multiple Parton Interaction (MPI) phenomena in the
high-PT phenomenology of hadron colliders [1, 2, 3] suggested the extension of the same
perturbative picture to the soft regime, giving rise to the first implementation of the MPI
processes in a QCD Monte Carlo model [4].
These models turned out to be particularly adequate to describe the MB and the UE
physics. In particular, the pedestal effect mentioned in sec. 1.2 can be explained partly31
as an increased probability of multiple partonic interaction in case a hard collision has
taken place (a hard scattering is more likely to be present in a small impact parameter
collision, which thus implies more additional parton-parton interactions).
Examples of MPI models are implemented in the general purpose simulation programs
PYTHIA [5], HERWIG/JIMMY [6] and SHERPA [7]. Other successful descriptions of UE
and MB at hadron colliders are achieved by alternative approaches like PHOJET [8], which
was designed to describe rapidity gaps and diffractive physics (relying on both perturbative
QCD and Dual Parton Models). The purely phenomenological UE and MB description
available in HERWIG [9] provides a very useful reference of a model not implementing
multiple interactions. The most recent PYTHIA version [10] adopts an optional alterna-
tive description of the colliding partons in terms of correlated multi-parton distribution
functions of flavours, colors and longitudinal momenta.
All these models have to be tested and tuned at the LHC, in particular for what
concerns the energy dependent parameters.
5.22.1 The SPS and Tevatron legacies
The QCD models considered here are three different PYTHIA 6.4 Tunes (with 2 different
MPI models) and HERWIG (without MPI) as reference. The relevant parameters of the
different PYTHIA Tunes are summarized in table 5.3.
The main parameter of the PYTHIA tunes, PTmin , is the minimum transverse momen-
tum of the parton-parton collisions; it effectively controls the average number of parton-
parton interactions, hence the average particle multiplicity. The studies reported in [11],
considering a homogeneous sample of average charged multiplicity measurements at six
different center-of-mass energies (
√
s = 50, 200, 546, 630, 900 and 1800 GeV) in the
pseudo-rapidity region |η| < 0.25 [12, 13], show that the power law expressed in the fol-
lowing Equation:
31A second important effect that can contribute to the pedestal is the increase in initial state radiation
associated to the presence of a hard scattering
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= P ( s
′ )
Tmin
( s
s′
)
(5.102)
holds for values of  between ' 0.08 and ' 0.10 if post-HERA parton distribution functions
are used.
All the considered PYTHIA tunes adopt varying impact parameter models with a con-
tinuous turn-off of the cross section at PTmin and hadronic matter in the colliding hadrons
described by two concentric Gaussian distributions[15]. These models were initially devel-
oped to reproduce the UA5 MB charged multiplicity [16]. The variations of the impact
parameter introduce correlations between the MPI, giving rise to a charged multiplicity
shape which is basically the convolution of several Poissonians. This can be clearly seen
in Fig. 5.46.
All the considered PYTHIA tunes describe the basic Tevatron UE phenomenology in
a reasonable way. One of the PYTHIA models is Tune DW [20], a tune by R. Field
which is similar to Tune A [21], reproducing also the CDF Run 1 Z-boson transverse
momentum distribution [22] Tune DWT [20] is identical to Tune DW at the Tevatron
(i.e., 1.96 TeV), but uses the same MPI energy dependence parameter as the ATLAS
tune [23] ( = 0.08). Tune S0 [24] also adopts the same energy dependence parameter as
the ATLAS tune, however, In contrast to DW and DWT, it does adopt the new PYTHIA
multiple interaction framework.
Parameter (Pythia v.6412+) A ATLAS DW DWT S0
UE model MSTP(81) 1 1 1 1 21
UE infrared regularisation scale PARP(82) 2.0 1.8 1.9 1.9409 1.85
UE scaling power with
√
s PARP(90) 0.25 0.16 0.25 0.16 0.16
UE hadron transverse mass distribution MSTP(82) 4 4 4 4 5
UE parameter 1 PARP(83) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.6
UE parameter 2 PARP(84) 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 n/a
UE total gg fraction PARP(86) 0.95 0.66 1.0 1.0 n/a
ISR infrared cutoff PARP(62) 1.0 1.0 1.25 1.25 ( = PARP(82) )
ISR renormalisation scale prefactor PARP(64) 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.2 1.0
ISR Q2max factor PARP(67) 4.0 1.0 2.5 2.5 n/a
ISR infrared regularisation scheme MSTP(70) n/a n/a n/a n/a 2
ISR FSR off ISR scheme MSTP(72) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0
FSR model MSTJ(41) 2 2 2 2 (pt − ordered)
FSR ΛQCD PARJ(81) 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.14
BR colour scheme MSTP(89) n/a n/a n/a n/a 1
BR composite x enhancement factor PARP(79) n/a n/a n/a n/a 2
BR primordial kT width < |kT | > PARP(91) 1.0 1.0 2.1 2.1 n/a
BR primordial kT UV cutoff PARP(93) 5.0 5.0 15.0 15.0 5.0
CR model MSTP(95) n/a n/a n/a n/a 6
CR strength ξR PARP(78) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.2
CR gg fraction (old model) PARP(85) 0.9 0.33 1.0 1.0 n/a
Table 5.3: Set of parameters defining the different versions of the PYTHIA 6.4 mod-
els adopted in this study. In all the configurations, the CTEQ5L parton distribution
functions are considered. The parameters are subdivided into five main categories: UE
(underlying event), ISR (initial state radiation), FSR (final state radiation), BR (beam
remnants), and CR (colour reconnections). The UE reference energy for all models is
PARP(89)=1800GeV. GeV unit is adopted if applicable.
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Figure 5.45: Charged particle den-
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Figure 5.47: Charged particle den-
sity distribution, dNchg/dPt, for
Minimum Bias events at LHC con-
dition with Pythia6.412 and Tune
DW, DWT and S0.
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5.23 The Measurement plan at the LHC
5.23.1 The Basic Minimum Bias Observables
One of the first results of LHC will be the measurement of the charged multiplicity and
pT spectrum in proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV [17]. The predictions of the
considered PYTHIA tunes for these MB observables are reported in Fig. 5.45 and Fig. 5.47
respectively.
In Reference [13] the energy dependence of dNch/dη at η = 0 is fitted to older data
using a linear and quadratic functions of ln(s). Using these fits to extrapolate at LHC
energy would predict dNch/dη = 6.11±0.29 at η = 0 (to be compared with the predictions
of the models given by the intercept of the y axis and the curves of Fig. 5.45).
5.23.2 The Underlying Event as Observed in Charged Jet Events
One can use the topological structure of hadron-hadron collisions to study the UE. Fur-
thermore, this can be done by looking only at the outgoing charged particles [18]. Jets are
constructed from the charged particles using a simple clustering algorithm and then the
direction of the leading charged particle jet is used to isolate regions of the η-φ space that
are sensitive to the UE. As illustrated in Fig. 5.49, the direction of the leading charged
particle jet, chgjet1, is used to define correlations in the azimuthal angle, ∆φ. The an-
gle ∆φ = φ − φchgjet1 is the relative azimuthal angle between a charged particle and the
direction of chgjet1.
The charged jet energy provide an indication of the energy scale of the event. Adopting
the charged does allow to investigate the very low energy scale region (down to PT → 0
GeV/c) which is not accessible to the calorimetric jets. In other words, the charged jet
does provide a better understanding of the systematic effects in the low PT limit, that can
be interpreted in terms of very well understood quantities like the tracking efficiency and
fake rate. Another big advantage of the measurement relying on the charged tracks is its
intrinsic insensitiveness to the pile up effect as only the charged particles coming from the
primary vertex are retained in the computation of the UE observables.
The “transverse” region is almost perpendicular to the plane of the hard 2-to-2 scat-
tering and is therefore very sensitive to the UE. We restrict ourselves to charged parti-
cles in the central region |η|< 2 and consider two pT thresholds, the nominal CMS cut
pT >0.9 GeV/c and a lower threshold with pT >0.5 GeV/c.
Ultimately we would like to disentangle the hard initial and final state radiation (i.e.,
multijet production) from the beam-beam remnants and MPI components. This can be
done by separating the various jet topologies. First one considers events with at least
one jet and uses the leading jet direction to define the “transverse” region (referred to as
“leading jet” events). Of course some of these “leading jet” events contain multijets that
contribute to the activity in the “transverse” region. Next one considers “back-to-back”
dijet events which are a subset of the “leading jet” events. The “transverse” region for
the “back-to-back” dijet events contains much less hard initial and final state radiation
and by comparing the two classes of events one can learn about gluon radiation as well as
the beam-beam remnants and the MPI component. In this note we will only discuss the
“leading jet” events.
The charged jet pT range 0 to 200 GeV/c shown in Figs. 5.50 and 5.51 is quite interest-
ing. The three versions of PYTHIA (with MPI) behave much differently than HERWIG
(without MPI). Due to the MPI the PYTHIA tunes rise rapidly and then reach an approxi-
mately flat “plateau” region at PT (chgjet1) ≈ 20 GeV/c. Then at PT (chgjet1) ≈ 50 GeV/c
they begin to rise again due to initial and final state radiation which increases as the Q2
scale of the hard scattering increases. The rise is more evident for the high pT threshold
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pT >0.9 GeV/c. HERWIG has considerably fewer particles in the “transverse” region and
predicts a steady rise over this region resulting from initial and final state radiation.
Due to higher effective cut off in the Q2 of the MPI, the Tune DW does achieve
predictions which are around 25% below with respect to the DWT and S0 for what concerns
both the particle and energy densities. Even with a modest statistics, at the LHC we will
be able to distinguish between these two different trends reflecting different choices of the
energy dependent parameters in multiple interactions.
The S0 tune predicts a larger charged particle density in the “transverse” region than
Tune DWT for pT >0.5 GeV/c. However, the S0 and the DWT tunes have similar charged
particle densities in the “transverse” region for pT > 0.9 GeV/c. This is because the S0
tune has a slightly “softer” charged particle pT distribution than Tune DWT.
S0 and DWT have very similar energy densities in the “transverse” region, however
there are interesting differences in shape: in particular S0 predicts a steeper rise with a
flatter plateau at PT (chgjet1) ≈ 20 GeV/c for both pT >0.5 GeV/cand pT >0.9 GeV/c.
Figure 5.49: Illustration of correlations in azimuthal angle φ relative to the direction of the leading
charged particle jet (with cone size R = 0.5) in the event, chgjet1. The angle ∆φ = φ − φchgjet1 is the
relative azimuthal angle between charged particles and the direction of chgjet1. The “transverse” region
is defined by 60◦ < |∆φ| < 120◦ and |η| < 2. We examine charged particles in the range |η| < 2 with
pT >0.5 GeV/c or pT >0.9 GeV/c.
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Figure 5.50: QCD Monte-Carlo models predictions for charged particle jet production at 14 TeV. Ob-
servables in the “transverse” region. Average density of charged particles, dNchg/dφdη, with |η|< 2 and
pT > 0.5 GeV/c (left) or pT > 0.9 GeV/c (right) versus the transverse momentum of the leading charged
particle jet. The QCD models are HERWIG (without MPI) and three versions of PYTHIA 6.4 (with MPI).
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Figure 5.51: QCD Monte-Carlo models predictions for charged particle jet production at 14 TeV. “trans-
verse” region: average charged PTsum density, dPTsum/dφdη, with |η|< 2 and pT > 0.5 GeV/c (left) or
pT > 0.9 GeV/c (right) versus the transverse momentum of the leading charged particle jet. The QCD
models are HERWIG (without MPI) and three versions of PYTHIA 6.4 (with MPI).
Figures 5.50 and Fig. 5.51 show the QCD Monte-Carlo models predictions for the
average density of charged particles, dNchg/dφdη, and the average charged PTsum density,
dPTsum/dφdη, respectively, in the “transverse” region for |η|<2 with pT >0.5 GeV/c and
pT >0.9 GeV/c versus the transverse momentum of the leading charged particle jet. The
charged particle density is constructed by dividing the average number of charged particles
per event by the area in η-φ space (in this case 4pi/3). The charged PTsum density is the
average scalar pT sum of charged particles per event divided by the area in η-φ space.
Working with densities allows one to compare regions of η-φ space with different areas.
Figures 5.52 and Fig. 5.53 show the same quantities, dNchg/dφdη and PTsum for QCD
Monte-Carlo models and superimposed the full simulation results for CMS experiment.
The reconstructed point are referred to 10 pb−1 of low luminosity operation at LHC,
without pile up. The complete analysis is described elsewhere [25]. Even with a reduced
integrated luminosity, 10 pb−1, it is possible to discriminate between different models
taking the advantage to reconstruct tracks down to pT of 500 MeV/c.
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Figure 5.52: QCD Monte-Carlo models predictions for charged particle jet production at 14 TeV. “trans-
verse” region: average charged PTsum density, dPTsum/dφdη, with |η|< 2 and pT > 0.5 GeV/c (left) or
pT > 0.9 GeV/c (right) versus the transverse momentum of the leading charged particle jet. The QCD
models are HERWIG (without MPI) and three versions of PYTHIA 6.4 (with MPI).
5.24 The Direct Observation of Multiple Partonic Interac-
tions
The final goal of the MPI study is to achieve a uniform and coherent description of MPI
processes for both high- and the low-PT regimes. Recent theoretical progress in this field
has been reported [26]. The cross section for a double high-PT scattering is parameterized
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Figure 5.53: QCD Monte-Carlo models predictions for charged particle jet production at 14 TeV. “trans-
verse” region: average charged PTsum density, dPTsum/dφdη, with |η|< 2 and pT > 0.5 GeV/c (left) or
pT > 0.9 GeV/c (right) versus the transverse momentum of the leading charged particle jet. The QCD
models are HERWIG (without MPI) and three versions of PYTHIA 6.4 (with MPI).
as:
σD = mσAσB2σeff
where A and B are 2 different hard scatters, m=1,2 for indistinguishable or distinguishable
scatterings respectively and σeff contains the information about the spatial distribution of
the partons [27] [28]. In this formalism mσB/2σeff is the probability that an hard scatter
B occurs given a process A and this does strongly depend on the geometrical distribution
of the partons inside the interacting hadrons. The LHC experiments will perform this
study along the lines of the CDF experiments [29] [30]), i.e. studying 3jet+γ topologies.
On top of that the extension to the study of same sign W production (Fig. 5.54) is also
foreseen. Here we would like to propose an original study concentrating on the search for
perturbative patterns in MB events looking for minijet pair production.
Figure 5.54: differential cross section for same sign W production versus the minimum
pT of the boson pair. Contribution from double parton interactions are superimposed to
those arising from single parton interaction processes. W+W− cross section is also drawn
as reference.
Let’s introduce the formalism for the study of MPI in mini-jet production. We re-write
the inelastic cross section as the sum of one soft and one hard component.
σinel = σsoft + σhard (5.103)
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with σsoft the soft contribution to the inelastic cross section σinel, the two contributions
σsoft and σhard being defined through the cutoff in the momentum exchanged between
partons, pct . Notice that, differently from the case of the inclusive cross section (σS),
which is divergent for pct → 0, both σhard and all exclusive contributions to σhard, with a
given number of parton collisions, are finite in the infrared limit.
A simple relationship links the hard cross section to 〈N〉, i.e. the average number of
partonic interactions:
〈N〉σhard = σS (5.104)
While the effective cross section σeff turns out to be linked to the dispersion 〈N(N − 1)〉:
1
2
〈N(N − 1)〉σhard = σD (5.105)
These relationships can be used to express σeff in terms of the statistical quantities related
to the multiplicity of partonic interactions:
〈N(N − 1)〉 = 〈N〉2σhard
σeff
(5.106)
This last equation is particularly relevant from an experimental point of view. Indeed, even
with a reduced detector acceptance and detection efficiency, one can always measure the
physical observable σhard/σeff that accounts for the probability enhancement of having
additional partonic interactions above the scale pct .
We propose to perform this measurement counting the charged mini-jet pairs above a
minimal scale pct in MB events. Mini-jets are reconstructed along the lines described in
the previous sub-section. First of all the charged jets are pT -ordered. A pairing criteria
is introduced which is based on the maximum difference in azimuth between the charged
jets. The pairing algorithm starts from the leading charged jet and associates the first
secondary jet in the hierarchy that respects the criteria. The highest pT of the pair is
assumed to be the scale of the corresponding partonic interaction. The paired charged
jets are removed from the list and the remnant charged jets are re-processed following the
same steps. One end-up with a list of paired charged jets. N is the number of charged
pairs above the scale pct .
Fig. 5.55 shows the difference in azimuth versus the pT ratio between the first and the
second charged jet in the event. Right plot shows the case when both MPI and radiation
are switched off to study the sensitivity of the pairing algorithm in a clean hard process.
Two cuts have been set to define the pairs: ∆φ > 2.7 and pT ratio > 0.25.
Fig 5.56 reports σeff for two different pseudorapidity ranges |η| < 5 (left) and |η| < 2.4
(right). As expected σeff does not depend on the detector acceptance. In the same figures
is shown the sensitivity of the pairing algorithm to radiation coming from initial and final
state (red points refer to the no-radiation case).
Notice that, while in the result of the simulation the effective cross section does not
depend on the acceptance of the detector, one observes same dependence of σeff on pmint
also after switching off the radiation. One should emphasize that this feature would
not show up in the simplest model of multiparton interactions, where the distribution in
the number of collisions, at fixed hadronic impact parameter, is a Poissonian. In this
case one would in fact obtain that the effective cross section is constant not only as a
function of the acceptance of the calorimeter, but also as a function of the cutoff. A cutoff
dependent effective cross section might be produced by a distribution in the number of
collisions at fixed impact parameter different from a Poissonian. It should be remarked
that considering a distribution, at fixed impact parameter, different from a Poissonian one
introduces correlations in the multiparton distributions additional to the correlation in
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Figure 5.55: Delta azimuth versus the pT ratio between the first and the second charged
jets in MB events at the LHC. Right plot is considered as a cross check for the pairing
algorithm when Multiple Parton Interactions and radiation processes are switched off.
PYTHIA Tune S0 is considered.
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Figure 5.56: Effective cross section in MB events at the LHC quoted for minijet processes
in two different pseudorapidity ranges: |η| < 5 (left) and |η| < 2.4 (right) with and
without radiation processes (blu and red). PYTHIA Tune S0 is considered.
the transverse parton coordinates, taken into account by the dependence of the average
number of multiparton collisions on the impact parameter. Observing a dependence of
σeff on pmint one would hence provide evidence of further non trivial correlations effects
between partons in the hadron structure. To trace back the origin of the dependence of σeff
on pmint , observed in the simulation, one might notice that, in the simplest uncorrelated
Poissonian model, the impact parameter is chosen accordingly with the value of the overlap
of the matter distribution of the two hadrons and independently on value of the cutoff
pmint . In Pythia, on the contrary, events are generated through a choice of the impact
parameter which is increasingly biased towards smaller values at large pt. The correlation
induced in this way between the impact parameter of the hadronic collisions and the scale
of the interaction has the result of decreasing the behavior of σeff at large pmint .
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6.25 Introduction
We will concentrate here on the first physics measurements that the LHC experiments will
be able to perform from the very beginning of the data taking at 14 TeV.
6.26 QCD measurements
The hard scattering cross-section at the LHC is dominated by the production of QCD
jets, which surpass by many orders of magnitude any other physics process. Therefore,
at soon as the LHC switches on jet production will be observed at the LHC, even for ex-
tremely small integrated luminosity. For instance the cross-section for jets with transverse
momentum above 50 GeV is ∼25 µb, i.e. for an integrated luminosity of 1 nb−1, 25k such
jets will be observed.
Jets will therefore be the main tool for understanding the detector performance, and
already starting from luminosities as low as a few µb−1, the LHC collaborations will
use jets for e.g. equalizing the azimuthal response of the calorimeter, and, through the
exploitation of the jet balance in the transverse plane, start chasing down the instrumental
EmissT sources. Some very detailed considerations on the usage the jet statistics collected
with the first nb−1 of data is given in [4].
The further step, is the measurement of the jet cross-section, and the comparison with
the predictions of QCD calculation. This will be the first benchmark of the ability of the
LHC experiments for cross-section measurement, and possibly a first window on discovery
physics, as the high pT tails in the inclusive jet cross-section are sensitive to the presence of
new physics, and the invariant mass distribution of the two jets can show the appearance
of new physics under the form of resonances. The measurement is in principle simple, as
high pT jets are easily identified the LHC detectors, and the statistics is enormous. In
practice this is a difficult measurement, involving a large number of uncertainties both
from the theoretical and experimental point of view. The complex issues related to the
definition of the object ”jet”, and to the determination of the correct energy calibration for
the optimisation of the jet energy response are the subject of another contribution. We will
here limit ourselves to evaluate the contribution of the most basic sources of uncertainty
on the measurement of the jet cross-section.
The distribution of dσ/dpT calculated at NLO with the program of [5] for three different
ranges of pseudorapidity is shown in the left side of Fig 6.57, from [7]. One sees that with
1 pb−1 jets with pT of ∼800 GeV will be measured, and with 1 fb−1 the kinematic range
is extended up to ∼ 2 TeV.
A more quantitative estimate of the achievable statistical error is shown in the right
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Figure 6.57: Left: NLO jet cross section as a function of pT at the LHC for three different
rapidity ranges. Right: fractional statistical error at the LHC per hundred GeV bin in pT
for three different scenarios of integrated luminosity. No trigger selection assumed
StartUp
100 pb-1
Figure 6.58: Upper line: pT distribution of the leading jet for jet events at the LHC.
Lower line: pT distribution of the leading jet accepted by the trigger for the multi-
threshold jet trigger scenario described in the text. The assumed instantaneous luminosity
is 1031 cm−2s−1
side of Fig 6.57, always from [7], where naively for each bin in Jet ET the quantity
√
N/N
is shown, where N is the number of events per bin for jets within |η| < 3. A statistical error
of ∼ 1% is expected for a pT of 1 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1. The estimate
is correct for high values of the jet pT , however for lower pT jets the statistical uncertainty
will be determined by the online selection of the events. This issue is particularly relevant
for the search of resonances in the jet-jet invariant mass, where an approximately uniform
statistical error is desirable over a large range of invariant mass. The argument goes as
this: the technical and financial limit on the number of events which can be selected
and analyzed by each experiment is ∼100-200 Hz. Now, even considering a low initial
luminosity of 1032 cm−2s−1 a process with 1 µb cross-section, such as the production of
jets with 100 GeV pT would saturate the trigger bandwidth. It is therefore necessary to
adopt a flexible trigger strategy, evolving with luminosity, whereby jets are selected with
multiple thresholds and the events selected with lower threshold are prescaled, i.e. only a
predetermined fraction of the events which would pass the trigger are actually written on
mass storage. The prescaling factor is defined as 1 over the fraction of accepted events.
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Figure 6.59: Fractional statistical error on the jet cross section in CMS for the multi-
threshold jet trigger scenario described in the text. The assumed instantaneous luminosity
is 1032 cm−2s−1
For example, one may want to achieve at a luminosity of 1031 cm−2s−1 a jet trigger rate
of 20 Hz, with an approximately flat rate for jets with pT < 200 GeV. A possible way
of achieving this aim is selecting jets with a set of 6 thresholds: {25, 50, 90, 170, 300,
400} GeV with respective prescaling factors {10k, 1k, 25, 1, 1, 1}. The pT distribution
for the accepted jets, is shown as the lower line in Fig. 6.58, from [6]. A similar effect
is shown in a CMS study shown in Fig. 6.59 from [2]. The fractional statistical errors
for the jet-jet invariant mass distribution are shown as a function of the jet-jet invariant
mass for one month of data taking at 1032 cm−2s−1. The distribution comes from the
combination of three different jet trigger thresholds: {60, 120, 250} GeV with different
levels of prescaling.
The precision of the comparison with the theoretical prediction will thus, up to a scle
of a few TeV, be dominated by systematic effects, coming from two sources: theoretical
uncertainties in the prediction of the jet cross-section and experimental uncertainties.
The jet cross-section, as explained in the introductory chapter of this report is calcu-
lated as the convolution of of the Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) with the partonic
cross-section. From the jet studies at the Tevatron the two main sources of theoretical un-
certainty are: a) the uncertainty on renormalization(µR)/factorisation(µF ), arising from
the perturbative calculation of the partonic cross-section at fixed order, and b) the uncer-
tainty on the PDFs. The effect of the uncertainty on µR and µF has been studied in [7]
by varying µR and µF independently between 0.5× pmaxT and 2× pmaxT , where pmaxT is the
transverse momentum of the leading jet. The effect has little dependence on the jet ET
and it induces an uncertainty of approximately 10% at 1 TeV.
The PDFs are not predicted by theory, but extracted from phenomenological fits to a
mix of experimental results, dominated by experiments measuring the deep inelastic scat-
tering of leptons on hadrons. The distributions are then evolved through the DGLAP
equations to the Q2 range relevant for the LHC. This procedure has two main sources
of uncertainty: the input phenomenological function used for the fit of the experimental
data, which is different for the different groups performing PDF fits, and the propagation
of the statistical and systematic errors of the used data to the parameters of the PDF.
The most recent generations of PDFs provide a way of propagating the errors from the
fit to the cross-section calculation, based on a common standard called LHAPDF [10]. In
Fig 6.60 the extreme variations with respect to the central value for the structure function
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Figure 6.60: Fractional uncertainty on the jet cross-section as a function of the jet pT due
to the uncertainty on the PDF parametrisation. The PDFs used are CTEQ6M [9], and
the error is evaluated using the LHAPDF scheme.
Figure 6.61: Uncertainty on the gluon PDF. The yellow band shows the effect of intro-
ducing in the PDF fit the ATLAS jet data from inclusive jet cross-section for pT > 3 GeV
for 0 < η < 3. The ATLAS psudo-data ssume an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1 and an
uncorrelated sytematic uncertainty of 10% on the experimental cross-section.
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set CTEQ6M are shown as a function of the pT of the jet. The resulting uncertainty is
of order 15% for a jet pT of 1 TeV. This large uncertainty is due to the fact that the jet
cross-section at high pT are determined by the value of the gluon structure function at
high x which is poorly determined by the available experimental data. A possibility is
to use the ATLAS data to constrain the gluon structure function. Work in this direction
using the rapidity distribution of W production is described in detail in the next section.
In order to reach high values of x, though, the jet data themselves must be used. In
Fig. 6.61, from [8], the uncertainty of the gluon structure function as a function of x is
shown. The hatched band is the uncertainty from the ZEUS PDFs, the grey (yellow) band
would be the uncertainty if the ATLAS jet data are incorporated into the ZEUS PDF fit.
An uncorrelated experimental systematic error of 10% on the ATLAS jet measurement
is assumed in the fit. A significant improvement is observed, strongly dependent on the
assumed experimental systematics. It might be argued that using the LHC jet data to
reduce the high-x uncertainty would basically hide any signal of new physics into a redef-
inition of the structure functions. Indeed, there are two ways of selecting events where
one of the two partons has a high x. The invariant mass of the two jets can be written as
m2 = x1x2s where
√
s=14 TeV at the LHC. Therefore one can sample high x either with
central events (x1 ∼ x2) at high invariant mass, or events with small invariant mass and
large boost in one direction (x1  x2). New physics effects are expected to become visi-
ble for high jet-jet invariant mass, therefore the constraints from events with high boost
can be used to reduce the PDF uncertainty in the high mass region without biasing the
sensitivity to new physics.
There are many possible sources of experimental errors for the jet cross-section deter-
mination, for instance the uncertainty on jet energy scale and jet resolution, uncertainty
on the subtraction of the underlying event. For the Tevatron studies, the uncertainty of
the jet energy scale is the dominant factor. If the slope of the of the jet pT distributions
goes approximately as p−nT , for an uncertainty on the energy scale of, say, 1% the uncer-
tainty on the cross-section is approximately n%. For LHC jets n is approximately 6 for a
pT range between 200 and 1550 GeV, and the slope drastically increases for larger values
of pT . This is shown in Fig. 6.62 where for an 1% change in jet energy the shift on the
cross-section value is ∼ 6%, up to 1.5 TeV, rising to higher values for higher pT when the
pT . An equivalent result is shown from a CMS study, Fig. 6.63 where a 3% variation on
the jet energy scale gives a ∼15-20% uncertainty on the cross-section at low pT , rising to
∼50% for a pT of 4 TeV. It is therefore mandatory to control the jet energy scale at the
percent level up to a pT of a few TeV if we want the jet cross-section measurement to be
dominated by the theoretical uncertainties. This is a hard requirement which will require
a very intense work on the experimental data to be satisfied.
6.27 W, Z and Drell-Yan Physics
The production cross sections of W and Z bosons at 14 TeV in hadronic collisions are
large and their leptonic decays are characterized by clear signatures. The cross section
for vector boson production at LHC, followed by leptonic decay, is about 20 nb for the W
and 2 nb for the Z. Decays to electrons and muons will be detected in the very early phase
of the experiments, as the commissioning of electron and muon triggers is expected to
be relatively fast. Atlas and CMS studies show that should be straightforward to obtain
combined trigger and oﬄine-selection efficiency around 50%. Because of the high rates
these processes will play the roˆle of standard candles for many other studies. W and Z
physics will start already with the first inverse picobarns collected by the two experiments.
Decays to tau leptons require higher luminosities, because triggering is based on more
sophisticated criteria. Nevertheless, when the integrated luminosity will reach one hundred
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Figure 6.62: Relative variation of the jet cross-section as a function of the jet pT for an
assumed variation of 1% on the jet energy scale with respect to the nominal value.
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Figure 6.63: Relative systematic uncertainties of the jet cross-section versus pT due to a
change in jet energy scale of ±3% for three bins in rapidity in the CMS detector.
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picobarns or more, tau decays will provide unvaluable information for the commissioning
of the tau trigger. Off-shell Drell-Yan leptonic decays have a considerable lower cross
section, a few femtobarns are expected for dilepton invariant mass larger than 1 TeV.
During the first year of operation, the detection of WZ, ZZ and WW events will provide
information on important backgrounds to searches, while Wγ and Zγ will be important
tools for physics commissioning. In the next paragraphs the main measurements that can
be performed with these processes, with total integrated luminosity lower than 1 fb−1,
are briefly described.
6.27.1 W and Z decays to electrons and muons
The Tevatron experience has shown that W and Z decays to electrons and muons can
be selected with simple criteria and low background. This is confirmed by the the Atlas
and CMS detailed simulations at 14 TeV. Since cross sections are high and good selection
efficiencies can be obtained, the crucial point in this case is to design robust selections, with
low dependence on experimental systematic uncertainties. Therefore the main selection
criteria are aimed to select events in well defined geometrical acceptance region and within
the trigger acceptance. The typical trigger thresholds for isolated electrons and muons
will be set at pT values around 20-30 GeV. For the electron channel CMS is quoting [11]
efficiencies of 57% and 26% for the Z and W bosons, respectively. In the muon channel [12]
these become 52% and 40%, respectively. (Different fiducial regions and trigger criteria
are used in the electron and muon cases.)
Triggering of high pT isolated electrons and muons normally requires isolation criteria,
i.e. a region around the lepton (typically a cone) is defined and low activity (low total
energy in the calorimeters or low total pT of additional tracks) is required in this isolation
region. This is a potential source of inefficiency and must be carefully controlled. In order
to study isolation effects the initial data at very low luminosity, where the trigger criteria
can be relaxed, can be used. When the luminosity increases, di-lepton trigger streams,
where isolation criteria are less strong or even abstent, are a further tool for monitoring
inefficiencies.
The trigger efficiency itself must be carefully studied. The methods for doing this are
essentially three:
• Boostrap procedure. At very low luminosity very loose trigger criteria, collecting
events with minimum bias are set. This allow to study inefficiencies in an unbiasied
way with oﬄine methods. At higher luminosities the thresholds are raised to a value
whose efficiency is known from the first step. Higher thresholds values are used,
employing the same method, at even higher luminosities.
• Orthogonal signatures. Detectors dedicated to triggering at LHC detectors are often
redundant and independent information, from two different subsystems, can be used
for a direct measurement of the efficiency. This is done by counting double and
single trigger rates.
• Double physical objects. Events like, for instance, Z → µ+µ− can be used to
determine the muon trigger efficiency but triggering on one muon and studying the
unbiased behaviour of the other muon. Particular care should be taken to take into
account other physical sources of dimuons (J/ψ → µ+µ− , etc.)
The study of the trigger efficiency will be one of the most important activity at the startup
and during the lifetime of the LHC experiments.
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Figure 6.64: Left: the region in the Q2, x plane exploread by LHC. Right: example of
PDF distribution at the electroweak scale (Q2 = 10, 000 GeV2).
Figure 6.65: The W+, W− and Z rapidity distributions and their spread due to PDF
uncertainties. The PDF fits include recent HERA data.
6.27.2 W and Z cross-sections and the PDFs
It has been already mentioned in the introduction of this report, that in hadronic collision
the production cross section can be described by the convolution of an hard process with
the parton density functions (PDFs). In the qq¯ → W/Z process the momentum fraction
of the initial partons is given by x1,2 =
MW/Z√
(s)
exp±y where the W (Z) mass is indicated
by MW/Z , the proton-proton centre-of-mass is
√
(s) and y is the rapidity, already defined
in the introduction. The angular coverage of the apparatus is typically limited in the
pseudorapidity region |η| < 2.5 and since in the relativistic limit the two variables (y and
η) are equivalent the geometrical coverage translates in a rapidity coverage in the plane
described in Fig 6.64.
It is evident from this figure that the phase space region explored by LHC is largely
unknown and analysis of LHC data will be of paramount importance in order to gain
understanding. The right-side figure shows the pdf for Q2 ≈ MW/Z , making evident that
at the electroweak scale the gluons are the dominant partons at LHC.
The present PDF fits [13] are based on the data of HERA and Tevatron. The resulting
predictions for the W+,W− and Z diffential cross sections are shown in Fig. 6.65.
The different W+ and W− differential cross sections are due to the structure of the
weak charged current and to the presence of the proton valence quarks. The W+ cross
section, integrated in the apparatus acceptance, is approximately 35% higher than the W−
one. The uncertainty due to the limited knowledge of the PDFs on the total W+,W− and
Z cross section is around 5% .
As the main source of uncertainty in the PDFs is due to the gluon component, and
this affects in the same way all vector bosons, more robust predictions can be made when
ratios are used:
120
AW =
W+ −W−
W+ +W−
(6.107)
AZW =
Z
W+ +W−
(6.108)
Al ==
l+ − l−
l+ + l−
(6.109)
where the last ratio concerns the leptons from W+,W− decay. The ratios themselves
can be used to constrain the quark PDFs once LHC data will be there. A preliminary
study [14] indicates that already interesting improvements can be obtained with 100 pb−1.
6.27.3 Measurement of the luminosity and parton luminosities
The selections described in Section 6.27.1 can be used to measure the experimental W and
Z cross sections through the usual relation
σ =
N −Nbkg
L (6.110)
where N is the number of selected events, Nbkg is the background contamination (expected
to be small for these channels),  is the selection efficiency and L is the integrated luminos-
ity. The latter one can be calculated, with an uncertainty that is expected to be O(10%)
from the accelerator beam parameters:
L = N
2kf
4piσxσy
× F (6.111)
where N is the number of protons in a bunch, k is the number of bunches, f is the beam
revolution frequency (11 kHz at LHC), F is a factor that accounts for the non-zero beam
crossing angle (about 0.9 at LHC) and σx, σy are the horizontal and transverse bunch
widths at the interaction point.
A more precise determination of the luminosity is obtained with dedicated forward
detectors (roman pots) measuring the rate of elastic scattering at very small transferred
momentum. From the optical theorem a relationship between the rate of elastic scattering
at zero transfer momentum (dReldt |t=0) and the total rate of pp interactions (Rtot) can be
obtained :
LdRel
dt
|t=0 = R
2
tot
16pi2
(1 + ρ2) (6.112)
where ρ, amounting to about 0.1, is the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the elastic
forward amplitude. This method is potentially very precise, but requires a special beam
optics and low luminosity to avoid pile-up.
Alternatively the W and Z rates themselves can be compared to the theoretical cross
sections in order to extract the luminosity. It is clear from previous Section that the main
limitation would be related to the knowledge of the PDFs, which are required to compute
the total W and Z expected cross sections. Other theoretical uncertainties are related to
the calculation of the elementary qq¯ → W/Z process, in particular to the knowledge of
the NLO cross sections and of the EW corrections.
Another approach is to use the inclusive W and Z production to normalize other
processes accessing the same parton phase space (Ω). Indeed the measurement of the W,
Z rates correspond to the determination of the integral∫
Ω
dx1dx2σqq¯→W/Z × L× PDF (x1, x2, Q2) (6.113)
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Figure 6.66: Left: The electron scaled transverse energy distribution for 1 fb−1. The
dominant W decay to electron and the main backgrounds are shown. Right: Transverse
mass distribution for the same luminosity in the muon channel.
which provides the so called ”parton luminosity” [15]. By measuring cross section ratios
the uncertainty on integrated luminosity cancels out and the PDF uncertainty is greatly
diminished.
6.27.4 Determination of the W mass
The precision electroweak measurements at LEP and SLC have shown that the Standard
Model is tested at one-loop level at the Z-pole. On the other hand, the direct measurements
of the W and top mass, from LEP and Tevatron, provide an additional stringent test and
contribute to the global picture indicating a rather light Higgs boson. Once the Higgs is
discovered, it will be important to compare its mass with the predicted value: improving
the precision on the measurement of the W and top mass is therefore important. The
current W mass World Average has an uncertainty of about 30 MeV [16].
The traditional method to determine the W mass at hadron colliders is based on the
measurement of the transverse mass
mT =
√
2plT p
ν
T (1− cosφ) (6.114)
where φ is the angle, in the transverse direction, between the lepton and the neutrino.
The neutrino transverse momentum, pνT , is assumed to be equal to the missing transverse
energy (missing ET ). The transverse mass, compared to other variables as the lepton
transverse momentum (plT ), has a reduced sensitivity on the transverse motion of the W,
but depends on the accuracy of the ET measurement.
With the huge W boson statistics expected at LHC, the statistical uncertainty on the
W mass measurement will not be an issue; using the transverse mass, for instance, an
uncertainty of about 5 MeV is expected with 1 fb−1. The measurement will be limited
by systematic effects, in particular by the knowledge of the lepton energy scale. Both
experiments, Atlas and CMS, are developing techniques based on the large sample of Z
leptonic decays to control the main systematic effects, at the price of a larger statistical
uncertainty due to the lower Z production rate [17] [18]. For example the differential cross
sections for a given V = W,Z boson observable OV can be used to set a relationship
between W and Z bosons, such as [19]
dσW
dOW
|predicted = MZ
MW
R(X)
dσZ
dOZ
|measured (6.115)
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Mll ≥ 160 GeV Mll ≥ 200 GeV Mll ≥ 500 GeV Mll ≥ 1 TeV
5800 fb 2500 fb 100 fb 6.6 fb
Table 6.4: Expected cross-sections for Drell Yan production at LHC. The cross sections
are computed with Pythia, using CTEQ5L for the PDFs, and are given for one lepton
species.
where R(X) is given by theoretical calculations and the scaled variable OZ = MZMW O
W is
used. Using this method, a Monte Carlo study [18] based on the electron channel has
shown that a statistical error of 40 MeV is foreseen at an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1,
with a similar instrumental uncertainty. By combining two channels and two experiments
one could potentially gain interesting information on the W mass already in the initial
phase of LHC.
6.27.5 Lepton pairs from Drell-Yan
The production of lepton pairs from the process qq¯ → γ∗, Z → `+`−, usually called the
Drell-Yan (DY) process [20], is dominated by the already-described on-shell Z production.
Above the Z pole, the DY cross section is steeply falling, as can be seen from table 6.4.
The rapidity of the lepton pair is related to the scaled momentum of the partons (x1,2)
as y = ln x1x1 and the invariant mass of the pair is M
2
ll = x1x2s, where s = 14 TeV. The
production cross section can be written as
d2σ
dMlldy
≈ Σij(fi/p(x1)fj/p(x2) + (i↔ j))σˆ (6.116)
where fi/p(xk) is the probability to find a parton i of momentum fraction xk in the proton
and σˆ indicates the ij → `+`− subprocess. At LHC the dominant ij combinations are
uu¯, u¯u, dd¯, d¯d, with the antiquarks picked up from the sea.
The measurement of Drell Yan production, below and above the Z-pole, will provide
additional information on the PDFs. In the intial phase of LHC the measurements, how-
ever, will be dominated by the low available statistics, especially for high-mass pairs.
Trigger, reconstruction and selection efficiencies for high-mass pair are high [21]; the cru-
cial experimental issues in the initial phase will be related to the knowledge of the tracking
alignment for the muon channel and to the knowledge of the electromagnetic calorimeter
calibrations for the electron channel. High mass dilepton pairs provide a rich field of in-
vestigation for many new physics models, and searching for high-mass dilepton peaks will
be an important activity in the early phase of LHC. A good control of alignments and
calibrations will be important in order to reduce the width of possible peaks, opening the
road to early discoveries.
6.27.6 Multiboson production
In the initial phase of LHC, measurement of multiboson production (WW , WZ, ZZ, Wγ
, Zγ) will constitute an important step forward in understanding potential backgrounds
to searches. At high luminosity these processes will allow improved measurements of
the Triple Gauge Couplings. The typical cross sections for the five processes are given
in Table 6.5. Different cross sections are expected at LHC for W+Z (W+γ) and W−Z
(W−γ), in the first case the yield is typically 50% higher. Triggering these events requires
the presence of an isolated lepton, and first measurements will be made in fully leptonic
channels with electrons and muons. The proper W and Z leptonic branching ratios must
be applied the cross sections given in Table 6.5.
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WW WZ ZZ Wγ Zγ
120 pb 50 pb 16 pb 350 fb 35 fb
Table 6.5: Expected cross-sections for multiboson production at LHC. Typical NLO cross
sections, using CTEQ5L for the PDFs, are given. The W+ and W− cross sections are
summed over. The Wγ, Zγ cross sections are given for pγT ≥ 100 GeV.
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Figure 6.67: Distribution of the `+`− invariant mass from the W±Z selection described
in Ref. [22], for an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1.
A recent study has shown [22] that the WZ process, in the three-lepton decay channel
(` = e, µ), can already provide a distinctive signature at 1 fb−1, as shown in Fig. 6.67.
This measurement can provide a benchmark for multiboson production already in the
early phase of LHC.
6.28 Top quark physics
6.28.1 Introduction
The top quark, discovered at Fermilab in 1995 [23], completed the three generation struc-
ture of the Standard Model (SM) and opened up the new field of top quark physics. In
hadron-hadron collisions the top quark is produced predominantly through strong inter-
actions, and as single t or t¯ in electroweak interactions. Top then decays rapidly with-
out forming hadrons. The relevant CKM coupling is already determined by the (three-
generation) unitarity of the CKM matrix. Yet the top looks unique in between the other
quarks because of its large mass, about 35 times larger than the mass of the next heavy
quark, and close to the scale of electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking. This unique prop-
erty raises a number of interesting questions. Is the top quark mass generated by the
Higgs mechanism as the SM predicts and is its mass related to the top-Higgs-Yukawa
coupling? Or does it play an even more fundamental role in the EW symmetry breaking
mechanism? If there are new particles lighter than the top quark, does the top quark
decay into them? Could non-SM physics first manifest itself in non-standard couplings of
the top quark which show up as anomalies in top quark production and decays?
6.28.2 tt¯ pair production and decay
At LHC, top quarks will be mainly produced as unpolarised tt¯ pairs via pair produc-
tion mechanisms. At the center-of-mass energies of 14 TeV the hard process gg → tt¯
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contributes to 90% of the total tt¯ cross-section (the quark annihilation process accounts
for the remaining 10%) according to the large gluon component in the proton parton
distributions.
The cross-section for production at the LHC has been calculated up to NLO order
including NLL soft gluon resummation, and results in about 833±100 pb, where the un-
certainty reflects the theoretical error obtained from varying the renormalisation scale by
a factor of two [24]. This translates to 83,000 top-quark pairs in a sample of 100 pb−1 and
of the order of 107 top quark pairs produced per year before any selection or detection
criteria are applied.
We therefore expect to examine the top quark properties with significant precision.
In the SM the decay of top-quarks takes place almost exclusively through the t→Wb
decay mode. The experimental signature for tt¯ pairs is therefore defined by how the two
daughter W-bosons decay. A W-boson decays in about 1/3 of the cases into a lepton and
a neutrino. All three lepton flavors are produced at equal rate. In the remaining 2/3 of
the cases, the W decays into a quark-antiquark pair, and the abundance of a given pair
is determined by the magnitude of the relevant CKM matrix elements. Specifically, the
CKM mechanism suppresses the production of b-quarks as |Vcb| ' 1.7 · 10−3. Thus the
quarks from W-boson decay can be considered as a clean source of light quarks.
The following experimental signatures can be defined:
• Fully leptonic: it counts 1/9 of the tt¯. Both W-bosons decay into a lepton-neutrino
pair, resulting in an event with two leptons, two neutrinos and two b-jets. This mode
is identified by requiring two high PT leptons and the presence of missing ET , and
it allows to obtain a clean sample of top events. However, this sample has limited
use in probing the top reconstruction capability of the experiment, due to the two
neutrinos escaping.
• Fully hadronic: represents 4/9 of all the tt¯ decays. Both W’s decay hadronically,
which gives six jets in the event: two b-jets from the top decay and four light jets
from the W boson decay. In this case, we do not have a high PT lepton to trigger,
and the signal is not easily distinguishable from the abundant SM QCD multi-jets
production, which is expected to be order of magnitudes bigger than the signal.
Another challenging point of this signature is the presence of a high combinatorial
background when reconstructing the top mass.
• Semi-leptonic: Again, 4/9 of the whole decays. The presence of a single high PT
lepton allows to suppress the SM W+jets QCD background. The PT of the neutrino
can be reconstructed as it is the only source of missing ET for signal events. A
schematic view of the topology of these events is shown in fig. 6.68
6.28.3 Top studies at LHC
As the LHC startup is approaching, both the ATLAS and CMS experiments have concen-
trated on studies to be performed with a very low integrated luminosity, typically with
only 10 or 100 pb−1 of data. In this frame, two main analysis streams are the top mass and
cross-section measurements. Apart from the intrinsic value of these two measurements, it
should not be forgotten that the top pair production process will be valuable for the in-situ
calibration of the LHC detectors during the commissioning stage. The early top samples
selected will be a critical tool for many applications, for example they will be useful to
calibrate the jet energy scale (if one imposes the value of the reconstructed di-jet peak to
be centered at the world average value of the W mass, a precision of about 1% can be
reached [25]). Top events can be used to estimate and calibrate the b-tagging efficiency. In
addition, a top sample can be an excellent pool to study the lepton trigger or to calibrate
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the missing ET , using the W mass constraint in the event. The relevant processes for
any study which investigates the production and decay of tt¯ events are the signal itself,
but also the background from Drell-Yan (DY)+jets, dibosons, W/Z-boson+jets and QCD
multi-jet production. In CMS (ATLAS) the Alpgen [26] (mc@nlo) [27]) generator is used
for the simulation of the tt¯ signal. Both experiments use Alpgen for DY and W/Z+jets
backgrounds. Di-boson and QCD background events are generated with Pythia [29]. In
the simulations used for all the analyses covered in this part, the limited understanding
of the two detectors during the initial period of data taking has been taken into account.
This, by using realistic scenarios of misalignment of the tracking systems and miscalibra-
tion of the calorimeters.
Before concentrating on the first top quark measurements which will be done, it is quite
important to list and describe the main sources of systematic uncertainties present in all
the analyses that will be described.
Experimental systematic uncertainties
The following uncertainties have been evaluated by the ATLAS experiment.
Luminosity. At the LHC start-up in 2008 only a rough measurement of the machine pa-
rameters will be available. The expected uncertainty on the luminosity during this phase
will be of the order of 20-30%. From 2009 onwards, a better determination of the beam
profiles using special runs of the machine will lead ultimately to a systematic uncertainty
of the order of 5%. Further, in 2009 the proposed ALFA detector will come on-line to
measure elastic scattering in the Coulomb-Nuclear interference region using special runs
and beam optics, determining the absolute luminosity with an expected uncertainty of the
order of 3%. The optical theorem, in conjunction with a precise external measurement of
the total cross-section, can achieve a similar 3% precision.
Lepton identification efficiency. The lepton identification efficiency error is expected to be
of the order of 1% for electrons and muons for the first 100 pb−1 of integrated luminosity.
Lepton trigger efficiency. The lepton trigger efficiency is measured from data using Z
events. The uncertainty is expected to be of the order of 1%.
Jet energy scale (JES). In the difficult hadron collision environment, the determination
of the jet energy scale is rather challenging. While several methods are proposed, such
as using γ+jet events to propagate the electromagnetic scale to the hadronic scale, the
jet energy scale depends on a variety of detector and physics effects. This includes non-
linearities in the calorimeter response due, for example, to energy losses in “dead” material,
and additional energy due to the underlying event. Energy lost outside the jet cone can
also affect the measured jet energy. Effects due to the initial and final state radiation
(ISR/FSR) modelling could also affect the JES but they are evaluated separately. The
ultimate goal in ATLAS is to arrive at a 1% uncertainty on jet energy scale though such
performance is only reachable after several years of study. To estimate the sensitivity of
the analyses to the uncertainty on the jet energy scale in early data we have repeated
them while artificially rescaling the energies of the jets by ± 5%. The resulting variation
in the analysis measurement (i.e. cross-section, mass etc.) gives a good measure of the
systematic uncertainty due to the jet energy scale.
b-tagging uncertainties. The use of b-tagging in tt¯ and single top events is essential in
order to reduce the backgrounds, in particular that from W+jets, and the combinatorial
background when reconstructing the top. At the beginning of data taking the b-tagging
performance will need to be understood and tt¯ events will be used as a calibration tool for
the determination of the b-tagging efficiency. To avoid having a large dependence on the
b-tagging efficiency in the early days of data taking we have studied methods to extract
the cross-section and the top mass without applying b-tagging. The uncertainty on the
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b-jet efficiency is currently estimated to be of the order of ±5%.
ISR and FSR systematics. More initial and final state QCD radiation increases the num-
ber of jets and affects the transverse momentum of particles in events. Selection cuts
for top events include these quantities, therefore ISR and FSR will have some effect on
the selection efficiency. In order to evaluate the effect of the ISR and FSR systematics,
several studies have been performed using the AcerMC [28] generator interfaced with the
PYTHIA [29] parton showering. Samples of tt¯ and single top events with separate vari-
ations of the PYTHIA ISR and FSR parameters have been generated. The study was
limited to parameters which have been shown to have the biggest impact on event prop-
erties at the generator level. The choices of the parameters depend on the analysis
Parton density uncertainties. The systematic error due to the parton density functions
(PDF) uncertainties is evaluated on tt¯ signal samples. Both the PDF error sets CTEQ6M
and MRST2002 at NLO are used. Both sets have positive and negative error PDFs. In
order to evaluate the systematic effect on an observable, the approach proposed in refer-
ence [30] has been adopted.
Top mass determination
EW precision observables in the SM and in the Minimal Supersymetric Standard Model
(MSSM) depend on the value of the top mass (Mtop); therefore, a high accuracy in the
measurement of Mtop is needed for consistency tests of the SM, constraints on the Higgs
mass (MH) within the SM and a high sensitivity to physics beyond the SM. The most
important Mtop-dependent contribution to the EW observables arises via the one-loop
radiative correction term ∆r [1], related to the W mass through the following relation
: MW = [(piα)/(
√
2GF sin2θW )] · (1 + ∆r). Mtop appears in ∆r via terms proportional
to M2top/M
2
Z , while the Higgs mass gives rise to terms proportional to log(MH/MZ): the
dependence on MH is much weaker than the dependence on Mtop. The relation thus
obtained is used as an indirect estimate of MHiggs, relying on W boson and top quark
masses measurements as accurate as possible. The current value for Mtop = 172.6 ± 1.4.
The allowed region in the (MW , Mtop) plane is displayed in the right plot of fig. 6.68, for
different MHiggs, in the SM and in the MSSM.
In order to ensure a similar contribution to the indirect measurement of the Higgs
mass, the precision on MW and Mtop must fulfill the following relation: ∆Mtop ' 0.7·10−2
∆MW . At LHC, we expect to reach an accuracy of 15 MeV on MW and 1 GeV on Mtop
. With these precision measurements, the relative precision on a Higgs boson mass of
115 GeV would be of the order of 18%.
The lepton plus jets channel will provide a large and clean sample of top events and
is probably the most promising channel for an accurate measurement of Mtop. The main
background is due to W+jets and Z+jets from QCD, single top and tt¯ events with a
different decay mode, di-boson events. The QCD production of pp → bb¯ is characterized
by a cross-section of about 100 µb, and can therefore be an important background for
the signal. Requiring the presence of a high PT lepton and missing energy can reduce its
contribution, but since the cross-section difference with the signal is so important, there
might be QCD events with a fake lepton and/or bad missing energy reconstruction that
may pass these requirements as well. The rate for extra (medium) electrons per jet is
roughly 1.0 ·10−3 and is divided between semi-leptonic B(D) decays and true fakes, i.e
hadronic objects identified as electrons. The origin of extra isolated muons is dominated
by semi-leptonic B decays, i.e. by the presence of hard b-quarks. The isolated muon rate
per b-parton reaches a few times 10−3 for b-parton momenta around 40 GeV, while the
fake rate is only a few times 10−5. By studying their origin and dependence on jet/parton
kinematics like the PT , η, jet multiplicity and quark content of the jet, an estimate of the
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Figure 6.68: Left plot: Schematic event topology of a single lepton top event. Right plot:
Allowed region in the (MW ,Mtop) plane.
fraction of multi-jet events that will pass the lepton requirement in the event selection
can be obtained. The validity of this approach has been checked using a large sample of
di-jet events at various transverse momenta. One of the strategy developed by ATLAS
to measure Mtop, is to select events by requiring one isolated lepton (e or µ) with PT >
20 GeV, missing ET > 20 GeV, and at least four jets with PT > 40 GeV, of which two of
them are required to be tagged as b-jets. After these cuts, a S/B'5 is obtained [31].
Mtop is then estimated from the reconstruction of the invariant mass of a three-jet
system: the two light jets from the W and one of the two b-jets. The determination of
this combination of three jets proceeds in two steps : the choice of the two light jets,
and the choice of the b-jet associated to the reconstructed hadronic W. Events kept after
the selection described above have at least two light jets above a given threshold on their
transverse momentum. In a first step, the hadronic W candidates are selected in a mass
window of ±5σmjj around the peak value of the distribution of the invariant mass of
the light jet pairs, made with events with only two light jets (σmjj is the width of this
distribution). In order to reduce the incidence of a light-jet energy mis-measurement (due
to the energy lost out of cone) on the precision of the top mass measurement, an in-
situ calibration of these jets is performed, through a χ2 minimization procedure. This
minimization is applied event by event, for each light-jet pair combination. The χ2 is the
sum of three terms: the first (and leading) one corresponds to the constrain of the jet pair
invariant mass mjj to the PDG W mass; the others correspond to the jet energy correction
factors, αi (i =1,2), to be determined by this minimization which includes the resolution
on the light jet energy (σi (i =1;2)). The χ2 is minimized, event by event, for each light jet
pair; the light jet pair j1 , j2 corresponding to the minimal χ2 is kept as the hadronic W
candidate. This minimization procedure also leads to the corresponding energy correction
factors α1, α2. The hadronic W is then reconstructed with the light jets chosen by this
χ2 minimization.
Several methods have been investigated to choose the b-jet among the two candidates,
and the one giving the highest purity has been kept: the b-jet associated to the hadronic
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W is the one leading to the highest PT for the top. The reconstructed three jets invariant
mass is shown in the left plot of fig. 6.69, fit to the sum of a Gaussian and a polynomial.
For 1 fb−1, the Gaussian fit has its mean at 175 ± 0.2 GeV and a width of 11.6 ± 0.2 GeV.
An alternative method for the top mass measurement in the lepton plus jets channel
consists in reconstructing the entire tt¯ final state, in order to reduce the systematic error
due to FSR. The hadronic part is reconstructed in a similar way to the previous section.
The leptonic side can not be directly reconstructed due to the presence of the undetected
neutrino, but can be estimated with these three steps: 1) assuming that PT (ν )=missing
ET 2) evaluating Pz(ν ) by constraining the invariant mass of the lepton-neutrino system to
the PDG W mass value: this kinematic equation leads to two Pz(ν )solutions 3) associating
the remaining b-jet to the reconstructed Ws. The systematics errors for the top mass
reconstruction are listed in Table 6.6, assuming 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.
Source of uncertainty Hadronic top
δMtop (GeV/c2)
Light jet energy scale (1%) 0.2
b-jet energy scale (1%) 0.7
b-quark fragmentation <0.1
ISR/FSR ' 0.3
Table 6.6: Systematic errors on the top mass measurements in the lepton+jets channel,
for 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.
Requiring missing ET , two high PT leptons and 2 b-tagged jets, and applying a Z-mass
veto, one can also reconstruct the top mass in the di-lepton channel, as done by CMS [32].
In this case the event is under-constrained, so that Mtop and the longitudinal direction of
the neutrinos have to be assumed. The system has to be solved analytically, by generating
many Monte Carlo samples with different top masses, stepping in top mass values between
100 and 300 GeV, and weighting the event solutions according to the missing ET measured
and the expected neutrino distributions. The algorithm ends with the choice of the most
likely Mtop. The mass spectrum for the most likely solution is shown in the right plot of
fig. 6.69. The overall uncertainty is of about 4.5 (1.2) GeV for less than 1 (10)fb−1 of
data, mainly due to the effect of ISR and FSR and of the JES.
In conclusion, with the current simulations, Mtop is expected to be measured with high
accuracy, already using 1 fb−1 of data. For data commisioning without the use of b-jets
tagging, a mass accuracy of 3.5 GeV is expected, assuming an initial JES uncertanty
of 5%. Good consistency can be validated between channels already at low integrated
luminosity. At higher luminosities independent mass measurements can be made which
are less sensitive to jet modelling.
Top cross section determination
The determination of the top pair production cross-section is linked to the intrinsic prop-
erties of the top quark and its electroweak interactions. Cross-section measurements are
also an important test of perturbative QCD at high PT , as non-SM top quark produc-
tion (for example resonant top-quark production) can lead to a significant increase of the
cross-section. New physics may also modify the cross-section differently in various decay
channels, as for example predicted by Supersymmetric models [33] with charged Higgs
particles, or super partners to the top-quark. Presently, the measurements performed at
Tevatron are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. With the collected lumi-
nosity of 1 fb−1 the errors have been sizeably reduced and in some of the decay channels
reached the 15%. From a combination of all results an experimental error of the order of
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Figure 6.69: Left plot: Reconstructed top mass in the single lepton channel (ATLAS).
Right plot: Reconstructed top mass in the di-lepton channel (CMS).
the theoretical error is expected.
Figure 6.70: Jet multiplicity distribution for the di-lepton analysis developed by CMS with
10 pb−1, for the three channels combined. The ee and µµ channels introduce a significant
Drell-Yan background component.
CMS proved that by requiring two opposite-charge leptons with PT > 20 GeV, missing
ET > 20 (30) GeV if looking at eµ (ee,µµ), and imposing a cut on the dilepton mass, to
remove the Z’s background, a top peak can be identified already with only 10 pb−1 of
data [34]. The statistical error is of the order of 9% and the systematics are expected to
be similar. Fig. 6.70 shows the jet multiplicity distribution for the tt¯ signal events and all
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the relevant backgrounds.
ATLAS developed a robust analysis for the first 100−1 of data in the semi-leptonic tt¯
decay channel [35]. The strategy is based upon the attempt to identify top events without
utilizing the full b-tagging capabilities. This is brought about by the fact that efficient
b-tagging is non trivial and implies to have reached a precise level of alignment of the
tracking detector, a situation which will probably require several months of data taking.
Such an analysis solely relies on the measurement of jets, leptons and missing ET , and
requires a functioning lepton triggering system.
Events are selected requiring one lepton (electron or muon) with PT > 20 GeV, missing
ET > 20 GeV, at least four jets with PT > 20 GeV of which at least three jets with PT
> 40 GeV. A top quark decay candidate is defined as the three-jet combination of all
jets, which has the highest transverse vector sum momentum. One can exploit additional
information: every 3-jet combination that originates from a top decay also contains a
2-jet combination that originates from a W decay. An unbiased W mass distribution is
preferred in the analysis, for which we choose not to pick/define one particular W di-jet
pair out of the three permutations, but rather require that at least one of the three di-jet
invariant masses is within 10 GeV of the reconstructed mass of the W. This selection will
be referred to as the W mass constraint selection.
A number of background processes have been considered. The most dominant expected
background is the W+jets, but also single top production and others are sizeable. After
the W-mass constraint a S/B of about 4 is reached.
The distribution of the invariant mass of the three-jet combination that forms our
hadronic top-quark candidate with the default selection and with the backgrounds added
together, is shown in the left plot of fig. 6.71. The events where the correct top-quark pair
was chosen are clearly visible as the mass peak on top of a smooth background distribution.
The tt¯ cross-section can be obtained by performing a counting experiment:
σ(pp¯→ tt¯) = (Nobs −Nbkg)/AtotL.
where Nbkg, the number of background events estimated from Monte Carlo simulations
and/or data samples, is subtracted from Nobs, the number of observed events meeting
the selection criteria of a top-event signature. This difference is divided by the integrated
luminosity L and the total acceptance Atot. Atot includes the geometric acceptance as well
as trigger efficiency and event selection efficiency and is slightly dependent on Mtop. The
advantage of using event counts in the commissioning phase is that early on, the Monte
Carlo simulations will presumably not predict the shapes of distributions very well. With
the first 100−1 of data, we expect to reach the following accuracies (for the default selection
+ the W-boson mass constraint, and for the combined electron and muon channels):
∆σ = 3(stat)± 16(syst)± 3.(pdf)± 5(lumi) (6.117)
(6.118)
The main sources of systematics are the ISR and FSR as well as the JES. Once there will be
a reliable algorithm for the identification of the jets coming from a b-quark, the b-tagging
will greatly help in improving the S/B. Requiring one or two b-tagged jets improves the
purity of the sample by more than a factor of 4, while the signal efficiency is only reduced
by a factor of 2. In fig. 6.71, the reconstructed 3-jets mass is shown when one or two
b-tagged jets are required for the default selection (left plot) and for the default selection
plus the W-boson contraint (right plot). To reconstruct the top mass, we find the three
jets combination with the highest possible PT , obtained by requiring that one and only
one of the three jets is a b-jet. When the W-boson mass constrain is applied, it’s applied
on the two jets among those three which are not b-tagged. Thus if the maximum triple
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Figure 6.71: Left plot: ATLAS reconstructed three-jet mass for tt¯ , single top and W +
jet events for the default electron selection + the W-boson mass constraint. Right plot:
same distribution but requiring one or two jets tagged as coming from a b-quark.
found above is such that the two non-b-jets don’t combine to give a W, that event is
rejected.
The statistical error on the cross-section which is obtained by requiring one or two
b-tagged jets is 4.5%. The systematic error due to the jet energy scale is in this case of
4.9% about, while a wrong normalization of the W+jets background by a factor of 20%,
50% or even two, brings a systematic error on the cross-section of 3.4%, 4.7% and 6.9%
respectively. For the b-tagging efficiency, the various on-going studies seem to indicate
that a 5% relative error on the b-tagging efficiency is what one should have with 100 pb−1,
for the usual efficiencies around 50-60%.
6.28.4 Electroweak single top production and decay
In the SM three production modes are available for single top events, distinguished by the
virtuality of the W boson coupled to the top (see fig. 6.72)
Just recently, the D0 experiment gave evidence of single top events [36], but LHC will
provide much higher statistics for all the three channels (the production of single top quarks
will account for a third of the top pair production), allowing the observation also of the Wt
production mode, and a more precise study of the single top phenomenology. The study of
single top production provides a unique possibility to investigate some aspects of top quark
physics that cannot be studied in tt¯ production. In particular, the only way to measure
directly Vtb (CKM matrix element), to investigate the tWb vertex structure and the FCNC
coupling directly in the production processes, and to search for possible manifestation of
New Physics beyond SM such as anomalous couplings and s-channel resonances. Moreover,
the single top quark production presents an irreducible background to several searches
for SM and New Physics signals (for example Higgs boson searches in the associated
production channel) and may provide additional measurements of Mtop and of the top
quark spin, together with the top pair channel. The EW single-top-quark production
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Figure 6.72: Main graphs corresponding to the three production mechanisms of single-top
events: (a) t-channel (b) Wt associated production (c) s-channel.
rate at the LHC is also calculated in the SM to the NLO level of accuracy for all three
production mechanisms. The computed NLO cross-sections for the t-channel, the tW and
the s-channel are respectively 240, 60 and 10 pb. The three single-top processes result in
quite distinct final states, leading to the definition of specific analyses in each case, making
use of differences in jet multiplicity, number of b-tagged jets required, as well as angular
distributions between lepton and/or jets present in the final states. Besides, important
differences subsist in the level of backgrounds that are faced in the various analyses, leading
to the development of tools dedicated to the rejection of specific backgrounds.
Similarly to the situation at the Tevatron, the selection of single top events will suffer
from the presence of both W+jets and tt¯ background, which are produced at much higher
rates. Thus, careful approaches devoted to the understanding of these backgrounds in
terms of shape and normalization performed directly from data will have to be defined.
Besides, single top analyses will be very early dominated by the systematic uncertainties,
and will require a good control of b-tagging tools and a reliable determination of the jet
energy scale.
t-channel
CMS has performed a study for 10 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, with the pile-up expected
for a luminosity of 1033. They assume to extract only the cross-section, with a simple
counting experiment and without the use of any multivariate methods [37]. The generators
which have been used for the signal are: SingleTop [38] and TopRex [39]. ATLAS explored
the case of 1fb−1 of integrated luminosity, with no pileup [40]. A cut-and-count analysis
consitutes a baseline; more complex multivariate methods have been developed in addition
to get a better background rejection. The AcerMC Monte Carlo has been employed to
generate the signal events. ATLAS made use of the fact that there are similar features in
the three channels: a common pre-selection is therefore possible to reduce backgrounds.
This pre-selection requires exactly one isolated high PT lepton, from 2 to 4 jets, one of
which is tagged ad a b-jet, missing ET > 20 GeV. The efficiency for a single-top signal is
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9-10% (10-12 %) for electron (for muons). With these cuts, the rejection of W+jets is of
order O(104), while for tt¯ is O(20). As shown in fig. 6.72 (left graph) for the t-channel,
the final partons (b-quark from top-quark decay, the charged lepton and light quark)
have relatively large transverse momenta. However, an additional b-quark is produced
with small transverse momentum. This will make very difficult to identify the low PT jet
originating from this quark and tag it as b-jet. Another specific feature of the t-channel
single top events is the production of a light jet in the forward/backward direction. A cut
on b-tagged jet pT > 50 GeV reduces the W+jets significantly, while a cut on the hardest
light jet |η| > 2.5 can reject tt¯ events. With this simple cut and count analysis a S/B
value of 0.37 is reached. The statistical error on the cross-section measurement is around
5%, while the systematics (b-tagging, JES scale, ISR/FSR) reach 44.7%. The left plot in
fig. 6.73 shows the number of jets for single top candidates in the t-channel and for the
relevant backgrounds. By applying a more sophisticated multivariate analysis (Boosted
Decision Tree), this last one can be reduced by a factor of 2 about.
Wt channel
From the theoretical point of view the definition of the Wt signal is not trivial, since at
NLO it mixes with tt¯. The final state is very similar to tt¯ production, except for the
presence of one less b-jet: jet counting is therefore critical. Since it is not possible to
achieve a good S/B, a correct background normalization from data will be important,
to avoid large systematic uncertainties. CMS selects the events by requiring exactly one
lepton (e or µ), one b-jet and two light quark jets, and missing ET . The correct (Wb)
pairing is obtained from a Fisher discriminant using variables like the PT (b+W), ∆R(W,b)
and the product of the b-quark and W charges.
s-channel
The identification of s-channel events will be much harder at LHC than at Tevatron, as
the relative cross-section is much smaller. The CMS selection requires one isolated lepton
(e or µ), exactly two jets, both b-tagged, missing ET , and cuts on the transverse mass of
the reconstructed W, on Mtop, on PT (top), on ΣT and on HT . The uncertainty which can
be reached on a cross-section measurement with 10 fb−1 of data, is of 18% (statistical)
and 31% (systematics), not including the error coming from the luminosity measurement.
The right plot in figure 6.73 shows the reconstructed mass for single top candidates in the
Wt channel and for the relevant backgrounds (CMS)
In a context of low S/B, the use of sophisticated tools like likelihoods and Boosted
Decision Trees, appears very useful if one wants to reach evidence of the signal with the
early data or to determine precisely their cross-section. These techniques, which are now
of common use at the Tevatron, will require the use of reliable event samples for modeling
signal and backgrounds, that will presumably be produced from the data. The analyses
should also be optimized with respect to the total level of systematic uncertainty, which
will be the main limiting factor for 30 fb−1 measurements. Finally, a precise determination
of single top cross-sections can be achieved for a few fb−1 in the t-channel and the Wt-
channel , while for the s-channel, higher statistics will be required. Their interpretation
in terms of new physics should thus come at a later stage, once the systematic effects are
under control.
6.28.5 Top properties
The sensitivity which can be reached at the LHC in the measurement of many top proper-
ties, like the top charge, the spin and spin correlations, the rare top decays associated to
flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC: t→ qX, with X = γ,Z,g) and the tt¯ resonances,
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Figure 6.73: Left plot: Number of jets for single top candidates in the t-channel and for the
relevant backgrounds (ATLAS). Right plot: Reconstructed mass for single top candidates
in the Wt channel and for the relevant backgrounds (CMS).
has been studied. ATLAS measured the precision of these measurements which can be
obtained with 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity citeatlasproperties. For the tests of physics
beyond the SM associated with the production of top quarks, the 95% CL limit (in the
absence of a signal) was also derived. Several sources of systematic errors were considered
using an approach common to all studies, as mentioned at the beginning. Few examples
follows: the sensitivity of the ATLAS experiment to the top quark charge measurement is
such that already with 1 fb−1 (using the semi-leptonic b-decay) it is possible to distinguish
with a 5σ significance, between the SM scenario (q=2/3) and the alternative (q=4/3). A
complete study of the precision reachable on the W polarisation fractions F0, FL and FR
(respectively 5%, 12% and 0.03) and the tt¯ spin correlation parameters A and AD (50%
and 34%) has been performed in the semileptonic tt¯ channel. Reconstructed and corrected
angular distributions are used to extract polarisation measurements. Expected limits on
the top quark rare decays through FCNC processes (t → qZ, qγ,qg) were set at 95% CL
in the absence of signal . The discovery potential of the ATLAS experiment for the tt¯
resonances decaying in the semileptonic channel, have been studied as a function of the
resonance mass. Using this information, Kaluza-Klein gluon resonances with masses up
to 1.5 TeV can be excluded with 1 fb−1 of data.
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7.29 Higgs Boson Mass
The Higgs boson mass is the only yet unknown free parameter of the SM. The Higgs in fact
has never been observed experimentally and its mass cannot be predicted by the SM. It
depends on the parameters v and λ, but while the former can be estimated by its relation
with the constant GF of Fermi’s theory, the latter is characteristic of the field φ and
cannot be determined other than measuring the Higgs mass itself. Both theoretical and
experimental constraints exist, including those from direct search at colliders, in particular
LEP.
7.29.1 Theoretical constraints
Theoretical constraints to the Higgs mass value [1] can be found by imposing the energy
scale Λ up to which the SM is valid, before the perturbation theory breaks down and non-
SM phenomena emerge. The upper limit is obtained requiring that the running quartic
coupling of Higgs potential λ remains finite up to the scale Λ (triviality). A lower limit is
found instead by requiring that λ remains positive after the inclusion of radiative correc-
tions, at least up to Λ: this implies that the Higgs potential is bounded from below, i.e.
the minimum of such potential is an absolute minimum (vacuum stability). A looser con-
straint is found by requiring such minimum to be local, instead of absolute (metastability).
These theoretical bounds on the Higgs mass as a function of Λ are shown in Fig. 7.74.
If the validity of the SM is assumed up to the Plank scale (Λ ∼ 1019 GeV ), the allowed
Higgs mass range is between 130 and 190 GeV/c2, while for Λ∼1 TeV the Higgs mass
can be up to 700 GeV/c2. On the basis of these results, the LHC has been designed for
searches of the Higgs boson up to masses of ∼1 TeV . If the Higgs particle is not found in
this mass range, then a more sophisticated explanation for the EWSB mechanism will be
needed.
7.29.2 Experimental constraints
Bounds on the Higgs mass are also provided by measurement at LEP, SLC and Tevatron [2]
(updated at July 2007). A lower bound at 114.4GeV/c2 (at 95% C.L.) has been established
by direct searches at LEP [3]. Moreover, since the Higgs boson contributes to radiative
corrections, many electroweak observables are logarithmically sensitive toMH and can thus
be used to constraint its mass. All the precision electroweak measurements performed by
the four LEP experiments, SLD, CDF and D∅ have been combined together and fitted,
assuming the SM as the correct theory and using the Higgs mass as free parameter. The
result of this procedure is summarized in Fig. 7.75, where ∆χ2 = χ2−χ2min is plotted as a
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Figure 7.74: Red line: triviality bound (for different upper limits to λ); blue line: vacuum
stability (or metastability) bound on the Higgs boson mass as a function of the new physics
(or cut-off) scale Λ [1].
function of MH . The solid curve is the result of the fit, while the shaded band represents
the theoretical uncertainty due to unknown higher order corrections.
As of Summer 2007, the indirectly measured value of the Higgs boson mass, corre-
sponding to the minimum of the curve, is MH = 76+33−24 GeV (at 68% C.L. for the black
line in Fig. 7.75, thus not taking the theoretical uncertainty into account). An upper limit
of 144 GeV can also be set (one-sided 95% C.L.) including the theoretical uncertainty;
this limit increases to 182 GeV/c2 when including the direct search limit of 114.4 GeV/c2.
Such results are obviously model-dependent, as the loop corrections take into account
only contributions from known physics. This result is thus well-grounded only within the
SM theory and has always to be confirmed by the direct observation of the Higgs boson.
7.30 Standard Model Higgs Boson search at LHC
The experiments at the LHC will search for the Higgs boson within a mass range going
from 100 GeV/c2 to about 1 TeV . In this section, the main Higgs boson production and
decay processes are described, in order to determine the most promising channels for the
Higgs discovery at LHC.
While the Higgs boson mass is not predicted by the theory, the Higgs boson couplings
to the fermions and bosons are predicted to be proportional to the corresponding par-
ticle masses (for fermions) or squared masses (for bosons). For this reason, the Higgs
boson production and decay processes are dominated by channels involving the coupling
of Higgs boson to heavy particles, mainly to W± and Z bosons and to the third generation
of fermions. For what concerns the remaining gauge bosons, the Higgs boson does not
couple to photons and gluons at tree level, but only by one-loop graphs where the main
contribution is given by t loops for the gg→H channel and by W+W− and t loops for the
γγ→H channel.
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Figure 7.75: ∆χ2 of the fit to the electroweak precision measurements of LEP, SLC and
Tevatron as a function of the Higgs mass (July 2007). The solid line represents the result
of the fit and the blue shaded band is the theoretical error from unknown higher-order
corrections. The yellow area represents the region excluded by direct search.
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7.31 Higgs boson production
The main processes contributing to the Higgs boson production at a hadron collider are
represented by the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 7.76. The corresponding cross sections for
a center of mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV , corresponding to the design value at the LHC, are
shown in Fig. 7.77.
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Figure 7.76: Higgs boson production mechanisms at tree level in proton-proton colli-
sions: (a) gluon-gluon fusion; (b) V V fusion; (c) W and Z associated production (or
Higgsstrahlung); (d) tt¯ associated production.
7.31.1 Gluon-gluon fusion
The gg fusion is the dominating mechanism for the Higgs boson production at the LHC
over the whole Higgs boson mass spectrum. The process is shown in Fig. 7.76(a), with a
t quark-loop as the main contribution.
The cross section for the basic gluon to Higgs boson process is [6]
σ(gg → H) = Gµα
2
S(µ
2
R)
288
√
2pi
∣∣∣∣∣34 ∑
q
AH1/2(τQ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (7.119)
where AH1/2(τQ) with τQ = M
2
H/4m
2
q is a form factor [7].
The lowest order cross section has large corrections from higher order QCD diagrams.
The increase in cross section from higher order diagrams is conventionally defined as the
K-factor
K =
σNLO
σLO
(7.120)
where LO (NLO) refer to leading (next-to-leading) order results. The K-factor for gluon
fusion is evaluated in Ref. [8] with a next-to-leading order calculation and it results ∼2.
The value of the cross section including the K-factor has two main uncertainties. The
first is from the gluon structure function which still has large uncertainty in the low x
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Figure 7.77: Higgs boson production cross sections at
√
s = 14 TeV as a function of the
Higgs boson mass. The cross sections are calculated using HIGLU and other programs [4];
they contain higher order corrections and the CTEQ6m [5] p.d.f. has been adopted.
region. The cross section using a large set of todays best available structure functions
was calculated in Ref. [9] and the results differ by around 20% which can be taken as the
theoretical uncertainty from the gluon structure function. At the time of data taking for
LHC it can be expected to have much better structure functions available with data from
HERA and the Tevatron.
Next-to-next-to leading order calculations are also available and show a further increase
of about 10% to 30%. Other sources of uncertainty are the higher order corrections
(10÷ 20% estimated).
The production of the Higgs boson through gluon fusion is sensitive to a fourth gen-
eration of quarks. Because the Higgs boson couples proportionally to the fermion mass,
including a fourth generation of very heavy quarks will more than double the cross section.
7.31.2 Vector boson fusion
The V V fusion (Fig. 7.76(b)) is the second contribution to the Higgs boson production
cross section. It is about one order of magnitude lower than gg fusion for a large range
of MH values and the two processes become comparable only for very high Higgs bo-
son masses (O(1 TeV )). However, this channel is very interesting because of its clear
experimental signature: the presence of two spectator jets with high invariant mass in
the forward region provides a powerful tool to tag the signal events and discriminate the
backgrounds, thus improving the signal to background ratio, despite the low cross section.
Moreover, both leading order and next-to-leading order cross sections for this process are
known with small uncertainties and the higher order QCD corrections are quite small.
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7.31.3 Associated production
In the Higgsstrahlung process (Fig. 7.76(c)), the Higgs boson is produced in association
with a W± or Z boson, which can be used to tag the event. The cross section for this
process is several orders of magnitude lower than gg and V V fusion ones. The QCD cor-
rections are quite large and the next-to-leading order cross section results to be increased
by a factor of 1.2÷ 1.4 with respect to the leading order one.
The last process, illustrated in Fig. 7.76(d), is the associated production of a Higgs
boson with a tt¯ pair. Also the cross section for this process is orders of magnitude lower
than those of gg and V V fusion, but the presence of the tt¯ pair in the final state can
provide a good experimental signature. The higher order corrections increase the cross
section of a factor of about 1.2.
7.32 Higgs boson decay
The branching ratios of the different Higgs boson decay channels are shown in Fig. 7.78
as a function of the Higgs boson mass. Fermionic decay modes dominate the branching
ratio in the low mass region (up to ∼150 GeV/c2). In particular, the channel H→bb¯ has
the highest branching ratio since the b quark is the heaviest fermion available. When the
decay channels into vector boson pairs open up, they quickly dominate. A peak in the
H→W+W− decay is visible around 160 GeV/c2, when the production of two on-shell W ’s
becomes possible and the production of a real ZZ pair is still not allowed. At high masses
(∼350 GeV/c2), also tt¯ pairs can be produced.
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Figure 7.78: Branching ratios for different Higgs boson decay channels as a function of the
Higgs boson mass. They are calculated with the program HDECAY [10] which includes the
dominant higher order corrections to the decay width.
As shown in Fig. 7.78, the branching ratios change dramatically across the possible
range of the Higgs boson mass requiring different strategies for the different Higgs boson
mass range. The most promising decay channels for the Higgs boson discovery do not only
depend on the corresponding branching ratios, but also on the capability of experimentally
detecting the signal rejecting the backgrounds. Fully hadronic events are the most copious
final states from Higgs boson decays. These decays can not be easily resolved when merged
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in QCD background, therefore topologies with leptons or photons are preferred, even if
they have smaller branching ratio.
Such channels are illustrated in the following, depending on the Higgs boson mass
range.
7.32.1 Low mass region
Though the branching ratio in this region is dominated by the Higgs boson decay into
bb¯, the background constituted by the di-jet production (more tan six order of magnitude
higher than the signal) makes quite difficult to use this channel for a Higgs boson discovery.
Some results from this channel can be obtained when the Higgs boson is produced in
association with a tt¯ or via Higgsstrahlung, since in this case the event has a clearer
signature, despite its low cross section.
The most promising way of identifying a Higgs boson in the low mass region is to select
the decay channel H→γγ. In spite of its lower branching ratio (around 10−3), the two
high energy photons constitute a very clear signature, which only suffers from the qq¯→γγ
and Z→e+e− backgrounds or jets faking photons. The expected signal to background
ratio is 10−2, which make this channel much more attractive than the bb¯ channel.
7.32.2 Intermediate mass region
For a Higgs boson mass value between 130GeV/c2 ≤MH ≤ 2MZ , the Higgs boson decays
into WW (∗) and ZZ∗ open up and their branching ratios quickly increase. Thus the best
channels in this mass region are H→WW (∗)→2`2ν and H→ZZ∗→4` with only one vector
boson on-shell.
The branching ratio of H→WW (∗) is higher, because of the higher coupling of the
Higgs boson to charged current with respect to neutral current. Moreover, this decay
mode becomes particularly important in the mass region between 2MW and 2MZ , where
the Higgs boson can decay into two real W ’s (and not yet into two real Z’s): its branching
ratio is ∼1. Anyway, in such channel because of the presence of the two ν’s in the final
state, the Higgs boson mass cannot be reconstructed. Such measurement can be performed
instead when one W decays leptonically and the other one decays in two quarks. But, in
this case, the final state suffers from the high hadronic background.
The decay H→ZZ∗→4`, despite its lower branching ratio, offers a very clear exper-
imental signature and high signal to background ratio. Furthermore, it allows to recon-
struct the Higgs boson mass with high precision. Therefore, this channel seems to be the
best candidate for a Higgs boson discovery in this mass range.
7.32.3 High mass region
This region corresponds to Higgs boson mass values above the 2MZ threshold, where the
Higgs boson can decay into a real ZZ pair. Though the H→ZZ width is still lower than
H→WW one, a decay into four charged leptons (muons or electrons) is surely the “golden
channel” for a high mass Higgs boson discovery.
The upper mass limit for detecting the Higgs boson in this decay channel is given by
the reduced production rate and the increased width of the Higgs boson. As an example,
less than 200 Higgs particles with MH = 700GeV/c2 will decay in the H → ZZ → 4`
channel in a year at high luminosity and the large width will increase the difficulty to
observe the mass peak.
In order to increase the sensitivity to a heavy Higgs boson production, decay channels
with one boson decaying into jets or neutrinos can be also considered. The decay channel
H → WW → `ν`jj, where j denotes a jet from a quark in the W decay, has a branching
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ratio just below 30%, yelding a rate some 50 times higher than the four lepton channel
from H → ZZ decays. The decay channel H → ZZ → `¯`ν`′ ν¯`′ which has a six times
larger branching ratio than the four lepton channel could also be interesting.
7.32.4 Higgs boson total decay width
The total width of the Higgs boson resonance is shown in Fig. 7.79 as a function of MH .
Below the 2MW threshold, the Higgs boson width is of the order of the MeV , then it
rapidly increases, but remains lower than 1 GeV/c2 up to MH ' 200 GeV : the low mass
range is therefore the most challenging region, because the Higgs boson width is dominated
by the experimental resolution.
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Figure 7.79: Higgs boson total decay width as a function of the Higgs boson mass.
In the high mass region (MH>2MZ), the total Higgs boson width is dominated by the
W+W− and ZZ partial widths, which can be written as follows:
Γ(H →W+W−) = g
2
64pi
M3H
M2W
√
1− xW
(
1− xW + 34x
2
W
)
(7.121)
Γ(H → ZZ) = g
2
128pi
M3H
M2W
√
1− xZ
(
1− xZ + 34x
2
Z
)
(7.122)
where
xW =
4M2W
M2H
, xW =
4M2Z
M2H
.
As the Higgs boson mass grows, xW , xZ → 0 and the leading term in Eqs. 7.121 and 7.122
grows proportional to M3H . Summing over the W
+W− and ZZ channels, the Higgs boson
width in the high mass region can be written as
Γ(H → V V ) = 3
32pi
M3H
v2
. (7.123)
From Eq. 7.123, it results that ΓH ' MH for MH ' 1 TeV . When MH becomes larger
than a TeV , therefore, it becomes experimentally very problematic to separate the Higgs
boson resonance from the V V continuum. Actually, being the resonance width larger than
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Figure 7.80: The γγ mass spectrum from ATLAS simulation with an integrated luminosity
of 100 fb−1. On the right after the background subtraction.
its own mass, the Higgs boson cannot be properly considered as a particle any more. In
addition, if the Higgs boson mass is above 1 TeV , the SM predictions violate unitarity.
All these considerations suggest the TeV as a limit to the Higgs boson mass: at the TeV
scale at least, the Higgs boson must be observed, or new physics must emerge.
7.33 The Higgs search from the first fb−1 to 100 fb−1
In this session the discovery strategies for the Standard Model Higgs boson are presented
with the focus on the results with 1, 10 and 30 fb−1, which should correspond respectively
to about one year of data taking at the start-up luminosity and the first year and three
years at low luminosity (2× 1033cm−2s−1). Finally the significances for a Higgs discovery
after 100 fb−1 are summarized.
7.34 H → γγ
If MH = 100−140 GeV/c2 the decay with the highest probability to observe it in γγ. Even
if the BR is very low, NLO BR (' 0.002), we expect a narrow peak in 2 photon invariant
mass (see Fig. 7.80). The amount of background is very high: Drell-Yan e+e−, pp → γγ
(irreducible), pp→ jets+ γ and pp→ jets where one or more jets are misidentified as γ
(reducible). In particular this last kind of background has a big dependence on the detector
performance and it involves not well known QCD physics. Therefore there is a great deal
of uncertainty in the benchmark estimate of significance and of needed luminosity (shown
in Figures 7.83 and 7.84. However this will not be a systematic error on real data since
the background will be precisely measured from the data themselves, exploiting the big
M(γγ) sidebands signal free (' 1%).
For this channel the resolution on the electromagnetic calorimeters is critical, as it is
the amount of material in front of them. In ATLAS and CMS there is about 1.5 X0 of
material in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter, that makes 50% of the electrons and
photons loose more than 50% of their energy.
At LHC the longitudinal spread of the interaction vertexes is of 53 mm resulting
in almost 2 Gev/c2 smearing on MH . The charged tracks in the event will allow the
determination of the primary vertex with a 5 mm precision in most of the signal events.
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7.35 H → bb¯
Experiments are putting a lot of effort in the search for a Higgs boson decaying into b
quarks, in order to have an alternative channel with respect to the photonic one for low
Higgs masses. The background is the production of bb¯ and tt¯ pairs than it is impossi-
ble to think to be able to isolate a Higgs produced via gluon fusion. The Higgs boson
production via tt¯ fusion presents a possible solution. Three possible final state are taken
into consideration: the fully leptonic: H → b¯b, t → `νb, t¯ → `νb¯, the semi-leptonic:
H → b¯b, t → q¯qb, t¯ → `νb¯ and the fully hadronic: H → b¯b, t → q¯qb, t¯ → q¯qb¯ This sig-
nal will be recognized due to the presence of a high pT lepton from one of the two W
and missing energy and 4 b-tagged jets (of which two from the Higgs). The background
will be high to due the presence of many jets in the event. The major backgrounds are
the production of ttbb, Zbb, tt + Njets and multi-jets QCD events. The main sources of
uncertainty are the MC predictions, the jet energy scale the b-tagging efficiency.
A novel study for the search for a Higgs into bb¯ [12] considers the production via Vector
Boson Fusion in association with a photon. The final state is then characterized by two
forward/backward jets, two b-jets and a central high pT photon. The additional request
of a photon in the detector increases drastically the signal over background ratio. Studies
after detector effects are under way.
7.36 H → ZZ(∗)→ 4l
These channels are very promising for the Higgs detection in the mass range 130 GeV -
500 GeV , with the exception of a small interval near 160 GeV where the H → ZZ(∗)
branching ratio (BR) has a big drop due to the opening of the WW on-shell production.
The main backgrounds are: tt¯ (σ ' 840 pb), Zbb¯ (σ ' 280 pb) usually it is generated
with CompHEP (gg and qq¯ initial state), and the irreducible ZZ(∗)/γ∗ (σ ' 30 pb)
generated as well with CompHEP (both t ans s channel) to be compared with the H →
ZZ(∗) cross section of about 10-50 pb. Zcc has been found to be negligible.
The trigger and the oﬄine cuts applied in the analysis rely on the presence of isolated
charged leptons coming from the primary vertex and with high transverse momentum.
The Z mass peak is also a powerful feature: more than 50% (80%) of the events have at
least one on-shell Z for M(H) > 115 (150) GeV . Requiring lepton isolation and cutting
differently on the sorted pT of the leptons the reducible background become negligible.
The irreducible background can be partly cut away with cuts on angular variables (that
are Higgs Mass dependence).
The studied final states are 2e2µ, 4µ and 4e. The first has the biggest BR while the
second is the cleanest one. The main concern of the last channel is the presence, for low
Higgs masses, of very soft electrons, well below the range for which the reconstruction
will be best controlled via single Z and W measurements. The main systematics error
sources are: the choice of the PDF and the QCD scale, the NLO versus the LO dynamics,
the isolation cut and its efficiency, the electron reconstruction efficiency, the energy and
momentum scale and the charge identification. It is important to normalize with the data
itself by using two other control samples: the Drell-Yan and the side bands of the Higgs
spectra that suffer from low statistics.
In Figures 7.83 and 7.84 the luminosity needed for a 5σ discovery and the significance
achievable with 30 fb−1, combining the three possible final states, is plotted as a function
of the Higgs mass.
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7.37 H → WW (∗)→ lνlν
The leptonic decays of both the W in the ee, eµ and µµ combinations have been studied.
The signal has a cross section of 0.5-2.3 pb with a peak at M(H) = 160 GeV but does
not present an invariant mass peak due to presence of the two neutrinos. This channel
present a very clean signature: 2 isolated high pT leptons pointing to the primary vertex
and high missing energy and no hadron activity. The main backgrounds are single and
double top production (σ ' 90 pb) and double boson production (σ ' 15 pb), considering
only the fully leptonic decays. The Drell-Yan background after the full selection should be
less than 2% of the total background (there is no high missing energy). Figures 7.83 and
7.84 shows the luminosity needed for a 5σ discovery and the significance obtained with 30
fb−1 as a function of the Higgs mass.
The final state selection relies mainly on the request of high missing energy (> 50 GeV )
and on a central jet veto. The main kinematic peculiarity of this channel is the closeness
of the two charged leptons due to the fact the Higgs boson is a scalar and that the V-
A structure of the weak interaction. For this channel the correct simulation of the spin
correlation matters (see Figure 7.81) The absence of the Higgs peak requires an high signal
over background ratio and a good control of the background shape. Therefore a procedure
to normalize the background from the data is necessary: a different signal free region
for each background has been defined varying the analysis cuts. The uncertainties for
the various backgrounds are between 15% and 20%, with the exception of single top and
gg → WW processes for which it’s not possible to find a good normalization region so
that the systematics (' 30%) are dominated by MC theorethical errors.
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7.38 Vector Boson Fusion Production
During the last years a lot of effort has been put on the Vector Boson Fusion production
channels. These channels present a very clear signature given by the two forward and
backward jets. The presence of these two jets together with the decay products of the
Higgs allows a good rejection of dominant background coming from V+n jets, VV+n jets
and tt¯ production. The forward and backward jets tend to be well separated in pseudo-
rapidity and to have a very high invariant mass.
More generally the Vector Boson Fusion cross section (with or without a production
of a Higgs particle) is an extremely interesting process to study because the cross section
σ(pp → V V jj) and the polarizations of the V V pair depend sensitively on the presence
or absence of a light Higgs in the physical spectrum. If a massive Higgs boson exists, a
resonance will be observed in the V V invariant mass spectrum in correspondence of the
Higgs mass. In absence of the Higgs particle, the Standard Model (SM) predicts that the
scattering amplitude of longitudinally polarized vector boson grows linearly with s and
violates unitarity at about 1–1.5 TeV. As a consequence, the measurement of the cross
section at large M(V V ) could provide information on the existence of the Higgs boson
independently of its direct observation. In particular, absence of strong interactions in
high energy boson-boson scattering could provide a strong incentive to probe harder for
a light Higgs, which will require several years of data taking for a reliable discovery. But
even if a Higgs particle is discovered, in this or other channels, it will be necessary to
verify that indeed longitudinally polarized vector bosons are weakly coupled by studying
boson-boson scattering in full detail.
The following vector boson fusion processes can be studied at LHC:
qq → qqV V → qqV Z → qqqqµµ/ee
qq → qqV V → qqV W → qqqqµν/eν.
They offer a clear experimental signature, because of the presence of high pT leptons from
the W or Z decay, together with the highest branching ratio among the final states which
are possible to reconstruct in an hadronic environment. In fact boson-boson scattering with
a totally hadronic final state cannot be isolated from the non resonant QCD backgrounds
whose cross section is much higher.
Final states where both bosons decay leptonically have been also analyzed:
qq → qqV V → qqZZ → qqµµµµ/qqeeee
qq → qqV V → qqZW → qqµµµν
qq → qqV V → qqW±W± → qqµ±νµ±ν
They have a small rate but a very clear signature. Moreover in these channels both of
the outgoing bosons can be unequivocally recognized as W or Z and this can be useful
for the study of the cross section behavior at high boson-boson invariant mass. Finally
in the qqV V → qqW±W± → qqµ±νµ±ν process the exact V V invariant mass cannot
be reconstructed so an appropriate kinematic treatment is necessary. Nevertheless the
study of this final state in the high invariant mass region is very promising because in
the W±W± →W±W± process the enhancement of the cross section due to the unitarity
violation in the no-Higgs case is large.
All the listed channels have similar kinematic behavior. The particles in the final
state coming from the decay of a W (or a Z) are expected to have quite high transverse
momentum (pT ) and to be mostly produced centrally in the detector, i.e. at low absolute
value of pseudo-rapidity (η). On the contrary, the two quarks that have radiated the vector
bosons, the so called “spectator quarks”, tend to go in the forward/backward regions at
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high |η| and they have very large energy and pT . Thanks to their peculiar kinematic
pattern, the presence of these two spectator quarks is essential to tag the V V fusion
events as a six fermions final state, therefore they also are called “tag quarks”.
The most problematic background for the vector boson fusion signal in the semi-
leptonic final state is the production of a single W (or Z) in association with n jets
(n=2,3,4,5) which has a huge cross section (of the order of nanobarns). The background
most difficult to reject in the totally leptonic channel is instead the production of a couple
of bosons in association with n jets (n=0,1,2,3) with a cross section of some picobarns.
Another potentially dangerous background with a big cross section is the QCD production
of top pairs (' 200 pb). Lastly, the irreducible background coming from t¯t Electroweak
production, Triple and Quartic Gauge Coupling (TCG,QGC) and non resonant 6 fermion
final state, must be considered, which has a cross section of the same order as the signal
and a very similar kinematic behavior.
For a complete overview of one of the analysis see e.g. [11]. In the following section
some of the final state already accessible at low luminosity will be addressed as an example.
In general, the discovery of the Higgs mass peak up to 500 GeV should require something
more than 100 fb-1, while in the case of absence of the Higgs, due to the quite poor signal
over background ratio, it is still difficult to say how long it will take to be able to relay
only on the high M(V V ) region to understand the mechanism which breaks the symmetry,
and high luminosity will surely be needed.
qqH with H →WW
The analysis of the fully leptonic decay channel (qqlνlν final state) is similar to that
described in the previous section (Sec. 7.37). This process has a lower cross section (50-
250 fb) but the presence of the two additional quarks from the VBF, with high energy
and pseudorapidity, can be exploited to disentangle the signal from the background.
The semileptonic decay channel (qqqqlν final state) has the advantage of a higher BR
and it allows to reconstruct the Higgs mass peak. On the other hand it suffers from very
high background: double top (σ ' 840 pb), single top (σ ' 100 pb), double boson plus
jets (σ ' 100 pb) and single boson plus jets (σ bigger than 1 mb), to be compared with
the qqH → qqWW cross section of about 0.6-2.7 pb. Thus strong cuts are necessary
and this implies a good knowledge of the physics involved. However the cross sections of
the multiple jets processes at the LHC scale are not yet very well known and they will be
measured precisely only from the LHC data themselves. Moreover many systematics about
the jets detection and reconstruction are still quite uncertain, they can be understood and
measured only from the data.
The preliminary estimation of the significance with 30 fb−1 is shown in Figures 7.83
and 7.84(left).
qqH with H → ττ
This channel has been analyzed with one τ decaying into leptons and the other τ into
hadrons (σ ' 50-160 pb). The irreducible backgrounds are the QCD and EW production
of two τ leptons from Z/γ∗ with associated jets (QCD 2τ+2/3 jets σ ' 1.6 pb, EW 2τ+2
jets σ ' 230 fb). The reducible backgrounds considered are the W+ multi-jet production
(W+3/4 jets σ ' 14.5 pb with W → µν) and tt¯ events (σ ' 86 pb with W → lν), in
which one of the jets can be misidentified as a τ -jet.
This analysis has to reconstruct a very complex final state. The hadronically decaying
τ is reconstructed from a little (∆R = 0.4) isolated jet. A very low impurity (2.7%)
is obtained thanks to the selection cuts, costing a low reconstruction efficiency (30%).
The energy resolution on the reconstructed τ is 11.3%. The leptonically decaying τ is
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discovery (right) in the various channels as a function of the Higgs mass with the CMS
detector [13].
recognized from the electron or muon with highest transverse momentum, requiring pT >
15 GeV . The τ energies are calculated using collinear approximation of visible part of τ
decay products and neutrinos. A raw (not calibrated) missing transverse energy (MET)
greater than 40 GeV is required. The MET resolution after all corrections is 20%, this
is the largest contribution to the Higgs mass resolution. Finally the presence of the two
quarks emitting the bosons in the VBF process can be exploited: they have very high
energy and high rapidity gap (as shown in Figure 7.82) because there is not color exchange
between them, being produced trough an EW process. After having removed the τ jet and
the two VBF jets, a central jet veto is applied using a Monte Carlo jet energy calibration.
The significance exceeds 3σ with 30 fb−1, as reported in Figures 7.83 and 7.84(left).
The number of events is measured directly from the data fitting the M(ττ) distribution.
The uncertainty on the number of background events (7.8% with 30 fb−1) is computed
from its spread in 10.000 toy Monte Carlo data distributions generated following the fit
results.
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7.38.1 The Higgs signal Significance at LHC
Figure 7.83 and figure 7.84 (see ref. [13] and [14]) are a good summary of the CMS and
ATLAS potential for the Higgs discovery with low luminosity.
The various channels will be combined to get a coherent picture. Depending on the
Higgs mass and on the cross section ×BR only 10 fb−1 or few years of data taking will
be necessary to get a undiscussed significance. Figure 7.85 shows instead the ATLAS and
CMS potential for the Higgs discovery including as well one year at high luminosity. In
figure 7.86 the needed luminosity for a 95% exclusion and for a 5σ discovery are shown as
a function of the Higgs boson mass. It should be noticed that a careful preliminary work
must be done in order get those results: the first data will be used to study the detector
systematics (in particular the control of the jets response and of the MET resolution will
be difficult at the beginning) and to measure the cross sections of multi-jets background
processes (mainly tt¯ and single and double boson production in association with jets).
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Figure 7.85: Significance achievable with 10, 30 and 100 fb−1 for the two experiment
combined together.
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WW Scattering
Authors: Alessandro Ballestrero and Ezio Maina
The Standard Model (SM) has passed with flying colours about twenty years of com-
parisons with precision electroweak data[1]. However at present we don’t have yet any
direct experimental evidence for the mechanism which breaks the SU(2)L × U(1)Y down
to U(1)EM . In the SM this is accomplished by a single scalar doublet which also provides
masses to all fermions. Despite its simplicity, elegance and spectacular succes the SM
leaves a number of unanswered questions [2]:
• Why Electroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB) occurs and why at the weak scale
v ≈ 250 GeV.
• Why fermions have the experimentally measured masses. Why three families.
and a number of shortcomings:
• It involves fundamental scalars, while none such particle has been observed (In a
supersymmetric world however fundamental scalars would be quite natural).
• If the theory has to be valid up to the GUT or Planck scale, the parameters of the
theory have to be fine-tuned in order to keep the electroweak scale low instead that
at the large mass scale.
• Scalar theories, if they have to make sense, that is if their running couplings must
remain finite, at arbitrary large energies, are trivial: the quartic coupling at low
energies must be zero.
• It generates a cosmological constant about 50 orders of magnitude larger than the
experimental upper bound.
Several theories have been proposed, which solve at least some of the above problems.
Schematically one can group them in four categories [3]:
- Supersymmetry. The Higgs sector consists of two Higgs doublets which result in 5 Higgs
particles: 2 neutral, two charged and one pseudoscalar. The lightest neutral Higgs
is predicted to be not heavier than about 160 GeV.
- Little Higgs. In these models there is an expanded gauge symmetry at the TeV scale
that contains the standard SU(2)xU(1). An approximate global symmetry prevents
the Higgs from obtaining quadratically divergent mass at one loop. The Higgs boson
is a pseudo-Golstone boson resultimg from spontaneous breaking of the approximate
symmetry and it is therefore light. These models contain new heavy gauge bosons
whose mass is of the order of the TeV.
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- Dynamical symmetry breaking. EWSB arises in these theories from chiral symmetry
breaking of a new strong interacting gauge sector. The role of the Higgs is played
by a condensate of new heavy quarks (techniquarks). The oldest version of these
theories, Technicolor, dates back to 1976 but it was incompatible with electroweak
data. Then Extended Techincolor was intended to explain also the problem of quarks
and leptons flavour but this induced problems in preventing flavour changing neutral
corrents. Successive versions went under the name of Walking Technicolor (with
different scales of chiral symmetry breaking). For a modern realization of these kind
of theories see ref. [4]
- Higgless models. Models with extra dimensions can generate EWSB from boundary
conditions on the brane of the extra dimensions. The Higgless models all contain a
tower of Kaluza Klein particles with the quantum numbers of the SM gauge bosons.
These particles take part in the elastic scattering amplitudes and restore unitarity
as the Higgs does in the SM.
The last two groups of theories, as any theory in which there is no elementary Higgs
particle or this is much heavier than 1 TeV, give rise to strong scattering among heavy
bosons at high energy, which results in predictions markedly different from the SM case
and in possible formation of resonances. There are also interesting theories with pseudo
Goldstone Higgs in which, even though a low mass Higgs is present, strong scattering
between bosons at high energies is predicted [5].
The centrality of WW scattering to the exploration of EWSB stems from the issue of
cancellation of high energy divergences. Any scattering amplitude in a consistent quantum
mechanical theory must respect the unitarity of the S matrix, which is equivalent to the
conservation of total probability. This implies that no amplitude can indefinitely grow
with energy. The reaction which best exemplifies the relationship between unitarity and
EWSB is the scattering among longitudinally polarized vector bosons. The Feynman
diagrams for W+W− → W+W− are shown in Fig.(8.87). The polarization vectors of a
transversely/longitudinally (T/L) polarized W boson traveling along the zˆ axis are:
T =
(
0;± 1√
2
,
−i√
2
)
L =
1
MW
(
|~k|; 0, 0, EW
)
~k//zˆ (8.124)
so that for EW MW µL = kµ/MW +O(M2W /E2W ). Therefore
W
+
L · W
−
L ≈
kW+ · kW−
m2W
=
s
2m2W
(8.125)
and the leading behaviour of each diagram Di in the top row of Fig.(8.87) is:
Di ∝ kW+ · kW−
m2W
kW+ · kW−
m2W
=
s2
4m4W
(8.126)
However the terms proportional to s2 cancel when we sum the five diagrams in the top
row, leaving an amplitude proportional to s. This unacceptable behaviour is canceled
by the sum of the two Higgs exchange diagrams leaving an amplitude which tends to a
constant in the high energy limit.
The linear rise with s of the WW scattering amplitude in the absence of the Higgs,
which is predicted by the Low Energy Theorem (LET) [8],is completely analogous to the
threshold behavior of the pion-pion amplitude. In both cases it is a consequence of their
nature of Goldstone bosons.
It should be noticed that the issue of bad high energy behaviour of electroweak am-
plitudes for longitudinally polarized vector bosons and its link with the Higgs boson is
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Figure 8.87: Vector boson scattering process.
completely general. For instance the amplitude for e+e− → W+LW−L with massive elec-
tons grows as
√
s in the absence of the Higgs and only when the Higgs exchange graph is
included the amplitude displays an acceptable high energy limit.
The analysis of the interactions among longitudinally polarized bosons is simplified by
the Equivalence Theorem which states that for any longitudinally polarized boson V iL and
corresponding Goldstone boson ωi:
A(V 1L . . . V
N
L → V 1L . . . V N
′
L ) = (i)
N (−i)N ′A(ω1 . . . ωN → ω1 . . . ωN ′) +O
(
M2V
s
)
(8.127)
The Equivalence Theorem, in addition to make the calculation of high energy reactions
among longitudinal vector boson easier, is physically interesting because it allows to link
boson boson scattering with pion pion scattering at low energies. This is because the
Lagrangian of the Goldstone bosons, is identical to the linear σ-model which has been
used to describe pion-pion interactions (Veltman [2]). In the limit mH → ∞ the linear
sigma model leads to the non–linear sigma model [6] in which the effects of the heavy
Higgs appear via an infinite tower of non-renormalizable terms of progressively higher
dimension. These terms are multiplied by appropriate inverse powers of the heavy Higgs
mass in order to keep the overall mass dimension to four as required. More generally one
use this approach to parametrize any new physics effect, with the scale of the onset of
new physics Λ in place of the Higgs mass. This leads to the so called Electroweak Chiral
Lagrangian (EChL). In this effective field theory corrections to observables generated by
new physics can be computed systematically truncating the series in E/Λ at some fixed
order, where E is the relevant energy of the experiment. This procedure is equivalent to
taking into account only operators up to a fixed dimension and is valid for E << Λ.
In WW scattering, in the absence of a relatively light Higgs boson, tree-level unitarity
is violated at about 1 TeV (Typically other processes clash with unitarity at a much larger
energies), therefore either the Higgs must exist or some other mechanism must intervene
at about the TeV scale and play the same role in taming the divergent behaviour of high
energy ampitudes. Hence these processes are the ideal testing ground for the mechanism
of EWSB.
However at the LHC, or any other collider, no beam of on shell EW bosons will be
available. Boson boson interactions will be initiated by the emission of spacelike virtual
bosons from the incoming quarks. These bosons will eventually scatter among themselves
and finally decay. These kind of events is characterized by the presence of two energetic
jets in the forward and backward direction and by high pT jets or leptons in the central
part of the detector from the decay of the final state bosons. It is by studying these
Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) events that we hope to obtain clues about the behaviour of
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with different unitarization procedures. For comparison the cross section for a Higgs boson
of 1 TeV and the LET prediction are also shown. Notice that in this approximation the
SM cross section with a light Higgs would be zero.
boson-boson scattering.
The analogy with pion-pion scattering suggests to apply the same unitarization tech-
niques which have proved useful in low-energy QCD also in high-energy boson scattering.
There are various methods to construct amplitudes which satisfy the unitarity constraints
on the basis of the first few terms in the perturbative expansion. Unfortunately the differ-
ent methods result in different predictions for boson-boson scattering. This is illustrated
in Fig.(8.88) which is based on the paper of Butterworthet al. [7] to which we refer for the
details. In Fig.(8.88) we present the predictions at the LHC for the Pade’ and N/D method
(for three values of the mass parameters M) for a specific set of values of the coefficient of
the dimension–4 operators in the EChL. For comparison we also show the cross section for
a Heavy Higgs of 1 TeV and the result from the LET amplitude which corresponds to the
infinite Higgs mass case. Notice that the growth proportional to s of the LET amplitude
is completely swamped by the decresase of the PDF distribution functions at large x. The
results of Fig.(8.88) have been obtained in the Equivalent Vector Boson Approximation
(EVBA) [9] and only include longitudinal W ’s. The EVBA provides a particularly simple
and appealing framework in which the cross section for the full process is approximated
by the convolution of the cross section for the scattering of on shell vector bosons times
appropriate distribution functions which can be interpreted as the probability of the ini-
tial state quarks to emit the EW bosons which then interact. This approach relies on the
neglect of all diagrams which do not include boson boson scattering subdiagrams and on a
suitable on-shell projection for the scattering set of diagrams. It has been shown [10] that
in general EVBA results and their relationship to exact results depend quite sensitevely
on the set of cuts which need to be applied in order to obtain a finite result when photon
exchange diagrams are included. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to extract from the
EVBA more than a very rough estimate of the actual behaviour of the Standard Model
predictions for boson boson scattering.
Whether or not the LHC will be able to determine the details of EWSB depends on
the mechanism Nature has chosen to accomplish the task. To put things in perspective
the peak at about 800 GeV in the Pade’ unitarization scheme in Fig.(8.88) corresponds
to a cross section of about 150 fb. At high luminosity, L = 100fb−1/year, and with
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no-Higgs case, in black (dashed) for M(H)=500 GeV and in red for M(H)=170 GeV.
BR(WW → lνjj)=8/27 this corresponds to about 4400 semileptonic events per LHC
year, which will be very difficult to miss. If on the other hand we assume the unfavourable
scenario of a very heavy Higgs, the signal to search for is an increase in the cross section for
qqV V events at large V V invariant mass without resonant structures. The corresponding
mass distribution is compared in Fig.(8.89) with the distribution obtained with a light
Higgs. Fig.(8.89) has been produced using a full six fermion event generator [11] which
includes all possible polarizations of the vector bosons, after standard acceptance cuts.
With the help of a Neural Net analysis it has been shown that the event rate in the no
Higgs case can be about twice the rate for a light Higgs, with about 200 events per high
luminosity year in the no Higgs case.
It is clear that the investigation of the mechanism of EWSB will be among the priorities
of the LHC physics agenda, in parallel with the quest for the Higgs with which it is
intimately related, as we have seen. Soon data will start guiding our speculations and
efforts and some answers will hopefully start to emerge.
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9.39 Motivations
A common prediction of weakly coupled models like the standard model (SM) and minimal
SUSY as well as strongly coupled composite models of the Higgs boson is that the breaking
of the electro-weak (EW) symmetry is due to a light—that is, with a mass less than 300
GeV—Higgs boson.
What happens if the LHC will not discover any light Higgs boson? Most likely, this
would mean that the EW symmetry must be broken by a new and strongly interacting
sector.
In this scenario—in which there is no SUSY and no light (fundamental or composite)
Higgs boson to be seen—it becomes particularly relevant to analyze the physics of gauge
boson scattering—WW , WZ and ZZ—because it is here that the strongly interacting
sector should manifest itself most directly. For a short review, see these proceedings [1].
Gauge boson scattering in this regime looks similar in many ways to pipi scattering in
QCD and similar techniques can be used. The natural language is that of the effective
electro-weak lagrangian introduced in [2]. This lagrangian contains all dimension four
operators for the propagation and interaction of the Goldstone bosons of the breaking
of the global SU(2) × U(1) symmetry. If we knew the coefficients of these operators we
could predict the physics of gauge boson scattering at the LHC. Unfortunately the crucial
coefficients do not enter directly in currently measured observables. We do not know their
values and constraints on them can only be inferred by their effect in small loop corrections
to the EW observables. Accordingly they are rather weak. In addition, even though the
LHC will explore these terms directly, its sensitivity is not as good as we would like it to
be and an important range of values will remain unexplored.
This lack of predictive power can be ameliorated if we assume some model of the strong
dynamics responsible of the electro-weak symmetry breaking. In this case, additional
relations among the coefficients can be found and used to relate them to known constraints.
Our strategy is therefore to use our prejudices—that is, model-dependent relationships
among the coefficients of the effective lagrangian—plus general constraints coming from
causality and analyticity of the amplitudes to see what values the relevant coefficients
of the effective electro-weak lagrangian can assume without violating any of the current
bounds.
We are aware that in many models the relations among the coefficients we utilize can
be made weaker and therefore our bounds will not apply. Nevertheless we find it useful
to be as conservative as possible and explore—given what we know from electro-weak
precision measurements and taking the models at their face values—what can be said
about gauge boson scattering if electro-weak symmetry is broken by a strongly interacting
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sector. Within this framework, we find that the crucial coefficients are bound to be
smaller than the expected sensitivity of the LHC and therefore they will be probably not
be detected directly.
This is not the end of the story though. The cutoff scale of the effective theory is
given by the energy at which unitarity is lost. This is around 1.3 TeV in the case of the
electro-weak theory as described by the effective lagrangian at the tree level. Unitarity is
recovered after introducing additional states which are the Higgs boson in the case of the
standard model while they are resonances made of bound states of the strongly interacting
sector in our case. On a more practical level, there exist unitarization procedures that
move the scale at which unitarity is lost to higher values and we will consider one of them.
It is characteristic of these procedures to automatically include the necessary resonances
in the spectrum. The presence of resonances is particularly interesting if the coefficients
of the effective lagrangian cannot be measured. They may well be the only signatures of
the strongly interacting sector accessible at the LHC. We discuss in same detail the most
likely masses and widths of these resonances and their experimental signatures.
9.40 Gauge boson scattering
Consider the case in which the LHC will not find any new particle propagating under
an energy scale Λ around 2 TeV. By new we mean those particles, including the scalar
Higgs boson, not directly observed yet. In this case—since Λ  mW—the physics of
gauge boson scattering is well described by the standard model (SM) with the addition
of the effective lagrangian containing all the possible electro-weak (EW) operators for the
Goldstone bosons (GB)—pia, with a = 1, 2, 3—associated to the SU(2)L×U(1)Y → U(1)em
symmetry breaking. The GB are written as an SU(2) matrix
U = exp (ipiaσa/v) , (9.128)
where σa are the Pauli matrices and v = 246 GeV is the electro-weak vacuum. The GB
couple to the EW gauge and fermion fields in an SU(2)L×U(1)Y invariant way. As usual,
under a local SU(2)L × U(1)Y transformation U → LUR†, with L and R an SU(2)L
and U(1)Y transformation respectively. The EW precision tests require an approximate
SU(2)C custodial symmetry to be preserved and therefore we assume R ⊂ SU(2)R.
The most general lagrangian respecting the above symmetries, together with C and P
invariance, and up to dimension 4 operators is given in the references in [2] of which we
mostly follow the notation:
L = v
2
4
Tr [(DµU)†(DµU)] +
1
4
a0g
2v2[Tr(TVµ)]2 +
1
2
a1gg
′BµνTr(TWµν)
+
1
2
ia2g
′BµνTr(T [V µ, V ν ]) + ia3gTr(Wµν [V µ, V ν ])
+ a4[Tr(VµVν)]2 + a5[Tr(VµV µ)]2 + a6Tr(VµVν)Tr(TV µ)Tr(TV ν)
+ a7Tr(VµV µ)Tr(TVν)Tr(TV ν) +
1
4
a8g
2[Tr(TWµν)]2
+
1
2
ia9Tr(TWµν)Tr(T [V µ, V ν ]) +
1
2
a10[Tr(TVµ)Tr(TVν)]2
+ a11gµνρλTr(TVµ)Tr(VνWρλ) . (9.129)
In (9.129), Vµ = (DµU)U †, T = Uσ3U † and
DµU = ∂µU + i
σk
2
W kµU − ig′U
σ3
2
Bµ , (9.130)
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with Wµν = σkW kµν/2 = ∂µWν − ∂νWµ + ig[Wµ,Wν ] is expressed in matrix notation.
This lagrangian, as any other effective theory, contains arbitrary coefficients, in this
case called ai, which have to be fixed by experiments or by matching the theory with
a UV completion. The coefficients a2, a3, a9, a11 and a4, a5, a6, a7, a10 contribute at tree
level to the gauge boson scattering and represent anomalous triple and quartic gauge
couplings respectively. They are not directly bounded by experiments. On the other
hand, the coefficients a0, a1 and a8 in (9.129) are related to the electro-weak precision
measurements parameters S, T and U [3] and therefore directly constrained by LEP
precision measurements.32
Precision tests, custodial symmetry and the effective lagrangian
The EW precision measurements test processes in which oblique corrections play a dom-
inant role with respect to the vertex corrections. This is why we can safely neglect the
fermion sector (in our approximate treatment) and why the parameters S, T , U , W and Y
represent such a stringent phenomenological set of constraints for any new sector to be a
candidate for EW symmetry breaking (EWSB). The good agreement between experiments
and a single fundamental Higgs boson is encoded in the very small size of the above EW
precision tests parameters. The idea of a fundamental Higgs boson is perhaps the most
appealing because of its extreme economy but it is not the only possibility and what we do
here is to consider some strongly interacting new physics whose role is providing masses
for the gauge bosons in place of the Higgs boson.
To express the precision tests constraints in terms of bounds for the coefficients of the
low-energy lagrangian in eq. (9.129) we have to take into account that the parameters S,
T and U are defined as deviations from the SM predictions evaluated at a reference value
for the Higgs and top quark masses. Since we are interested in substituting the SM Higgs
sector, we keep separated the contribution to S of the Higgs boson and write
SH + S = SEWSB , (9.131)
and analog equations for T and U . The contributions coming from the SM particles,
including the GB, are not relevant because they appear on both sides of the equation. SH
is given by diagrams containing at least one SM Higgs boson propagator while SEWSB
represents the contribution of the new symmetry breaking sector, except for contributions
with GB loops only. We thus find that, in the chiral lagrangian (9.129) notation,
SEWSB = −16pia1
αemTEWSB = 2g2a0
UEWSB = −16pia8 (9.132)
The coefficients a0, a1 and a8 typically have a scale dependence (and the same is true for
SH , TH and UH) because they renormalize the UV divergences of the GB loops which yields
a renormalization scale independent S, T and U . One expects by dimensional analysis
that U ∼ (m2Z/Λ2)T  T and therefore U is typically ignored. The relationships (9.132)
have been used in [5] to study the possible values of the effective lagrangian coefficients in
the presence of SM Higgs boson with a mass larger than the EW precision measurements
limits.
Using the results of the analysis presented in [4], taking as reference values mH = 115
GeV, mt = 178 GeV and summing the 1-loop Higgs contributions, we obtain:
SEWSB = −0.05± 0.15
αemTEWSB = (0.3± 0.9)× 10−3 (9.133)
32The authors of [4] defined the complete set of EW parameters which includes—in addition to S, T
and U—W and Y . These latter come from O(p6) terms and can be neglected in the present discussion.
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at the scale µ = mZ . We shall use these results to set constraints to the coefficients of the
effective lagrangian (9.129).
The smallness of the parameter T can be understood as a consequence of an approx-
imate symmetry of the underlying theory under which the matrix U carries the adjoint
representation. In fact, if we require a global SU(2)L × SU(2)R → SU(2)C pattern the
T = Uσ3U † operator would not be present in the non-gauged chiral lagrangian. The gauge
interactions break explicitly this symmetry through SU(2)R ⊃ U(1)Y (and consequently
by SU(2)C ⊃ U(1)em) thus producing a non-vanishing T parameter as a small loop ef-
fect proportional to g′2. Moreover, any new EWSB sector must eventually be coupled
with some new physics responsible for the fermions masses generation and thus requiring
a breaking of the SU(2)C . Due to this approximate symmetry we expect the couplings
a0,2,6,7,8,9,10,11 to be subdominant with respect to the custodial preserving ones.
Most of the strongly coupled theories have large and positive SEWSB and the assump-
tion that this sector respects an exact custodial symmetry is in general in contrast with
smaller values of the S parameter. In fact, a small deviation from the point TEWSB = 0
can lead to a negative correction of the same order in the S parameter. Using the effective
lagrangian formalism and going to the unitary gauge we find
SEWSB =
4
αem
(
s2W∆Z − c2W∆A
)
UEWSB = −8s
2
W
αem
(∆Z + ∆A) (9.134)
where the ∆A,Z are the shifts in the photon and Z0 kinetic terms due to new physics—
once the shifts in the W propagators have been rescaled to write its kinetic term in the
canonical way [6]. If a new theory has ∆ = ∆0 + ∆ˆ with ∆0 a custodial symmetric term
and ∆ˆ small custodial-symmetry breaking term satisfying s2W ∆ˆZ − c2W ∆ˆA = −εαem then
SEWSB = S0 − 4ε and UEWSB = O(ε). This result agrees with the experiments: a large
and positive S can only be consistent with data if T is greater than zero.
Bearing the above arguments in mind, we can, in first approximation, consider the
custodial symmetry to be exact and therefore discuss only those terms in the lagrangian
(9.129) that are invariant under this symmetry. Gauge boson scattering is then dominated
by only two coefficients: a4 and a5.
Scattering amplitude
Being interested in the EW symmetry breaking sector, we will mostly deal with longitu-
dinally polarized vector bosons scattering because it is in these processes that the new
physics plays a dominant role. We can therefore make use of the equivalence theorem
(ET) wherein the longitudinal W bosons are replaced by the Goldstone bosons [7]. This
approximation is valid up to orders m2W /s, where s is the center of mass (CM) energy,
and therefore—by also including the assumptions underlaying the effective lagrangian
approach—we require our scattering amplitudes to exist in a range of energies such as
m2W  s Λ2.
Assuming exact SU(2)C , the elastic scattering of gauge bosons is described by a single
amplitude A(s, t, u). Up to O(p4), and by means of the lagrangian (9.129) we obtain [8]
A(s, t, u) =
s
v2
(9.135)
+
4
v4
[
2a5(µ)s2 + a4(µ)(t2 + u2) +
1
(4pi)2
10s2 + 13(t2 + u2)
72
]
− 1
96pi2v4
[
t(s+ 2t) log(
−t
µ2
) + u(s+ 2u) log(
−u
µ2
) + 3s2 log(
−s
µ2
)
]
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where s, t, u are the usual Mandelstam variables satisfying s+ t+ u = 0 which in the CM
frame and for any 1 + 2 → 1′ + 2′ process can be expressed as a function of s and the
scattering angle θ as t = −s(1− cos θ)/2 and u = −s(1 + cos θ)/2.
The couplings a4,5(µ) appearing in (9.135) are the effective coefficients renormalized
using the minimal subtraction scheme and they differ by an additive finite constant from
those introduced in [8]. In the latter non-standard renormalization, the numarator of
the one loop term in the first bracket of (9.135) is shifted from 10s2 + 13(t2 + u2) to
4s2 + 7(t2 + u2).
The GB carry an isospin SU(2)C charge I = 1 and we can express any process in terms
of isospin amplitudes AI(s, t, u) for I = 0, 1, 2:
A0(s, t, u) = 3A(s, t, u) +A(t, s, u) +A(u, t, s)
A1(s, t, u) = A(t, s, u)−A(u, t, s)
A2(s, t, u) = A(t, s, u) +A(u, t, s) . (9.136)
From the above results, we obtain the amplitudes for the scattering of the physical
longitudinally polarized gauge bosons as follows:
A(W+W− →W+W−) = 1
3
A0 +
1
2
A1 +
1
6
A2
A(W+W− → ZZ) = 1
3
A0 − 13A2
A(ZZ → ZZ) = 1
3
A0 +
2
3
A2
A(WZ →WZ) = 1
2
A1 +
1
2
A2
A(W±W± →W±W±) = A2 . (9.137)
It is useful to re-express the scattering amplitudes in terms of partial waves of definite
angular momentum J and isospin I associated to the custodial SU(2)C group. These
partial waves are denoted tIJ and are defined, in terms of the amplitude AI of (9.136), as
tIJ =
1
64pi
∫ 1
−1
d(cos θ)PJ(cos θ)AI(s, t, u) . (9.138)
Explicitly we find:
t
(2)
00 =
s
16piv2
,
t
(4)
00 =
s2
64piv4
[
16(11a5 + 7a4)
3
+
101/9− 50 log(s/µ2)/9 + 4 i pi
16pi2
]
,
t
(2)
11 =
s
96piv2
,
t
(4)
11 =
s2
96piv4
[
4(a4 − 2a5) + 116pi2
(
1
9
+
i pi
6
)]
,
t
(2)
20 =
−s
32piv2
,
t
(4)
20 =
s2
64piv4
[
32(a5 + 2a4)
3
+
273/54− 20 log(s/µ2)/9 + i pi
16pi2
]
, (9.139)
where the superscript refers to the corresponding power of momenta.
The contributions from J ≥ 2 starts at order p4 and turn out to be irrelevant for our
purpose. The I = 1 channel is related to an odd spin field due to the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple. The (I = 2, J = 0) channel has a dominant minus sign which, from a semiclassical
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perspective, indicates that this channel is repulsive and we do not expect any resonance
with these quantum numbers.
The effective lagrangian (9.129) and gauge boson scattering were extensively discussed
in [9].
Unitarity violation
The amplitudes (9.135) (or, equivalently (9.139)) show that, for s  m2W , the elastic
scattering of two longitudinal polarized gauge bosons is observed with a probability that
increases with the CM energy s. We expect that for sufficiently large energies the quantum
mechanical interpretation of the S-matrix will be lost. This fact can be restated more
formally in terms of the partial waves defined in eq. (9.139). The unitarity condition for
physical values of the CM energy s < Λ2 can be written as
Im tIJ(s) =| tIJ(s) |2 , (9.140)
which, up to order p4 terms, reads Im t(4)IJ (s) =| t(2)IJ (s) |2. This relation leads to an upper
bound on the cut-off scale Λ above which the theory is no more unitary. A necessary
condition to satisfy is therefore that Re(tIJ) < 1/2, which at tree level yields Λ < 1.3
TeV. This constraint holds irrespective of the value of the ai and is even lower when loops
are included. We explicitly show the unitarity bound thus obtained as a dashed line in
the plots presented below in Figures (9.92) and (9.93) at the end of the paper.
9.40.1 Limits and constraints
If we knew all the coefficients of the lagrangian (9.129), and a4 and a5 in particular, we
could fully predict gauge boson scattering at the LHC. We therefore turn now to what is
known about them in order to review all current constraints on their possible values and
compare them with the limits on their values which are going to be explored given the
expected LHC sensitivity. As we shall see, these two crucial coefficients are poorly known
quantities which furthermore will not be fully explored at the LHC.
LHC sensitivity
First of all, let us consider the capability of the LHC of exploring the coefficients a4 and
a5 of the effective lagrangian (9.129). This has been discussed most recently in [10] by
comparing cross sections with and without the operator controlled by the corresponding
coefficient. They consider scattering of W+W−, W±Z and ZZ (W±W± gives somewhat
weaker bounds) and report limits (at 99% CL) that we take here to be
− 7.7× 10−3 ≤ a4 ≤ 15× 10−3
−12× 10−3 ≤ a5 ≤ 10× 10−3 . (9.141)
The above limits are obtained considering as non-vanishing only one coefficient at the
time. It is also possible to include both coefficients together and obtain a combined (and
slightly smaller) limit. We want to be conservative and therefore use (9.141). Comparable
limits were previously found in the papers of ref. [11].
To put these results in perspective, limits roughly one order of magnitude better can
be achieved by a linear collider [12].
EW precision measurements: indirect bounds
Bounds on the coefficients a4 and a5 can be obtained by including their effect (at the
one-loop level) into low-energy and Z physics precision measurements. They are refereed
as indirect bounds since they only come in at the loop level.
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As expected, these bounds turn out to be rather weak [10] :
− 320× 10−3 ≤ a4 ≤ 85× 10−3
−810× 10−3 ≤ a5 ≤ 210× 10−3 (9.142)
at 99% C.L. and for Λ = 2 TeV. Comparable bounds were previously found in the papers
in ref. [13]. As before, slightly stronger bounds can be found by a combined analysis.
Notice that the SU(2)C preserving triple gauge coupling a3 has not been considered
in the computations leading to the previous limits. Once its contribution is taken into
account, the LHC sensitivity and the indirect bounds presented here are slightly modified
although the ranges shown are not changed drastically.
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Figure 9.90: The region of allowed values in the a4-a5 plane (in gray) as provided by combining
indirect bounds and causality constraints. Also depicted, the region below which LHC will not
able to resolve the coefficients (Black box).
Unitarity, analyticity and causality
The requirement of unitary of the theory, as we have seen, forces the cut off of the la-
grangian (9.129) to be Λ ≤ 1.3 TeV but does not impose any constraint on the coefficients
ai. Other fundamental assumptions like causality and analyticity of the S-matrix do give
rise to interesting constraints.
In particular, the causal and analytic structure of the amplitudes leads to bounds on
the possible values the two coefficients a4 and a5 can assume. This is well known in the
context of chiral lagrangians for the strong interactions [14] and can be extended with
some caution to the weak interactions. It can be shown in fact that the second derivative
with respect to the center of mass energy of the forward elastic scattering amplitude of
two GB is bounded from below by a positive integral of the total cross section for the
transition 2pi → everything. The coefficients a4 and a5 enter this amplitude and one can
use the mentioned result to bound them.
The most stringent bounds come from the requirement that the underlying theory
respects causality [15]. The causality bound can be understood by noticing that, given
a classical solution of the equations of motion, one can study the classical oscillations
around this background interpreting the motion of the quanta as a scattering process
on a macroscopic object [16]. If the background has a constant gradient, the presence
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of superluminal propagations sum up and can in principle become manifest in the low-
energy regime. Following the argument in [16], we obtain the free equations of motion by
considering oscillations around one of the possible backgrounds pi0 = σCµxµ, where σ is a
general direction is isospin space. They can be written as
p2 (1 +O(a)) +
a
v4
(C · p)2 = 0 , (9.143)
with a = a4 or a = a4 + a5. In this derivation we made use of the assumption C2  Λ4
which is necessary to ensure a perturbative expansion in the framework of the effective
theory. The above relations imply a subluminal group velocity only in the case a ≥ 0.
These classical results can be implemented in a quantum framework provided we take into
account that all of the coefficients ai are formally evaluated at a scale µ < Λ through a
matching procedure between the UV theory and the lagrangian (9.129).
In conclusion, the causality constraints can be taken to be
a4(µ) ≥ 0
a4(µ) + a5(µ) ≥ 0 . (9.144)
Notice that the constraints in eq. (9.144) remove a quite sizable region (most of the
negative values, in fact) of values of the parameters a4 and a5 allowed by the indirect
bounds alone. Fig. 9.90 summarizes the allowed values in the a4-a5 plane and compare it
with LHC sensitivity.
9.40.2 EW precision measurements: direct (model dependent) bounds
Given the results in Fig. 9.90, we can ask ourselves how likely are the different values for
the two coefficients a4 and a5 among those within the allowed region. Without further
assumptions, they are all equally possible and no definite prediction is possible about what
we are going to see at the LHC.
In order to gain further information, we would like to find relationships between these
two coefficients and between them and those of which the experimental bounds are known.
In order to accomplish this, we have to introduce some more specific assumptions about
the ultraviolet (UV) physics beyond the cut off of the effective lagrangian. We do it in
the spirit of using as much as we know in order to guess what is most likely to be found.
As a first step, simple relations for a4 and a5 are found by means of assuming that their
values are dominated by the integration of particles with masses larger than the cut off.
It is what is successfully done in QCD, following vector meson dominance, and estimating
the coefficient of the chiral lagrangian by integrating out the ρ meson.
The spin 1, I = 1 particles can be introduced as gauge vectors of a hidden local
symmetry and in this case a4 = −a5 > 0. The integration of a scalar I = 0 particle gives
a5 > 0 and a4 = 0. Scalar I = 2 particles give a4 = −3a5 > 0. Massive spin 2 particles
yield, for the isoscalar a4 = −3a5 > 0, while for the I = 2 a5 > 0 and a4 = 0.
This kind of matching is what we would expect from a weakly coupled model or even
from a strongly coupled theory in a large-N approximation. This exercise provides us with
some insight into the possible and most likely values for the coefficients. In particular we
can see the characteristic relations between a4 and a5 depending on the different quantum
numbers of the resonance being integrated.
A further step consists in assuming a specific UV completion beyond the cut off of the
effective lagrangian in eq. (9.129). The two most likely scenarios which can be studied
with the effective lagrangian approach are a confining theory (essentially the gauge sector
of a strongly interacting model of a rescaled QCD) and the strongly coupled regime of a
model like the SM Higgs sector in which the Higgs boson is heavier than the cut off. For
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each of these two scenarios it is possible to derive more restrictive relationships among the
coefficients of the EW lagrangian and in particular we can relate parameters like a0 and a1
to a4 and a5. These new relationships make possible to use EW precision measurements
to constrain the possible values of the coefficients a4 and a5.
Large-N scenario
This scenario is based on a new SU(N) gauge theory coupled to new fermions charged
under the fundamental representation. By analogy with QCD these particles are invariant
under a flavor chiral symmetry containing the gauged SU(2)L×U(1)Y as a subgroup. Let
us consider the case in which no other GB except the 3 unphysical ones are present and
therefore the chiral group has to be SU(2)L × SU(2)R, with U(1)Y ⊂ SU(2)R. The new
strong dynamics leads directly to EWSB through the breaking of the axial current under
the confining scale around 4piv and to the appearance of an unbroken SU(2)L+R = SU(2)C
custodial symmetry. Following these assumptions, there are no bounds on the new sector
from the parameter T and the relevant constraints come from the S parameter only.33
At energies under the confining scale, the strong dynamics can be described in terms
of the hadronic states. Their behavior can be simplified by making use of the large-N
approximation. The main result is that the resonances appearing as low-energy degrees
of freedom have negligible self-interactions with respect to the couplings to the GB. This
limit turns out to be a good approximation of low-energy QCD even if N is not large.
The large-N approximation allows us to readily estimate the coefficients of the effective
lagrangian. At the leading order, we find that a4 and a5 are finite and (by transforming
the result of [17] for QCD)
a4 = −2a5 = −12a1 , (9.145)
which provide us with the link between gauge boson scattering and EW precision measurements—
the coefficient a1 being directly related to the parameter S as indicated in eq. (9.132).
In a more refined approach, the non-perturbative effects have been integrated out
giving rise to a constituent fermion mass and a gauge condensate. The chiral lagrangian
is a consequence of the integration of these massive states. The result becomes [18]:
a4 =
N
12(4pi)2
a5 = −
(
1
2
+
6
5
〈G2〉
)
a4 , (9.146)
where 〈G2〉 is an average over gauge field fluctuations. The latter is a positive and order
1 free parameter that encodes the dominant soft gauge condensate contribution which
there is no reason to consider as a negligible quantity. Without these corrections the
result is equivalent to those obtained considering the effect of a heavier fourth family.
Causality requires 65〈G2〉 ≤ 12 and therefore we will consider values of 〈G2〉 ranging between
0 < 〈G2〉 < 0.5.
The coefficients ai are scale independent at the leading order in the 1/N expansion.
The S parameter gives stringent constraints on N :
SEWSB =
N
6pi
(
1 +
6
5
〈G2〉
)
(9.147)
which is slightly increased by the strong dynamics with respect to the perturbative esti-
mate, in good agreement with the non-perturbative analysis given in [3]. From the bounds
on SEWSB, we have N < 4 (2σ) and N < 7 (3σ) respectively.
33We are not concerned here with the fermion masses and therefore we can bypass most of the problems
plaguing technicolor models.
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The relevant bounds on a4 is then obtained via a1 and yields
0 < a4 <
SEWSB
32pi
. (9.148)
We are going to use the bounds given in eq. (9.146) and eq. (9.148).
Taking a1 at the central value of SEWSB gives a4 < 0, which is outside the causality
bounds. This is just a reformulation in the language of effective lagrangians of the known
disagreement with EW precision measurements of most models of strongly interacting EW
symmetry breaking.
We expect vector and scalar resonances to be the lightest states. The high spin or
high SU(2)C representations considered earlier are typically bound states of more than
two fermions and therefore more energetic. Their large masses make their contribution to
the ai coefficients subdominant.
The relations (9.144) and (9.146) satisfied by the model imply that −a4 < a5 < −a4/2,
an indication that scalar resonances give contributions comparable with the vectorial ones
in the large-N limit. If vectors had been the only relevant states, the relation would have
been a4 = −a5.
It is useful to pause and compare this result with that in low-energy QCD.
Whereas in the EW case we find that the large-N result indicates the importance of
having low-mass scalar states, the chiral lagrangian of low-energy QCD has the corre-
sponding parameters L1 and L2 saturated by the vector states alone. This vector meson
dominance is supported by the experimental data and in agreement with the large-N
analysis, which in the case of the group SU(3) is different from that of the EW group
SU(2)× U(1).
Even though the scalars have little impact on the effective lagrangian parameters of
low-energy QCD, they turn out to be relevant to fit the data at energies larger than the ρ
mass where the very wide σ resonance appearing in the amplitudes is necessary [19]. One
may ask if something similar applies to the EWSB sector, it being described by a similar
low-energy action. This can be seen by looking at the contribution of a single vector to
the tree-level fundamental amplitude:
A(s, t, u) =
s
v2
− 3M
2
V s
gˆ2v4
+
M4V
gˆ2v4
(
u− s
t−M2V
+
t− s
u−M2V
)
(9.149)
with gˆ (not to be interpreted as a gauge coupling) and M2V representing the only two
parameters entering up to order p4. The limit sM2V corresponds to integrate the vector
out and gives the low energy theorem with the previously mentioned a4 = −a5 = 1/(4gˆ2),
while the opposite limit s  M2V is not well defined. The condition M2V = gˆ2v2/3 erases
the linear term but cannot modify the divergent behavior of the forward and backward
scattering channels. In fact we still find the asymptotic form t00(s) ' gˆ2/(36pi) log(s/M2V )
which has to be roughly less than one half to preserve unitarity. This shows why models
with only vector resonances cannot move the UV cut off too far from the vector masses,
as opposed to what happens in the case of scalar particles.
The larger dark triangle in Fig. 9.91 shows the allowed values for the coefficients a4
and a5 as given by eq. (9.146) and eq. (9.148). The gray background is drawn according
to the causality constrain which is assumed scale independent to be consistent with the
leading large-N result.
Heavy-Higgs scenario
This scenario is a bit more contrived than the previous one and a few preliminary words
are in order.
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A scalar Higgs-like particle violates unitarity for masses of the order of 1200 GeV [20].
Moreover, the mass of the Higgs is proportional to its self coupling and from a naive esti-
mate we expect the perturbation theory to break down at λ ∼ 4pi, that is mH ∼ 1300 GeV.
What actually happens in the case of a non-perturbative coupling is not known. Problems
connected with triviality are not rigorous in non-perturbative theories and therefore the
hypothesis of a heavy Higgs cannot be ruled out by this argument.
As long as we intend such a heavy Higgs boson only as a modeling of the UV completion
of the EW effective lagrangian, we can study this scenario by assuming a Higgs mass
between 2 and 2.5 TeV. Even though we cannot expect the perturbative calculations to be
reliable at these scales, they may still provide some insight into the strongly interacting
behavior.
The effective lagrangian parameters in the case of a heavy Higgs can be computed by
retaining only the leading logarithmic terms to yield:
a4 = −a1 and a4 = 2a5 , (9.150)
which contains the link between gauge boson scattering and the coefficient a1 we need. A
more complete computation [21] gives
a4(mZ) = − 112
1
(4pi)2
(
17
6
− log m
2
H
m2Z
)
a5(mZ) =
v2
8m2H
− 1
24
1
(4pi)2
(
79
3
− 27pi
2
√
3
− log m
2
H
m2Z
)
(9.151)
and
SEWSB =
1
12pi
(
log
m2H
m2Z
− 5
6
)
. (9.152)
The causality constrain (9.144) applied to the above equations implies a bound on the
possible values of the cutoff Λ compared to mH . An effective lagrangian cutoff consistent
with LHC physics yields a Higgs mass at least of the order of 2 TeV.
Putting these equations together, we obtain:
a4 =
1
16pi
(
SEWSB − 16pi
)
a4 = 2a5 − v
2
4m2H
+
1
12
1
(4pi)2
(
141
6
− 27pi
2
√
3
)
(9.153)
As before in the large-N scenario, the central value of SEWSB yields a value of a4 outside
the causality bounds.
At this point we can collect these results with those of the previous section and conclude
that in both scenarios under study, the limits on the coefficients a4 and a5 are well below
LHC sensitivity (compare Fig. 9.90 and Fig. 9.91). If this is the case, the LHC will
probably not be able to resolve the value of these coefficients because they are too small
to be seen. It goes without saying that this can only be a provisional conclusion in as much
as in many models the relations among the coefficients we utilize can be made weaker by
a variety of modifications which make the models more sophisticated. Accordingly, our
bounds will not apply and the LHC may indeed measure a4 or a5 and we will then know
that the UV physics is not described by the simple models we have considered.
A comment about Higgsless models
Higgsless models [22] have been proposed to solve the hierarchy problem. They describe
a gauge theory in a 5D space-time that produces the usual tower of massive vectors on
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the 4 dimensional brane (our world). The lightest Kaluza-Klein modes are interpreted as
the W± and Z0 while those starting at a mass scale Λ, represent a new weakly coupled
sector.
The scale of unitarity violation is automatically raised to energies larger than 1.3 TeV
because the term in the amplitude linearly increasing with the CM energy s is not present
in these models. Every 5D model, whatever the curvature, has this property and fine
tuning is neither required nor possible. For this reason, a saturation of the unitarity
bound of the term of the amplitude linear in s with just a few vector states, as done in
[23], cannot be considered a characteristic signature of the Higgsless models.
These 5D models fear no better than technicolor when confronted by EW precision
measurements. There exists an order 1 mixing among the heavy vectors which contribute
a tree level W 3µ −Bν exchange and consequently a SEWSB ∝ 1/(gg′). In 5D notation and
for the simplest case of a flat metric, SEWSB = O(1)/g2 ' R/g2(5), in agreement with [24].
This result can be ameliorated by the introduction of a warped 5D geometry, or boundary
terms or even by a de-localization of the matter fields [25]. In a certain sense these fine
tuning can be seen as a 5D analog of the walking effect on a QCD-like Technicolor.
As it will become clear in the next section, our general analysis of the resonant spectrum
relies on the presence of the linear term in s and therefore any 5D Higgsless model is a
priori excluded. Nevertheless, since we already know what is the spectrum, we can give
some indicative result of what an Higgsless model implies for the coefficients a4 and a5.
These models present the relation a4 = −a5 which is characteristic of all models with
vector resonances only. This line in the a4 − a5 plane of Fig. 9.91 lies on the causality
bound and coincides with the large-N scenario in which the strong dynamical effect 〈G2〉
is maximal or, equivalently, in the case in which the scalar resonances are excluded. If we
content ourselves with an estimate in the 5D flat space approximation we can write some
explicit result [26]. For example, the asymptotic behavior of t00 in the case of a flat 5D
geometry is found to be
t00 ∼ M
2
1
pi3v2
log
(
s
M21
)
(9.154)
and represents an upper bound on the mass M1 of the lightest massive excitation of the
W±, Z0.
The coefficient a4 is related to a1. We find that
a4 = − 110a1 , (9.155)
and therefore,
a4 = −a5 = pi
2
120
v2
M21
=
SEWSB
160pi
. (9.156)
The constraints on S of eq. (9.133) lead to M1 > 2.5 TeV which implies a violation of
unitarity, and consequently the need of a UV completion for the 5D theory, at the scale
∼M21 .
The parameters a4 and a5 are—as in the other scenarios considered—too small to be
directly detected at the LHC. The large mass M1 of the first vector state makes it hard
for the LHC to find it.
In case of a warped fifth dimension these relations are slightly changed but the tension
existing between the unitarity bound (9.154) (which requires a small M21 to raise the cut off
above 1.3 TeV) and the S parameter (which requires a large M21 ) remains a characteristic
feature of these models.
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Figure 9.91: Model-dependent bounds for the coefficients. Horizontal lines mark the bounds from
EW precision tests for the large-N scenario (lower line) and heavy-Higgs scenario (higher line).
Four representative points are indicated: P1 and P2 for the large-N scenario and P3 and P4 for the
heavy Higgs. The two oblique dashed lines represent, respectively, the region of vector resonances
(left side of dashed line with positive angular coefficient) and of scalar resonances (right side of
dashed line with negative angular coefficient). Also indicated (large dots with dark circles) the
points discussed in ref. [30]. Notice that the range of this figure is all within the black box of
Fig. 9.90.
9.41 Experimental signatures: resonances
Even though the values of the coefficients may be too small for the LHC, the unitarity
of the amplitudes is going to be violated at a scale around 1.3 TeV unless higher order
contributions are included. Following the well-established tradition of unitarization in the
strong interactions, we consider the Pade´ approximation, also known as the inverse ampli-
tude method (IAM) [27]. Other unitarization procedure have been used in the literature
but we find them less compelling than IAM because they introduce further (unknown)
parameters.
This procedure is carried out in the language of the partial waves introduced in (9.139).
In fact, using analytical arguments we find that
tIJ(s) =
t
(2)
IJ
1− t(4)IJ /t(2)IJ
+O(s3) . (9.157)
Equation (9.157) is the IAM, which has given remarkable results describing meson inter-
actions, having a symmetry breaking pattern almost identical to our present case. Note
that this amplitude respects strict elastic unitarity, while keeping the correct low energy
expansion. Furthermore, the extension of (9.157) to the complex plane can be justified us-
ing dispersion theory. In particular, it has the proper analytical structure and, eventually,
poles in the second Riemann sheet for certain a4 and a5 values, that can be interpreted as
resonances. Thus, IAM formalism can describe resonances without increasing the number
of parameters and respecting chiral symmetry and unitarity.
By inspection of eq. (9.157), the IAM yields the following masses and widths of the
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first resonances:
m2S =
4v2
16
3 [11a5(µ) + 7a4(µ)] +
1
16pi2
[
101−50 log(m2S/µ2)
9
] , ΓS = m3S16piv2 , (9.158)
for scalar resonances, and
m2V =
v2
4 [a4(µ)− 2a5(µ)] + 116pi2 19
, ΓV =
m3V
96piv2
, (9.159)
for vector resonances.
A few words of caution about the IAM approach are in order.
The resonances thus obtained represent the lightest massive states we encounter (above
the Z pole) in each channel which are necessary in order for the amplitude to respect uni-
tarity. These resonances are not the only massive states produced by the non-perturbative
sector but those with higher masses give a contribution that is subdominant with respect
to the IAM prediction and can safely be ignored.
Since we neglect O(s3) terms, the regime s ∼ m2res is not completely trustable. The
larger the resonance peak, the larger the error and therefore we expect the IAM prediction
to give good results only in the case of very sharp resonances. This is the reason behind the
success of the IAM for the vector resonances in QCD as opposed to the more problematic
very broad scalar σ.
Similarly, if we integrate a Higgs boson at the tree level and substitute the a4 and a5
parameters we find in the IAM formula, we obtain a value for the scalar resonance mass
given by eq. (9.158) which is smaller, that is mS = 3mH/4.
Nevertheless, we consider the IAM result a remarkable prediction, given the very small
amount of information needed.
One way to check the reliability of this method consists in separating the a4,5 plane
into three areas depending on the predicted lowest laying resonances being a vector, a
scalar or even both of them. This partition follows the coefficients patterns one expects
by studying the tree level values for a4 and a5 as given in section 9.40.2. It is represented
in Fig. 9.91 by the two oblique and dashed lines which mark the limit where Γ/M is less
or more than 1/4 for the case of scalar (oblique line with negative angular coefficient) and
vector (oblique line with positive angular coefficient) resonances.
Another check on the consistency of the method is obtained by taking the unrealistic
example in which a4 = a5 = 0. In this case one finds a pole at an energy s > (4piv)2—
at which we already know unitarity is violated—thus indicating the unreliability of the
input. More generally, a naive estimate—based on integrating out massive states like in
the vector meson dominance of QCD—shows that for resonance masses M between the
range of hundreds GeV and a few TeV we should expect a ' v2/M2 from 10−2 to 10−3
which agrees with the IAM formula.
Gauge boson scattering and the presence of resonances have previously been discussed
in a number of papers [28, 29].
9.41.1 Parton-level cross sections
Our plan is to choose two representative points for each of the considered scenarios in the
allowed a4 − a5 region and then find the first resonances appearing in the WLWL elastic
scattering using the IAM approximations. The points are shown in Fig. 9.91. We take
P1 :
{
a4 = 3.5× 10−3
a5 = −2.5× 10−3 and P2 :
{
a4 = 1.7× 10−3
a5 = −1.3× 10−3 (9.160)
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Figure 9.92: Parton-level cross sections for WW scattering. In both figures, the continuous line
is the result of the effective lagrangian. The long-dashed line is the limit after which unitarity is
lost. The dashed line with a peak is the amplitude in presence of a vector resonance in the large-N
scenario. The two figures correspond to the two representative points P1 and P2 discussed in the
text.
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Figure 9.93: Parton-level cross sections for WW scattering. The continuous line is the result of
the effective lagrangian. The long-dashed line is the limit after which unitarity is lost. The dashed
line with a peak is the amplitude in presence of a scalar resonance in the heavy-Higgs scenario. The
two figures correspond to the two representative points P3 and P4 discussed in the text. Notice
that the second plot has rescaled vertical axis because of the smallness of the resonant peak.
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for the large-N scenario and
P3 :
{
a4 = 5.7× 10−3
a5 = 6.0× 10−3 and P4 :
{
a4 = 3.5× 10−3
a5 = 0.7× 10−3 (9.161)
for the heavy-Higgs scenario.
The first pair corresponds to having vector resonances at{
mV = 1340 GeV
ΓV = 128 GeV
and
{
mV = 1870 GeV
ΓV = 346 GeV
(9.162)
together with heavier (2 TeV) and very broad scalar states, while the second pair to scalar
resonances at {
mS = 712 GeV
ΓS = 78 GeV
and
{
mS = 1250 GeV
ΓS = 237 GeV
(9.163)
These points are representative of the possible values and span the allowed region. The
resonances become heavier, and therefore less visible at the LHC, for smaller values of
the coefficients. Accordingly, whereas points P1 and P3 give what we may call an ideal
scenario, the other two show a situation that will be difficult to discriminate at the LHC.
We can now consider the physical process pp→WLWLjj +X and plot its differential
cross section in the WW CM energy
√
s for the values of the coefficients a4 and a5 we
have identified. To simplify, we will use the effective W approximation [31].
Once the amplitude A(s, t, u) is given, the differential cross-section for the factorized
WW process is
dσWW
d cos θ
=
|A(s, t, u)|2
32pi s
. (9.164)
while the differential cross section for the considered physical transition pp→WLWLjj+X
reads:
dσ
ds
=
∑
i,j
∫ 1
s/spp
∫ 1
s/(x1spp)
dx1 dx2
x1x2spp
fi(x1, s) fj(x2, s)
dLWW
dτ
∫ 1
−1
dσWW
d cos θ
d cos θ (9.165)
where
√
spp is the CM energy which we take to be 14 TeV, as appropriate for the LHC,
and
dLWW
dτ
≈
(
α
4pi sin2 θW
)2 1
τ
[(1 + τ) ln(1/τ)− 2(1− τ)] (9.166)
where τ = s/(x1x2spp). For the structure functions fj we use those of ref. [32].
The high-energy regime will be very much suppressed by the partition functions so that
the resonances found by (9.158) and (9.159) turn out to be the only phenomenologically
interesting ones. Because of this, we can safely make use of the approximation (9.157) in
the whole range from 400 GeV to 2 TeV and thus we take A(s, t, u) to be given by the
IAM unitarization of (9.137).
Figures 9.92 and 9.93 give the cross section for the large-N and heavy-Higgs scenario,
respectively. The scalar resonance corresponding to P3 is particularly high and narrow
and a very good candidate for detection. For a LHC luminosity of 100 fb−1, it would yield
104 events after one year. If it exists, it will appear as what we would have called the
Higgs boson even though it is not a fundamental state and its mass is much heavier than
that expected for the SM Higgs boson.
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9.42 Experimental analysis
The actual signal at the LHC requires that the parton-level cross sections derived here be
included in a Montecarlo simulation (of the bremsstrahlung of the initial partons, QCD
showers as well as of the final hadronization) and compared with the expected background
and the physics of the detector. In the papers of ref. [29, 30] it has been argued that
resonances in the range here considered can be effectively identified at the LHC. Similar
signals have also been analyzed in [33].
Our plan is to do a preliminary study choosing the scalar resonance corresponding to
the rappresentative point P3 because it is narrow and relatively light and therefore good
candidate for the detection.
We use PYTHIA [34] as Monte Carlo event generator to simulate a proton-proton col-
lison events taking into account intial state and final state radiation, QCD showers, final
hadronization and decaying. The fast detector simulator used in our study is PGS [35].
The analysis of the PGS output has been done using CHAMELEON [36], a MATHEMAT-
ICA package.
The PYTHIA Monte Carlo generator has been modified to include the EW effective
approach using the IAM protocol [30]. Signal samples containing the W±W± final state
(including all charge combinations) have been generated using PYTHIA 6.4 with the IAM
unitarization scheme.
The relevant backgrounds are QCD tt¯ production and QCD radiative W + jets pro-
duction, as illustrated in Fig. 9.94. These backgrounds have been generated using the
standard version of PYTHIA 6.4. The generated statistics for each process are described
in Table 9.7.
Figure 9.94: Typical leading order Feynman diagrams for the signal (a) and backgrounds: t t¯ (b)
e W + jets (c).
Process N events generated σ(fb) Lequiv(fb−1)
WLWL →WLWL 105 ∼ 102 (PYTHIA) 103
tt¯ 105 ∼ 106 (MCatNLO) 10−1
W + jets 105 ∼ 108 (PYTHIA) 10−3
Table 9.7: Number of events generated for the signal and the backgrounds with the cross section
(order of magnitude) and integrated equivalent luminosity (N = σ · Lequiv).
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9.42.1 Extracting the signal
We focus on the selection of the semileptonic decay mode for the WW system because
this channel is cleaner with respect to the statistics. To identify semileptonic decays and
isolate the signal we select first the leptonically decaying W (charge lepton and missing
transverse energy), then the hadronically decaying W (jet invariant mass) and finally we
select the event enviroment (tagging jets, top veto). We only keep events with 1 charged
lepton with pt > 40 GeV and missing transverse energy (MET) > 40 GeV in order to
eliminate leptons from non leptonically decayin W . The charged lepton+MET system is
the leptonic W candidate. We next cut on the pT of the leptonic W candidate selecting
events in which this W candidate has pT > 250 GeV.
To identify the hadronic W candidate we select events in which the invariant mass of
the system (hardest jet+second or third hardest jet) reconstructs the W mass. The range
of this mass reconstruction is from 70 GeV to 90 GeV.
Finally, to further reduce the backgrounds, cuts related to the event enviroment must
be applied:
• in the WW scattering process the gauge bosons are radiated from quarks in the
initial state (see Fig. 9.94). The quark from which the boson is radiated will give
a jet at high pseudorapidity (i.e. close to the direction of the hadron from which it
emerged). A forward (backward) tag jet is defined as the highest transverse energy
jet in the forward (backward) region. For an event to be included it must have a tag
jet with the forward and backward regions satisfying pT > 20 GeV and 2 < |η| < 4.
• in the remaining tt¯ events containing a genuine leptonic W , this W will combine
with a jet other than the hadronic W candidate to give a mass close to the top mass.
Any event with a mass in the region 130 GeV < Mwj < 240 GeV is rejected.
The cut flow and the effect of each cut on signal and background are shown in Table 9.8.
9.42.2 Results
Even though our study is only preliminary, the results obtained from the analysis can be
considered encouraging. The selection of events imposing the cuts described in Table 9.8
allows us to eliminate completely the background with 1.3 % of efficiency on the signal. In
Fig. 9.95 is shown the reconstuction of the resonance corresponding to the rappresentative
point P3 and, for comparison, the continuum corrisponding to the choice a4 = a5 = 0.
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Cut Signal Efficiency Bckg 1 Bckg 2 Signal/ Signal/
Signal (t t¯) (W + jets) t t¯ W + jets
Events 105 100% 105 105 10−4 10−6
generated
1 Lepton
e 33400 33.4% 18723 10871 1.7 · 10−4 3.1 · 10−6
MET
pT (Lept.)
> 40 GeV 31342 31.3% 13521 2337 2.3 · 10−4 1.3 · 10−5
MET> 40 GeV 25189 25.1 % 6929 794 3.6 · 10−4 3.2 · 10−5
pT (WLept.) 13475 13.5% 588 9 2.3 · 10−3 1.5 · 10−3
> 250 GeV
70 GeV < 5510 5.5% 96 0 5.7 · 10−3 -
M(WHadr.)
< 90 GeV
“Tag jet” 1862 1.8 % 18 0 1.0 · 10−2 -
“Top veto” 1338 1.3 % 0 0 - -
Table 9.8: Cut flow table. In the first column, the various cuts are described. The next four
columns show the efficiency and the number of remaining signal and background events after each
cut. The last two columns show the signal over background ratio.
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Figure 9.95: Invariant WW mass reconstruction for the signal after the cut flow described in
Table 9.8. It can be compared with the parton cross section in Fig. 9.93. In green, the continuum
corresponding to the choice a4 = a5 = 0.
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This chapter is meant to provide an introduction of the actual implementation in
ATLAS and in CMS of the experimental techniques used for the detection of the physics
objects introduced in Chapter . A detailed description of the individual subdetectors can
be found in the Technical Design Reports from the two collaborations [1, 2].
10.43 Muons
S. Rosati
Final state with muons will be amongst the most promising and robust physics sig-
natures at the LHC. Because of their crucial role in the trigger of the experiment, the
description of the muon system of ATLAS and CMS should include both the online and
the oﬄine identification and reconstruction of the muons.
Two different approaches have been chosen for the muon systems of ATLAS and CMS:
- in ATLAS the system is an air-core spectrometer of three toroids, one for the barrel
(rIN=4.25 m rOUT=10 m), two for the endcaps, with an average magnetic field of
0.6 T. The inner tracking detectors are instead placed in the central solenoid (r=1.2
m), in a 2 T magnetic field. The bending planes are thus different for the two
systems, respectively the r − φ and the r − z for the Inner Detector and the Muon
Spectrometer.
- in CMS the muon detectors are placed in the return yoke of the 4 T solenoid (r=3
m).
The detectors composing the ATLAS muon system are the Muon Drift Tubes (MDT), the
Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC), the Thin Gas Chambers (TGC) and the Resistive Plate
Chambers (RPC). In CMS they are the Drift Tubes (DT), the Cathode Strip Chambers
(CSC) and the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC). All these detectors are based on the col-
lection of the ionization produced by the passage of the muon in a gas filled volume. The
different choice of the detector mode of operation (drift, proportional, streamer) depends
on the value of the magnetic field and the rate of charge particles expected in the region
where the detector is actually placed. In the case of CMS the resolution is dominated
by the contribution of the multiple scattering while for ATLAS by the calibration and
alignment of the tracking detectors. In both cases the combination of the track recon-
structed by the muon detector, with the one reconstructed by the inner tracking detectors
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is necessary to obtain optimal resolution.
At LHC experiments, the trigger system has the task of reducing the event rate from
the 40 MHz bunch-crossing rate to the rate of about 100 Hz, which can be afforded by
the event storage system. The muon trigger is designed to accept events with one or more
muons with pT above a given threshold; the trigger decision of the muon system can then
be combined with the one of the other subdetector systems to give the final experiment’s
trigger decision. The trigger is organized over more than one level: the first one (L1) has
to operate a fast choice (to be taken in less than '10 ns) on the pT and also identify the
region of the detector, the so-called Region of Interest, that has to be taken into account
by the following trigger levels. These levels reconstruct the muons with higher resolution
and detail, refining the initial choice operated by the L1. The final trigger level uses
algorithms very close to those used for the oﬄine reconstruction.
The oﬄine reconstruction has the task of providing optimal muon identification and
momentum resolution over the pT range ' 5 GeV/c-1TeV/c. The reconstruction in the
muon spectrometer standalone can exploit the cleaner environment of the muon system,
while the combination with the inner tracking detector is performed in order to improve
the performance.
The contributions to the momentum resolution for the standalone reconstruction in
the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer are shown in Figure 10.96 [1]. At low momenta, for
pT <20 GeV/c, the main contribution comes from the fluctuations of the energy loss in
the calorimeters. The spatial resolution of the muon spectrometer tracking detectors and
of their calibration and alignment becomes relevant for pT >200 GeV/c. In Figure 10.97
the pT resolution using the Muon Spectrometer and the Inner Detector is shown.
The p resolution of the muon reconstruction in the CMS experiment is shown in Fig-
ure 10.98 at two η values representative of the barrel and of the endcap regions, respec-
tively η=0.5 and η=1.5 [2]. To obtain optimal resolution, the combination with the inner
tracking system can be performed. The combined resolution, compared to the standalone
resolutions of each of the two systems, is shown in the two figures. The expected efficiency
and the resolution for the reconstruction of di-muon masses are shown in Figures 10.99
and 10.100. Shown in the figures is also the expected effect on efficiency and resolution
of the detector misalignment remaining after the calibration with the first data (few 100
pb−1) and after long-term (few fb−1).
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Figure 10.96: Contributions to the pT resolution of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer: for
|η| < 1.5 (left) and for |η| > 1.5 (right).
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Figure 10.97: Resolution on pT as a function of pT for standalone and combined muon
reconstruction in ATLAS: for |η <1.5 (left) and for |η| >1.5 (right). The dashed line is
the resolution obtained using only the Inner Detector.
10.44 Electrons and Photons
L. Carminati, F. Tartarelli
Electrons and photons (EM objects) are reconstructed using information from the
tracking detector and the calorimeters. The electromagnetic calorimeter occupies a cylin-
drical volume located outside the tracking system (at smaller radii) and inside the hadronic
calorimeter (at higher radii). An EM object looses its energy in the calorimeter material
so that an energy measurement can be performed. A high-energy EM object hitting the
calorimeter will create lower energy electrons and photons (via bremssthralung and pair
production), the so-called electromagnetic shower, in a process known as electromagnetic
cascade. The lower energy particles created in the cascade can then be detected using
different techniques:
- in ATLAS the shower develops in several layers of lead plates. These are interleaved
with 2 mm-thick layers of liquid Argon where the energy of the low energy electrons
created in the cascade is deposited as ionization energy. The signal in the detector
is generated by the drift of the ionization electrons in an electric field placed in the
liquid Argon gap. The gap extends between the lead absorbers and copper-kapton
electrodes where the signal is collected. To keep the Argon liquid at a temperature
of about 90 K, the ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter is kept into 3 cryostats (one
for the barrel region and two for the endcaps). The alternance of layers of active
and passive material makes it a so-called sampling calorimeter.
- in CMS the same material, Lead Tungstate (PbWO4) crystals, used to degrade
the energy of the impinging EM object is also used to obtain a signal. The CMS
calorimeter is a so-called homogeneous calorimeter. The low energy electrons created
in the cascade excite the crystal lattice which emits blue-green (420 nm) scintillation
light.
The detection principle is different in the two experiments: ATLAS collects charge
while CMS collects light. In ATLAS the electrical signal produced in the liquid Argon gap
in a purely ionization regime (no charge multiplication) is sent via transmission lines to the
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Figure 10.98: Momentum resolution of the muon reconstruction in the CMS experiment,
in the barrel at η =0.5 (left) and in the endcap at η =1.5 (right).
front-end electronics located outside the cryostats where the signal is amplified, changed
in shape to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio and put in digital format. In CMS, the
relatively low light yield (30 photons/MeV) requires the use of photodetectors (avalanche
photodiodes in the barrel and vacuum phototriodes in the endcap) with intrinsic ampli-
fication. The produced signal (about 4.5 photoelectrons/MeV) is sent to the front end
electronic (located just outside the crystals) where the signal is amplified, shaped and
digitized.
The bulk calorimeter is subdivided in smaller units called towers or cells which project
back to the interaction point. In CMS the crystals have a size (front face) of about
22×22 mm2 (in the barrel), approximately the Moliere radius in PbWO4 and the towers
cover regions of size 0.0175×0.0175 in the ∆η × ∆φ space; the CMS calorimeter has no
longitudinal (along the radius) segmentation. In ATLAS the calorimeter is subdivided in
three sections called (from inward outward) strips, middle and back. The middle section
cells (which collects most of the energy) have a square size of 4×4 cm2. The strips have a
rectangular size with a very small dimension along η, 4 mm. The longitudinal subdivision
allows to sample the development of the shower in three points and helps in particle
identification (see below). In CMS, the gaps between each cell and the neighboring ones
would produce inefficiency in the shower reconstruction in those regions. To reduce this
effect, the crystals are mounted in a quasi-projective configuration with the crystal axis
making a 3◦ angle with a vector coming from the nominal interaction point in both the
η and φ direction. In ATLAS, along η these effects are much reduced as the cells are not
mechanical units but they are obtained by etching copper strips on the readout electrodes
and so the gaps are much smaller. Along φ the geometry with accordion-shaped electrodes
is such that there is 100% coverage with no gaps at all. The pseudorapidity coverage of
the CMS calorimeter is |η|¡1.479 in the barrel and 1.55¡|η|¡3 in the endcap. The ATLAS
calorimeter covers the regions |η|¡1.475 in the barrel and 1.375¡|η|¡3.2 in the endcap.
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Figure 10.99: Efficiencies for the recon-
struction of di-muon masses in the CMS
experiment.
Figure 10.100: Resolution on the recon-
structed di-muon masses in the CMS ex-
periment.
10.44.1 Effects of material
Ideally one would like to have the EM object hitting the calorimeter, to start the elec-
tromagnetic cascade just in the calorimeter material and have all its energy lost in the
calorimeter, in one cluster of its cells. To accomplish these goals it is necessary to keep
the material in front of the calorimeter (the so-called material budget) to a minimum so
that the shower does not develop before the calorimeter and to build a calorimeter that
has enough thickness to accommodate the development of the electromagnetic shower.
Concerning the latter point, one should note that luckily, when the length needed to
accommodate a certain shower is expressed in units of the radiation length (X0) of the
calorimeter material, it scales only with the logarithm of the shower energy. Both the
ATLAS and CMS calorimeters have a longitudinal depth of 24-26 X0 (it varies along η)
which has been calculated to accommodate showers up to 500 GeV and keep to a minimum
the contribution to the energy resolution due to the energy fluctuation for showers of higher
energies.
Incidentally, one should note that the electromagnetic calorimeter represent about one
absorption length (λI) for charged hadrons. About 10 λI are needed to contain hadronic
showers and limit the background in the muon system. This goal is accomplished by the
hadronic calorimeter which surrounds the electromagnetic calorimeter.
Every effort has been done in the design and construction phases of the ATLAS and
CMS experiment to keep the material in front of the calorimeter to a minimum. In both
ATLAS and CMS the material in front of the calorimeter is represented by the beam pipe
walls and by the inner tracking detectors which amounts to about 1 X0 at small η’s and
it increases in the endcap regions. The most of the material is due not just to the thin
(usually 300 µm) active layers of silicon (strips or pixels) of the inner tracking detectors
but rather to the mechanical supports, electronics, cabling and services associated to the
tracker operation and readout.
In ATLAS additional material in front of the calorimeter is due to the walls of the
cryostat used to keep the liquid Argon at a temperature of about 90 K. To save material,
this cryostat also integrates the cryostat for the superconducting coil that produces the 2
T magnetic field into the tracker volume. This last effect is not present in CMS as both
calorimeters (the electromagnetic and most of the hadronic one) are placed inside a large
solenoid, so that the material of the coil and of the cryostat does not enter in the EM
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calorimeter material budget.
Figure 10.101: Left: average energy deposited by 100 GeV electrons in front of the presam-
pler (open circles) and before the first compartment of the ATLAS calorimeter (crosses)
as a function of η. Right: fractions of photons converted below a radius of 80 cm (open
circles) and 115 cm (full circles) as a function of η in the ATLAS detector.
Electrons will undergo bremsstrahlung in the upstream material. Soft brems radiation
will increase the size of the cluster. The effect is larger along the φ direction due to the
effect of the magnetic field that bends the electron direction. As a consequence the cluster
becomes larger and asymmetric. If a hard bremsstrahlung photon is emitted along the
electron direction, it is also possible that the electron and the emitted photon reach the
calorimeter into separate clusters. Moreover, the electron trajectory is no more a helix and
this makes the electron track reconstruction in the tracker more difficult. Fig. 10.101 shows
the average energy deposited by electrons before the arrive to the ATLAS calorimeter and
before the presampler. The curve follows the material profile before the calorimeter and
has a maximum around η ∼1.5: this corresponds to the gap between the barrel and
end-cap calorimeter (a region that cannot be used for precision physics).
Photons can convert in the tracker material and give origin to an electron-positron
pair. Fig. 10.101 shows the fraction of conversions as a function of η for H → γγ photons:
the quantity is shown for two radii, corresponding approximately to the end of the tracking
detector (80 cm) and to the beginning of the calorimeter (115 cm). With respect to an
unconverted photon, a converted photon will deposit its energy in a larger and asymmetric
cluster: the superposition of the two electron-positron clusters. Again the cluster is larger
along the φ direction due to the bending of the electrons along this direction.
In both cases, material at low radii is the most dangerous as these effects are amplified
by the longer electron(s) path into the magnetic field. Electrons from early conversions
might be reconstructed as two separate clusters into the calorimeter. Effects are also larger
in CMS where the magnetic field is 4 T (to be compared to the 2 T in ATLAS). Material at
high radius is anyway detrimental for the calorimeter performance due to the fluctuations
in the energy lost before the calorimeter as the shower starts earlier. In ATLAS, where
the effect is larger due to the presence of the coil and of the cryostat walls, a presampler
detector is placed just in front of the calorimeter. This consists of a 11 mm thick layer of
liquid Argon that samples the early development of the cascade.
However, the tracker itself provides information useful to recover some of the problems
it creates. In case of hard electron bremsstrahlung one can try to reconstruct the typical
”kink” in the track trajectory (where the photon is emitted). The calorimeter cluster also
provides an additional point that can be included in the track fit. Moreover, one can
exploit the fact that the energy weighted barycenter of the electron and brems photon
clusters in the calorimeter provides the extrapolated trajectory of the electron before the
brems emission occurred.
If a photon converts early (the most dangerous situation), the two electrons can leave
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enough hits in the silicon layers so that their tracks can be reconstructed: the converted
photon energy and direction is then obtained from the four-momenta of the two electrons.
The situation is more difficult for late conversions as the number of hits left by the two
electrons cannot be enough for them to be reconstructed with satisfying efficiency. In
any case, an ad-hoc tracking in which the electron track is reconstructed from the outer
layers of the tracker inwards is usually needed. With respect to a track coming from the
primary vertex, a reduced number of hits in the detector is also allowed (at the expense of
an increased number of reconstructed fake tracks). There are cases in which a conversion
cannot be reconstructed as one of the two electrons is not reconstructed: this might happen
in case of asymmetric conversions with one of the two electrons having a low transverse
momentum. ATLAS studies have shown that a track matched to a calorimeter cluster
that does not have a hit in the innermost pixel layer are coming from conversions, if a
non-negligible fake rate (around 8%, from charged pions) can be accepted. Of course this
strategy strongly depends on pile-up and on the inefficiencies in the pixel layer.
10.44.2 Clustering
The energy of the EM object is deduced by summing together the energy of contiguous
towers using an appropriate algorithm, usually seeded by energy deposits in the calorimeter
itself. A pattern recognition algorithm is needed to locate the EM clusters and discriminate
between noise clusters, by searching for local maxima (above a certain threshold). Once
the cluster is found, its energy and position are reconstructed by using all cells included
in a window (usually rectangular) centered around the direction provided by the previous
algorithm. The size of the window is a compromise between the need to recover as much
as possible of the particle energy (which would favor a larger window) and the need to
limit the noise (electronic and pile-up noise). The size can also depend on the particle
type (electron or photon).
In the absence of material effects a square cluster would provide the optimal energy
resolution. As this is not the case, ATLAS uses rectangular clusters with the longer
dimension along the φ direction: in the barrel part of the calorimeter a 3×5 cell cluster
(in term of middle cells, see above) is usually used for unconverted photons and a 3×7 cell
cluster for electrons and converted photons. In the endcap a 5×5 clusters is used for both
electrons and photons. The longer dimension along the azimuthal angle, the direction
of magnetic bending of the electrons, is used to recover energy lost in bremsstrahlung
emission or to correct for undetected converted photons.
In CMS a 5×5 cluster provides best results for unconverted photons and electrons that
have not radiated. In the other cases best energy resolution performance is obtained by
algorithms that cluster together cells dynamically according to a certain algorithm instead
of using fixed-size arrays. These clusters, which are called superclusters in CMS, have no
predefined size nor a fixed number of cells. Two algorithms have been developed: the
Hybrid and the Island algorithms. The Hybrid algorithm, as its name says, uses a standard
fixed size approach along the η direction, while searching dynamically for separated energy
deposits along the φ direction. This algorithm gives the best results for electrons in the
barrel. In the endcap the Island algorithm is used. This algorithm starts from cells above
a certain threshold (the seed) and adds neighbouring cells (scanning first in φ then in η)
until there is a rise in the energy (or the crystal energy is below threshold). Then clusters
found like this can in turn be clustered together into a supercluster, associating to a seed
cluster nearby clusters in a narrow window along η and in a wider φ-window.
Dynamic clustering algorithms have also been studied in ATLAS (where they are called
topoclusters): however, at the moment, they are not used in the studies of electromagnetic
clusters but rather for hadronic ones.
Whatever the clustering method and the cluster size are, reconstructed clusters undergo
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a series of oﬄine corrections which are described in the following.
10.44.3 Calibration
Calibration is the set of procedures needed to go from the energy deposited into the
calorimeter to the best estimate of the electron or photon energy (and direction) produced
in the interaction point. A set of corrections to the raw energy is applied in various stages
to correct for various effects. These corrections have been studied using very detailed
simulation of the detector (not only of the calorimeter but also of the tracker and material
in front of it) and using data collected exposing modules of the calorimeter to test beams
(mainly electrons of known energies).
There are various operation involved that may also be performed at the same time
according to the calibration strategy adopted:
- electronic calibration;
- cluster correction for containment and material effects;
- estimate of the material in front of the calorimeter;
- intercalibration of different regions/cell of the calorimeter to ensure the uniformity
of the response;
- absolute calibration of the response.
The calibration strategy adopted by the experiments,especially at the beginning of
data taking, will evolve with time depending on the performance available on the detectors
involved (tracker and calorimeters) and on the availability of data samples. Cross-checks
of various calibration techniques and iterative procedures will be needed. For example,
one of the first information needed is an accurate estimate of the material in front of the
calorimeter. Although various methods are planned and are briefly described below, these
will already require that an energy reconstruction scheme for electrons and photons is
in place. Then, once a new estimate of the material is available, the procedure will be
iterated up to the desired precision.
Estimation of the material in front of the calorimeter
An accurate modelling of the material in front of the calorimeter is needed to reach the best
performance in electron and photon reconstruction. During construction of the detectors,
components of the trackers have been weighted and also data from beam tests are available.
However, even if these data will provide a reasonable starting point, the precision in the
estimation of the material which is needed (about 1% of radiation length) can only be
achieved using LHC data.
A very accurate estimation of the material in front of the calorimeter will be performed
using the radii of identified photon conversions. Another method is the study of the
E/p-ratio distributions, where E is the energy of an electromagnetic cluster and p is the
momentum of the matching charged track. Other variables that have been studied and
that are sensible to the material are shower shape variables along η and φ and variables
connected to the quality of the reconstructed associated track.
ATLAS
In ATLAS, the raw ADC values coming from the electronics are corrected for:
- an optimal filtering technique to reconstruct the signal from a certain number of
samples (usually 5 samples, taken every 25 ns);
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- a factor that corrects for the different gain of the front-end electronics. An electronic
calibration system generates and sends to the preamplifiers a well known electrical
signal;
- a factor (studied on test beams) that translated the ADC counts of the electronics
signal into an energy value (GeV);
- a raw sampling fraction factor. The sampling fraction, typical of sampling calorime-
ter (like the ATLAS LAr calorimeter), gives the ratio between the active material
and the total material. So that if a certain energy is deposited into the calorimeter
one has to divide by the sampling fraction to have recover the energy of the incident
particle.
Once clusters are formed in each section in which the ATLAS calorimeter is divided
(four sections, including the presampler) the energy of the EM object is the sum of four
clusters located along the same direction. However, a better estimate of the produced
EM objects is obtained by using appropriate weights in the sum. The weights correct for
the energy lost in inactive layers (like the absorbers) of the calorimeters and dead regions
like the solenoid, the cryostat and in particular the material of the tracking detector in
front of the calorimeters. These coefficients are determined using detailed Monte Carlo
simulations of the detector. The energy lost in front of the calorimeter is recovered by an
appropriate weight of the energy deposited into the presampler. The energy lost in the
dead material of the calorimeter is corrected by weighting the energy deposited into the
calorimeter with a factor that depends on the longitudinal barycenter of the shower.
The chosen technology for the EM calorimeter is such that enough uniformity is guar-
anteed by design so that there is no need to intercalibrate at cell level. Indeed, extensive
test-beam studies on production modules have successfully verified that the response is
uniform at better than 0.5% on regions of dimension of ∆η×∆φ = 0.2× 0.4, that’s to say
the dimension of an electronic readout board (128 middle cells). Then it will be necessary
to intercalibrate these regions at the design level of 0.7% (at the beginning of the data
taking they are expected to be miscalibrated at the level of 2%). These can be done using
the legs of Z → ee decays. However, as electrons are involved, the procedure assumes an
excellent knowledge of the material in front of the calorimeter.
CMS
In CMS, the reconstructed energy of a EM object can be written as:
E = G× F ×
∑
i
ci ×Ai (10.167)
where G is the global absolute scale, F is a correction factor and ci’s are coefficients
that intercalibrate the cell i of amplitude (in ADC counts) Ai entering in the sum of the
cells for this cluster.
The largest source of channel-to-channel variation in the CMS barrel calorimeter is
the spread in the scintillation light yield. Notwithstanding it is possible to obtain a first
estimate of these coefficients from lab and test-beam measurements, the final calculation
will be done in situ using LHC data. Due to the large number of crystals involved, various
methods have been studied to achieve this goal, depending on the available integrated
luminosity. Both electrons and photons can be used. Often the selected calibration sample
and method can be used for more than one calibration task.
- Assuming to virtually divide the calorimeter in η rings, it is possible to intercalibrate
crystals within these rings by comparing the total energy deposited in each crystal
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with the mean of total energy for all crystals in the ring. Minimum bias events can
be used to perform such procedure. Of course, then all rings have to be intercalibrate
each other: this can be done using one of the methods below. This method has the
advantage that can be used at the beginning of data taking with simple triggers.
However it is sensible to inhomogeneity in the tracker material and to asymmetries
coming from the geometry of the detector (boundaries between modules, off-pointing
crystal angles, . . . ).
- Use single electrons to intercalibrate crystals. However as electrons are involved,
this method requires that the tracking detector is operational and aligned. In order
to cope with detector effects, a series of cluster variable sensitive to the amount of
brems is studied in order to control the quality of the electron.
- Use Z → ee decays. This method can be used, for example, to intercalibrate rings
in first method described here. Moreover it can be used to determine the correction
factor F of equation 10.167.;
- Use pi0/η → γγ events to intercalibrate crystals. This method has the advantage
that photons are less sensitive to material than electrons as long as a sample of
unconverted photons can be selected by cutting on cluster variable such as the shower
shape.
- Use radiative decays of the Z boson to muons Z → µµγ. This sample would have the
advantage of creating a sample of photons with small background and known energy.
Concerning this last point, however, it is clear that this method is correlating the
calibration of photons to that of muons, assumed to be already calibrated at the right
scale. With such a sample it would be possible to intercalibrate crystals, estimate
the correction factor F and set the global energy scale. Once the global energy scale
has been set for photons, it can be transferred to electrons using conversions.
Absolute energy scale
All the corrections described above, however, do not guarantee that the absolute scale
is correct. To do this, a well known mass resonance is used. As ATLAS and CMS are
mainly interested in high pT physics above the 100 GeV mass where e.g the Higgs boson is
expected, the closest resonance is the Z → ee decay. At much lower masses J/ψ,Υ→ ee
can be used.
10.44.4 Energy resolution and linearity
The goal of both the ATLAS and CMS detectors is to keep the energy resolution at the
level of 1% of better. This is motivated by the required mass resolution on important
physics channels with electrons and photons, like H → γγ and H → 4e.
The energy resolution can be parametrized as a function of the energy E as:
σ
E
=
a√
E
⊕ b
E
⊕ c (10.168)
where:
a: is called stochastic term. In ATLAS it accounts for the energy fluctuations due to
the presence of alternating layers of lead and liquid Argon and is about 10%. In CMS
it includes contributions from photostatistics as well as fluctuations in the shower
containment: it amounts to ∼3 %.
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Figure 10.102: Relative energy resolution as a function of energy as measured for fixed-
energy electrons in the CMS (left) and ATLAS (right) test-beams. For CMS, the fit
parameters S, N and C are the stochastic, noise and constant term, respectively. For
ATLAS, only the sampling and constant term are fitted.
b: is the noise term. The noise in a calorimeter is coming both from the electronics
(electronic noise) and from the energy deposited in the calorimeter by the underlying
event and from additional collisions in the same bunch crossing or from previous or
successive ones (pile-up noise). The electronics noise amounts to 100-200 MeV in a
typical test-beam cluster (which is usually smaller than the cluster size that will be
used during LHC running). The pile-up noise depends on the LHC luminosity.
c: is called the constant term. As both the stochastic and noise parts of the energy
resolution decrease with energy, this is term that becomes dominant at increas-
ing energy. In ATLAS contributions to this term come from LAr impurities and
temperature variation, high-voltage variations, mechanical deformations, material
inhomogeneities in front of the calorimeter. In CMS the list of contributions include
residual intercrystal miscalibration, temperature stability, supply voltage stability,
disuniformities in the light collection and damages due to radiation. The goal is to
keep this term at the level of 0.5-0.7%.
The expected performances have been extensively tested using electron test beams by
both the ATLAS [3] and the CMS collaborations. The measured energy resolutions are
shown in Fig. 10.102. The data have been obtained at a fixed point in the calorimeter
(corresponding to η = 0.687 and φ = 0.28 for ATLAS). The spectrum has been fitted
with the functional form in Eq. 10.168. In ATLAS, since the electronic noise depends
on the electronic gain (which may vary at different energies), the noise is not included
in the fit but rather measured independently and subtracted by each energy point. It
amounts to about 250 MeV (slightly larger at high energies). The results are within the
expectations. The value extracted for the constant term, however, only accounts for local
disuniformities (restricted to the cluster cells, since the name local constant term) and not
of all calorimeter (global constant term: see also the discussion in Section 10.44.3).
The linearity of the response of the ATLAS calorimeter is shown in Fig.10.103. For
energies E > 10 GeV, all measured points are within ±0.1%.
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Figure 10.103: Ratio of reconstructed electron energy to electron beam energy as a func-
tion of the beam energy (ATLAS). The measured points are normalized to the 100 GeV
point. The inner error band includes the uncorrelated uncertainty on the beam energy
measurement; the outer band adds in quadrature the correlated uncertainty.
10.44.5 Position measurements
The shower direction is reconstructed by an energy weighted average of the coordinates
of the cells of the clusters. In ATLAS, the middle compartment only is used along the φ
direction (as this is the most precise in this direction) while middle and strips are used
along the η direction. In CMS the average runs on the position of the crystals in the clusters
(or the position of the clusters inside a supercluster). The simple weighted average has to
be corrected to take into account a few effects due to the detector geometry. In ATLAS
the η positions as measured in the middle and strips compartments can be combined to
determine the direction of the shower axis along η (or θ). Typical resolutions for photons
reconstructed in the ATLAS detectors are 4–6 mrad/
√
(E) along φ direction and 50–75
mrad/
√
(E) along the θ direction. For electrons, once a charged track has been successfully
associated to the electron cluster, the reconstructed electron position is better measured
from the track parameters measured in the tracking detectors.
The possibility of a stand-alone reconstruction of the photon direction along η plays
an important role in H → γγ events to identify the position of the Higgs vertex. The
typical resolution obtainable on the vertex position along the beam axis is about 16 mm.
This method can be used either alone or in combination with other methods which will
be used to determine the interaction vertex in these events. These methods (planned by
both ATLAS and CMS) rely on the determination of the event vertex using charged tracks
produced in association with the Higgs boson or in exploiting the fact that a good fraction
of photons will convert in the detector material. If the conversion is identified, additional
direction information is provided from the converted electron tracks. The possibility of
combining several methods is particularly important at high luminosity where one has
to select the right vertex among the additional interaction vertices due to minimum bias
interactions.
10.44.6 Particle identification
Clusters reconstructed in the EM calorimeters are mainly due to energy deposited by jets.
At the LHC the electron-to-jet ratio would be very high, ∼ 10−5 is expected for electron
around a transverse momentum of 40 GeV, so an excellent rejection is needed in order to
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select an electron sample.
Some of the rejection is already done at trigger already. At oﬄine level a series of
additional cuts is applied to bring the rejection at the desired level.
First of all a track is loosely associated to the electromagnetic clusters. If such a track
is found the cluster is classified as an electron, otherwise as a photon. However this simple
picture is spoiled by converted photons.
Conversions have to be found using a dedicated algorithm based on tracking. De-
pending on the conversion radius, electrons from conversion might have less pixel/strip
hits than a primary track. That’s why a dedicated tracking algorithm that builds tracks
starting from the outer tracking layers is needed.
Once conversions have been found, an electron is defined as such if the EM has a track
pointing to it but no associated conversion and a photon cluster has no track pointing to
it or an associated conversion.
In CMS the track is searched for by starting from the EM supercluster itself. The
energy weighted position of the supercluster is propagated back to the interaction point
to look for hits in two pixel layers. This 2-hit track provides the seed for the electron
track search into the outer tracking layers. Careful reconstruction strategies are applied
as electrons are affected, in addition to multiple scattering fluctuations, to non-gaussian
fluctuations due to the emission of brems photons along the electron path.
Other cuts are based on:
- the fraction of energy recorded in the hadronic calorimeter region just beyond the
EM cluster: this should be below a certain threshold to reduce the jet contamination;
- variables sensible to the shower shape (lateral and longitudinal shower shape profile)
of the EM cluster in order to select narrow jets compatible with the showering of a
single particle
- (for electrons only) variables that combine calorimeter and tracking information.
Like E/p, the ratio of cluster energy to the track momentum and the quality of the
η and φ matching of the track with the cluster barycenter. Additionally, in ATLAS,
a cut on the ratio of high threshold hits (due to transition radiation generated by
the electron track) to low threshold hits is applied.
- (for electron only) cuts on the impact parameter,and/or its significance 34, of the
electron track with respect to the event primary vertex (see Fig. 10.104).
- isolation cuts.
Isolation cuts are one of the strongest way to reduce the jet background. Additional
particles, and so hadronic energy, near the shower can be detected either by looking for
additional tracks above a certain pT in a cone (or annulus) around the reconstructed EM
cluster or by looking for additional energy into the calorimeter around the EM cluster.
Of course, one can also use a combination of the two. The first method is sensible to
charged pions or kaons provided they can be efficiently reconstructed down to 1-2 GeV.
The second method is also sensible to neutrals. In both cases the size of the isolation cone
needs to be carefully tuned. Fig. 10.104 shows the rejection power of the isolation cut in
H → 4e events from the tt¯ background. The cut requires no track with pT > 1.5 GeV/c
in an η − φ cone around the electron.
34The impact parameter (or 3D impact parameter) is defined as the distance of closest approach of the
track to a given point. The primary vertex of the event is considered as the reference point if not specified
otherwise. The transverse impact parameter is the distance of the closest approach to the primary vertex
in the plane perpendicular to the beam line.
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Figure 10.104: CMS: signal efficiency (H → 4e) vs. background rejection (tt¯ ) for various
isolation cone widths around the electron direction. Impact parameter significance for
electrons in H → 4e events and in three background samples.
This set of cuts can be used either in a traditional cut-based way or using more so-
phisticated estimators (multivariate techniques, neural nets,. . . ). In both cases, as the
required efficiency and jet rejections depends on the physics channel under study, both
experiments define electrons of various classes of quality according to the tightness of the
cuts applied.
Fig. 10.105 shows the jet rejection vs. photon and electron efficiency obtained using
a likelihood using several of the identification variable quickly introduced above. For
comparison also a few points obtained using a more traditional cut-based method are
shown. For the electrons, two cut based results are shown depending if a cut based on
the transition radiation detector has been applied to provide a 90% efficiency for electrons
(“tight (TRT)”) or a 95% one (“tight (isol.)”). The jet rejections are computed with
respect to truth-particle jets reconstructed with 0.4 wide cone size on a generic di-jet
sample. The jet rejection for photons (around 9000) is an average over the sample content
of quark jets (where the rejection is about 3000) and gluon jets (rejection 28000). The
difference is due to the softer fragmentation and therefore broader later extent of gluon
jets that facilitate the rejection against photons.
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Figure 10.105: ATLAS: jet rejections versus photons (left) and electrons (right) efficiency
using a likelihood method (full points) and a cut-based method (open symbols).
10.45 Tau leptons
G. Bagliesi
The τ leptons, which are the most difficult leptons to identify, are expected to be
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Figure 10.106: Maximal distance ∆R in η − φ space between the leading pT charged
particle and the other two charged particles in the three-prong τ decay for three intervals
of the τ−jet transverse energy EMCT
produced by the decay of several interesting physics channels, like Higgs (h/H/A→ ττ
and H± → τν), SUSY and other exotic particles decays. It has been shown [13] that in
a large range of the parameter space, τ identification is very effective in discarding the
background, which is mainly due to QCD jets, keeping a good efficiency for signal. The
most interesting and distinct decays are fully hadronic τ decays (called τ−jets). Leptonic
τ decays are usually identified through the muon or electron produced. In the following
we will concentrate on the methods developed by ATLAS and CMS to identify τ−jets and
to trigger on them.
10.45.1 Properties of tau leptons at LHC
The τ lepton decays hadronically with a probability of 65%, producing a τ−jet, containing
a small number of charged and neutral hadrons and a τ -neutrino. When the momentum of
the τ is large compared to the mass a very collimated jet is produced (see Figure 10.106).
For example for a transverse momentum pT > 50 GeV/c, 90% of the energy is contained
in a cone of radius ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 = 0.2. Hadronic τ decays have low charged
track multiplicity (one or three prongs) and a relevant fraction of electromagnetic energy
deposition in the calorimeters due to photons coming from the decay of neutral pions. In
Table 10.107 the main τ -decay branching ratios are shown. Quite often taus are produced
in pairs (like the decay h/H/A→ ττ): in this case 42% of the final states will contain two
τ−jets. ATLAS and CMS have developed dedicated algorithms for the identification of
τ−jets.
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Figure 10.107: Most relevant τ decay branching ratios
10.45.2 Identification of hadronic tau decays: methods based on isola-
tion
Calorimetric isolation and shape variables
Hadronic τ decays produce localized energy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters. To exploit this characteristic several isolation parameters which give a mea-
surement of the energy in a ring around the core of the jet have been defined: real taus
are expected to release only a small fraction of energy in this ring. ATLAS defines a
variable ∆E12T =
∑n′
j=1ETj/
∑n
i=1ET i where the sum in the numerator runs over all the
calorimeter cells in the cluster with 0.1 < ∆R < 0.2 respect to the jet direction and the
sum in the denominator runs over all the cells with ∆R < 0.4. A similar variable is defined
by CMS: Pisol =
∑
∆R<0.40ET −
∑
∆R<0.13ET . In Figure 10.108 the performance of the
Pisol cut are shown for tau and QCD events.
Calorimetric variables are also very important for τ -ID, in particular the EM radius
(see Ref. [14]) which exploits the smaller transverse profile of τ jets. The electromagnetic
radius is defined as follows:
Rem =
∑n
i=1ET i
√
(ηi − ηcluster)2 + (φi − φcluster)2∑n
i=1ET i
(10.169)
Where i runs over all electromagnetic calorimeters cells in the cluster with ∆R < 0.4,
n denotes their number and ET i is the transverse energy in cell i.
Charged track isolation
The few and collimated charged tracks contained in a τ−jet are the basic ingredients of a
powerful selection algorithm based on isolation. The principle is shown in Figure 10.109.
The direction of the τ−jet is defined by the axis of the calorimeter jet. The tracks above a
threshold of pminT and in a matching cone of radius Rm around the calorimeter jet direction
are considered in the search for signal tracks. The leading track (tr1) is defined as the
track with the highest pT . Any other track in the narrow signal cone of radius RS around
tr1 and with z-impact parameter ztr close to the z-impact parameter of the leading track is
assumed to come from the τ decay. Tracks with ∆ztr (impact parameter distance from the
leading track) smaller than a given cut-off and transverse momentum above a threshold
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Figure 10.108: The efficiency of the electromagnetic isolation for τ jets and QCD jets in
several intervals of the true transverse energy when the value of the cut Pisol is varied.
of pTi are then reconstructed inside a larger cone of the size Ri. If no tracks are found in
the Ri cone, except the ones which are already in the RS cone, the isolation criterion is
fulfilled.
10.45.3 Identification of hadronic tau decays: other methods
In addition to the calorimetric and tracker isolation the τ lepton has other peculiarities
which can be used successfully for tagging.
Number of tracks
Taus decay hadronically into one (49.5%), three (15.2%) and very seldom five (0.1%)
charged particles, often plus several pios. A tagging criterion is to define a track association
algorithm which identifies the tracks belonging to the τ−jet (like a cut on impact parameter
along the beam axis ∆zimp or on the transverse plane ∆r) and then require that precisely
one or three tracks are associated. This cut can be either enforced by adding the condition
that the total charge has to be ±1, or loosened by asking for a maximum of three tracks
(in order to take into account possible track reconstruction inefficiencies).
Lifetime
The τ lifetime (cτ = 87µm) and relatively low mass (mτ=1.78 GeV/c2) produce a sizeable
decay length at the energies of interest for LHC analyses. However since the tracks are
very collimated the reconstruction of the decay vertex poses a challenge: a big number of
hits are shared in the vertex detectors, which can lead to a reconstruction of fake vertices.
In the plane transverse to the τ−jet axis the resolution of the reconstructed decay vertex
is ≈ 20-30 µm. In the direction parallel to the τ−jet axis the resolution depends on the
jet energy and is comprised in the range 0.5-1.5 mm. A somewhat more effective selection
method is based on the transverse or 3D impact parameter which does not depend at first
order on the momentum of the decaying τ (Ref. [15]).
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Figure 10.109: Sketch of the basic principle of τ−jet identification using the tracker isola-
tion
Invariant mass
The τ−jet mass is reconstructed from the momentum of the tracks in the signal cone
and the energy of the clusters in the calorimeter within a certain cone ∆Rjet around the
calorimeter jet axis. It is important to avoid double counting of particles by rejecting the
calorimeter clusters which are matched to a given track. A possible un-matching condition
could be that the cluster, taken for the mass calculation, must be separated from the track
impact point on the calorimeter surface by a given distance ∆Rtracks. Typical cuts used
by CMS are ∆Rjet < 0.4 and ∆Rtrack > 0.08. More sophisticated algorithms based on the
particle flow reconstruction are under study.
10.45.4 ATLAS specific selection
ATLAS has developed two independent algorithms for τ−jet selection: TauRec (Ref. [14])
and Tau1P3P (Ref. [16]). The former is a general purpose algorithm based on calorimeters
and inner detector information, the latter is intended for studies of low mass Higgs decays.
tauRec
This algorithm uses calorimeter clusters as τ−jet candidates. These are provided by
a sliding window cluster algorithm which runs on “CaloTowers” which are the sum of
all calorimeter layers summed up on a grid of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 2pi/64. The τ−jets are
identified by looking at the following quantities: isolation, number of associated charged
tracks with pT >2 GeV/c and with a distance ∆R < 0.3 from the barycenter of the cluster,
charge, 2D signed impact parameter significance, and other cluster shaping cuts in the
electromagnetic calorimeter. A likelihood function is built with all the previous variables
including the ratio ET/pT of the leading track. A rejection against QCD jets of 103 − 104
is obtained (depending on the jet energy) with an efficiency of about 40% for τ−jets.
Tau1P3P
The Tau1P3P algorithm is specialized for low mass Higgs (mH ≈ 120 GeV/c2), with visi-
ble energy from hadronic tau decays in the range 20-50 GeV. One or three charged tracks
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are required plus associated energy deposit in the calorimeter (from pi±) and additional
electromagnetic energy from the accompanying pi0s. The search for calorimetric energy is
seeded by the direction of the leading track. The main steps of the Tau1P3P algorithm are:
look for a “good” hadronic leading track (pT >9 GeV/c), zero or two nearby tracks with
pT >2 GeV/c, ∆R (track-direction,jet-direction)<0.2, isolation around the τ−jet direc-
tion. Calorimeter cluster are classified in neutral electromagnetic, charged electromagnetic
and others type with a simplified energy flow method. Several additional discriminant
variables are calculated by making use of the tracks and of the clusters belonging to the
τ−jet. After optimizing the cuts a selection efficiency of about 40 % for τ jets with a
jet rejection of 102 − 103 for pT < 50 GeV is observed. Alternative selections have been
developed based on multivariate analysis, which give somehow better results.
10.45.5 CMS specific selection
CMS selection is based on the calorimeter and tracker isolation described previously. Re-
ferring to Figure 10.109 the optimization of the working point of the tracker isolation
algorithm is done by making a scan on the value of the isolation cone Ri, with the value
of RS and Rm kept fixed. It is possible to reach good values of background rejection
((QCDjets) ≈ 4− 6%) with an efficiency for τ−jets of ≈ 70%. The actual signal effi-
ciency depends on the particular physics process considered. A number of other selection
methods (impact parameter, flight path, mass reconstruction) which can be applied after
the isolation have been studied by the CMS collaboration. Most of these additional cuts
have been already described previously. Depending on the specific channel studied, the
application of these additional cuts can improve the overall signal/background ratio.
The CMS collaboration is optimizing all tau identification algorithms by making use of
the particle flow approach. Better overall performance are expected since a particle flow
algorithm can improve the reconstruction of the charged tracks and of the calorimetric
deposit associated to a τ−jet.
10.45.6 Tau identification at trigger level
The First Level Trigger (L1) for LHC experiments is implemented on custom hardware
which performs a rapid decision based on calorimeters and muon chambers information.
ATLAS has an intermediate level of trigger (L2) which is applied to the region of interest
pointed by the L1, followed by a High Level Trigger (HLT) selection. CMS instead imple-
ments a one-step HLT selection just after the L1 trigger. The L1 selection for τ−jets starts
by looking for collimated and isolated calorimetric jets. Given the huge QCD background
cross-section, the goal of the HLT is to reduce the rate of QCD events of a factor ≈ 10−3
after the L1 trigger in order to select a final rate of O(10 Hz) events containing one (or
two) τ−jets candidates (Ref. [13]).
ATLAS and CMS HLT selection is generally based on algorithms very similar to those
applied for the off-line selection. See for example Ref. [17] for a detailed and recent study
of CMS HLT trigger performance.
10.46 The jets
I. Vivarelli
Many different requirements have to be satisfied in order to perform jet measurements.
The comparison with the theoretical predictions in a given channel forces the experimental-
ists to use a reconstruction algorithm free from collinear and infrared unsafetiness. The jet
energy measurement is a delicate issue as well. The first step consists in the removal of the
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detector effects, i.e. nonlinearities in the measurement due to the non-compensation 35 of
the calorimeters, calorimeter cracks, etc. The second step aims to correct for hadronization
and thus obtain a measurement which is directly comparable to the theoretical predictions.
Detailed studies show that, in the measurement of the top quark mass and of the inclusive
jet cross section, the systematic error related to the knowledge of the jet energy scale is
the dominant term if the jet energy scale is not known at a level better than 1-2%. In the
following we will review the main experimental issues related to jets, starting from the
cluster reconstruction in the calorimeters to arrive to the parton jet measurement.
10.46.1 Clusterization and Jet Reconstruction
Before running the jet reconstruction algorithm, the calorimeter cells are clusterized to-
gether. A very simple and fast clusterization is obtained building calorimeter towers: all
the cells lying in a square in the η − φ space are summed together in a tower. The tower
size in ATLAS is ∆η×∆φ = 0.1×0.1 while CMS has 0.087×0.087. ATLAS is planning to
make use of a more sophisticated, 3D, clusterization algorithm, which takes into account
both the lateral and longitudinal development of the shower.
Once the clusters are built, the jet reconstruction algorithm groups them together
following its prescriptions. The most used reconstruction algorithm so far is the cone
algorithm [4]:
- A cone of radius R (in the η − φ space) is built around the seed (trial seed, in the
case of the seedless algorithm).
- For each cluster (tower) k, with center (ηk, φk), the center of the cone ~Ck = (ηCk =
ηk, φCk = φk) is defined. A cluster (tower) i is included in the cone if
√
(ηi − ηCk)2 + (φi − φCk)2 ≤
R.
- Then, the ET –weighted centroid is evaluated
~
C
k = (ηCk, φCk) with:
ηCk =
∑
i⊂Ck ET iη
i
ECkT
φ
Ck =
∑
i⊂Ck ET iφ
i
ECkT
where ECkT =
∑
i⊂Ck ET i
- In general the centroid
~
C
k is not identical to the geometric center ~Ck and the cone
is not stable. Therefore, an iterating procedure is needed until the cone found is
stable.
- The described procedure can lead to a final jet list where some of the jets overlap. A
split and merge procedure has to be used to merge or separate jets which overlaps,
in order to avoid the assignment of some particles to two jets. The way to deal
with this, is to merge two jets if the overlapping energy percentage is above some
threshold.
The KT algorithm is implemented also [5]:
- For each cluster (tower) compute di = E2T i. For each pair i,j define
dij = min(E2T i, E
2
Tj)
(ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2
D2
(10.170)
where D is a resolution parameter (the current choice in ATLAS is D = 1).
35A calorimeter is said to be compensating if it gives the same signal response for the for the electro-
magnetic component (e) and non electromagnetic (h) and of a hadronic shower.
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- Find dmin =¡(di, dij).
- If dmin = dij for some j, merge tower i and j to a new tower k with momentum
pµk = p
µ
j + p
µ
j .
- If dmin = di then a jet is found.
- Iterate until the list of tower is empty.
Figure 10.110: Jet reconstruction efficiency for the cone algorithm for different energy
thresholds on the tower seeds (CMS).
The reconstruction efficiency of the different reconstruction algorithms is estimated
from the simulation. Typically, a matching procedure is defined to associate jets recon-
structed from the calorimeters to jets reconstructed from the Monte Carlo final state
particles (particle jets). A particle jet is defined as reconstructed if there is a calorimeter
jet within a given angular distance. Figure 10.110 shows the reconstruction efficiency as a
function of the particle jet ET for the seeded cone algorithm (different colors are used for
different energy thresholds on the tower seeds) in CMS [6]. A 90% efficiency is obtained
for ET ∼ 30 GeV.
10.46.2 Calibration at the Particle Jet
Jet energy measurements need to be corrected for non-uniformities and non-linearities
introduced by the detector itself. As well known [7], if a calorimeter is non–compensating
(as the ATLAS and CMS ones are) the response to hadrons is lower with respect to elec-
trons and photons of the same energy. Moreover, its dependence on the impinging particle
energy is non–linear. Finally, the structure of the calorimeters (gaps, cracks, different
technologies in different pseudorapidity regions) makes the response also pseudorapidity
dependent.
The present jet calibration in ATLAS is obtained from full simulated QCD events.
Calibration coefficients wi depending on the cell energy density are extracted comparing
the reconstructed energy of the jet with the energy of the particle jet. For the same cell
energy density, a different weight is applied for different longitudinal samples and in the
different sections of the ATLAS calorimeters. Each reconstructed jet is associated with the
closest (in ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2) particle jet. Once this association is done, the calibration
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coefficients can be extracted minimizing a χ2:
χ2 =
∑
e
(Erece − Etruee )2
(Etruee )2
(10.171)
The index e runs on all the jets of all the considered events and Erece is defined as:
Erece =
∑
i
wi
(
Eie
Vi
)
Eie (10.172)
where i is running on all the cells belonging to the jet, Eie is the energy deposit in the
i-th cell for the jet e and Vi is the volume of the i-th cell.
Figure 10.111: Linearity (left) and resolution (right) of jets, with respect to the particle
jets, in ATLAS. The three curves refer to the central (|η| < 0.7, in black circles), inter-
mediate (0.7 < |η| < 2.5, in red square) and forward (2.5 < |η| < 3.5, in green triangles)
regions. The energy resolution in the right plot is parametrized as σEE =
a√
E
⊕ b⊕ cE with
E being the energy of the jet in GeV.
In order to reduce the number of calibration coefficients to calculate, the dependence
of wi on the cell energy density is parameterized with a polynomial function of log(Ei/V ):
wi = a+ b log
Ei
V
+ c(log
Ei
V
)2 + d(log
Ei
V
)3 (10.173)
Figure 10.111 shows the obtained linearity and resolution after the calibration proce-
dure.
The CMS correction is instead obtained considering the ratio rjet between the recon-
structed jet transverse energy and that of the associated particle jet (rjet = ErecT /E
true
T ).
The corrections are computed as a function of η and ET . Then, the reconstructed energy
is corrected by a factor 1/rjet.
Both the approaches assume that the calorimeter response to jets is well reproduced
by the simulation of the detector. This has been verified in many years of test beams.
The agreement of the GEANT4 simulation with the test beam data is within 2% for both
the experiments.
10.46.3 In Situ Calibration
The in situ calibration will be performed using both the ET balance between a jet and a
vector boson (either γ or Z) recoiling against that and the W mass reconstruction in top
decays. Focusing on the former, it will be used for two main purposes:
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Figure 10.112: δK (described in the text) for the cone (two cone sizes) and the KT
algorithms, for gluon and quark jets. From the left to the right, the plots are done for 0.5,
1 and 1.5 GeV tower seeds.
- Verify that the unbalance in the data is well reproduce by the simulation (a validation
of the particle jet calibration).
- Perform the so-called Parton Level Calibration of the jet energy (see Section 3.14 for
a more detailed discussion).
As an example, we consider γ + jet events in CMS [8]. Taking into account trigger
efficiencies and considering an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1, CMS expects to have a
statistical accuracy below 1% up to about 100 GeV of photon transverse energy. A factor
Kjet(E
γ
T ) is defined as the ratio of the mean reconstructed jet transverse energy with
the mean photon transverse energy in a given bin of the photon spectrum. This can be
compared with Ktruejet , defined as the ratio between reconstructed jet transverse energy and
the parton jet transverse energy:
δK =
Kjet −Ktruejet
Ktruejet
(10.174)
Figure 10.112 shows δK as a function of the parton jet energy for different reconstruc-
tion algorithms and different originating partons for three different energy thresholds on
the tower seeds. As can be seen, there are differences up to ∼ 10% due to biases of the
event selection and non-leading radiation effects.
10.47 The missing transverse energy
F. Tartarelli
The presence of one or more energetic neutrinos or other weakly-interacting stable
particles is an important signature for several standard model and beyond the standard
model physics processes. Neutrinos appear in the leptonic decays of W’s, decays of Z’s,
in the semileptonic decays of heavy quarks and in the decays of τ ’s. Weakly-interacting
stable particles appear in SUSY models and (if massive) can be candidate for the dark
matter.
Multi-purpose collider experiments like ATLAS and CMS cannot detect directly these
kind of particles. Due to the importance of these studies, since long time a technique has
been used in order to infer indirectly the presence of these particles. If such a particle
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is produced in the collision, it will give an apparent imbalance in the total energy and
momentum (so-called missing energy or missing momentum). In order to measure such
imbalance, the detector need to be able to measure the energy of all particles produced in
the collisions. There are several instrumental effects that in practice limit this possibility:
we will see a few examples in the following. The main limitation, however, is due to fact
that while detectors have usually a full azimuthal coverage (around the beam direction),
the pseudorapidity coverage (along the beam directions) is limited by the impossibility to
instrument the region close to the beam line. In ATLAS (CMS) the calorimetry coverage
extends up to 4.9 (5.0) using dedicated ”forward calorimeters” that cover the higher pseu-
dorapidity region, 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 (3 < |η| < 5). These are challenging detectors that have
to operate in the extremely hostile radiation environment of such high pseudorapidities
where the calorimeter performance deteriorates quickly. Indeed, the main physics moti-
vation for forward calorimeters is just the extension of the detector coverage for missing
energy measurement (together with the tagging of forward jets).
Nevertheless some particles produced in the collisions will escape undetected down
the beam pipe so that the momentum balance along the direction of the beam cannot be
evaluated. However the transverse momentum of particles produced in the collision can
be measured with enough precision (the transverse momentum of particles escaping along
the beam direction is small) so that the transverse energy balance (since the name missing
transverse energy or missing transverse momentum) can be measured with an accuracy
good enough to help establish the presence of one or more non-interacting particles.
The missing transverse energy is defined as the vector sum of the energy deposits in
the calorimeter towers (or cells):
~EmissT =
∑
n
(En sin θn cosφnıˆ+ En sin θn sinφnˆ) = (Emissx ıˆ+ E
miss
y ˆ) (10.175)
where En is the energy in the calorimeter tower and θn and φn are the tower polar and
azimuthal angle, respectively. In ATLAS, for example, best results have been obtained
always working at the level of calorimeter cells rather than towers.
If for example a neutrino is present in the event, since the ~EmissT is a vector, it provides
both the energy and the transverse direction of the escaping neutrinos. If two neutrinos
are expected in the event, in several cases the missing energy can still provide information
on the kinematic of the event.
10.47.1 Experimental issues
Several experimental issues are involved in the calculation of the EmissT . We will briefly
discuss noise suppression, muon correction and cell energy calibration.
Noise suppression
The sum in Eq. 10.175 is extended to cells above a certain threshold. As the LHC calorime-
ters have a large number of cells (i.e. ATLAS has about 2×105 calorimeter cells) the
contribution of noise can quickly become significant if it is not kept under control. A good
calorimeter noise suppression algorithm is needed. The goal would be to include in the sum
the clustered (jets, photons, electrons) and unclustered energy deposits in the calorimeter
avoiding contributions due to noise. Electronic noise and pile-up noise are the sources of
noise in the calorimeter. Concerning the first contribution, the so-called coherent noise is
particularly dangerous and should be avoided by careful design (grounding and shielding)
as it produces correlated noise in a large number of calorimeters cells.
Several techniques are possible. Most of them in the end require the knowledge for
each cell of σnoise, the quadratic sum of the estimated electronic and pile-up noises, and
allow cells with energy |Ei| > nσnoise, where n is an appropriate cut.
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Muon correction
If muons are identified in the event a correction has to be implemented. In both experi-
ments to reduce the fake muon background, a muon is generally identified when there is a
match between a muon stub identified in the muon chambers and a track identified in the
tracking system. The energy deposit in the calorimeter cells crossed by the extrapolated
muon track should be compatible with that of a MIP.
CMS adds to the sum in Eq. 10.175 the muon transverse momentum as measured by
the tracker and, to avoid double counting, removes from the sum the tower crossed by the
muon track.
The ATLAS muon system can provide a stand-alone (i.e., without using the tracker)
measurement of the muon momentum: that’s why the current ATLAS strategy is to leave
in the sum of Eq. 10.175 the muon energy deposit and add the muon momentum as mea-
sured by the muon spectrometer only (provided it is matched with a track reconstructed
in the tracking detector). With this recipe, no double counting is done.
Cell energy calibration
Towers entering the missing transverse energy need to be calibrated. There are several
issues connected to the EmissT calibration. Cell calibration means to recover the optimal
calibration for physics object measured in a calorimeter (electrons, photons, jets). It is
obtained by correcting the cell energy for factors that depend on the particle type and that
have been obtained by simulation or beam tests. As the EmissT is an inclusive quantity
also the energy belonging to unclustered towers (not belonging to any identified physics
object) need to be calibrated. The cells can belong either to the electromagnetic or to the
hadron calorimeter and one has to take into account that in both experiments these are
non compensating.
In ATLAS, the calibration procedure follows a multi-step strategy:
- Cells are calibrated using weights determined using a technique similar to the one
developed for the calorimeter of the H1 experiment at the HERA collider. In this
method each cell is corrected with a weight that depends on the cell energy density
(ρ = E/V where E is the cell energy and V is the volume of the cell), on the
cell pseudorapidity position and on the calorimeter module and compartment. The
weights have been obtained using jets from QCD dijet events covering the whole
kinematic range expected at the LHC, calibrating the reconstructed energy to the
truth particle energy. This procedure corrects for detector effects like: missing signals
from charged particle bent away from the calorimeter due to the tracking magnetic
field, energy losses in inactive materials, noise, non-compensation of the calorimeters,
etc.).
- A dedicated correction is applied to recover the energy lost in the inactive material
(cryostat walls) between the electromagnetic and the hadronic calorimeters
- As described elsewhere in this paper, electrons, muons and other physics objects
are accurately calibrated using dedicated procedures based on simulations and test
beam data. It is possible to benefit from this work also to improve the generic
calibration procedure described above. To do this, cells belonging to reconstructed
physics object (as there could be ambiguities, a well defined order has been chosen:
electrons, photons, hadronically decaying τ leptons, b-jets, light jets and muons) are
removed from the sum in Eq. 10.175 and their total contribution replaced by the
contribution from the calibrated physics object itself.
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All ATLAS results presented in next section have been obtained using the calibration
procedure just described.
CMS results have been obtained in a much less sophisticated way using photon cali-
bration for cells belonging to the electromagnetic calorimeter and hadron calibration for
cells belonging to the hadronic calorimeter. Studies are ongoing to improve the EmissT
calibration using charged track corrections and energy flow techniques. In the first case,
for example, tracks (and their momenta) reconstructed in the tracker are used to correct
for tracks swept out by the magnetic field and to replace calorimeter deposits by the more
accurate tracker momentum measurement.
10.47.2 Performance
The EmissT performance of the detector is evaluated in term of: resolution, linearity of
response, direction resolution (in the transverse x and y coordinates) and tails. A review
of the main ATLAS and CMS results is presented in this section. All the results are taken
from [1] and [2].
It has since long observed that the EmissT resolution depends on the overall event ac-
tivity that can be characterized by the scalar sum of the transverse energy in all calorime-
ter cells (
∑
ET ). The EmissT resolution (in x or y) follows the simple stochastic law
σ(EmissT x,y) = k
√∑
ET . Deviations are observed at both ends of the EmissT spectrum.
For low
∑
ET values noise becomes an important contribution while at very high
∑
ET
values the jet energy resolution constant term dominates.
The ATLAS EmissT transverse resolution is shown in Figure 10.113 for various samples
of interest (corresponding to different
∑
ET regions). The fit provides k = 0.53 in the low∑
ET region (Z → ττ events) and k = 0.57 in the hight
∑
ET region (A→ ττ events for
masses mA ranging from 150 to 800 GeV).
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Figure 10.113: Resolution σ of the two components of the EmissT vector, as a function
of the total transverse energy, ΣET , measured in the ATLAS calorimeters for different
physics processes corresponding to low to medium values of ΣET (left) and to higher values
of ΣET (right). The QCD jets correspond to di-jet events with 560 < pT < 1120 GeV.
The CMS EmissT resolution is shown in Figure 10.114 for minimum bias events and
QCD events in a wide range of parton transverse momentum values. Low luminosity pile-
up is included in all cases. The fit to the distributions provides k = 0.65 for minimum bias
events. For hard QCD events the resolution deteriorates to k = 1.23. With the present
calibration scheme, for very active events the EmissT resolution degrades faster than what
it is expected from, for example, minimum bias events.
The linearity for the EmissT as reconstructed and calibrated in the ATLAS detector is
shown in Figure 10.115. Except for EmissT < 20 − 30 GeV the linearity is better than
about 5%. At low EmissT there is a bias in the linearity due to the finite resolution of the
EmissT measurement (it is not a bias in the E
miss
T reconstruction itself).
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Figure 10.114: Resolution σ of the two components of the EmissT vector, as a function
of the total transverse energy, ΣET , measured in the CMS calorimeters for processes
corresponding to low to medium values of ΣET (left) and to higher values of ΣET (right).
The left plot is obtained with QCD soft events, 0 < pˆT < 15 GeV/C (squares) and
minimum bias events (open circles). The right plot is for QCD events up to pˆT = 4000.
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Figure 10.115: ATLAS linearity of response for reconstructed EmissT as a function of the
average true EmissT for different physics processes covering a wide range of true E
miss
T . In
the left plot the points at average true EmissT of 20 GeV are from Z → ττ events, those
at 35 GeV are from W → lν events, those at 68 GeV are from semi-leptonic tt¯ events,
those at 124 GeV are from A → ττ events with mA = 800 GeV, and those at 280 GeV
are from events containing supersymmetric particles at a mass scale of 1 TeV. The right
plot has been obtained for A → ττ events with mA = 800 GeV (right). The linearity is
shown at three different steps of the calibration procedure.
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A good accuracy of the measurement of the EmissT direction is needed when the E
miss
T
vector is used to reconstruct the kinematic of the final state. Moreover it is often necessary
to apply a cut on the distance between the reconstructed EmissT and the high pT jets in the
event; this cut will reject fake EmissT due to fluctuations of the reconstructed jet energy
due to problems in the jet reconstruction, like for example cracks or dead regions inside
the calorimeter acceptance.
Figures 10.116 and 10.117 show the resolution on the measurement of the EmissT az-
imuthal angle in ATLAS and CMS respectively. A resolution of about 100 mrad (or better)
can be obtained for high
∑
ET values. The resolution is better for samples with moderate
hadronic activity.
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Figure 10.116: Accuracy of the measure-
ment of the azimuth of the ~EmissT vector
as a function of the true EmissT for three
different physics processes: semi-leptonic
tt¯ events, Z → ττ and W → lν events for
ATLAS.
Figure 10.117: EmissT azimuthal angle ac-
curacy as a function of the reconstructed
EmissT for tt¯ events in CMS (right) before
(open circles) and after (solid circles) a
jet energy correction used to linearize the
EmissT scale.
Fake EmissT can come from various sources like dead or noisy cells or towers in the
calorimeter, energy losses in cracks and inactive materials, problems in muon reconstruc-
tion (undetected or poorly reconstructed muons, fake muons).
Figure 10.118 shows the fake and true EmissT reconstructed in a di-jet sample with at
least one jet with 560 < ET < 1120 GeV. The fake EmissT dominates the spectrum up to
about 200 GeV. When the EmissT vector is required to be more than 17
◦ in azimuth from
all reconstructed jets in the event the EmissT spectrum is seen to be dominated by true
EmissT . This confirm the above statement that mis-measurement of the jet energies is the
main cause of fake EmissT .
10.48 b-tagging
A. Rizzi
The identification of the jets containing b quarks (b-jets) relies on the properties of B
hadrons decays. The B hadrons have a lifetime τB ∼ 1.6 ps, which corresponds to a cτB ∼
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Figure 10.118: Fake (circles) and true (triangles) EmissT expected in a di-jet sample before
(left) and after (right) a jet isolation cut (see text).
500 µm, and they produce, on average, 5 charged particles per decay. One of the charged
tracks is often a lepton, with a branching ratio of B → l + X of ∼ 10% for each lepton
family.
The two major features of the B hadrons decay, that can be exploited to identify jets
originating from b quarks, are the lifetime and the presence of a lepton. Obviously the
efficiency of the second technique is limited by the branching ratio of B hadrons to leptons.
Different algorithms can be implemented to identify b-jets using these two properties. The
goal of an algorithm is to have an high efficiency in identifying the b-jets and a low prob-
ability of mis-identifying a jet originated from a light flavour quark as a b-jet.
The algorithms act on the input data from the detectors which is typically already pro-
cessed with the so-called reconstruction algorithms. The actual inputs are the recon-
structed tracks, jets and vertices. The tracks are represented as a momentum vector plus
the spatial information given by the impact parameter on the transverse plane and on the
coordinate along the longitudinal direction, i.e. along the beam axis. The reconstructed
jets usually provide information on the jet energy and direction. The vertices are points
in three dimensional space where several tracks cross; the point in which the LHC protons
interacts is defined as the primary vertex.
To each quantity its uncertainty is assigned as computed by the reconstruction algorithm.
The uncertainties take into account the precision of the measurements and the effects of
trajectory extrapolations: for example the parameters of a track are measured in tracking
detectors up to a distance of few cm from the interaction point, the position near the
interaction point is then obtained extrapolating to the beam line the trajectory of the
particle in the detectors magnetic field.
In the next sections a brief description of how the two types of algorithms work is
given. Then the usage of b-tagging algorithm in the trigger is discussed and finally the
issues of calibration of the algorithm are presented.
10.48.1 Lifetime based algorithms
The lifetime information can be exploited in different ways. A first class of methods is
based on the observation of tracks with large impact parameters.
As shown in Figure 10.119, tracks originating from B decays have large impact pa-
rameters with respect to the primary vertex, since they come from a displaced vertex.
The impact parameters of particles originated from the primary vertex are null and so the
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Figure 10.119: B hadron decay in a b-jet. The tracks originating from the B hadron decay
have a large impact parameter with respect to the interaction point.
measured value is expected to be compatible with the tracking resolution. The mean value
of the impact parameters of the tracks originating from the B hadron decay is not much
affected by the energy scale (i.e. B hadron momentum) as at higher energy the tracks are
more collimated because of the boost but the decay length is higher.
A complementary approach is based on the reconstruction of secondary vertices. In this
case the information obtained from different tracks is correlated: if several trajectories
cross in a point a secondary vertex is identified. The identification of a secondary vertex
alone is already a very discriminating quantity, i.e. a high fraction of b-jets produce sec-
ondary vertices during reconstruction while only few light flavour jets produce this type
of topology. Nevertheless by computing quantities specific of the secondary vertex it is
possible to improve the discriminating power.
A very simple algorithm to tag b-jets is the so called Track Counting algorithm. This
algorithm consists of counting the number of tracks in a jet with the impact parameter
IP higher than a given threshold. The impact parameter resolution σIP can be computed
from primary vertex and track parameters uncertainties and, because of extrapolation
errors, can be different for different tracks. Therefore the significance of the impact pa-
rameter S = IPvalueσIP is used instead of its value. Jets with at least two or three tracks with
S higher then ∼ 2÷ 3 are likely to be b-jets.
More complex algorithms need calibration either based on real data or Monte Carlo si-
mulation. This algorithms work by using the Probability Distribution Function (PDF)
of impact parameters of tracks originating from light quarks jet and/or the one of heavy
flavour quarks tracks. With the given PDFs it is possible to compute the probability that
a track, with a given impact parameter, originates from a light or b quark jet. The ratio
of the two probabilities can be computed and then a global weight for a jet, combining
the ratios of individual tracks, is obtained.
In order to estimate the discriminating power of an algorithm, its performances are studied
looking at the efficiency of tagging a b-jet versus the probability of wrongly tagging as a
b-jet a light quark jet or a c-jet as shown in Figure 10.120.
The working point on the curves shown in Figure 10.120 is set by a cut on a continuous
variable, as the jet weight of the algorithm described above, which is the final result of
any b-tagging algorithm.
The performances can then be studied as a function of the jet energy, or as function
of the η of the jet by looking at the mistagging probability, at a fixed b efficiency, for
different values of pT or η (Figure 10.121).
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Figure 10.120: Left plot shows the b-tagging efficiency versus purity (inverse of the prob-
ability of tagging a light quark jet). On the right plot the distribution of the jet weight is
shown for light quark jets and for b-jets as computed by ATLAS simulation.
Figure 10.121: Probability of tagging uds (bottom points), gluon (middle points) or charm
(top points) jets for a fixed b-tag efficiency (50%) as a function of jet energy (left) and
direction η (right), as computed with CMS simulation for a secondary vertex based algo-
rithm.
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10.48.2 Soft lepton algorithms
The soft lepton algorithms exploit the presence of muons or electrons in the b-jets. The
muons and the electrons can be easily identified using the muon systems of the LHC
experiments and the electromagnetic calorimeters. The main drawback of these algorithms
is that they are limited by the B → l + X branching ratio. On the other hand they can
work even without a perfectly aligned tracker or in absence of the inner pixel detectors
which are instead crucial for lifetime based algorithms.
Information such as the component of the momentum of the lepton on the plane orthogonal
to jet direction and the η−φ distance of the lepton from the jet axis, are used to improve
the discrimination. Neural network algorithms can be used to obtain the best performance.
10.48.3 b-tagging at trigger level
The b-tagging can be exploited also at trigger level to improve selection efficiency of events
where b-jets are expected. In this context, since for timing reasons it is not possible to
perform the full event reconstruction, the algorithms should be applied to a subset of the
event. A possible implementation is to apply it only to the most energetic jets, performing
track reconstruction only in a small geometrical region containing the jet. In this way it is
possible to lower the jet energy threshold, for jets identified as b-jets, without increasing
the total trigger rate.
10.48.4 Calibration
Two important issues of b-tagging algorithm are how we can tune the algorithms and how
we can measure their efficiency. In both cases the usage of simulated data leads to high
uncertainties, so reliable methods based on real data should be implemented.
The tuning of some algorithms needs the knowledge of the impact parameter PDF for
light quarks and b-jets. While those are easily computed in simulated data, it can be quite
difficult to do the same on real data, where no Monte Carlo truth is available.
For the impact parameter PDF of track originating from primary vertex (such as most of
those present in light quark jets) an efficient way to measure it is by using the negative
part of the impact parameter distribution. The impact parameter is indeed lifetime signed
by looking at its projection on the jet axis direction. If the track originates from the decay
of a long-lived particle the projection is on the same side of the jet direction and the track
is positively signed. If the projection falls on the opposite side the sign is assigned to be
negative. The tracks originating from primary vertex should have a symmetrical distri-
bution while displaced vertices tracks populate only the positive part of the distribution.
The negative half of the distribution is so with good approximation an estimate of the PDF.
The second problem is trying to calibrate b-jets properties or to measure b-tagging
efficiency. In order to do that an independent way of tagging a jet is needed. This can be
obtained by fully reconstructing events where two b-jets are expected, such as tt¯ events,
identifying only one of the two top quarks with b-tagging algorithms and considering the
remaining jet as a b-jet. It has been proved that in this way a quite pure sample of b-jets
can be selected, so that b-jets properties can be studied on real data and the efficiency of
the algorithm can be measured.
10.49 The Trigger System
A. Nisati
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10.49.1 The requirements to the Trigger System
As mentioned in Chapter , the intensity of the signal of new physics at LHC is usually very
weak (about 10−4 Hz, cf. Figure 10.122). An online selection of events of physics interest is
mandatory to store on permanent memory only a small fraction of the p-p events produced
(about 109 Hz), for detailed oﬄine reconstruction and analysis. The role of the trigger
system is to make an online selection of particle collisions potentially containing physics of
interest reducing at the same time the large rate of uninteresting physics processes. The
event selection needed to isolate the physics of interest from the bulk of minimum bias
events requires typically a rejection of a factor 1013, most of which (about 107) has to be
performed online. The physics process of interest can be tagged by looking to particles in
the final state such as:
- electrons (Higgs, new gauge bosons, extra dimensions, SUSY, W, top);
- photons (Higgs, extra dimensions, SUSY);
- muons (Higgs, new gauge bosons, extra dimensions, SUSY, W, top, B-physics);
- jets (SUSY, compositeness, resonances);
- jets + missing ET (SUSY, leptoquarks);
- tau + missing ET (MSSM Higgs, SUSY);
The selection efficiencies must be precisely known for the different physics processes in
order to evaluate correctly the production cross-sections and the branching ratios without
introducing biases. Furthermore, the trigger systems for experiments at the LHC must
be robust against the physics background that is present in the experimental halls. This
is particularly the case for the muon trigger, exposed to the large rate of low energy par-
ticles produced by the interaction of primary particles with the forward detectors of the
apparatus and the machine elements such as the beam-pipe and the collimators.
Given the complexity of the events to be analysed, the experimental apparatus will pro-
vide lots of precision measurements; online systems with large bandwidth capabilities are
therefore required to move this amount of information from the on-detector electronics
and from the readout buffers to the event builder to compose the event fragment to be
stored.
Last but not least, the system flexibility is important to optimize the trigger selection for
new possible physics signals that today are fully unexpected. In the folowing the main
aspectes of the trigger and
10.49.2 The Trigger of ATLAS and CMS
The online event rejection is performed with two or more trigger levels. Multi-level trig-
gers provide a rapid rejection of high-rate backgrounds without incurring much deadtime.
The First Level Trigger (L1 ) is based on custom fast electronics that processes the signal
coming from detectors with reduced granularity. The event accept/reject decision is pro-
duced with fixed latency with respect to the corresponding bunch crossing time. A short
latency is essential since information from all detectors needs to be buffered, waiting for
the L1 decision on whether accept or reject the event for further online analysis performed
by the High Level Trigger system (HLT).
HLT selections are based on fast computer algorithms running on commercial PC farms
at affordable cost, and perform the final selection before the event storage on memory mass
for oﬄine analysis. The resulting accepted event rate has to be matched to the amount of
data that can be reconstructed in the oﬄine computing farms.
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Figure 10.122: The proton-proton inelastic cross-section at the LHC center-of-mass energy
is compared to the cross-section of more specific physics processes such as the SM Higgs
boson production and decay to photons or four-leptons in the final state, or SUSY particles.
A rejection factor of the order of 1013 is needed to separate the physics of interest from
the bulk of the inelastic p-p interaction.
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The First Level Trigger
The First Level Trigger of ATLAS and CMS is based on very fast reconstruction of muons,
electrons/photons, jets, taus total transverse energy and missing transverse energy per-
formed with dedicated electronics. The L1 system forms a trigger decision for each bunch-
crossing based on combinations of above. Both in ATLAS and CMS the measurements
from the inner tracking detector are not used to perform the L1 trigger selection. The
trigger accept signal is distributed to the front-end electronics. The latency is fixed and
it is about 2.5 µs which implies that 100 events should be buffered in pipeline memories
waiting for the trigger decision.
The maximum event rate accepted by the L1 trigger systems of ATLAS and CMS is 100
kHz, and it is limited mainly by the input bandwidth of the HLT system can afford. The
representative event size of selected events is 1 MB both for ATLAS and CMS. Deadtime is
artificially introduced in order to avoid data loss or buffer overflow in front-end electronics.
ATLAS plans to introduce a deadtime of 4 bunch-crossings (100 ns), which corresponds
to a fraction of about 1% for a 100 kHz L1 rate.
The L1 trigger selections at LHC are based on the presence of inclusive muons with
pT > 20 GeV/c (corresponding rate at nominal LHC luminosity: about 10 kHz), electro-
magnetic clusters (e/γ) with ET > 30 GeV (rate: 10 ÷ 20 kHz), jets with ET > 300 GeV
(rate: 200 Hz).
In addition to the rejection of events with low-pT particles, the L1 has to cope with
physics background originating from the hadron showers of primary particles from p-p
collisions that can fake high-pT muon signatures in the muon spectrometer. To limit the
rate from this source, muon trigger systems must be fast and redundant, space and time
coincidences must be taken as small as possible. Figure 10.123 shows a simplified view of
the ATLAS L1 Muon Trigger scheme.
Last but not least, the L1 trigger systems must assign the bunch-crossing to the event
that has produced the trigger accept, for correct event building by tha Data-Acquisition
System (DAQ).
The High-Level Trigger
The events accepted by the L1 trigger need a further selection in order to reduce the
amount of data to be stored for the oﬄine reconstruction and physics analysis. Both
ATLAS and CMS plan to record about 100 events/s, that corresponds to 106 TB data in
a year of data taking. Since the L1 selects events with a rate of 100 kHz, this implies that
the HLT system must provide another rejection factor 103 while keeping high efficiency
for the physics processes of interest. The solutions adopted by ATLAS and CMS for the
HLT are rather different: the CMS Collaboration has decided to read all the detector data
accepted by the L1, thus performing the full event reconstruction with a PCs farm in one
single level of the HLT. On the contrary the ATLAS Collaboration adopted a different
strategy, based on the so-called ”Region-of-Interest” (ROI) approach, that implies the
movement only of a small fraction of the detector data (again, accepted by the L1 trigger)
available in the readout buffers of each subdetector.
The ATLAS High-Level Trigger
Assuming an event size of 1 MB, the L1 trigger (called Level-1 in ATLAS) accept rate
of 100 kHz does require a readout bandwidth of 1000 Gb/s in case the whole detector
data was accessed. This is possible with today’s technology; however ATLAS has decided
to reduce the data readout volume by the implementation of a Level-2 Trigger step that
reduces by a factor 100 the event rate to be passed to the Event Filter selection, where the
events are fully reconstructed and selected with oﬄine-like algorithms. In other words,
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Figure 10.123: The L1 muon trigger system for LHC experiments must select with high
efficiency genuine high-pT muons originating from the p-p interaction point. Fake muons
simulated by random coincidences produced by the physics background present in the
muon system can raise the trigger rate to unacceptable values. The ATLAS muon trigger
system sketched in this figure is based on a multiple detector tight coincidences with
short time gates in both η and φ views. In the barrel, the coincidence in both views of
RPC2 with RPC1 trigger stations provides the so-called low-pT trigger when running at
L = 2 × 1033 cm−2s−1. For the nominal luminosity run the high-pT trigger requires the
low-pT selections and the coincidence of RPC2 with RPC3. A similar scheme is adopted
in the endcap where TGC stations replace the RPCs. Each trigger station is made by two
gas gaps each read in two orthogonal projections.
the HLT of ATLAS is made by two sequential steps: The Level-2 and the Event Filter [9];
see also Figure 10.124. The Level-2 trigger is based on computer algorithms running on
a reduced set of full granularity detector data. In fact, in ATLAS the Level-1 provides,
in addition to the event selection and of the bunch-crossing, also the ”Region-of-Interest”
(ROI) identifier. The ROI is small region in the η − φ space of a given detector (muon
system, electromagnetic calorimeter, hadron calorimeter), where the Level-1 system has
produced the trigger accept. This means that in this region a high energy object (muon,
electron/gamma, jet, tau, etc...) has been found and satisfied the trigger menu conditions.
The size of this region is typically ∆η×∆φ = 0.1×0.1. When a Level-1 trigger is generated,
the Level-2 algorithm refines the measurements of the particle that has originated the
Level-1 accept using the full measurements available in a small region containing the ROI.
This is shown in Figure 10.125.
As an example, in the case of the muon trigger, the Level-1 uses track measurements
provided only by the RPCs; at Level-2, the drift time measurements of the precision
tracking system made by the Muon Drift Tubes (MDT) are also used to improve the
quality of the muon momentum estimate. To do this only the MDT and RPC data (or
MDT/CSC plus the TGC data, in the endcap) around the Level-1 muon ROI are read
from the whole ReadOut System. The same approach is applied to electron/photon, taus,
and energy triggers. Similarly, the Level-2 electron selection is based on a detailed shower
analysis, not performed at Level-1. In addition, the measurements from the Inner Detector
(not available at Level-1) are used to validate the reconstruction of this lepton: a high-pT
track is searched around the electromagnetic cluster and the matching between the center-
of-gravity of the cluster and the track is required. After this reconstruction and selection,
the electron rate is reduced by a factor larger than 60, with an efficiency of about 85%.
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Figure 10.124: Simplified scheme of the ATLAS High-Level Trigger. Once the Level-
1 trigger (LV1 in the figure) has accepted an event, the detector data are transferred
from the front-end electronics to the Readout System (ROS) buffers (ROBs). Then fast
reconstruction algorithms are executed by the PCs farm of the Level-2 Trigger System
(LV2 in this figure). Full granularity detector data belonging only small regions around
the region(s) where the Level-1 trigger occurred (ROI(s), see the text) are transferred and
used by these programs to validate the Level-1 selection. If the Level-2 system accepts the
processed event, then the Builder Network transfers the whole amount of detector data
to build the event fragment. Finally, the event can be fully reconstructed by the Event
Filter farm (LV3 in the figure) to operate the last online selection before its recording on
tape (or HDD).
Following this strategy, it is possible to precisely measure with a short average latency,
of the order of 10 ms, the low-energy particles that have been triggered as high-energy
objects by the Level-1 trigger. An overall event rejection factor 100, relative to the Level-1
accepts, can be achieved. At the same time, the data traffic is approximatively reduced
accordingly to the fraction of detector read out. Moreover, taking into account also the
contribution given by the message passing among the several Level-2 Processors, it is
estimated that the readout bandwidth can be kept at the level of 100 Gbit/s.
If an event is accepted by the Level-2 selection, the Trigger/DAQ system allows the full
detector data readout and the event building. At this point the last event selection step
is performed, the Event Filter. The event Builder Switch looks for the first PC ready for
data processing in the Event Filter Farm, transfers the full event fragment in its memory
and the PC starts the event reconstruction in the full detector (or in a fraction of it).
Further selection cuts are applied; the event rate reduction is estimated a factor 10 with
respect to the Level-2, with a latency of a few s. If the event is accepted (”filtered”), it
is recorded permanently in the mass storage supports (tapes or HDDs); the rate of event
recording is about 100 Hz.
The ATLAS Trigger/DAQ system architecture allows the staging/deferral scenarios of
this system for the first years of data taking. In fact, during the initial LHC operation,
the machine luminosity will be well below the nominal one, and in this condition the full
Trigger/DAQ potentiality is not needed. The HLT bandwidth can be staged, implementing
the two HLT processing farms with a reduced number of CPUs, to allow for example, a
23 kHz Level-1 output rate. With increasing luminosity, and financial resources, the HLT
farms can be completed to match the nominal system.
More details on the ATLAS High-Level Trigger (rates and acceptances for various
physics channels) are reported in [10].
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Figure 10.125: Illustration of the ROI approach in ATLAS: a muon is triggered by the
Level-1 system (the two outermost RPC chambers visible in this figure); the η − φ ad-
dresses of a small region around the muon track (the ROI) are transferred to the Level-2
Supervisor; the full granularity data set corresponding to a small number of muon cham-
bers placed around the muon ROI are then transferred to the Level-2 farm to allow a
precise and fast muon track reconstruction. On demand, other subdetectors data can be
transferred to allow the overall muon measurement, including the track hits collected by
the Inner Detector.
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The CMS High-Level Trigger
The strategy adopted by the CMS Collaboration for the HLT System is simpler than the
one of ATLAS: when a L1 trigger accept is produced, the whole amount of full granularity
detector data are moved from the on-detector buffers to the DAQ memories, to allow
the complete event fragment building [11]. Once available, the event is reconstructed by
computer programs of different complexity and accuracy to reduce the 100 kHz L1 rate
to the about 100 Hz rate of event recording. These algorithms run in large CPU farms,
built with something like 1000 dual-processor PCs. Similarly to the ATLAS Event Filter
trigger, the CMS HLT latency is of the order of a few s. This approach, that differently
from ATLAS consists in one HLT step only, is very challenging from the point of view
of the bandwidth size required for the full detector data movement, that is estimated of
be of the order of 1000 Gb/s; however, given the present available technologies and the
extrapolation of these to the next three years, this scheme can be realistically implemented.
This CMS Trigger scheme is sketched in Figure 10.126.
Figure 10.126: Simplified scheme of the CMS High-Level trigger. Once the Level-1 trigger
has accepted an event, the detector data are transferred from the front-end electronics
to the Readout System buffers. Then the whole amount of data are organized to build
the event fragment. The event is then processed by the CPU farm of the HLT system to
validate (or reject) the selection made by the first level trigger. The selected events are
then stored on external memory supports.
The architecture of the Trigger/DAQ system of CMS is made in a modular structure
based on 8 basic slices that can be inserted to match the output of the L1 trigger system.
Each slice can process up to 12.5 kHz of events read from the Level-1 trigger. The system
can run with one slice only up to the full 8 slices that allow the processing of the nominal
L1 throughput. This approach is particular suitable during the initial LHC luminosity
since the full potentiality of the Trigger/DAQ system is not needed. As for ATLAS, this
scheme allows also the deferral scenarios of the Trigger DAQ system to allocate financial
resources needed for others CMS subdetectors on a critical path. More details on the
CMS High-Level Trigger (rates and acceptances for various physics channels) are reported
in [12].
10.50 The simulation of events from p-p collisions
A. Giammanco, A. Perrotta
Samples of simulated events are heavily used for the interpretation of the data collected
by high energy experiments to determine the expected distributions of the particles in the
final states accounting for experimental effects like the resolution of the detectors or the
efficiency of selection cuts used to isolate a particular final state. The simulation of an
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“event” requires:
- the generation of the four-momenta of the particles in the final state;
- the simulation of the interaction of the generated particles with the detector;
- the simulation of the digitization phase, i.e. the process by which analogic electronic
signals resulting from the particle-material interaction, get shaped, discriminated
and read out by dedicated electronic devices
- running on the simulated digitized signals the programs which mimics the different
levels of the trigger;
- running on the simulated digitized signals the programs for the reconstruction of
the event both at the local subdetector level and to build the higher level analysis
objects used for the final physics analysis.
If the output of the simulation after the digitization phase has the same format as the
really collected raw data, the same reconstruction software as used on the real data can be
applied to simulated ones. Effects as electronic noise in the detectors, event overlapping
(“pile-up”), instrumental dead-times, etc., must be properly taken into account to provide
realistic reconstructed analysis objects. Figure 10.127 summarizes the various steps lead-
ing to the final high level analysis objects of a typical LHC general purpose experiment,
starting either from a real collider interaction or from a Monte Carlo generated event. A
Figure 10.127: Sketch of the parallel physics processes and simulated ones leading to the
raw data, first, and to the final high level analysis objects later on.
particle (a muon, for example, that crosses the whole detector as shown in Figure 10.128)
passes through several layers of different subdetectors, built with different materials; it
passes through passive material like the cables, the magnet, the mechanical support struc-
ture; it enters also regions with different values of the magnetic field. All those effects and
materials must be properly taken into account for a precise detector simulation36. High
level of details and precision can be achieved with an accurate full simulation. Detector
responses can further be validated and tuned with: test beam data; in situ calibration data
(e.g. cosmics, halo muons); calibration data from LHC collisions (Z → µ+µ−, Z → e+e−,
pi0 → γγ, etc.). As experiments get more complex, also their simulations become more
36Quite often, the very final arrangement for auxiliary equipments, like cables, shieldings, etc., is not
finalized until the detector is fully built and closed, thus leading to some new “final” simulation samples
to be produced only when the correct account of the crossed material is known.
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Figure 10.128: Trajectory of a muon in a slice of the CMS detector. Outside the coil, the
magnetic field changes versus, as can be seen by the change of sign in the curvature radius
of the trajectory.
complex and CPU-time consuming. Therefore, while for several tasks the most possibly
detailed simulation is advised, there are many where the required level of precision makes
more suitable a less detailed but much quicker simulation, the so-called fast simulation.
Domains where a fast simulation is more suitable than a full one are:
- quick and approximate estimates of signal and background rates;
- fast development of analysis methods and algorithms;
- test of new generators or new theoretical ideas in a realistic environment;
- scan of complex, multi-parameter spaces (like e.g. SUSY);
Emulation of intermediate quantities, as digitized or reconstructed detector hits, could also
be provided. Figure 10.129 compares the job done by a fast simulation with what done by
a full simulation. Fast simulation emulates the combined result of detector simulation and
Figure 10.129: Block diagram of a full and a fast simulation in a typical LHC experiment.
They all start from the same Monte Carlo generated events and aim to produce as similar
as possible final analysis objects.
reconstruction, and it is therefore generally tuned and validated with the full simulation
results (while full simulation is tuned and validated with the real data).
10.50.1 Full simulation of the main detectors components
In the following paragraphs the way how the main components of the ATLAS and CMS
detectors are accounted for in the full simulation will be outlined and then compared with
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the methods used in the fast simulation. Details on the two detectors and their simulation
and reconstruction software can be found in [18, 19] for ATLAS and [20] for CMS.
Simulation of the inner tracker systems
A charged particle crosses the active layers of the inner tracking detectors (silicon strips
and pixels in CMS; silicon strips, pixels and an outer transition radiation detector in
ATLAS). Propagation is affected by multiple scattering in the detector and surrounding
material. Within each detector layer, the particle looses energy along the path between its
entry and exit point. The produced charges are collected causing a signal in the dedicated
electronics (Figure 10.130a). Gaussian noise is added on top of those signals, and also to
the other channels not interested by the trajectory of any particle (Figure 10.130b). In the
same event other particles add up, coming from the very same generated event, multiple
interactions, in-time or out-of-time pile-up (Figure 10.130c). All charges are linearly added
up in case of overlap, then discriminated and digitized, ending up with the raw data of the
tracking detector layers. Those raw data, separated from the information of the generated
particles, are the input for the reconstruction phase (Figure 10.130d). Tracking algorithms
apply pattern recognition and track fit; magnetic field, multiple scattering, material effects
are also taken into account. Different use cases can be considered: low/high pT , searches
for displaced vertices, etc. At the end of the reconstruction (as for the real data) the
exact 1-to-1 correspondence between generated charged particles and reconstructed tracks
is generally lost, and it can only be restored on a probabilistic basis.
Figure 10.130: Steps performed in the simulation of charged particles crossing the inner
tracking devices (see text).
Simulation of the calorimeters
Electrons and photons in the electromagnetic (ECAL) and hadrons in the hadronic (HCAL)
calorimeters generate large showers, respectively via pair production and bremsstrahlung
processes, see Figure 10.131, and via hadronic interactions. On the other hand electromag-
netic and hadronic calorimeters are coarser grained detectors if compared to the tracking
devices. To perform a realistic simulation, several effects must be taken into account, i.e.
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Figure 10.131: Side view of the ECAL of CMS, with an electromagnetic shower that starts
in the preshower and fully develops in the electromagnetic calorimeter.
for electromagnetic calorimeters: variation of the light collection along the length of the
crystal (homogeneous ECAL) or of the fibers (sampling ECAL); modified crystal trans-
parency with large integrated doses (homogeneous ECAL); noise; electronic thresholds.
Simulation parameters must be tuned to reproduce the results of the test beams. The
whole charge collected in one, or even more than one, crystal or tile is read out together.
Therefore, in the reconstruction, exact 1-to-1 correspondence between generated and re-
constructed particles is lost and cannot be restored37.
Clusters of energy deposits in the HCAL represent the jets, which are the high level
analysis objects obtainable starting from the calorimetric showers; different clusterization
algorithms and recombination schemes are available, depending on the needs of the specific
analysis.
Simulation of the muon detectors
Muon detectors are tracking devices placed in the outer part of the detector and exploiting
the large penetrating power of muons. Passing muons produce ionization charge in the
drift cells; charges drift towards the sense wires with a drift velocity which is in general
dependent on the impact position, muon direction, residual magnetic field. Contributions
from electronic noise, neutron background, halo muons, muons from pile-up events (in-time
or from a different beam crossing), punch-through hadrons, must be taken into account.
Local reconstruction starts in a single layer and continues by correlating track segments
in the different substructures. Global reconstruction matches these local segments with
those of the inner tracking system (plus possibly signals from the calorimeters that must
be compatible with the particle being a minimum ionizing particle). Exact 1-to-1 corre-
spondence between generated and reconstructed muons is formally lost although, given the
lower track density, there is the matching probability is higher than in the inner tracker.
Simulation of the trigger
As mentioned in Section 10.49, ATLAS and CMS achieve rate reduction by means of their
L1 and HLT trigger systems: events rejected by the trigger are lost forever. The simulation
must reproduce the trigger decision: it is not necessary to actually drop all events that do
not pass the trigger, but it must be made clear which can be used for the analysis, and
which cannot. Since the HLT reconstruction algorithms are similar but not generally the
same as those used in the off-line analysis, as for example they cannot access the whole
37The exception being isolated electrons, photons or hadrons at low luminosity
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calibration data-base, to obtain realistic performance in the simulation code specialized
trigger modules must be developed.
Timing
To obtain the high level of details and precision of the full simulations a considerable
amount of CPU time is required. As an example, for CMS it was estimated [21] that for a
typical LHC high-pT p-p collision in a 1 GHz Pentium III38 the required processing times
were:
- less than 100 ms/evt for the Monte Carlo event generation;
- 100-200 s/evt for the simulation of the material effects;
- 1-10 s/evt for the digitization (simulation of the read-out electronics);
- 10-100 s/evt for the reconstruction.
Therefore, the total CPU-time spent before the analysis can start ranges from 3 to 5
minutes per event. Those estimates were done with the previous framework and event
data model of CMS: it is expected, however, that timings will not change that much
with the new CMS simulation code. The CPU time needed for the event simulation in the
present release of the ATLAS software can be derived from Figure 10.132 [22], for different
types of events and as function of the largest absolute value of the pseudorapidity simulated
(in a p-p collider the track density, and therefore the CPU time needed to simulate the
complete event, increases strongly with pseudorapidity).
Figure 10.132: Average CPU time, in kSI2k, needed to fully simulate different kind of
events in ATLAS, as a function of the upper limit of the interval of pseudorapidity in
which particles are propagated and their interaction with the detector simulated.
10.50.2 Fast simulation in ATLAS
ATLFAST [23] is the package for fast simulation developed and used in ATLAS. It includes
most crucial detector aspects, as jet reconstruction in the calorimeter, momentum and
energy smearing for electrons and photons, effect of the magnetic field, and missing energy.
It provides, starting from the generated particles, the list of reconstructed jets, isolated
leptons, photons, muons, and missing transverse energy. It provides also (optionally)
the list of reconstructed charged tracks. No particle propagation, nor interaction with
the detector material is simulated; a coarse detector geometry is considered to define the
38To obtain the corresponding values in kSI2k-sec, the standard CPU speed normalization between
machines based on the SPECint R©2000 benchmark for integer calculations, those times obtained with a
1 GHz machine must be multiplied by a factor 0.46.
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acceptances. Fast simulation in ATLAS is therefore obtained by smearing directly the
Monte Carlo truth informations with efficiencies and resolutions as obtained from the full
simulation.
Tracking
Emulation of track reconstruction is provided (only optionally) for charged particles inside
the inner detector. It is obtained by smearing three-momenta and impact parameters, as
indicated in the full simulation studies, with different parameterizations of the smearing
and of the reconstruction efficiency for muons, pions and electrons.
Calorimetric clusters
In the present implementation, all electron or photon energy is deposited in one single
ECAL cell, and all hadrons energy in one single HCAL cell. A new parameterization
has been studied [24] and is ready to be implemented. In this new parameterization,
the transverse energy of all undecayed particles is summed up in cells having the same
granularity as the calorimetric L1 trigger (∆φ×∆η = 0.1×0.1), which is coarser than the
granularity of the full simulation; the longitudinal segmentation is limited to the separation
between ECAL and HCAL. The effect of the 2 T magnetic field is taken into account.
Generic calorimetric cluster reconstruction is started from those cells, and an appropriate
energy smearing and reconstruction efficiency is applied after cluster identification from
Monte Carlo truth as electron, photon or hadron.
Jets
Calorimetric clusters non associated with isolated e or γ are associated into jets and
further smeared, with a parameterization which depends on the presence of quarks of a
given flavour in the generated particles that originated the calorimetric clusters. Different
parameterizations are also applied for different luminosity scenarios, reflecting the different
amount of pile-up. Reconstruction and tagging efficiencies are not included in ATLFAST,
but they can be applied “by hand” at a later stage.
Muons
Three possibilities are foreseen for the parameterization of the momentum resolution,
depending on the subdetectors used for the muon reconstruction: muon system stand-
alone, inner detector stand-alone, or the two combined. Muons can be flagged as isolated
or non-isolated. Muon tagging efficiency is not included in ATLFAST, but it can be
applied at a later stage.
Trigger
Only primitive trigger routines are considered, not meant to cover all ATLAS triggers and
levels. They are aimed essentially at eliminating events which have no chance of passing
ATLAS L1 and L2 triggers.
Pile-up
Pile-up events are not simulated in ATLFAST, but a different smearing of jets due to pile-
up is provided as a function of the luminosity, see Figure 10.133. Also the parameterization
of the trigger selection allows for the low and high luminosity options (2× 1033 cm−2s−1
and 1034 cm−2s−1 respectively).
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Figure 10.133: The pjetT resolution for reconstructed jets with 40 < p
jet
T < 50 GeV/c (top)
and 200 < pjetT < 250 GeV/c (bottom), obtained in ATLFAST with the default cone
algorithm for low (left) and high (right) luminosity.
Timing
A very fast processing is obtained thanks to the approach chosen in ATLFAST of relying
on parameterizations of the properties of the final analysis objects, without simulating
interactions of particles with the detector material, nor attempting any reconstruction. A
gain of about four orders of magnitude is claimed with respect to fully simulated similar
events, which corresponds to a computation time of just a few hundred milliseconds per
event.
10.50.3 Fast simulation in CMS
CMS software [20] has recently completed the migration from the previously adopted
framework to the present one. We describe here the package FAMOS for the fast simulation
of particle interactions in the CMS detector, based on the old framework; its main features
will however remain basically unchanged in the new framework.
The output of FAMOS is designed to be as close as possible to the output of the full
simulation and reconstruction of CMS. It delivers the same physics objects (calorimetric
hits and clusters, tracker hits, and reconstructed tracks and muons), with identical inter-
face: they can be used as inputs of the same higher-level analysis algorithms (b-tagging,
electron, muon and tau candidates, jet clustering, lepton isolation, etc.) as the real or
fully simulated data.
Particles in FAMOS are propagated in the nominal magnetic field through the inner
tracker and up to the entrance in the calorimeters. The following interactions are simulated
in the tracker material:
- electron bremsstrahlung;
- photon conversion;
- energy loss by ionization for charged particles;
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- multiple scattering for charged particles.
Electron, photon and hadron showering is allowed in the ECAL and HCAL. Nuclear
interactions are not simulated in FAMOS39, which implies that hadronic showers never
initiate before the calorimeters, and there is a lower number of secondary vertices. As will
be described in section 10.50.4, this implies in turn a different b-tagging significance with
respect to the full simulation which needs therefore a separate tuning.
Tracking
Charged particles in FAMOS are traced through a simplified detector geometry. The
inner part of CMS is treated as composed by thin cylindrical layers of pure silicon, whose
thickness is tuned on the number of bremsstrahlung photons with Eγ > 500 MeV radiated
by energetic electrons traversing any such layer. A comparison of the material content of
the inner CMS in FAMOS and in the full simulation is shown in Figure 10.134, where the
photon conversion points in the plane R-z are recorded.
Figure 10.134: A radiography of the inner part of the CMS detector, were are the tracker
layers, obtained by recording the points where a photon converted in the fast (left) and
full (right) simulations.
Charged particles in FAMOS propagate in the magnetic field through the tracker layers;
multiple scattering and energy loss by ionization are taken into account. Intersections
between simulated trajectories and tracker layers give the “simulated hits”; they are then
smeared and turned, with a given probability, into “reconstructed hits”. An emulation
of seeding and pattern recognition is performed with the reconstructed hits originating
from a given propagated particle, followed by a fit of the track done with the same fitting
algorithms used the reconstruction of full simulated events.
Calorimeter response to e and γ
In FAMOS, the simulation of an electron shower makes use of the Grindhammer parame-
terization [25], implemented in the GFLASH code [26]. The photon case goes back to the
electron case after the first γ → e+e− splitting. Shower develops as if the whole ECAL
were a homogeneous medium. The energy deposits are sliced longitudinally; in each slice
energy spots (calorimeter hits) are distributed in space according to the radial profile
and placed in the actual crystal geometry. The following effects are simulated: leakage
(which is propagated to the HCAL), gaps between ECAL modules, shower enlargement
due to the B-field, electronic noise and zero suppression. Starting from the calorimeter
hits, clustering is obtained as in the reconstruction of full simulated events.
39Their implementation is indeed foreseen in the new fast simulation.
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Calorimeter response to hadrons
Charged and neutral hadrons propagate to the ECAL and HCAL entrances. The energy
response is derived from a full simulation of single pions generated at fixed pT values
between 2 and 300 GeV/c. Smeared energy distributes in the calorimeter cells using
parameterized longitudinal and lateral shower profiles. Other hadrons are treated as pions
of the same pT .
Muons
Muons in FAMOS are not propagated until the CMS muon chambers. Their calorimetric
response is tabulated in a similar way as for hadrons. The response of the muon chambers
is parameterized on samples of fully simulated single muons (with 2 < pT < 1000 GeV/c)
to reproduce efficiencies and resolutions, assuming a gaussian distribution for the final
quantities. Different parameterizations are provided for L1 trigger muons, HLT muons,
and global muons. HLT and global muons may require a correlation with the reconstructed
track.
Trigger
L1 and HLT trigger signals and primitives are obtained as a “by-product” of the fast
simulation of the corresponding subdetectors. Decision functions are then reconstructed
starting from those trigger primitives with the very same logic as in the real data.
Pile-up
In-time pile-up minimum bias generated events are superimposed to the signal events,
and their particles treated as all other particles in the event. No out-of-time pile-up is
considered.
Timing
A complete event takes a couple of seconds to be simulated and reconstructed with FAMOS
(about 1 s in FAMOS itself, the rest in the analysis and framework overhead); it is slightly
more with the pile-up superimposed. It consists of more than two orders of magnitude
gain with respect to the full simulation and reconstruction.
10.50.4 A case study: full vs. fast simulation in CMS
A few comparisons between the former fast and full simulations of CMS (respectively
FAMOS and OSCAR, based on GEANT4[26]) are shown here. Although the agreement
between the results of the two simulations is good for most of the relevant observables,
emphasis will be given to the remaining discrepancies, with a discussion of the possible
causes.
Electrons and photons
In the fast simulation ECAL is represented as a homogeneous medium. This allows by
itself such a saving of CPU time, that a relatively high degree of realism can be afforded
on other aspects:
- a lot of details are allowed (after optimization, about 1500 hits are calculated per
shower of 35 GeV);
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- the front and rear leakage, the fraction of signal lost in the inter-module voids, and
the shower spread due to the magnetic field are simulated;
- the calorimetric noise is added to the signals;
- for very high energy electrons, the punch-through into HCAL is also parameterized;
- fake electrons can show up when an ECAL cluster is associated with a simulated
seed originating from hits produced by the tracks of the event.
The effect of all these details can be seen in Figure. 10.135: in general, the reconstructed
energies in FAMOS reproduce the corresponding ones from the full simulation with an
accuracy at the per mill level in the calorimeter barrel, and at the per cent level in the
endcaps.
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Figure 10.135: Energy deposited in an ECAL supercluster over true energy (left) and
the ratio of the energy in the most energetic crystal to that in the surrounding 3 × 3
crystals windows (right) for isolated electrons in the CMS fast (dots) and full (histogram)
simulations.
Muons
As seen in 10.50.3, the simulation of muons in FAMOS is not very refined. In spite of
that, the higher-level variables show a remarkable agreement with the full simulation, one
example being the invariant mass of a di-muon resonance, shown in Figure 10.136.
Figure 10.136: Invariant mass peak of di-muons coming from the decay of a heavy Higgs,
in the CMS fast (dots) and full (histogram) simulations.
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Fake tracks
As explained above, the tracks in FAMOS are not currently obtained from a pattern
recognition procedure, but from a fit of the hits associated to a “true” charged particle.
Because of this use of the Monte Carlo truth during the reconstruction step, no fake
tracks (i.e., random combination of hits from more than one track, with or without the
contribution of fake hits coming from detector noise) can contaminate the final sample of
reconstructed tracks.
Studies in full simulation show that 0.5% of the tracks in the “low luminosity” scenario
(2×1033 cm−2s−1) are fakes. At that level, the incidence of fake tracks is irrelevant for most
of the LHC studies, and a realistic simulation of this combinatorial background starting
from the hits would require a pattern recognition, which would result in a significant
increase of CPU time.
Impact parameter and b-tagging
FAMOS applies to the tracks the same b-tagging algorithms applied on data and full
simulation. Since the impact parameter is the key ingredient of some of the best performing
b-tagging algorithms, the validation of this variable (shown in Figure 10.137 for single
muons) is of paramount importance. It has to be remarked that the impact parameter
was not directly tuned to reproduce the full simulation shape, thus making this full/fast
simulation agreement a particularly significant test.
Figure 10.137: Impact parameter (left) and its error (right) for isolated muons in the CMS
fast (dots) and full (histogram) simulations.
Unfortunately, the agreement observed in Figure 10.137 is not enough to guarantee
the same b-tagging performance on the fast simulated events, as evidenced by the first
three plots in Figures 10.138, which show the output of one high-level b-tagging algorithm
mainly based on the impact parameters of the charged tracks, for b, c and udsg-initiated
jets: the output of this algorithm in the fast simulation reproduces quite well the behavior
of the full simulation for b and c-jets, while the same is not true for jets originating from
lighter partons. This will affect all analyses in which significant sources of background
come from processes where some light jets are mistagged as coming from heavy quarks.
A common way to describe the performance of a b-tagging algorithm is by showing its
misidentification probability as function of the efficiency. Such a representation is shown
in the last plot in Figure 10.138, for the fast and the full simulations of CMS: one can
see that over a wide range of cuts, chosen such to fix the rejection factor for the light-
flavours related background, the b-tag efficiency in the fast simulation is systematically
overestimated by some 5-10%.
In order to understand which, of the many simplifications meant to make FAMOS fast,
is the culprit of this situation, a closer look to the variables that enter in the definition of
the b-tagging is needed. In Figure 10.137 we had shown how well the impact parameter
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Figure 10.138: In the first three plots: output of the standard CMS b-tagging algorithm,
in the CMS fast (red points) and full (black histogram) simulation. In the last plot:
probability of misidentification for non b-jets versus efficiency of identification of true
b-jets, in the CMS fast (red) and full (black) simulation.
was reproduced in FAMOS, in the relatively easy case of isolated muons. Figure 10.139
shows instead the largest impact parameter among all the charged tracks (mostly hadrons)
in each jet. The comparison with the corresponding full simulation is not satisfactory for
jets from udsg partons. The situation improves if one does not consider the tracks with
the largest impact parameter: for instance, in Figure 10.140 the third largest impact
parameter in each jet is shown.
Figure 10.139: Largest impact parameter for charged particles inside jets, in the CMS fast
(red points) and full (black histogram) simulations.
All this suggests that FAMOS lacks the description of some process which seldom pro-
duces a small number of tracks with significant impact parameter. At first, it was thought
that the lack of fake tracks (see previous subsection) could have been the responsible of the
discrepancy, but at a closer look they were found not sufficient to explain it. Instead, the
difference can be attributed to the nuclear interactions of the hadrons with the tracker ac-
tive and passive materials: they were not simulated in FAMOS, but their implementation
is planned for the next release of the fast simulation of CMS.
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Figure 10.140: Third largest impact parameter for charged particles inside jets, in the
CMS fast (red points) and full (black histogram) simulations.
Hadrons and jets energy
The calorimetric response (ECAL+HCAL) to single pions in FAMOS and in the CMS full
simulation is shown in Figures 10.141a and b. In order to simplify the simulation, all the
long-lived hadrons in FAMOS are treated as charged pions. This proves to be enough to
obtain a remarkable agreement with the full simulation, as shown in Figure 10.141c for
jets between 80 and 120 GeV/c in pT . There are plans, however, to further improve the
realism, by treating differently: the long-lived neutral hadrons, since they don’t release
any signal before the first nuclear interaction; protons and neutrons, whose kinematic
is different due to the high mass; anti-protons and anti-neutrons, which in addition can
annihilate.
Figure 10.141: Calorimetric response, as a function of η, to single pions of 5 GeV (a) and
100 GeV (b), and to jets, reconstructed with the iterative cone algorithm, of pT between
80 and 120 GeV/c (c) in the CMS fast (triangles) and full (squares) simulations.
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